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Introduction 

Background 
A huge evangelization campaign has been scheduled to begin on Christmas 1990 
and end on Christmas 2000. The drive, called 'Evangelization 2000', aims to 'give 
Christ the gift of a more Christian world on his 2000th anniversary*.1 Through 
evangelization efforts worldwide, the organizers hope to contribute to the conver
sion of 'at least 51 percent' of the world's population to Christianity by the year 
2000. A related project, 'Lumen 2000', will serve as the media arm of this decade-
long evangelization drive. The $ 400-million project, already organized in fifty 
countries, will propel Catholic radio and television stations into the electronic age. 
The two projects are self-described responses to the Pope's call for a 'new 
evangelization' as Christianity approaches its third millenium. These two multi
million-dollar enterprises are based on the premise that the essential mission of 
the Church is to heed the Great Commission: 'Go into all the world and preach 
the gospel to the whole creation' (Mk 16:15). 

Their missiological presuppositions, ideological orientations and practical con
sequences notwithstanding, the said projects are plain indications of a general 
renewal in the Church today to respond to the evangelical mandate. Christians 
all over the world have been demonstrating in the past few years a renewed 
vitality in the evangelization enterprise. Within the confines of the Roman 
Catholic Church, the aggiornamento of Vatican II has brought in needed fresh 
air to revitalize missionary zeal.2 The spirit of Vatican II has inspired a new 
resurgence which has caught fire all over the world. For example, in Latin 
America, the movement of basic Christian communities and the theology of 
liberation have been born in the quest for an evangelization that is responsive to 
human persons in their concrete socio-political and historical situation.3 The 
Christians in Africa are searching for the African and Black expressions of the 

1 Mike Tangeman, '"Evangelization 2000" and "Lumen 2000" Their Impacts on the Catholic 
Faith in the Developing World', a paper presented in a conference on 'Faith and Development-
Oppressive Christianity in the Third World' (London, Oct 26-27, 1989) 

2 Cfr eg Vatican II, Lumen Gentium (Nov 21, 1964) and Ad Gentes Dmmtus (Dec 7, 1965) in 
Austin Flannery, ed, Vatican Council II — The Conciliar and Post-Conciliar Documents, New 
Revised Edition, The Vatican Collection vol 1 (Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1984) 

3 Cfr e g Sergio Torres and John Eagleson, eds., The Challenge of Basic Christian Communities 
(New York. Orbis, 1981) and Gustavo Gutierrez, A Theology of Liberation (New York Orbis, 
1973) 
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Gospel which has been introduced and presented in a different tinge/ And, in 
Asia where Christianity is a minority religion, the Christians are struggling 
together with others of different religions, cultures and persuasions to contribute 
their Gospel resources to the building up of basic human communities.5 In all 
these developments, the primary concern is how to make the Gospel a really 
Good News to the people. 
Among the Franciscans in particular, the issue of evangelization has been the 
focus of special reflection and action in the past few years. The latest General 
Plenary Council of the Order held at Bangalore, India in 1988 tried to make an 
evaluation of the Order's implementation of the six-year plan of evangelization, 
adopted by the 1985 General Chapter at Assisi. The plan of action, entitled Our 
Call to Evangelization — Proposals for Action, asked all the friars, both as indi
viduals and as communities, to focus on three specific themes which constantly 
recur in the evangelization challenge: the contemplative dimension, the option for 
the poor/justice and peace, and the formation towards a missionary spirit.6 The 
plan itself was a response to the call to evangelization, aired at the Plenary 
Council in Bahia, Brazil in 1983. The Bahia document, The Gospel Challenges Us, 
reminded the friars that their 'mission is evangelization' and that they are 'sent as 
brothers', 'as minores among the poor' and as 'instruments of justice and peace'.7 

Immersed in and challenged by these developments, the Franciscan friars in the 
Philippines (RP-OFM friars) are similarly experiencing a growing awareness and 
a surging desire to respond to the evangelization challenge as meaningfully and 
as seriously as possible. However, as is true in the case of their Christian partners 
all over, there is the corollary fact that the response to this challenge entails 
difficulties, questions, anxieties and even polarizations in identifying what the 
proper response is and in setting the priorities in the evangelization endeavour. 
For, it is true, the translation into reality of the ideals of the Gospel and the 
directives of the Church and the Order is not that easy when one seriously takes 
into consideration the needs and challenges of society in general and the subjec
tive conditions of the evangelizers themselves in particular. 

The objective and design of the study 
The general aim of this study is to describe the ongoing evangelization efforts of 
the RP-OFM friars and to highlight the important patterns of their activities. In 
the task of describing the evangelization activities of the friars, it is imperative to 
situate their efforts in the wider context of Philippine society, of which they are 

4 Cfr. e.g. Kofi Appiah-Kubi and Sergio Torres, eds., African Theology en Route (New York: Orbis, 
1979). 

5 Cfr. e.g. Virginia Fabella, ed., Asia's Struggle for Full Humanity (New York: Orbis, 1980) and 
Aloysius Pieris, 'Asia's Non-Semitic Religions and the Mission of the Local Churches', The Month 
vol. 15 Second Series (1982), pp. 105-126. 

6 General Chapter (Assisi, 1985), Our Call to Evangelization: Proposals for Action and Plenary 
Council (Bangalore, 1988), A Message from Bangalore: "Ministers of the Word, Servants of All." 

7 Plenary Council (Bahia, 1983), The Gospel Challenges Us. 
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parts and products. Questions such as the following need to be confronted: Who 
are the subjects or beneficiaries of evangelization? What kind of society do they 
live in? Which important historical and cultural features in their lives need to be 
carefully considered? What are their aspirations, beliefs and convictions? What 
are their concrete needs, problems and resources? Answers to these and similar 
questions form the subject matter of the first chapter. 
Franciscan presence in the Philippines is almost as old as Christianity itself in the 
country. The Franciscan Order was one of the missionary orders responsible for 
the first evangelization of the Filipinos. There is a need to look back to the 
Franciscan heritage and examine it in the light of present realities and perspec
tive. Knowing how the early forebrothers grappled with the vital questions and 
issues at that time can offer us some inspiration and at the same time may help 
us understand the present questions and difficulties. In looking back to the past, 
one must however be critical and must situate both past and present evangeliza
tion efforts as parts of the whole ongoing process of evangeUzation. Chapter 2 
discusses all of these points. 

Chapter 3 describes the subjects of this study, the members of the Province of 
San Pedro Bautista in the Philippines. Questions that will guide the development 
of this chapter include the following: Who are the members of this community? 
How has the Province itself developed since its establishment in 1970 till 1989? 
What were the issues and problems faced by the members within this two-decade 
period? And, what are the prospects for this community? 
Guiding the study would be three sets of questions revolving around three basic 
concepts8 used by the RP-OFM friars themselves: 
1 Charism: How do the friars define their specific contribution to the evangeliza

tion process? Or, what specific role as Franciscan evangelizers can and do they 
play? 

2 Vision: How do the friars see the needs of Philippine society and the local 
Church? How do they envision the response to the perceived needs? 

3 Mission: How do the evangelizers express their vision? What commitments or 
activities are considered important? Among these, which take priority? What 
are the difficulties involved in these activities? 

The assumption of this study is that in the efforts of evangelization a Christian 
individual or community is guided, whether explicitly or implicitly, by a vision 
framework, and in turn, this vision is translated into mission principles and is 
colored by the individual's or group's specific charism. While each concept is a 
distinguishable issue, there is a dynamic and interdependent relationship among 
the three. The vision is colored by how a charism is defined and is formed and 
re-inforced according to the concrete missionary experiences. Mission objectives 

8 The chansm-vision-mission framework has been introduced by the South-east Asia Interdiscipli
nary Development Institute which facilitated the 1st General Assembly of the RP-OFM friars in 
1982. 
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are formed and translated into activities according to one's vision framework and 
one's self-definition of charism. Finally, charism is also defined and accepted 
according to one's vision framework and missionary experiences. 
It should be emphasized here that the charism-vision-mission (CVM) framework, 
though it has become a byword among the RP-OFM friars, has never been thor
oughly examined and discussed. Thus, a corollary objective of this study is to 
analyse, explain and elaborate the meaning of these concepts. Part II of this study 
explores the basic concepts of charism (chapter 4) and vision (chapter 5). In both 
chapters, first there will be an attempt to discuss the meaning of each concept as 
found in some biblical sources and recent Church documents and as used in 
social science literature. Then there will be an explanation of the expressions of 
each concept as formulated by the friars. Finally, some questions and issues will 
be raised in each section. The five-fold mission objectives are separately treated 
in Part III (chapters 6-10). In each chapter, there will be an examination of the 
attempts of the friars to respond to each mission challenge. Again, some issues 
are raised and discussed in each section. In the concluding chapter, a summary of 
the whole study is made. 

The main objective of this study is to explore the evangelization efforts of the 
OFM friars in the Philippine context, using the CVM framework. To achieve this 
objective, the writer employs primarily the method of content analysis. That is, an 
analysis is made of the contents of the various studies, reports, discussions and 
resolutions made by the friars in the three most important bodies of the Province: 
the chapter, the plenary council and the general assembly.9 These bodies are the 
regular fora where the friars discuss and decide on matters important in the life, 
formation and ministry of the Province. To complement the method of content 
analysis, the writer also solicited the observations, comments and suggestions of 
Bienvenido Baisas, one of the most actively involved friars in the history and 
development of the Province. Baisas has literally guided the development of the 
Franciscan entity in the Philippines for many years. Except for the period 1970-
1973, he has served the Vicariate/Province as Pro-Vicar (1973-1976), as Council
lor (1976-1979), and Local Superior (1979-1989). Finally, because the writer is 
himself a member of the Province and has participated in a number of the formal 
gatherings of the Province in the last few years, he draws personal insights and 
observations from those experiences. 

The importance and limitations of the study 
This work is an exploratory study on contextual evangelization. It examines the 
concrete ways by which a particular community attempts to respond to the 
evangelization questions in the local situation. The writer hopes that this study 
will provide some practical insights which will facihtate the understanding, 
clarification and evaluation of the missionary activities of the RP-OFM friars. 
Issues are identified and questions are raised in the hope of contributing some 

9 Cfr. introductory part of chapter 3. 
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challenges and evoking further discussion and reflection on the friars' commit
ment to the Gospel, as understood in the Franciscan way, and to the beneficiaries 
of evangelization. 
I believe this study would also be of interest to groups other than the RP-OFM 
Province. In particular, I think of other religious groups which face the same 
basic Christian call and the same specific religious vocation. I hope that this study 
will yield some insights into how a particular religious community examines and 
goes about its contribution to the evangelization venture. Especially for the 
Franciscans who in the last few years have been very concerned about the 
challenge of evangelization, this study presents a modest example of how one 
Province tries to confront the challenges aired by the Order. 
In the attempt to use the CVM framework, the writer believes that this frame
work contributes a comprehensive perspective in the analysis of the evangelization 
activities in general. As will be seen, the use of this framework enables one to 
integrate many of the important aspects of the evangeüzation question, e.g. the 
content of evangehzation, the process of reading the signs of the times or the 
hermenéutica! process, and the specification of the different tasks of evangeliza
tion. In a very particular manner, the use of the charism concept touches the right 
chord for the religious who are invited to constantly examine their own specific 
contribution to the evangelization challenge. 

Contextualization or contextual evangelization are very general terms which carry 
different meanings to different users. The writer formally defines contextualiza
tion as a process by which conceptual frameworks are constructed out of the 
experiences and aspirations of a local community. Along this formal definition, I 
would consider this study, using the CVM framework adopted by the RP-OFM 
themselves to express their aspirations and to examine their experiences, as a very 
concrete example of formal contextualization. Moreover, if we define contextual 
evangelization as the communal process of responding to the Gospel challenge 
within the framework of the concrete socio-political and historico-cultural 
situation, I believe that this study which describes the process by which the friars 
have communally formulated and are trying to concretize their Gospel ideals in 
the Philippine context, provides an adequate example of contextual evangelization. 
The writer recognizes at least two limitations of this study. First of all, because of 
the exploratory nature of the study, it does not go deeper into the theoretical 
discussion of some of the vital issues faced in evangelization, e.g. the question of 
inculturation or contextualization, the moral question in some of the justice and 
peace issues, and so forth. Secondly, comments and suggestions from a repre
sentative number of friars could have emiched the contents of this study. The 
writer recognizes the limitation of not having the time and opportunity to do this. 
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PART I 

THE ORDER OF FRIARS MINOR 
IN THE PHILIPPINES 

'The Province of San Pedro Bautista 
in the Philippines 
espouses the Charism-Vision-Mission 
as its thrust 
in Gospel living and witnessing 
within the Philippine context.' 

Provincial Statutes (Feb. 1989) 
Province of San Pedro Bautista 
Philippines 
Chap. 1, Art. 1, No.l. 





1 The Philippines: The context of evangelization 

The purpose of evangelization, according to Evangelii Nuntiandi (18), is the 
renewal and transformation of humanity, of both the personal and collective 
consciences of people, the activities in which they engage, and the lives and 
concrete milieux which are theirs.1 The modern summa of the problems and 
requirements of evangelization lays down very explicitly the necessity of consider
ing the human context of evangelization. 
The need for knowing and analysing the socio-political and historico-cultural 
context where evangelization is to take place is not only a matter of effectivity or 
strategy. The challenges of working for human rights, peace, justice, development 
and liberation are not foreign but are in fact profoundly linked with evangeliza
tion. For the people who are to evangelize and to be evangelized are not abstract 
beings but are subject to social and economic questions (31). And, the Kingdom 
which the Gospel proclaims is lived by human persons who are profoundly linked 
to a culture, and the building of the Kingdom cannot avoid borrowing the 
elements of human culture or cultures (20). 
In this chapter, we are going to consider the context where the RP-OFM friars 
find themselves in. We do this by first making a comparative analysis of the 
Philippine situation in relation to some Asian-Oceanic countries. Then, there will 
be a general survey of the socio-economic and political developments and the 
historico-cultural features of the country and its people. Finally, an attempt 
towards a description of the Catholic Church in the country today will be pres
ented. In doing so, it is hoped that a general background for a better understand
ing of the issues and problems confronted by the RP-OFM friars will be provided. 

1.1 General background 

1.1.1 A quick survey 
The geographical location of the Philippines in Asia is very strategic. In the old 
missionary era (16th century), the country was used by the Spanish missionaries 
as a jumping board for missions in the more attractive vineyards of China, Japan 
and other surrounding countries.2 The location is still very vital for the geo-

1 Paul VI (Dec. 8, 1975), published by the National Biblical-Catechetical-Liturgical Centre (Banga
lore, 1976). 

2 Confer for example chapter 2, section 2.2.3. 
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political interests of the United States. The US bases in the country provide 
support of military operations in East Asia and even in the Indian Ocean. Since 
the cold war, the country has been used as a buffer zone in the American strategy 
of containment against the 'menace of communism'.3 From today's economic 
point of view, the Philippines is strategically located in the Pacific Basin, being 
close to the newly industrializing countries such as Taiwan, Singapore and 
Hongkong, and to the super-developed Japan. 
The Philippines is an archipelago consisting of some 7,100 islands and islets, lying 
within the torrid zone, a little above the equator.4 The land is a rugged mass of 
mountains and plains, with irregular seacoasts and is blessed with natural har
bours, landlocked straits, numerous lakes and hundreds of rivers. The geographi
cal features are on the one hand responsible for the multiplicity of languages and 
dialects and a variety of customs and folkways, and on the other hand, make for 
intra-insular isolation and regionalism, which make political centralisation 
difficull. The country lies within the path of the yearly typhoons spawned in (he 
Pacific Ocean, occasionally causing losses of lives and property and destruction of 
food crops. And, it is precariously situated along the 'ring of fire' of the Pacific 
region which from time to time causes earthquakes or seismic tremors.5 

The archipelago is conveniently divided into three geographical regions: Luzon, 
Visayas and Mindanao. It is however politically divided into at least thirteen 
regions. In recent years, the Moslems in Mindanao and the Cordillera people in 
the north have been demanding autonomy in their own respective regions.' 
Metro-Manila, with almost eight million residents, is the most congested region, 
sixty times the national average.7 

3 For a critique of the presence of US bases in the Philippines, see for example Ed Garcia and 
Francisco Nemenzo, The Sovereign Quest — Freedom from Foreign Military Bases (Quezon City 
Claretian, 1988). 

4 One can obtain a fairly good amount of general informations about the Philippines in the 
following sources: Teodoro Agonal lo, A Short History of the Philippines (Саіоосап· Phil Graphic, 
1975), John Leddy Phelan, The Hispamzaaon of the Philippines — Spanish Aims and Filipino 
Responses, 1565-1700, Filipiniana Reprint Senes (Mandaluyong' Cachos Hermanas, 1985); and, 
Gregono Zaide, The Pageant of Philippine History vol. 1 (Manila: Phil Educ. Co., 1979) 

5 Last July 16, 1990 a very strong earthquake hit the northern part of the country, leaving 1.609 
people dead, over 3,000 injured and 1,059 missing as of July 28 The 'killer' with a strength of 7 7 
on the Richter scale, affected 5 regions, 15 provinces, 10 cities and 101 lowns in Lu/on C'fr 
Manila Chronicle (MC. a Phil, daily) July 29, 1990. 

6 The government's proposals for an autonomous region covering 13 provinces and several small 
neighbouring islands in Mindanao were submitted to a plebiscite in those areas on Nov 19, 1989. 
For different reasons, only four provinces voted for the autonomy Cfr. Daily Globe (DG: a Phil 
daily) Nov 19-22, 1989. 

In the Jan. 30, 1990 plebiscite, only one of the Cordillera's five provinces voted in favor of the 
autonomy The voters rejected the proposals because they felt they did not provide for genuine 
self-rule Cfr. Cordillera Currents (a Phil, regional paper) July-August 1989. 

7 Population density in Metro-Manila is 12,214 2, while the national average is 200.3. Data are taken 
from the National Statistics Board (1988) in Far Eastern Economic Review (Sept. 14, 1989) 
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English, introduced by the Americans, is widely spoken in many parts of the 
country, conveniently used by the people to communicate in school, mass media 
and business. The official language is Filipino, based on the Tagalog language, 
spoken in the National Capital Region (Metro-Manila), Central and Southern 
Luzon. A spirit of nationalism and some planned efforts in the past two decades 
to use it as the medium of instruction and communication in the whole country 
have made significant progress. Besides Tagalog, the other main languages found 
in other regions are Cebuano, Ilocano, Ibanag, Bicolano, Waray, Hiligaynon, 
Pampango and Pangasinan. The average Filipino is thus trilingual, speaking his 
own regional language, the national language and English. 

1.L2 A comparative analysis 
The current situation of the Philippines, where there is much polarization, can be 
described either very positively or otherwise. The official government drumbeaters 
would tend to portray the country in a very rosy manner, while their most virulent 
detractors would do exactly the opposite. One way of avoiding such pitfall is to 
compare the Philippine situation with other countries. In such a manner, one can 
have a bit more objective and more relativized picture of the country. In the 
following pages, I will be presenting a comparative demographic and socio-eco
nomic study of ten Asian-Oceanic countries, which are members of the Franciscan 
Conferences of Asia and Oceania.8 After presenting the general observations of 
this group, I would then discuss the local situation in a more detailed way. 
The giant countries, with at least one-million square kilometer land area, are 
Australia, India and Indonesia (cfr. appendix 2). Australia is more than twice the 
size of India and three times bigger than Indonesia. The dwarf countries, with 
land areas less than 100,000 sq. kms., are Taiwan and S. Korea. Taiwan is two 
times smaller than S. Korea and 200 times smaller than Australia. In terms of 
population size, India and Papua New Guinea (PNG) stand out in contrast. India 
has the largest population, with 800 million, while PNG has only 3.6 million. 
Indonesia, Japan and Pakistan also have big population, with more than 100 
million people inhabiting each country. The three most congested countries are 
Taiwan, S. Korea and Japan. On the other hand, Australia and PNG are the least 
inhabited ones. 

Pakistan and the Philippines have the highest percentage rate of average annual 
population growth (2.9% and 2.8% respectively), while Japan (0.6%) and Aus-

8 The Statutes of the Franciscan Conferences of Asia and Oceania enumerate the ordinary members 
Australia, Republic of China, Indonesia, India, Japan, (South) Korea, Pakistan, the Philippines, 
Papua New Guinea and Inan Jaya Cfr. The Pilgrim (contact paper of the FCAO) Year 8, no 2 
(Feb -Mar 1988), p. 19 
The writer did not include data from Inan Jaya simply because the Аяа 1988 Yearbook did not 
provide them Moreover, the yearbook used Taiwan to refer to the Republic of China. Finally, 
Thailand was included because it has recently been affiliated to the group. 
There is also a Franciscan province in Vietnam which has joined temporarily the French-speaking 
Conference for political reasons. Unfortunately, data from this country were not included 
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tralla (0.8%) have the lowest rate. In terms of infant mortality rate, Pakistan, 
India and PNG have very high rate, with at least 100 per 1,000. Pakistan, with the 
highest rate of population growth, has also the highest infant mortality rate. 
Japan, Taiwan and Australia have the lowest rate, less than 10 each. Japan, with 
the lowest population growth rate, has also the lowest infant mortality rate, with 
5.5 per 1,000. 
Pakistan, PNG, the Philippines and Indonesia have at least 40 percent of their 
population under 15 years old. Japan and Australia have the lowest percentage of 
young people, with less than one-fourth of their population belonging to that age 
group. The Japanese, Australians and Taiwanese have the highest life expectancy 
(73-77 years). Finally, in terms of urbanity, Australia, Japan, Taiwan and S. Korea 
are the most urban, with more than 50 percent of the population considered so, 
while PNG, Thailand, Indonesia and India are the least urban, with at least three-
fourths of their population rated not urban. 
Australia ($ 10,948) and Japan ($ 8,837) have extremely high per capita income, 
while India ($ 260) and Pakistan ($ 371) have the lowest. Taiwan and S. Korea 
also have relatively high income, while the Philippines, Indonesia and Thailand 
have relatively low per capita income. Strangely, Australia, with the highest per 
capita income, has the highest debt account ($ 54 billion). India ($ 36 billion) and 
the Philippines ($ 28 billion) are the next highest debtor countries. Japan has zero 
debt, while Indonesia and S. Korea are the least indebted countries. Indonesia 
and the Philippines shell out 40% and 37% of their national budget respectively 
to repay their debts, while Taiwan spends only 5% for the debt servicing. 
Taiwan, Pakistan and S. Korea spend much for the defense as percentage of the 
country's gross national product (8.4%, 6.9% and 5.2% respectively), while Japan, 
PNG and the Philippines spend less (1.0%, 1.0% and 1.5% respectively). From 
another perspective, that of percentage of public expenditure, Taiwan, Thailand 
and S. Korea spend about one-third of public expenditure for their national 
defense, while PNG, Japan and the Philippines spend less. Finally, in terms of 
educational allocation, Thailand, Taiwan and S. Korea invest much in education 
(25.3%, 20.5% and 20.0% of public expenditure respectively), while India (2.1%) 
and Australia (6.8%) spend the least. 
In comparison with the other nine Asian-Oceanic countries, the Philippines is 
normal in the following categories: population size and density, urban population 
and life expectancy. In other words, the country is not as dense as in Taiwan or 
S. Korea, and not as sparsely populated as in Australia and PNG. The population 
is not as urban as those in Australia and Japan, and not as rural as in PNG and 
Thailand. The infant mortality rate is not as high as in Pakistan or India, but not 
as low as in Japan or Taiwan. The Filipinos Uve on the average till 65 years old, 
not as long as in Japan or Australia, but not as short as in Pakistan or PNG. 
There are however at least three abnormal features about the Philippines. First, 
the country has the second highest rate of population growth and is the third 
country with the most number of people under 15 years old. The impUcation of 
these two interrelated data is simply that the Philippines will become denser and 
is going to be a younger population in the next few decades, if the current growth 
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rate remains constant. In itself, there is nothing wrong with a country getting 
more populated, as in the cases of Japan, S. Korea and Taiwan; and, there is 
nothing wrong with a country of which the population is young. However, if a 
country is saddled with big economic problems, the implication for one is that 
either the heads of the family have to work double and/or the young have to 
enter the workforce early in their life. And if there are not enough employment 
opportunities in the local country, there will be more adverse implications. For 
example, in the Philippines today, many young people, who should still be playing 
or attending classes, are joining their elders in the workforce. Many Filipinos, 
despite the difficult conditions in foreign countries, have been migrating overseas 
in search for better-paying jobs. And so forth. 
The country is saddled with two big economic burdens. As far as per capita 
income is concerned, it ranks as the eighth lowest. Corroborating this economic 
poverty are these other social indicators: the country ranks first in the category of 
less doctors and fourth in less available hospital beds. Finally, the country is 
burdened with a huge foreign debt. A relatively small country, compared with the 
two highest debtor countries, the Philippines has a $ 28-billion debt. And, it rates 
first as far as debt-servicing is considered. The country in the past few years has 
been shelling out at least 37% of its national budget for the repayment. Among 
the implications of this reality are that much money is siphoned out from the 
country, and the more important social and economic needs of the local popula
tion are not attended to. 

1.2 Recent developments: 1986-1989 

The February 1986 popular uprising was a historic event for the Filipino people. 
People power became known worldwide for dethroning the corrupt president, 
Ferdinand Marcos, and enthroning Corazón Aquino. Cory, the new leader, was 
initially perceived to personify the aspirations of the Filipino people for freedom, 
democracy, justice and peace. The millions of Filipinos who participated in the 
Manila uprising and the other millions who in the earlier-held snap presidential 
elections chose for change had high and fresh hopes: the return of the democratic 
processes, the return of the civilian rule, the reconciliation among Filipinos of 
different persuasions, and a better economic order. Popular hopes ran high when 
the new administration promised the holding of elections, the re-writing of the 
constitutions, and so forth. There was euphoria when various presidential com
missions were set up to recover the Marcos wealth, to prosecute erring military 
personnel, to negotiate ceasefire, to change the abusive officials in the local 
government, and the like. 

The first few months were 'freedom' months and a sort of honeymoon period. 
The new government was armed with a freedom constitution. The media was 
freer to expose the graft and corruption of the former president and the conspic
uous extravagance of the former first lady. Even their remaining loyalists were 
free to harangue the new government. The cabinet ministers and the officers-in-
charge were likewise free to bicker over government priorities. As in a honey-
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moon, the groom saw only the rosy side. Errors were easily forgiven, lapses were 
tolerated, and inconveniences were suffered by a sympathetic people and a 
friendly media. They were a small price to be paid on the road towards rebuilding 
a lost democracy and a ruined economy. After all, the ordinary-housewife-tumed-
president has yet to learn. 
Four years after the event would be enough time to pass judgement on the 
accomplishment of the government. There have been patterns in the past few 
years to make a fairly objective judgement on the situation. In this section, I am 
presenting some facts to argue the case that there had been no significant gains 
for the majority of the people, and that the political and economic situation in 
fact may be said to have gone worse off than before. An elitist liberal democratic 
regime form, existing side by side with an unreformed military, has been effec
tively installed. Its populist rhetoric notwithstanding, the present government has 
shed its non-progressive color. The increasing gap between the ordinary people 
and those in power has been widening, and tensions have been running high in 
the way the government defined the critical issues affecting the people. Among 
them we will consider three relevant issues. 

L2.1 Land reform program 
An important yardstick for evaluating the performance of the Aquino government 
is the land reform because of its potential impact on the restructuring of econom
ic and political power in the country.9 For decades now this question has been 
one of the most dominant socio-political and economic issues of the country. 
During the Marcos time, the main reason for the lack of credibility of the 
government and the intensification of the insurgency in the countryside was the 
failure of its land reform program. The 1986 uprising raised hopes among the 
peasantry, the majority of the population, when Aquino promised a new and 
genuine land reform. 
Many of those who hoped that the Cory administration would use its temporary 
legislative powers to formulate a new agrarian reform program were disappointed 
when Cory listened to her conservative cabinet ministers, who urged her to focus 
on reviving the business sector and warm up the investment climate. The agrarian 
issue did not become a priority and was left to wait for a more Opportune' time. 
When Cory issued executive order no. 229, the Congress for a People's Agrarian 
Reform, a coalition composed of thirteen major farmer, farmworker and fisher
man's organizations, rejected it as 'contradictory, indecisive and totally unaccept
able'. The order left to the legislature the resolution of many controversial issues. 
The fears of the farmers were confirmed when the new Congress members were 
elected. Majority of them were conservative landowners and businessmen who 
could only be expected to oppose a meaningful land reform program. 

9 Bonifacio Gillego, 'Status and Prospects of Agrarian Reform in Asia: The Philippine Experience' 
(a mimeographed copy). A sponsor of the land reform bill in the House of Representatives, 
Gillego had to withdraw his sponsorship of the bill, saying, 'We can no longer sponsor a bill which 
has been greatly mutilated'. See Malaya (a Phil, daily) April 3-4, 1988. 
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The government's Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Law is, in the words of a 
peasant organisation leader, 'deceptive, anti-farmer and anti-people'.10 Among 
others, the retention limit exempted 75% of the total agricultural lands from the 
program, and the continued control of landlords and multinational corporations 
over vast tracts of agricultural lands was ensured and consolidated. The emaciated 
program has been lately plagued with corruption scandals. 

L2.2 Debt and other economic policies 
The IMF-imposed economic programs embraced by the ousted dictator fostered 
heavy dependence on foreign loans and investments.11 When Marcos left, he also 
left the country some $ 28-billion debt. The global popularity that Aquino enjoyed 
could have been effectively used as a leverage to extricate the country from the 
debt owed by Marcos and his cronies but which the ordinary taxpayers must pay. 
Unfortunately this popularity has often been employed to back up economic 
policies that were rejected by the people. 
Aquino left the Fiscal and monetary management to a clique that once managed 
the economy under Marcos. Loyal to the WB-IMF, this group played a key role 
in keeping the country tied up to the orthodox IMF-mediated approach to the 
debt problem. The overall framework for economic development and fiscal and 
monetary poUcies are the same as those under Marcos. The administration's 
policy agenda continues to adhere to the IMFs economic program: trade liberali
zation, privatization, deregulation and more foreign borrowings. Brave anti-IMF 
rhetorics notwithstanding, the president signed the letter of intent with the IMF, 
outlining its pledges for new taxes, wage freeze, import decontrol, and other hard 
measures. 
Cory made a tragic pledge to honor all external debt obligations inherited from 
the past. The pledge meant an unstoppable financial hemorrhage. The 1986-1989 
figures show external financing pales in comparison with the outflow: total inflow 
is $ 3.918 billion, while servicing totals $ 9.925 billion. In the next half of Aquino's 
term, net transfer abroad is expected to double. On the average, more than 40% 
of the national budget is used for the debt servicing. The sources for the national 
budget naturally comes from the people. The precious dollars come from the 
sweat of some 2.5 to 3 million Filipino overseas workers and the meager pesos 
come from the people through indirect taxes.12 

10 'Agrarian Reform Now a Legal Reality', Philippine Trends (the Netherlands) vol. 7, no. 3 (May-
June 1988). 

11 Some relevant sources consulted: Center for Policy and Public Affairs, Confronting the Debt 
Problem — A Challenge to Democracy in the Philippines, Politics and Society no. 1 (Quezon City: 
Ateneo, 1989) and Reiner Richter, ed., Poverty and Growth in the Philippines — Economic 
Reforms, Employment and Income Distribution, Friedrich Ebert Stiftung and Philippine Fconomic 
Society (Metro-Manila, 1989). 

12 Karina Constantino-David, 'Access of the Poor to Basic Services', in Reiner Richter, pp. 30-40. 
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1.23 The insurgency problem 
Aquino had the unique opportunity lo end or reduce the insurgency problems by 
addressing the root causes of the insurgency and broadening the democratic 
process as to accommodate varied political groups, irrespective of their ideologi
cal persuasions.13 In fulfilment of her promise, there was a democratic space. 
She released several political prisoners, including prominent ones linked to the 
Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP) and the New People's Army (NPA). 
There was a 60-day ceasefire accompanied by peace talks between the govern
ment and the National Democratic Front (NDF). 
Unfortunately, the political and economic policies enunciated by the new admin
istration did not bode well for the peace talks. Her economic policies were 
carbon copies of the IMF blueprint. She had to rely on a segment of the military 
establishment to quell a section of rebellious soldiers. Her politics took the route 
of the elitist traditional system, setting aside a more difficult alternative which 
could have provided better democratic setting for different parties of the people 
to thrive in a peaceful give-and-take atmosphere. 
As expected, the peace talks collapsed. The government negotiators would not 
budge in on the serious political and economic demands of the NDF (e.g. 
coalition government, merger of the NPA into the regular armed forces, national
ist industrialization, etc.), stressing that everything should be worked within the 
framework of the new charter, which the NDF found very limiting and conserva
tive. The breakdown of the negotiations was used by the government to 'lay down 
the moral grounds' for the 'unsheathing of the sword of war'. She gave the 
military a free reign in the counter-insurgency campaign. 
The presidential cue became the signal for the military and its civilian surrogates, 
the vigilantes, to crackdown on people's organizations they label as 'communist 
fronts' and 'left-leaning'. The military program to smash the NDF by targetting 
sympathetic cause-oriented groups has been denounced by the latter as part of 
the US-designed 'low intensity conflict' (LIC) doctrine.14 The LIC program 
which pits Filipinos against each other is a new tactic towards preserving Ameri
can business and military interests in the country with minimum visible presence. 
Various international and local human rights organizations have already docu
mented and denounced the abuses related to the 'total-war policy' of the govern
ment.15 

13 Cfr. for example Rene Ofreneo, 'Coups, Counterinsurgency and Anti-Communism', Currents 
(March 1987), pp. 1-3. 

14 Walden Bello, Creating the Third Force: US-Sponsored Low Intensity Conflict in the Philippines, 
Institute for Food and Development Policy (San Francisco, CA: n.d.). 

15 Cfr. for example 'Rejecting Aquino Govt's Total War Campaign', Philippine Issues (Australia) vol. 
2, no 4. 
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1.3 Some historical and cultural notes 

L3.1 A brief history 
We can identify three broad tendencies in Philippine historical writings: classical 
colonial, Filipino-centric and new framework.16 The first focuses primarily on the 
motives and actions of the western colonizers, both at home (in Spain and the 
USA) and in Manila. A much quoted example is Blair and Robertson's The 
Philippine Islands, 1493-1898" The Filipino-centric history tries to discover what 
the Filipinos were doing and how their lives were changing and what they thought 
about it. A book, evoking much appeal to many Filipino nationalists and provok
ing reactions among others, is Constantino's The Philippines — A Past Revis
ited.18 The new framework goes beyond the definition of the Philippines as a 
story of Manila-based elites, to a history of all Filipinos in the provincial towns 
and barrios. McCoy and de Jesus' Philippine Social History19 and Ileto's Pasyon 
and Revolution20 belong to this category. 

Without going into the intricacies of and controversies in Philippine historio
graphy, I would like to sketch down some broad periods and specific dates, noting 
down some points that have something to do with the origin and development of 
the cultural-national identity of the Filipinos. As will be noticed, this sketch 
belongs to the second tendency in portraying Philippine history. 

EARLY HISTORY 

The earliest inhabitants of the islands were the ancestors of the present-day Aetas 
or Negritos who came from Borneo through the landbridges which then con
nected the archipelago to mainland China before the melting of the last ice age. 
Much later (4000-1500 ВС), two waves of settlers arrived. The first, coming from 
south-east Asia, brought an early stone age culture. The second brought the 
knowledge of rice culture and built the first rice terraces in the archipelago.21 

Between 500 ВС and 1500 AD, three waves of Malay settlers arrived by barangay 
(boats) and these would later compose the main racial stock of the Filipinos. The 
first took with them the Indian cultural influences. The second group were the 
ancestors of present-day Tagalogs, Visayans, Ilocanos, Bicolanos and others. The 

16 Mano Bolasco, 'Notes on Philippine Historiography', in M.D. David, ed., Asia and Chnsaamty 
(Bombay Himalaya, 1985), pp 41-52 

17 Emma Blair and James Robertson, The Philippine Islands, 1493-1898 54 volumes, reprint 
(Mandaluyong: Cachos Hermanas, 1973). 

18 Renato Constantino, The Philippines — A Past Revisited (Quezon City RC, 1975). 
19 Alfred McCoy and Ed de Jesus, eds , Philippine Social History. Global Trade and Local Transfor

mation (Quezon City Ateneo, 1982). 

20 Reynaldo lieto, Pasyon and Revoluuon — Popular Movements m the Philippines, 1840-1910 
(Quezon City Ateneo, 1979) 

21 Agoncillo, op at, pp 16-17 
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last came with the Arab traders and teachers who laid down the religious founda
tion of the Moslems in the south.22 

The socio-political organization of the early communities revolved around the 
barangay. The barangays were societies in various levels of transition from the 
primitive communal state to an asiatic form of feudalism in the Moslem south.23 

Depending on their levels, some had both literature and legal tradition, while 
others were primitive. Some communities also enjoyed trade relations with the 
neighbouring Asian lands.24 

THE SPANISH INFLUENCE 

The rajah of Cebu gave a friendly welcome to the first Spanish expedition under 
Ferdinand Magellan in 1521. He even permitted himself and his barangay to 
become Christians and pledged allegiance to Spain. Lapu-lapu killed Magellan 
when the latter interferred in an internal affair. The Spaniards were temporarily 
driven out, but returned in other expeditions. This time they had definite plans to 
stay for long in the region which they named Felipinas in honor of the heir to the 
Spanish throne.25 

Some proposals were made to abandon the islands for financial and commercial 
reasons.26 The conquistadores did not find many riches in the archipelago, the 
colony was not self-supporting, and the galleon trade competed with the existing 
Spanish silk industry. The most powerful advocate of retention was the Church 
which by then had substantial missionary and material mterests. In the span of 
fifty years, the early missionaries were able to christianize a majority of the 
inhabitants and often took side with the natives against the abusive Spanish 
soldiers. However, in the succeeding period, different factors came into play to 
cast aspersions on their noble aims. Like the conquistadores, they were given the 
privilege to own estate, or encomiendas.i" Though containing noble intentions, 
the encomienda provided opportunity to enrich the encomenderos and to exact 
unlawful services such as forced labor, military conscription and the like. Not long 
enough, the religious were replacing the encomenderos whose cruel exactions 
they used to denounce. 

THE BIRTH OF NATIONAL IDENTITY 

The international developments in the period 1750-1850 had significant repercus
sions in the Philippines.28 Profound ideological and technological changes were 
sweeping Europe. England was transformed into the foremost capitalist nation of 

22 Ibid, and Antonio-Ma. Rosales, A Study of a loth Century Tagalog Manuscript on the Ten Com
mandments: Its Significance and Implications (Quezon City: UP, 1984), p. 2. 

23 Constantino, pp. 31-32. 
24 Agoncillo, pp. 20-26. 
25 Ibid., pp. 31-32. 
26 Constantino, pp. SS-S8. 
27 Ibid., pp. 42-54. 
28 Ibid., pp. 113-132. 
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the world with the Industrial Revolution, while Spain was relegated to a subordi
nate role. A strong movement developed in Spain to restore her past grandeur by 
the institution of economic reforms. Colonial policy changes were made that had 
tremendous effects on Philippine economic life: the galleon trade was abolished, 
trading restrictions were relaxed, and the economy was commercialized and 
monetized. The opening of the country into the international market created a 
demand for cash crops which made landowning very attractive. The hacienda 
system and landlordism were entrenched. 
The economic changes brought forth corresponding social consequences.29 The 
period saw the development of new classes and the alteration of the old ones. 
There emerged an entrepreneurial class composed mainly of Spaniards, Chinese, 
Chinese mestizos and some urbanized natives. Wealth made possible the acquisi
tion of education and Spanish culture by the Chinese mestizos and the urbanized 
natives. With the influence of liberal ideas, they began to demand for reforms. 
The new class of ilustrados became the articulators of grievances and aspirations 
of the natives. They helped in the mobilization of forces that would create among 
the majority of the people the sense of national identity. 

SHORT-LIVED INDEPENDENCE 
It was left to the Katipuneros, under the leadership of Andres Bonifacio, to start 
the separatist movement.30 Whereas the ilustrados demanded equality and 
assimilation with Spain, the working-class group was convinced that the only goal 
was separation and the only means was revolution. In 1896 they began the armed 
rebellion for independence. But events outside the Philippines would deprive the 
Filipinos of their aspirations for independence.31 The United States and Spain 
were in dispute over Cuba, and war was declared in 1898. In Manila, the US 
Admiral Dewey sank the Spanish ships, but he had no troops. Biding his time, he 
allied himself with the Filipinos. 
The Filipinos declared their country an independent republic on June 12, 1898, 
and were just waiting for the final surrender of the Spanish authorities. Instead, 
the two colonial powers entered into secret negotiations which resulted into an 
agreement to stage a mock battle which would be quickly followed by the 
surrender of Manila to US troops. At the treaty of Paris, the Philippines was 
ceded to the Americans. A few days later, US President McKinley issued the 
'benevolent assimilation' proclamation which instructed his commanders to extend 
the sovereignty of the US over the whole country, by force if necessary. That 
'benevolent polie/ caused the loss of lives of one-fifth of the Filipino population 
before the eventual US victory in 1906. 

29 Ibid., pp. 133-170. 
30 Ibid., pp. 173-174. 
31 Ibid., pp. 204-286 and Agoncillo, pp. 100-148. 
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BECOMING A US NEO-COLONY 

The Americans were interested in the Philippines because the country was an 
excellent base for the expansion of American trade and commerce throughout the 
Far East, particularly China, and would be of strategic importance to the Ш in 
offence and defence in the Pacific region.32 To facilitate the economic exploita
tion of the colony itself, military suppression had to be supplemented with more 
sophisticated methods.33 The educational system served as a very effective 
instrument in the pacification process. The public school system was introduced, 
hundreds of teachers were shipped in and English was imposed. Gradually a 
quasi-American society was established which reflected the institutions, values and 
outlook of the colonial masters. By the time the USA was ready to grant formal 
independence to the country, the vestiges of neo-colonialism were well intact. 
Colonial policy had successfully trained Filipino politicians to be the colonial 
spokespersons, and Philippine society in general now strove to imitate most 
aspects of American society. Meanwhile, American investments were in control. 
Save for the processing of raw materials, industrialization was not encouraged. 
The process of formal independence was interrupted with the invasion of Manila 
by the Japanese. After easily taking control of the islands, the new, this time 
Asian, aggressors issued a proclamation, announcing the end of the American 
rule and the purpose of their expedition: 'to emancipate you from the oppressive 
domination of the USA, letting you establish the "Philippines for the Filipinos" 
as a member of the Co-Prosperity Sphere in Greater East Asia and making you 
enjoy your own prosperity and culture.'34 Under the new rulers, some of the 
people collaborated, while others joined the guerilla forces, like the Hukbo ng 
Bayan laban sa Hapon (People's Armed Forces against the Japanese), or simply 
the Huks.35 

FORMAL INDEPENDENCE ESTABLISHED 

Formal independence was granted to the nation on July 14, 1946 by the USA, but 
with strings attached. The USA demanded the continued stay of naval and air 
facilities in the country and the equal commercial rights of US citizens.3* Mean
while, the Huks continued their rebellion, but this time against a Filipino govern
ment, represented by the landlord-politicians. The rebellion was subdued with the 
aid of American advisors and resources against the 'menace of communism'. 
Political biddings by nationalists, like Claro M. Recto, were also sabotaged. 
The 1960s saw the growing tide of nationalism. Radical student and peasant 
groups were demanding for social change in a nation administered by the elite 
politicians. The CPP, with its military arm, the NPA, was established. Ferdinand 
Marcos, a year before he was constitutionally required to retire, declared martial 

32 Constantino, pp 287-313 
33 Ibid , pp 314-347 
34 Agoncillo, ρ 234 
35 Ibid , pp 264-274 
36 Ibid . pp 275-278 
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law on Sept. 21,1972. Under martial law, the country witnessed massive graft and 
corruption, and suffered gross human rights violations. By the late 1970s, the 
economic and social miseries were provoking a strong resistance. In February 
19S6, a popular uprising in Manila drove Marcos out of the country, and Corazón 
Aquino became the new national leader. 

132 The quest for Filipino cultural identity 
Since the 16th century, the Philippines has had a protracted experience from the 
Spanish and American colonizers, thereby stigmatizing the Filipinos as more 
westernized than asiatic. In fact, the term 'Filipinos' was first used to refer to the 
creóles, the Spaniards born in the Philippines, and later on, to the Spanish 
mestizos.37 Later on, the term was appropriated by the Chinese mestizos and the 
native elite who were privileged with property, education and Spanish culture. 
The ilustrados wrested the term 'Filipino' from the creóles and infused it with 
national meaning. Thus, the term had a racial and elitist connotation at the 
beginning, but then on, it began to refer to the people who wanted and fought to 
create a separate and distinct nationality, free from colonial oppression. 
The degree of the westernization of the Filipinos could in a rather simple way be 
studied and understood when seen in terms of geographic location, class forma
tion and personality structure. Geographically speaking, the closer the people 
were to the centers of westernizing mechanisms, such as the school, the church 
and the business establishments, the more they have been susceptible to the 
western influences. Conversely, the farther they were from the reach of those 
influences, the less westernized they have been. Thus, the various indigenous 
peoples found in less accessible and mountainous regions are predominantly non-
westernized. Concretely, they are not Catholic, they do not speak English, and so 
forth.38 In a related way, the socio-economic and political level of the com
munities at the time when the colonizers arrived had something to do with the 
degree of the westernization impact. At the arrival of the Spaniards, it was only 
the Muslim region which had a comparatively high level of social organization. 
Consequently, the Muslims were effective in their resistance against the process 
of hispanization, compared with most regions where the social organization and 
economic development were at the initial development. 

In terms of class formation, it is those who belong to the top of the socio
economic ladder who are the most westernized. The elite and the upper middle 
class people are those with the opportunity and means to avail of the westernizing 
means, such as education, mass media, travel and communication, which are 
either controlled or influenced by the West. Historically, they have been those in 
closer contact with the westernizing agents, such as the Spanish ecclesiastical and 
political leaders and the American soldiers, educators, businessmen and politi-

37 Constantino, pp. 150-152. 
38 In some regions, e.g in northern Luzon, some indigenous peoples speak English because of the 

influence of some American Protestant missionaries 
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cians. The orientation of this class vacillated between the ruling class and the 
lower classes.39 Their grievances impelled them to relate with the people, but 
because they regarded themselves as the social superiors of the masses they also 
related to the ruling power. Most frequently, their choice between the two 
depended on what was more to their advantage. Conversely, the lower classes, 
bearing the brunt of colonial exploitation, were the most anti-western. The 
Philippine revolution was initiated by the working-class, who were the most 
affected by the growing commercialization of the economy and were also most 
saturated with urban ideas. When urban radicalism spread to the rural areas, it 
easily caught fire among the rural masses, who were even able to maintain the 
struggle long after the metropolitan districts have been subjugated.40 

Looking at the personality structure, the Filipinos can be said to have at least 
three layers: Malay, Spanish and American. The Filipinos are more westernized 
in the external and superficial level. Many Filipinos can recite the doctrines of 
Christianity, speak English, follow the latest western trend in fashion and art, and 
the like. But in speaking, behaving and expressing themselves, one can easily 
notice the non-western pattern. While there is a semblance of western influence 
in formal and external appearance, the Filipinos deep down in their psyche have 
their own specific way of understanding reality, expressing their rehgiosity and the 
like. For example, one can easily notice how the Filipino Catholics have indi-
genized the hierarchy of supernatural beings according to their own religious 
worldview.41 In another example, while the Philippine legal system has been 
patterned according to western laws, the manner of understanding, interpreting 
and enforcing them is very much patterned according to the Filipino-Malay 
understanding of law and order.42 

When we speak of Filipino culture today, we can identify three ideal types: the 
original Malay-Asian, the westernized Malay, and the emerging Filipino cul
ture.43 The first is identified with the Muslims and the 'tribal Filipinos', who 
together compose about ten percent of the population. In history, they were those 
who resisted the western domination and who preserved their cultural and 
political autonomy. The Muslims, who had a relatively high level of social 
organisation at the arrival of the Spaniards, comprise at least thirteen diverse 
ethnolinguistic groups and subgroups.44 The 'tribal Filipinos', also referred to as 

39 Constantino, p. 395. 
40 Ibid., p. 161. 
41 Jose de Mesa, And God Said, "'Bahala Na!" — The Theme of Providence in the Lowland 

Filipino Context Maryhill Studies 2 (Quezon City, 1979) and Agaton Pal, 'People's Conception of 
the World' in S. Espíritu and С Hunt, eds., Social Foundations of Community Development 
(Manila: Garcia, 1964), pp. 390-398 

42 Cfr. for example Richard Stone, '"Lagay" and the Policeman: A Study of Private Transitory 
Ownership of Public Property", in Frank Lynch and Alfonso de Guzman II, eds., Modernization: 
Its Impact in the Philippines V (Quezon City: Ateneo, 1971). 

43 Cfr. the report of the Philippine group in Virginia Fabella, ed., Asia's Struggle for Full Humanity 
(New York: Orbis, 1980), p. 68. 

44 'The Indigenous People of the Philippines', Philippine Witness no. 31, May-June 1990. 
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the indigenous peoples of the Philippines, form a diverse collection of over forty 
groups, each with its distinct language and culture. The Muslims and the indige
nous peoples are called the 'cultural minorities'. Colonialism created minorities 
where none had existed. Since the American colonization, discriminatory land 
laws have deprived these peoples of their communal lands. Today, development 
has been able to do what colonialism failed to do: expanding agri-business, 
logging and mining concessions continue to threaten the culture and lifeways of 
these peoples.45 

The socio-economic and political structures of the indigenous peoples vary from 
one to another.46 Some are egalitarian, while others recognize a warrior or an 
economic elite. Traditional laws specific to each group are maintained unevenly; 
there are no centralized political institutions though temporary alliances or peace 
pacts are made for mutual concern. All groups depend on their ancestral domain 
for their survival. The mode of economic production varies from hunting and 
gathering to subsistence agriculture, practicing swidden farming or variations of 
fixed rice agriculture. 
The westernized Malay culture has been imbibed by the majority of Filipinos, 
particularly by the lowland Christians in both rural and urban areas. Their 
experience with the western colonizers brought them the so-called colonial 
mentality, the split-level form of Christianity, and a fragmented culture.47 They 
are suffering an identity crisis, being neither asian nor western. While they may 
succeed in giving the impression that at times they are quite proud and happy to 
have assimilated the western influences, they are not really at ease with them. 
Their appreciation for what is white and western notwithstanding, they revert 
back and forth to their native ways and patterns.48 

American-initiated social science in the 1960s provided a very neat schema of the 
aims, aspirations, beliefs and convictions, norms and principles at work in the 
mind and spirit of the westernized Malays. According to this sociology, their aims 
and aspirations converge generally around these three value systems: social 
acceptance, economic security and social mobility.49 They put social acceptance 
high in the priority list of value system. To reach that goal, they strive to build up 
smooth interpersonal relations. That is, they try to get along well with others, they 
avoid disagreement or conflict, and try to remain outwardly agreeable in difficult 
circumstances. In order to please and avoid hurting others, they employ euphe
mistic expressions or oblique or indirect language, remain silent when they 
disagree, and outwardly agree to group pressures, especially in the presence of 
persons in authority. They try to build up pakikisama (smooth interpersonal 
relations or good public relations) through conformity to group standards and 

45 Ibid. 
46 Ibid. 
47 Fabella, ibid. 
48 De Mesa, p. 1. 
49 Frank Lynch, 'Social Acceptance Reconsidered', Four Readings on Philippine Values ed. by F. 

Lynch and Alfonso de Guzman II (Quezon City IPC, 1973), pp. 1-68. 
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expectations, extending help to those in need, sympathy and hospitality to guests. 
They make a lot of concessions. A go-between, usually an important or authorita
tive one, serves as an intermediary to conduct difficult transactions. This is to 
avoid confrontation and the risk of refusal as well as to ensure success in negotia
tions. As much as possible, they try to avoid personal rejection. Otherwise, they 
feel hiya (lose face). They value amor propio (sensitivity to personal affront). 
The third type is the emerging Filipino culture. It is a culture bom and developed 
in the historical struggle of a still minority, though significant group. In the past, 
they were branded as the insurrectos and the bandits; but they were the Filipinos 
who wanted to free the country from the Spanish and American colonizers and 
their Filipino collaborators. Today this group is composed of people from various 
sectors such as the farmers, workers, urban poor, indigenous people, women, 
church people, students, teachers and other professionals. They are not the silent, 
passive and conforming type. They are articulate, active and ready to sacrifice 
their lives. They lead in the struggle to achieve the aspirations of the Filipinos for 
a just and peaceful society and for an independent and free nation. They want to 
synthesize the positive values in the inherited experiences, e.g., Christianity 
without the western trappings, or democracy where the majority of the people can 
participate in the running of the national affairs. Among their aspirations are the 
recovery of the Malay-Asian tradition of freedom, participation and concern for 
a common goal and future. Finally, 'they try to extend personal values to the 
social realm, expanding self-esteem to self-reliance, clan-centeredness to mutual 
cooperation, familial closeness to national consensus, regionalism to patriotism, 
and smooth interpersonal relations to solidarity with humankind in viewing the 
world and history with a liberated consciousness'.50 

1.4 The Roman Catholic church 

One cannot write adequately about the Filipinos, including their history and 
culture, without mentioning their religion. There are today about 94% Christians, 
more than 4% Muslims and the rest tribal religionists.51 Religion, particularly 
Roman Catholicism (84%), is a pervasive reality in the country. It is a social fact. 
One is so to say born in the Catholic environment and breathes in that atmos
phere. By way of describing the Church today, it would be informative to use two 
models. One, very current nowadays, employs the continuum the extreme poles 
of which are the left and the right. The other is the traditional anthropological 
model used to characterize the big and small traditions. Applied in the local 
context, one can distinguish the official Church from folk Cathohcism. By using 
these two models hopefully we arrive at a fairly modest picture of the Catholic 
Church in the Philippines. 

50 Fabella, ibid. 
51 Edmond Tang, 'Facts and Figures of the Catholic Church in Asia', Pro Mundi Vita: Dossiers 2-3 

(1984), p. 51. 
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1.4.1 A polarized church 
The sketching of the Church in this model is an attempt to describe a reality 
which needs further careful investigation, and which investigation is quite difficult 
because of the nature of polarization. The image of the Church can be drawn in 
a straight line with two poles: on the one hand are the leftists and on the other 
are the rightists. Off-hand one can observe that the polarization lies in the 
differences in the 'perceptions and prescriptions' of the role of the Church in 
society. Globally seen, the polarization in the local Church reflects that in the 
Philippine socio-political system and also that in the international level.52 

The leftist Filipino Christians, forming a 'significant minority*, espouse the theology 
of struggle, the Philippine brand of liberation theology.53 The proponents of the 
'theology (in the situation) of struggle' focus their attention on the sharpening of 
the Philippine struggle for a free, popular and just society and for an independent 
and sovereign nation, and how the Christians can participate and contribute fully 
in that struggle not only for a transformed Philippine society but also for an equally 
transformed Philippine Church. They would also view the Church as one that opts 
for the poor, not as the guardian of the status quo. They would tend to emphasize 
the prophetic role of the Church, criticizing all forms of injustice. 
The rightists on the other hand tend to emphasize the kingly and priestly roles of 
the Church. The mission of the Church, according to them, is to proclaim love, 
harmony, reconciliation and peace. Interpreted by their critics, that means their 
natural tendency is to maintain the existing social order. They are very vocal in 
condemning and attacking those who pose a threat and danger to the legal 
government and are very much supportive of the policies of the existing govern
ment. Despite the criticism against their close and active involvement in defend
ing the status quo, they maintain that the role of the Church should be confined 
to the spiritual realm, and that the Church, especially the clergy, must not get 
involved in politics and must attend primarily to the spiritual and sacramental 
needs of its flock. 
While the leftists would tend to stress structural change without denying personal 
conversion, the rightists would tend to stress personal conversion in the hope of 
effecting change in society. In other words, the former would focus on the social 
dimension of sin, while the latter on the personal. The extreme leftists, or the 
'hard leftists', would see armed struggle in the present dispensation as a major 

52 Rosalinda Pineda, 'The Political Church', Currents (Jan. 1987). pp 8-11, Mano Bolasco, 'The 
Church and National Liberation', Kasannlan vol 2, no 1 (1986), pp. 3-8; and, Feliciano Canno, 
'Religion, Ideology and Struggle', Religions and Ideologies in the Asian Struggle, Asia Regional 
Fellowship 4th Assembly in Thailand, May 19-24,1987, pp. 103-115. 
About the phenomenon in the international level, one can consult the ff.: Sara Diamond, 
Spiritual Warfare — The Politics of the Christian Right (Boston, MA: South End, 1989); Gregory 
Baum, 'Neo-Conservative Cntics of the Churches', Theology and Society (New York: Paulist, 
1987), pp 285-298; and, The Road to Damascus — Kairos and Conversion, repnnted in the 
Philippines, 1989 

53 M.R. Battung, L. Bautista, M S Lizares-Bodegon and A. Guillermo, eds., Religion and Society. 
Toward a Theology of Struggle (Caloocan: Phil. Graphic, 1988). 
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component of social change, just as the extreme rightists would use violence for 
different reasons. On the other hand, the centrists (the progressive reformists and 
the reformist reactionaries) are convinced that non-violent people's power would 
smash the unjust social order. The reformist reactionaries are more vocal about 
the option for active non-violence without appeal to class war. On the other hand, 
the progressive reformists, while personally not advocating armed struggle, are 
open to the option of other people who decide for it. 
The radical progressives, or the extreme leftists, are best represented by the 
Christians for National Liberation (CNL), a member-group of the National 
Democratic Front (NDF). This group is different from the other groups (in the 
continuum) in the way the members analyse the problems of Philippine society 
and offer concrete alternatives. In simple terms, they trace the economic and 
political problems of the country to the domination by the foreign capitalists and 
their local partners. The solution or alternative is national democracy: eradication 
of the control over the national economy by the foreigners and the local eüte, and 
development of a nationalist economy and structural provision for political 
participation by the majority of people. Because they subscribe to the national 
democratic alternative and ally themselves with the Communist Party of the 
Philippines, they are frequently baptized by the rightists as 'godless or atheistic'. 
The CNL members however believe that their commitment to the national 
democratic struggle is the 'historical expression of our vocation to help build 
God's kingdom' and is the 'political incarnation of our Christian faith at the 
present stage of Philippine histor/.54 

The ultra-reactionaries are best represented by the Opus Dei and the fanatic 
fundamentalists. The members of the former cultivate a 'non-partisan' image for 
spiritual purpose. Their recruits come from the professionals, business people, 
academics and military, and they are beheved to have CIA links.55 The number 
of fundamentalist groups has risen sharply since 1986.56 The 'US-backed anti-
communist fanatic fringe' is made up of 60 sects, organized under an umbrella 
organization called the National Alliance for Democracy (NAD), a counterpart 
of the NDF. The NAD is estimated to have 30 to 40 percent of the fundamental
ist Christians in the country. These extremists are championing conservative 
political causes, especially extreme anti-communism, a hardline counterinsurgency 
strategy and the retention of the US military bases. 

1.42. The official church and folk Catholicism 
In the above-mentioned model, the Church is seen as an influential political force 
with both material and ideological resources. Looking at the material resources 

54 Christians for National Liberation, Second National Congress Documents (undated), ρ 11. 
55 Hilarión Henares, Jr, a columnist of the Philippine Daily Inquirer (PDI a Phil, daily), alludes to 

this connection in many of his articles Cfr for example his commentary on the Damascus 
Document which appeared in PDI (Sept. 4-10 1989). 

56 Raul Alibutud, '4,500 Missionanes Invade RP' and 'US Fundamentalists Pose Problem to 
Stability of RP', DG July 14-15, 1990. 
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of the institutional (Roman Catholic) Church in the country today, we see the 
following: 
• About 5,000 priests and 7,500 religious sisters and brothers, plus many 

thousands of lay church workers in more than 2,100 parish churches and many 
times that number of barrio chapels, 41 retreat houses, and more than 2,000 
educational institutions with almost 15,000 lay teachers and more than one 
million students; 16 radio stations, a number of publishing houses and book
stores, and journals, magazines and regional papers. 

• Various special purpose organizations: National Secretariat for Social Action 
and social action centers in almost all dioceses; Justice and Peace commis
sions and documentation centers; Share and Care Aposlolate for Poor 
Settlers; Family Life programs; Task Force Detainees and Episcopal Commis
sion for Tribal Filipinos; literacy programs, programs for the youth, catecheti
cal and Bible-study groups; plus the traditional rehgious organizations such as 
the Knights of Columbus and the Catholic Women's League. 

• As an integrating framework, there is also the Basic Christian/Ecclesial 
Community movement which brings the Church to the barrio as an organized 
and permanent presence; and, backing up all of this is a bewildering variety of 
training programs and service groups.57 

Exercising pastoral offices for the official Church is the Catholic Bishops' Con
ference of the Philippines (CBCP), an assembly of the bishops from 11 archdio
ceses, 50 dioceses, 5 prelatures and 5 apostolic prelatures.58 The CBCP meets 
twice a year (usually January and July) to discuss matters of pastoral concerns. A 
look into the pastoral letters and statements issued since 1987 will reveal that, 
while they may not be meeting everyone's expectations, the bishops have not been 
negligent in their prophetic task: 
1987 political stability, ideologies and peaceful way toward social transformation; 

and, land reform; 
1988 pressing problem of ecology, conditions of overseas Filipino workers and 

slow pace of land reform; and, call for peace talks; 
1989 dangers of fundamentalism; and, graft and corruption and the manipulative 

use of human rights violations; and 
1990 denunciation of military coup attempts, questions about the foreign debt 

and US military presence; and, population and family planning.59 

The ideological influence of the CBCP in the national politics is undeniable. A 
study, analysing thirteen pastoral letters from 1983 to 1987, pointed out that the 

57 John Carroll quoted in Rosalinda Pineda-Ofreneo, 'The Catholic Church in Philippine Politics", 
Journal of Contemporary Asia vol 17, no. 3 (1987), pp. 325-326. 

58 Catholic Directory of the Philippines (1989), pp. 24-29. 
59 Church Suuationer (a Phil, monthly paper) 87.01.102; MC July 15,1987; PDI Jan. 29 and July 22, 

1989, and July 11, 1990; Malaya Jan. 28, 1987; and, Monthly Highlights (a Phil, monthly paper) 
Feb. 1990. 
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CBCP, through the pastoral letters, has demonstrated skillful and successful use 
of power in national politics during the Marcos-Aquino transition period.60 The 
study showed that while political themes seldom dominated the letters, the moral 
statements however have had strong political consequences when interpreted by 
the oppressed Filipinos. The letters formed a powerful instrument in brmging 
down the Marcos regime. Over the first ten years of the dictatorship, the re
searcher observed that pastoral letters remained non-committal. The February 
1986 uprising, the study showed, cUmaxed the awakening of the official Church to 
the social question. 
While the ideological influence of the official Church in politics may not be 
questioned, there is a question about the ability of the official Church to help the 
vast majority of the Filipino Catholics understand and practice Christianity for 
what it really is. For example, if one measures the degree of the fidelity of the 
Filipino Catholics in terms of active participation in the Church activities, one 
would see a dismal picture. A survey conducted by a commission of the CBCP in 
1986 revealed that only 15% of the Catholics in the country go to church and take 
part in or hear mass every Sunday.61 What someone described about the Philip
pine church life may be referred to this minority: 

'The life of practicing Christians (revolves) around the Mass, baptism, and the 
other sacraments, prayers, good works, organizations promoting personal piety 
or charitable works. Within this faith-framework much deep piety goes on 
among our people, especially the older generation. This more or less tradi
tional Christianity has undergone some facelifting since Vatican II, such as a 
more personalist spirit in the living out of religion; the liberty and primacy of 
conscience; the indigenization of prayers, liturgy, and church architecture. By 
living within this faith context too, many, particularly those in the religious life, 
have overcome much of what was impersonal legalism of a former age.'62 

For the rest or the majority of the Catholic population, this observation holds 
true: 'What seems to exist in place of genuine and mature Christianity is "an 
adaptation of Christian practices to the pre-Christian pattern of beliefs rather 
than a raising of genuine values of the pre-Christian past to the level of Christian
ity".'63 Majority of the Filipino Catholics today practice the so-called folk Catholi
cism.64 Folk Catholicism is a syncretic blend of Spanish Catholicism and indi
genous religiosity by the masses, particularly the peasants in the rural areas who 

60 The study of Cristina Montici of the Ateneo de Manila is reported in an article, 'Pastoral Letteis 
— Power Technique used by Church', PDI Jan. 1, 1989. 

61 Church Situationer 87.12.50. 
62 Carlos Abesamis, 'Faith and Life Reflections from the Grassroots in the Philippines', in Fabella, 

pp. 124-125. 
63 De Mesa, p. 9. 
64 Patria Amor, 'Folk Christianity Eyed in Fight Against Injustice', PDI May 29, 1990. The article 

reports the assessment of the Philippine delegates in a paper presented at the Asian Theological 
Conference III in South Korea. 
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have little or no access to the many opportunities concentrated in urban centers. 
This blend has given rise to new forms of religious practices, which have persisted 
for the past four centuries. 
Some of the folk religious practices are the senakulo (dramatic portrayal of the 
Passion), pabasa (singing of the Passion), panatas (devotional vows) and the 
fiestas (patron feasts). A number of rituals, beliefs and practices surround the 
healing of the sick. Icons, holy water and the palm blessed on Palm Sunday are 
believed to cure the sick, as well as Latin prayers said while applying herbal 
medicine. In many regions, there is also the practice associated with baptism, 
wherein after the rite, mothers rush their babies outside the church for the first 
baby out is assured of a long life. 
While some of these practices are approved and encouraged by the official 
Church (e.g. fiestas and religious processions), others are either tolerated or 
discouraged. The Church tolerates practices such as seeking cure by wiping an 
icon with a handkerchief, touching a saint's icon or snatching flowers from floats 
or carriages, and making panatas in return of favors. It however frowns on 
worshipping the diwatas (animistic spirits supposed to give favors), worshipping 
the diwata by using nature symbols intertwined with Christian symbols, and 
religious practices such as self-flagellation during the Lenten season. 
A study of the functionality of this popular religiosity pointed out that it has 
reinforced community and family solidarity in various ways and has also seen its 
own institutions influenced and modified in turn by local social patterns.^For 
example, the sharing of official religious beliefs and practices strengthens and 
supports the sense of oneness in the average local community. Further, certain 
official observances become the occasion of traditional social practices which also 
tend to unite the town or barrio folk. Finally, the sharing of observances, in
dependent of official supervision, such as the santacruzan (summer festival to 
commemmorate the victory of the Cross), the lamay (wake) and the padasal 
(praying for the dead ancestors) bolsters and extends the community solidarity. 
The sponsorship of community religious functions serves to make of the family a 
clearly designated unit which has accepted a responsibility vis-a-vis the com
munity. By this stewardship it increases in both prestige and solidarity the family. 
Moreover, family ties are strenghthened by the reunion of their far-flung mem
bers on one or more of the great annual commemmorations such as the fiestas, 
Christmas, Holy Week and undras (All Souls' Day). Finally, in a society neatly 
divided into 'little people' and 'big people', it is the latter who are consistently 
given the honor and burden of this sponsorship. Hence, the essentially two-class 
system of the rural Philippines finds its image here. 

For all its functionality, popular religiosity has however some negative aspects. 
'Among these undesirable traits are an exaggerated otherworldliness, a lack of 
self-reliance and work ethic, and too passive an attitude to the real problems of 

65 Frank Lynch, 'Folk Catholicism in the Philippines', in M.R. Hollnsteiner, ed., Society, Culture and 
the Filipino (Quezon City: IPC, 1979), pp. 123-130. 
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human living.'66 In a poor and polarized society as the Philippines, others also 
fear of an extreme expression of folk religiosity which has recently become part 
of the military's counterinsurgency operations against the 'communists' and 
'atheists'. A segment of the population seems drawn to fanatical sects and cults 
which appeal to their need for emotional catharsis and healing as well as their 
inclination and attraction to magic and witchcraft cosmology. 

1.5 Summary 

This chapter has described in broad strokes the Philippine context, taking into 
consideration the geographical and demographic, socio-political and historico-
cultural features of the country and its people. In this final section, I will try to 
identify the main challenges faced by the Church in the light of the above-
mentioned considerations. 
We have noted first of all that the Philippines is strategically located in the Far 
East. The Philippines will remain a close neighbour to countries with different 
religions, cultures and ideologies. In the past, it has been used as a jumping board 
for Christian missions. And even until now, the location is still considered very 
vital for the US geopolitical interests. How the Filipino Christians take advantage 
of this opportunity will remain a great missionary challenge. For example, how to 
extend help to other 'needy' Catholic communities, how to collaborate with other 
Christian churches, how to dialogue with other religions and how to work with 
secular movements are some of the major challenges facing the Church in the 
Philippines. 
Compared with some selected Asian and Oceanic countries, the Philippines is 
abnormal in at least three areas: high rate of population growth and a big 
number of young people, very low per capita income and poor social services, and 
a huge foreign debt. The year 1986 ushered in fresh hopes for a change. After 
four years however, the administration has failed to address basic issues such as 
the land reform, the debt crisis and the insurgency problems. Against these socio
economic and political background, the Church is called upon not only to exercise 
her prophetic role in denouncing the problems of poverty, injustice and violence, 
but also to be in solidarity with the vast majority of people who are longing and 
struggling for social transformation. 
The aspirations of the Filipino people for a free, just, democratic and peaceful 
society are rooted in the past. Centuries of colonization by the Spaniards and the 
Americans have united the Filipinos in the struggle against the colonial and neo-
colonial masters and their local partners. On the other hand, the advent of the 
western colonial powers has created a very imbalanced and ambivalent culture 
among the Filipinos. How the Church can extricate itself from the negative 
western and elitist image and contribute a part in the search for an authentic 
Filipino culture, one which expresses the dignity of the Filipinos and enhances the 

66 Romeo Intcngan, 'Fiestas and Spirituality', DG May 13, 1990. 
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genuine welfare of the national community, is another challenge. The phenome
non of Folk Catholicism in all its ambiguities points for example an accusing 
finger at the official Church over her ability to help the vast majority of the 
Filipino Catholics understand and practice a genuine and mature Christianity. 
Finally, when we talk about the Filipino people, we should not think of a homo
geneous group, but should be aware of the different groups with a variety of 
languages and/or dialects and a multiplicity of customs and folkways. At the same 
time, the internal geographic features of the islands also make for intra-insular 
isolation and regionalism which make it difficult to attain national unity. For the 
Church, how to promote diversity in liturgical, ecclesiological and theological 
expressions without exacerbating the problem of regionalism is another challenge. 
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2 The Spanish Franciscan heritage 

At the beginning of its establishment in 1970, the Vicariate had still many 
tangible evidences of the Spanish heritage, in terms of its institutional commit
ments and personnel. In fact, many of the inherited commitments of the Vicariate 
in its early years consisted of those of the Spanish friars: the parishes of San 
Pedro Bautista (San Francisco del Monte, Quezon City), Our Lady of the 
Abandoned (Sta. Ana, Manila), Our Lady of the Gate (Daraga, Albay) and St. 
John the Baptist (Camalig, Albay); the assistance to the Secular Franciscans 
(Sampaloc, Manila); the Commissariate of the Holy Land; the Santuario de San 
Antonio (Forbes Park, Makati); the school of St. John's Academy (Camalig, 
Albay); and, the formation houses for the minor seminarians and the novices 
(San Francisco del Monte, Q.C.). At that time, a number of Spanish friars was 
still actively working in the above-mentioned areas of ministry. Finally, a large 
number of the Filipino friars who automatically became members of the new 
entity was product of the Spanish friars' tutelage. 
For the ordinary Filipino friar like me, the discussion about the Spanish Francis
can heritage in the Philippines is a difficult and delicate task. Part of the difficulty 
lies in the scarcity of studies in English. While there are many comprehensive 
studies over the subject matter, these works have been written in Spanish by the 
Spanish friars, and thus are not easily available to the ordinary Filipino friars who 
do not read or speak Spanish.1 The problem of the scarcity of literature in 
English is closely connected with another observation. There is very little interest 
among the local friars to look back at the past. This lack of interest in the past is 
partly due to the fact that the attention and resources of the Province are geared 
towards the present needs of the friars, both within the organization itself which 

1 Sources on the Spanish Franciscans in the Philippines are the following: Antonio de la Llave, 
Cronica de la Provincia de San Gregorio e. 1590 still in mss. in Pastrana; Domingo Martinez, 
Compendio Histórico de la Apostolica Provincia de S. Gregorio Magno de Philtpmas (Madrid, 1756), 
Lorenzo Perez, Los Frailes Filipinos (Madnd, 1898), Ongen de las Misiones Franciscanas en el 
Extremo Oriente (Madrid, 1918), and Labor Patriótica de los Franciscanos en el Extremo Oriente 
(Madnd, 1929); Eusebio Gomez Platero y Femando Portillo, Catalogo Biografico de los Religiosos 
Franciscanos de la Provincia . desde 1577 (Manila, 1880); Marcelo de Ribadeneira, Historia de las 
Islas Filipinas, Japon, China, Etc. [Barcelona, 1601 (English version: Manila, 1970)], Juan Francisco 
de San Antonio, Crónicas de la Apostolica Provincia de S. Gregorio...en las Islas Filipinas 3 vols., 
1738-1744 [Sampaloc, 1738 (trans and ed by Ρ Picomell, The Philippine Chronicles of Fray San 
Antonio Manila: Historical Conservation Society)]; and, Francisco de Santa Ines, Chronica de la 
Provincia de San Gregorio Magno en las Islas Filipinas, mss till 1892 
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is still very young and within the larger society as the Province tries to respond to 
the more pressing challenges of Philippine society today. 
I suspect another reason for this lack of interest, though this has to be verified 
among the local friars. But at least for me, looking back at the past Spanish Fran
ciscan heritage arouses double sentiments. On the one hand, it evokes a certain 
sense of admiration and gratitude to the countless Franciscan brothers who have 
come from the other side of the world, filled with missionary zeal, offering their 
lives to make the Filipino Cathohc society what it is now. At the same time, there 
is a feeling of discomfort and inner tension. For, like all other things associated 
with the Spanish era, the Spanish Franciscan tradition can be felt and perceived as 
a foreign heritage. After all, the Franciscan missionary enterprise has been a Span
ish enterprise. While feeling close affinity to the Franciscan tradition, I do not feel 
it has been really a part of the Filipino history. It is a fact that until very recently 
there were no native Filipinos accepted to the Franciscan Order in the country. 
Having made those preliminary remarks, I would now like to outline the design 
of this chapter. This chapter will attempt to describe and discuss the Spanish 
Franciscan heritage in the Philippines. It will first narrate the arrival of the friars 
in the context of the Spanish colonization. Then it will discuss the evangelization 
activities of the friars according to present perspective and insights, specifically 
that of the charism-vision-mission (CVM) framework used in this study. A brief 
analysis of certain controversies or issues will then follow. Finally, the transition 
period, between the transfer of the seat of the Province to Spain and the erection 
of the Philippine Province, encompassing the coming of the non-Spanish foreign 
missionaries, will be noted down. 

Some words of caution must first be expressed. The Province of San Gregorio 
Magno de Filipinas has a long history and a colorful tradition, extending through 
four centuries of evangelization activities not only in the Philippines, but also in 
Japan, China and some other Latin American countries. Even then, the four-
century span of time is an extensive period to be studied in one chapter. Thus 
only generalizations about certain aspects of its evangelization activities in the 
Philippines can be made here. 

2.1 General background 

2.1.1 The 'discovery* of the Philippines 
The end of the 15th and the beginning of the 16th centuries marked the first 
stage of the Age of European Colonial Expansion (1500-1900) 'which in only a 
few decades after 1500 Europeans gained an absolute predominance over the 
oceans that enabled them to conquer the Americas, wholly occupy many islands 
round the world, and establish small enclaves on the coasts of the African and 
Asian continents'.2 That period was also a fortuitous era for the Christian 

2 J.E. Goldthorpe, The Sociology of the Third World — Disparity and Development (Cambridge: 
Cambridge Univ. Press, 1984), p. 44. 
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missions. While European Christianity was able to repel the dangers of Islam in 
its yard, it could not succeed, or more exactly, it suffered a calamitous loss, in its 
crusading zeal to regain the Holy Land against the more militant and missionary 
Islam.3 However, looking at the brighter side, the closure of the gate to Asia in 
the Middle East forced Christianity to enter the back door.4 Along the way, it 
reaped fruits in the conversion of many non-Christian peoples in Africa, the New 
World and the southern parts of Asia. That era may as well be considered as the 
golden period in the history of Christian evangelization because it marked the 
transformation of Christianity as 'a worldwide and no longer a primarily Mediter
ranean religion'.5 

The 'discovery of the Philippines in 1521 by Ferdinand Magellan was directly 
occasioned by the European search for new trade routes.6 Up to the 15th centu
ry, traders from Europe and the East used three routes, all athwart Constan
tinople. However, in 1453 the Ottoman Turks captured that strategic place and 
thus controlled the routes. They closed the northern and central routes, but 
allowed Venice to use the remaining one for a stiff fee. To break the Venetian 
monopoly, Portugal and Spain, the newly-rising European powers at that time, 
decided to look for new routes. By 1486 Bartolomé Diaz 'discovered' the Cape of 
Good Hope; later on, Vasco de Gama rounded it and reached India in 1498. 
With these developments, the foundations of the Portuguese empire were laid 
down. In competition, Spain sent Christopher Columbus across the Atlantic, and 
a New World was put in the European map. Thus, one can then understand the 
reason why the Alexandrian bull had to resolve the rivalry between the two 
Catholic empires. 
Magellan, a Portuguese dismissed by the Portuguese king when he broached the 
idea of reaching the East by sailing west, found a listening ear in Charles V, the 
Spanish king. Skirting the northwestern coast of Africa, Magellan and his crew 
crossed the Atlantic and reached Brazil two months later. Enduring storms, 
hunger and mutiny, he contiunued, negotiating the passage of the strait which 
bears his name now, and reached the Marianas in 1521. On March 16 of the 
same year, the expedition reached Samar, making the arrival of the first Span
iards in the Philippines. In the islands, Magellan was killed by the natives, but one 
of the ships succeeded in returning to Spain. 
The return of one of Magellan's ships confirmed the navigator's belief that the 
spice islands could be reached by sailing west. Subsequently, four successive 
expeditions were sent by Spain. Only the last, the Villalobos expedition, had the 
dubious distinction of having left something: investing the name Felipinas to the 
islands of Samar and Leyte in honor of Philip II. Definite plans and actions for 
the colonization and christianization of the archipelago started with Miguel Lopez 

3 Stephen Neill, A History of Christian Missions, Revised Edition (Middlesex: Penguin, 1986), pp. 
96-99. 

4 Ibid., p. 120. 
5 Ibid., p. 119. 
6 Teodoro Agoncillo, A Short History of the Philippines (Caloocan: Phil. Graphic, 1975), pp. 27-31. 
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de Legaspi, who together with some Augustinian missionaries arrived in Cebu in 
1565. A few years later, the other missionary orders followed: Franciscans (1578), 
Jesuits (1581), Dominicans (1587) and Recollects (1606). In a span of about fifty 
years since the arrival of Legaspi, the missionaries succeeded in converting to 
Christianity a great majority of the people along the coasts and plains of the 
northern and central parts of the Philippines.7 

2.1.2 The arrival of the Franciscans 
The Custody of St. Gregory the Great of the Philippines was formed in Spain in 
June 1576, with Pedro de Alfaro assigned as the first Custos.8 Earlier, a lay-
brother missionary in Peru, Antonio de San Gregorio, returned to Spain to 
recruit more missionaries for the Americas. However, the king of Spain, upon 
request for Franciscans in the Philippines, ordered the group formed by A. de 
San Gregorio to sail for the Philippines. Some members were disillusioned and 
withdrew. New arrangements had to be made until the Custody was formed, with 
assurances from the authorities for the financial and moral support of the 
expedition. 
The group left Spain on June 24, 1577 and arrived in Mexico three months later, 
minus eight friars who died from epidemics on board and one who was too ill that 
he had to be left in Haiti. Reinforced with six new friars already working in 
Mexico, the group left the place on March 7, 1578 and arrived in Manila on July 
2 of the same year. The fifteen friars were welcomed by the Manila authorities 
and stayed temporarily with the Augustinians till they transferred to a new convent 
on the eve of the feast of Our Lady of the Angels, that is, August 1, 1578. 
In the years that followed, the friars busied themselves with the evangelization 
activities in Manila and neighbouring areas. In the same year of their arrival, they 
founded the parishes of Sta. Ana, just outside Manila, and of Pili, Lucban and 
Paete in Laguna. They went by pairs to the northern, central and southern parts 
of Luzon, and even as far as Panay and Cebu. They set themselves to study the 
dialects of the people. Among the important things they discussed and resolved 
in their first chapter in 1580 were the decisions: 
1 to carry on the work of settling the natives in the so-called reducciones, 
2 to write a grammar and dictionary, and to translate the Christian doctrines in 

Tagalog, and 
3 to open a novitiate in Manila.' 

7 John Leddy Phelan, The Hispanizauon of the Philippines — Spanish Aims and Filipino Responses, 
1565-1700, Filipimana Repnnt Senes (Mandaluyong. Cachos Hermanas, 1985), pp 31-32 

8 General informations about the Spanish Franciscans in the Philippines are taken from the ff 
secondary sources Apolinar Pastrana, 'The Franciscans and the Evangelization of the Philippines, 
1578-1900', fìoleun Ecclesiastico de Filipinas 34, 435 (1965), pp 80-115, Antonio-Ma Rosales, A 
Study of a 16th Century Tagalog Manuscript on the Ten Commandments Its Significance and 
Implications (Quezon City UP Press, 1984), and Cayetano Sanchez Fuertes, 'Promoción Humana 
y Aculturacion en Filipinas', Separata de Archivo Jbero-Amencano t XL VII, Num 185-188 
(Madrid, 1987) 

9 Apolinar Pastrana, op cit., p. 88 
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The Custody was elevated to the Province of St. Gregory the Great in the 
Philippines by Pope Sixtus V on November 15, 1586. The elevation was a sign of 
the entity's growth and progress. Within eight years (1578-1586), it is recorded 
that one of the fruits of their evangelization was the baptism of some 250,000 
natives.10 Coincidentally, according to Phelan, the decade 1576-1586 was the 
decisive decade for the evangeUzation of the Philippines.11 In 1576 there were 
only 13 Augustinians on the islands and thus their work was seriously restricted. 
With the arrival of the Franciscans and some more Augustinians, the scope and 
tempo of the evangelization changed. With the continuing arrival of new brothers 
from outside and the growing number of candidates, the Province was strong 
enough to meet the evangelization challenge not only in the Philippines, but also 
in China, Japan and other countries.12 

Because of the scattered distribution of the population in the archipelago, the 
linguistic diversity and the relative shortage of religious personnel, there was a 
decree, issued by the Council of Indies in Spain on April 27, 1594 to distribute 
the religious orders according to geo-ethnic considerations. The Franciscans got 
the big areas of the Bicol and Tagalog regions. Till the end of the Spanish 
colonial era, the friars were working mostly in those areas. However, when the 
Jesuits were expelled in 1767, the Franciscans took over the administration of 
their parishes, and opened others, in the regions of Samar and Leyte. 

22 The charism-vision-mission framework of the province 

In giving a general description of the activities in which the Spanish friars were 
involved, Antonio-Ma. Rosales mentioned two areas covered by those activities: 
the preaching of the Gospel and the promotion of human development. He 
writes: 

'Both areas embrace the gamut of missionary activities: instruction, care for 
the sick, study of languages, preservation of native culture, construction of the 
infrastructure of progress, etc. It must be emphasized, however, that these 
activities were not exclusive to the Franciscans, though they might have 
distinguished themselves more than other orders in some aspects.'13 

A much more comprehensive framework, one more attuned to today's vocabulary, 
is provided by Cayetano Sanchez.14 The former Spanish missionary in the Philip
pines describes his study of the missionary activities of the early friars according 
to the following themes: witnessing to the living God, building faith-based human 

10 Ibid., p. 84 
11 John Leddy Phelan, op.cit., p. 56. 
12 The Spanish Franciscans went to China (1579/1678), Mexico (1580), Indochina (1583/1717), 

Japan (1593), Moluccas and Celebes (1610), Brazil and Paraguay (1906), and Bolivia (1971) Cfr. 
Cayetano Sanchez Fuertes, op.cit., p. 272 

13 Antonio-Ma. Rosales, op.cit., p. 88. 
14 Sanchez, op.cit. 
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communities, fidelity to the message and acculturation, being poor and servants 
of the poor, and witnessing to martyrdom. 
In reviewing the evangelization activities of the early friars, the charism-vision-
mission framework will be used here. The assumption behind this framework is 
that in the efforts towards evangelization, the early friars were implicitly moti
vated by a certain vision, and in turn this vision was colored by their Franciscan 
charism and translated into certain mission principles.15 Briefly stated, the vision 
of the pioneering Spanish Franciscan missionaries was the realization of the 'one 
fold, one shepherd', or the universal pastorate of Christ, in which there would be 
no more threats of heresies and Islam and the pagans would all be converted to 
the Catholic faith. The Franciscan charism was the radical conformity to Christ 
through strict evangelical poverty. Finally, the mission principles were 

1 to proclaim the Gospel to non-Christians, 
2 to provide faith-based communities to the converts, 
3 to inculturate the Gospel in the local situation, and 
4 to be poor and servants of the poor. 

22.1 The vision 
Anybody who is interested in the early beginnings of Franciscanism in the 
Philippines should read the letter of Pablo de Jesus to Pope Gregory XIII, dated 
July 14, 1580.16 The document is interesting not only because it is the earliest 
description by a friar-eyewitness of the experiences of the first group of Francis
cans in the country but also because it contains certain implicit missiological 
principles, shared among the 16th-century Spanish Franciscans in their missionary 
endeavours. For example, one can detect an implicit vision of the friars when he 
ends his letter in this manner: 

'God, grant, most blessed Pontiff, especially througth thy prayers and aid, that 
the intestine storms and havoc of heresy be quelled, the pride of the Turks 
laid low, that with all peoples brought to the light of Catholic faith in this thy 
age, with thee reigning as Pontiff, be fulfilled to thy supreme praise that 
prediction of our Saviour: "There shall be one fold and one shepherd" (Jn 
10:16).' 

That 'there shall be one fold and one shepherd' is the vision shared by the 
Spanish Franciscans who were involved in the missionary enterprise at that time, 
whether in the Philippines or in other parts of the New World. This implicitly 
expressed vision was predicated on the Spanish friars' perception of the three 
major challenges that they were confronted with at that time: the heresies and 
schism in the Church, particularly the rise and growth of Protestantism in the 
16th century; the almost eight-century experience and bitter encounter with the 

15 Cfr. section 2 of the Introduction of this study. 
16 Pablo de Jesus, 'Letter to Gregory ΧΙΙΓ, in Emma Blair and James Robertson, The Philippine 

Islands, 1493-1898 vol. 34 (Mandaluyong, Cachos Hennanas, 1973), pp. 316-324. 
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Moors; and, the expansion of Spain's mercantilist power, with the corresponding 
'discoveries' of new lands beyond their Eurocentric geography and the missionary 
challenges vis-a-vis these 'pagan peoples'. These challenges are somehow explicitly 
expressed in P. de Jesus' letter: 'the intestine storms and havoc of heresy be 
quelled, the pride of the Turks laid low, (...) all peoples brought to the light of 
CathoUc faith.' 
Writing about the ultimate objective of the friars involved in the missions in New 
Spain, Edwin E. Sylvest, Jr., confirms this vision framework of the friars when he 
wrote: 

'Early in the sixteenth century Spain stood in a unique position. The union of 
the monarchies of Castille and Aragon was secure. Her hegemony in Italy was 
established. The Moors had been driven from her soil. A New World had 
been opened for Christianity. Although the papacy and the empire were in 
decline, the ideal of universal Christendom still survived. Yet, because the 
Moors still occupied Africa and the Holy Land, Cisneros, in 1506, proposed 
a scheme whereby Spain, Portugal and England should undertake a crusade 
for the final 'annihilation of Islam, the reconstruction of the Christendom of 
the first centuries, and the reconquest of Jerusalem'. With the destruction of 
Islam and the reconstruction of the Christian community among those who 
were outside, along with the conversion of the Indians and the foundation of 
the Church in the New World, there would have existed the genuine possibili
ty of actualizing the universal pastorate of Christ: unum ovile et unus pastor 
(one fold and one shepherd).'17 

Sylvest is describing the ultimate end of the mission as envisioned by the 16th-
century Franciscans belonging to the Province of the Holy Gospel. This Province 
was founded by the famous 'Twelve Apostles of Mexico', the leader of whom was 
Martin de Valencia. 
Cayetano Sanchez asserts that the Province of San Gregorio was born as a fruit 
of the missionary dream of Antonio de San Gregorio, a Franciscan missionary in 
Peru, who desired to realize the dream of some of the 'Twelve Apostles'. That 
dream was 'to proclaim the Gospel in the remoter part of the world, in the Far 
East, and more concretely in China, Japan and the Philippines' (and in that 
order, Sanchez adds).18 To confirm this, Sanchez cites the first chronicler of the 
Province of San Gregorio, Marcelo de Ribadeneira, who writes: 

'Having planted the seeds of faith in that place, and leaving such sweet odor 
of sanctity on their departure, the Blessed Fray Martin de Valencia, first 
guardian and prelate of the first twelve holy men who were initially sent to 
Mexico had a revelation in a vision that with respect to Mexico, the islands of 

17 Edwin E. Sylvest Jr., Motifs of Franciscan Mission Theory in 16th Century New Spain (Washington: 
Academy of American Franciscan History, 1975), p. 35. 

18 Sanchez, p. 264. 
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the Western Pacific — 'islas del poniente' or Filipinas was ready and ripe for 
the harvest of souls.'1' 

That Martin de Valencia dreamt of going to China or the South Seas is again 
referred to by Sylvest. Though discussing it in another context, Sylvest cites 
Mendieta and MotoUnia, 16th-century Franciscan missionaries and chroniclers, 
who made mention about Valencia's dream. 

'According to Mendieta, Fray Martin wanted to go to China "to discover 
those gentiles and to bring to a knowledge of (the) Holy Name, incorporating 
them into the body of the Church".' 
'Motolinia's report of Martin's dream is similar in most details to that of 
Mendieta, but with one important exception. Mendieta, writing fifty years 
later, said that Martin wanted to go to China. MotoUnia reported that the 
hoped for destination was simply the South Seas.'20 

22.2 The Franciscan charism 
In the first part of the 17th century, the Province of San Gregorio went through 
some internal conflicts which lasted about two decades, с 1618-1636." Ap
parently, some friars, belonging to the Observant Provinces, came to Manila, not 
heeding the established arrangement that only the friars from the Discalced 
branch might come to the Far East. This was initially tolerated by the receiving 
Discalced friars. What disturbed them was the appointment of a non-Discalced 
commissary to visit the Province. The new arrival began to appoint non-Discalced 
friars in positions of authority and privileges. Moreover, he started appropriating 
the missions in Japan and the convent in San Francisco del Monte to the Obser
vants. Complaints were written to the Spanish king by the provincial and the 
definitory in 1620-1621. Apparently, they were not given prompt action and, 
instead of healing, the situation became worse and complicated. For, another 
commissary came some years later and removed the defmitors from their offices 
and appointed new defmitors from the Observants. He abo removed the guard
ians from office and appointed others belonging to his following until they had 
more than sufficient number to hold and control a chapter. Again, complaints 
were aired to the king in 1635-1636, and this time, the commissary-general in 
Madrid wrote a letter, deciding to send a Discalced commissary and to have a 
new chapter. 

Besides furnishing details about the controversies, the available informations 
about those events also give us some inkling of the way the friars of the Province 
of San Gregorio saw and expressed their perception of the Franciscan charism. 

19 Ibid. Cfr. also Marcelo de Ribadeneira, op.cil,, pp. 335-336. 
20 Edwin Sylvest, Jr., op ca., pp. 122-123. 
21 Pedro de San Pablo and others, 'Affairs in the Franciscan Province, Manila. 1620-1621', in Bfair 

and Robertson, op.cil, 20.115-116, Andres del Sacramento, 'Letter to Philip IV, Nueva Caceres 
June 2, 1635', and Francisco de Ocaña, 'Letter from the Franciscan Commissary General of the 
Indias, Madnd. June 28, 1635', in Blair and Robertson 2595-99. 
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For example, the Provincial referred to his Province as 'established in so great 
discalcedness, strict observance and poverty\ The defmitors also described the 
friars of the Province as 'discalced, poor and reformed'. One of the defmitors 
wrote: 'The discalced religious (...) have toiled in the ministry with poverty, 
humility and good example among Spaniards and Indians.' 
That the friars of the Province of San Gregorio were 'discalced, poor and 
reformed' was not just a self-portrait drawn by the friars themselves. The refer
rals by Governor de Lavezares to the Franciscans as 'those (who) do not receive 
or have anything to do with money" and by Governor de Sande as those who 'live 
among the Indians, and we need not support them', when they requested for 
Franciscans to come to the Philippines, are two examples that point to the 
generally good reputation of the Franciscans in the eyes of the non-Francis
cans.22 When Governor Dasmariñas recommended that the royal hospital in 
Manila should be placed under the joint care of the Franciscans and the Order 
of La Misericordia in 1597, he wrote: 

'Hence I desire that the Order of St. Francis, because it seems to me suitable 
on account of its self-denial, barefootedness, and freedom from self-interest 
may unite with the Confraternity of La Misericordia in the charge of the 
hospital.'23 

Indeed the Franciscans in the 16th century Spain were well-reputed for their strict 
observance of evangelical poverty as the norm of Christian lifestyle. Cardinal 
Ximenez de Cisneros (t 1517) is well-known for his zeal in introducing reforms 
not only within the Order but also in the ecclesiastical and religious sphere in 
Spain.24 Even among the already reformed observants, there were some, like 
Juan de la Puebla, Juan Guadalupe and Pedro Alcantara, who wanted to make 
their observance of strict poverty more radical. Juan de la Puebla formed a 
group, which became the Custody of the Holy Angels in 1498 and whose lifestyle 
put emphasis on such spiritual disciplines as meditation, poverty, strict fasting, 
going barefoot, and the renunciation of mass stipends. The second friar secured 
in 1496 a papal permission to observe the Rule of St. Francis literally, without 
papal declarations and privileges. His group, which came to be known as the 
Guadalupenses, lived in the strictest poverty and were generally called by the 
name of discalceati, because they discarded the sandals, aside from changing the 
habit. Finally, Pedro de Alcantara (1499-1562) was another reformer within the 
Franciscan Order who wanted to live out evangelical poverty in its radical form 
and desired the return to the authentic inspirational fonts of the Franciscan 

22 Guido de Lavezares, 'Affairs in the Philippines after the Death of Legaspi, Manila. June 29, 
1573', in Blair and Robertson 3 185, and Francisco de Sande, 'Relation of the Filipinas Islands, 
Manila June 7, 1576', ibid , 4 89 

23 L Ρ Dasmanñas, 'Administration of the Hospital at Manila, Manila July 20, 1597', in Blair and 
Robertson 10 28 

24 Sylvest, op at, pp 24-34 
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charism.25 To note, the friars of the Province of San Gregorio came from the 
Alcantarine Province of San Jose. 
That the first group of Franciscans who came to the Phihppines were very much 
conscious of implanting the Order in the Far East was well recorded by the first 
chronicler of the Province. In one occasion, Ribadeneira described the stop-over 
in Mexico in these words: 

'Then they transferred to San Cosme where they passed a few happy days 
recollecting how their great founder, St. Francis, founded their order. Here 
they practised perfectly all Christian virtues, but above all, the virtue of 
poverty in humility. Their poverty was demonstrated in their daily manner of 
living, praying and exhorting; their garments, their utensils for eating, their 
beds whereon they slept were of the simplest materials. And all their daily 
needs were of the most basic and of the barest essential.'26 

In another example, although the friars arrived in Manila a month before, the 
foundation of the first Franciscan convent took place on the feast of Our Lady of 
the Angels, August 2, 1578. The celebration is very symbolic for the Franciscans. 
As Ribadeneira explains it: 

'This date is celebrated in the whole order of St. Francis as the feast of 
dedication of the first church in which the friar Minors (sic!) and the nuns of 
the Poor, of St. Clare, congregated. This place was named Our Lady of the 
Angels.*27 

2.23 Mission objectives 
Mission is the commitment of a person or group in view of the vision.28 It is an 
expression of the general direction an individual or group has to take to better 
realize the vision. At the same time, the expression is very much colored by the 
charism. In the case of the Province of San Gregorio, the implicit vision guiding 
the missionaries was the realization of the universal patorate of Christ, 'unum 
ovile et unus pastor'. To realize this vision, the friars' activities revolved around 
the following mission objectives: to proclaim the Gospel to the non-Christians, to 
provide faith-based communities to the converts, to inculturate the Gospel in the 
local situation, and to be poor and servants of the poor. 

PROCLAMATION OF THE GOSPEL 

The first religious order involved in the early evangelization of the Philippines 
was that of the Augustinians. Because of the paucity of those missionaries and the 
great prospects of conversion, the Spanish newcomers requested the home au
thorities for more missionaries. The first chronicler of the Province narrated the 

25 Sanchez, op.dt., p. 270. 
26 Ribadeneira, op.cil., p. 345. 
27 Ibid., ρ 337. 
28 Cfr. section 5.3 of this study. 
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request for the Franciscans and, more importantly, state in explicit terms the 
mission of proclaiming the Gospel: 

'Since the work of evangelizing the natives has spread all over the islands, the 
new missionaries felt the need of more laborers in the Lord's vineyard which 
was inevitably becoming extensive. Governor Francisco de Sande arrived in the 
Philippines just in time to act in order to meet not only the material and 
military needs of the natives but also their spiritual necessities. Since the need 
for more priests became urgent, there was a petition sent by the Augustinians 
to the Counsel of the Indies in Madrid for the religious of St. Francis to make 
the PhiUppines a Franciscan province. However, because the Franciscans felt 
they could not administer to the pressing needs of so many souls, they wel
comed the sending of other orders, the Dominicans, who by then had missions 
in Peru. The aim was the same noble aim — that of winning as many souls as 
possible by conversion to Christ through the preaching of the Holy Gospels'79 

(italics supplied) 

When the first batch of Franciscans arrived in the islands, they immediately 
demonstrated their eagerness to preach the Gospel to the natives. Some who 
landed in the southern part of Manila went by foot and did their initial preaching 
to the natives along their way to Manila. When all had reported themselves to the 
Manila authorities, the fifteen friars divided themselves in pairs and went to the 
task of preaching the Gospel in Bicol, Laguna, llocos and Mindoro.30 The early 
years were difficult and trying for the friars. About the early activities of the first 
groups of friars, Ribadeneira recorded: 

'Daily, they toiled, preached, and cared for the natives. Many of those friars 
were hesitant when faced for the first time with the gigantic work of conver
sion; but they gradually gave up their habit of isolated monastic life and 
solitude, and met the challenges of mission work among the natives coura
geously. Some had to go on foot to the mountains, and search among the 
wilderness for natives to domesticate them, bring them to civilization and 
Christianization. Very often, the friar gave them little things, trifling play
things in order to win them over. Those men strove to use every possible 
means, undaunted by numerous difficulties surrounding them, e.g. learning 
to speak the dialect of the particular region assigned to their ministry (...) 
often in their missions, the friars felt the loneliness of exile, added to the 
burden of physical trials, e.g. getting wet and soaked by rain and getting dry 
and feverish under the blazing sun; climbing moutain trails, and plodding 
through unexplored wilderness in search of souls to bring into the fold of 
Christ.'31 

29 Ribadeneira, pp. 330-331. 
30 Pastrana, op.cit„ pp. 83-84. 
31 Ribadeneira, op.cit., pp. 338-339. 
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What really provided the friars the motivation to face the difficult tasks was not 
only the general Franciscan qualities, as Ribadeneira calls them (patience, zeal, 
charity, warmth, etc.), but also, what Sanchez points out, their full consciousness 
and conviction that they were successors of Paul and Barnabas' apostolic journeys 
in Asia Minor.32 Sanchez provides some bases for his assertion: letters and 
reports by the early friars over their missionary activities in China and other lands 
were sprinkled with typically Pauline greetings and terminologies, manifesting the 
friars's desire and consciousness of following the example of the missionaries of 
the early Church. That is the reason why some of the friars were 'escaping' from 
Manila to go to China, even against the express will of the Spanish authorities in 
Manila.33 In this context also, it is understandable to excuse the friars from the 
accusation that they were leaving the newly converted Filipinos for the greater 
harvest in the great kingdom of China. As one of the pioneering friars, Pablo de 
Jesus, testifies: 

'Bearing in mind that mandate of our Redeemer, Jesus Christ our Lord, "Go 
ye into the whole world and preach the gospel to every creature", we were 
fired more and more every day with the desire of preaching the gospel in the 
mighty kingdom of China.'34 

BUILDING CHRISTIAN COMMUNITIES 

When the Spaniards came into the Philippines, the natives did not have a high 
level of social organization. In general, the early Filipinos lived in small com
munities, called barangays, scattered all over the many islands. Because they were 
mostly subsistence farmers and/or fishermen, they lived in areas where they could 
easily farm, hunt and fish. In this kind of situation, the missionaries found it 
difficult to follow up systematic instruction of the recently converted natives. To 
remedy the adverse conditions (from the point of view of the missionaries), they 
started the policy of 'reducing' or settling the natives in central locations. About 
this policy, Renato Constantino writes: 'The poUcy of resettlement or "re
ducción" was part of the Spanish colonial experience in New Spain. This ex
perience became the model for the Philippines, with the difference that whereas 
in Spain's American colonies resettlement was carried out jointly by Church and 
State, reducción in the Philippines was mainly the work of the friars.'35 

Though highly impractical for the natives and contrary to their traditional life 
pattern, the policy of reducción was logical and desirable for the friars. Besides, 
being heirs of the Greco-Roman urbanism, the Spanish instinctively identified 
civilization with living in the city and repeatedly noted down that the Filipinos 

32 Sanchez, op cu , pp. 264-269 
33 Gonzalo Ronquillo de Peñalosa, 'Ordinance Restncting Departure from the Islands, Manila 

March 2, 1582' in Blair and Robertson 4 308-309 
34 Pablo de Jesus, op.cit., p. 321. 
35 Renato Constantino, The Philippines — A Past Revisited (Quezon City: RC, 1975), pp. 60-61 
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were living without polity, sin policía, which is synonymous to barbarism.36 Thus, 
in 1585 Juan de Plasencia asked the Spanish king for authorization to form 
communities of 'sixty to thousand houses' in order that in this way 'christianidad 
y policía' may be established.37 Writing about the early Franciscan missions, two 
friar-chroniclers described the process this way: 

'They (induced) the Indians to come from the rugged mountains and (re
duced) them to settlements, baptized them and instructed them in the mys
teries of our holy faith, and created churches and laid out villages. At present, 
the province has charge of 52 villages in the islands.'38 

'Some had to go on foot to the mountains, and search among the wilderness 
for natives to domesticate them, bring them to civilization and christianization 
(...).' 
'The most important achievement ever attained by the Franciscans during this 
period was the gathering together of few families from both mountain and 
wooded wilderness, and their successful effort at banding them together in 
groups to settle down and live in the open lowlands, with other families who 
had already been converted to the Christian faith, and the "pueblo" (civilized) 
way of life, e.g. governed by duly appointed rulers and made obedient to civil, 
military and religious laws.'39 

In the beginning, the Filipinos resisted the 'reducción' policy for practical rea
sons.40 As subsistence farmers, they wanted to remain close to their rice-fields. 
Moreover, some of them, who had bad experiences, did not want to become easy 
prey of the Moslems from the southern part of the islands who were conducting 
counter-offensive raids against the Spaniards. However, through religious and 
other enticements, and at times military coercion, the process of settlement 
became more successful. Incidentally, what Plasencia 'intended as aid to better 
Christianization of the Filipino turned out to be the nucleus of the future Filipino 
towns'.41 In terms of statistics, the Province of San Gregorio, before the 1898 
PhiUppine Revolution took place, was extending pastoral care to some 1,124,278 
Filipinos in about 184 towns of 14 civil provinces. It is estimated that there were 
some 3,367 Spanish Franciscans who were involved in this evangelization activity 
from their arrival in 1578 till the 1960s when the last group of Spanish friars 
arrived.42 

It is impossible to write here the details of the pastoral patterns involved in the 
friars' work in building those communities. Suffice it to mention what the Minis
ter General said in the fourth centenary of the Province in 1978: 'In each town, 

36 Phelan, op.cit., p. 44. 
37 Sanchez, op.cit., p. 271. 
38 'Early Franciscan Missions, 1640-1649', in Blair and Robertson 35:278. 
39 Ribadeneira, pp. 338-339. 
40 Constantino, pp. 60-61 and Rosales, op.cit, p. 10. 
41 Jose Arcilla, An Introduction to Philippine History, 3rd Edition (Quezon City: Ateneo, 1984), p. 36. 
42 Sanchez, p. 273. 
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there was a church, a school, medical services, practice of art, agriculture — in
deed an integrated human and Christian development.*43 What motivated the 
friars to undertake this integrated evangelization activity is contained in Ribade-
neira's statement: 'According to the humane rules and regulations of St. Francis, 
founder of the Franciscan Order, the needs of the body are just as urgent and 
important as the needs of the soul."44 

THE TASK OF INCULTURATION 

Since the beginning of its history, the Church has always been confronted with the 
challenge of inculturation. For, as Evangehi Nuntiandi states, 'The Kingdom which 
the Gospel proclaims is lived by men who are profoundly linked to a culture, and 
the building up of the Kingdom cannot avoid borrowing the elements of human 
culture or cultures'.45 The task of inculturation has always been difficult, prob
lematic, and many times arousing passions and creating divisions and polariza
tions. Such was the case in the 17th century when the Franciscans who were 
working in the Far East got involved in the inculturation controversy. Antonio 
Caballero, or de Sta. Maria, a member of the Province of San Gregorio, un
fortunately has been judged as the central villain in the so-called Chinese con
troversy46 Here are some of the accusations hurled against the Franciscans 
(writer's summary): 
The Franciscans have been hostile to cultural adaptation and the use of human 
means. For them, it was abhorrent to take a measure of cultural adaptation, 
regarded as a betrayal of the faith. They went to China, ignorant of the language. 
They were more intent on earning for themselves palms of martyrdom than on 
converting the Chinese. Sometimes the choice for them is only between mathe
matics and martyrdom, whether to be a mandarin or a missionary, and so 
forth.47 

Recent studies have ventilated the atmosphere surrounding the controversy, 
allowing a chance to review the controversy and to re-evaluate the distinct 
positions of the protagonists.4* For example, James Cummins has re-examined 
the case, taking the position of the Franciscans and putting the controversy in the 
broader context. Refuting the false allegations against the friars, he says the 
following (writer's summary): 

43 Jesus Galmdo, ed, 400 Years (1578-1978) Franciscans in the Philippines (Manila· Regal, 1979), 
ρ 19 

44 Ribadeneira, ρ 362 
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The Franciscans were learned in theology and philosophy. They were zealous and 
perspicacious, experienced in practical evangelical and pastoral work. They had 
plenty of collective experience as evangehsts and a history of adaptation in 
Europe and the New World. They knew how to adapt, but the question they 
asked is how far and in what respect. For them, the Gospel proclamation was 
essential. Without the kerygma, the didache is a mere ethical system, not a 
doctrine of salvation. Besides, there were other problems that the friars faced and 
which were completely different from the adaptation controversy. The Jesuit 
attitude of superiority and permissiveness and their mandarin lifestyle were 
contrasted with the arrival of the Franciscans who were exactly opposite to their 
attitude and lifestyle. Furthermore, the friars were faced with the Jesuit mission 
monopoly in China and Japan. The latter wanted the areas to be their sole 
territory, refused to help innocent newcomers, and even connived to deport 
others.49 

Writing about the similar controversy between the friars and the fathers (Jesuits) 
in Japan, C.R. Boxer provides enlightening informations which do justice to both 
sides. He says that the two 'differed in almost every way in their methods of 
evangelization in China and Japan'.50 While the fathers were sparing in their 
manner of manifesting Christianity, the friars were very free. While the former 
directed their propaganda to the samurai and the daimyo, the latter concentrated 
on the 'ignorant and the forgotten' classes of the city slums and rural hamlets. 
'Just as the Jesuits scoffed at the ignorance and poverty of the frailes idiotas, so 
the Franciscans sneered at the sterile erudition of the Jesuits.' What exacerbated 
the rift between the two were the political and economic factors. The Jesuits 
belonged to the Province of Portugal, whereas the Franciscans came from Spain. 
The Spaniards 'made no secret of their conviction that Castillans were morally 
superior to Portuguese'. The latter were resenting the Spanish intrusion in their 
homeland. Closely related with the political-national rivalry was their mutual 
commercial jealousy: 'The Portuguese were anxious to maintain their monopoly 
of the lucrative China-Japan silk trade, and the Spaniards at Manila were equally 
desirous of participating in it.' 
The situation in the Philippines was very much different, pre-empting any kind of 
controversy in the inculturation issue. The friars and the fathers were in the first 
place all of Spanish origin. Secondly, the religious orders were assigned in 
different regions, as has been mentioned earlier. So far as the Franciscans were 
concerned, their activities showed that they were missionaries who possessed 
sincere knowledge and good-willed appreciation of the culture of the people they 
wanted to evangelize. For example, Ribadeneira wrote about the friars: 

'Those men strove to use every means possible, undaunted by numerous 
difficulties surrounding them, e.g. learning to speak the dialect of the particu-

49 Cummins, ibid. 
50 CR. Boxer, The Christian Century in Japan, 1549-1650 (Berkeley: UCP, 1967), pp. 230-247. 
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lar region assigned to their ministry. Because the work of salvation is a divine 
commitment, superabundant grace was bestowed on the Franciscan mission
aries, who learned the different dialects one by one, laboriously through lack 
of texts and teachers, but in the final analysis, successfully, enough to amaze 
the Filipinos who marveled to hear those holy men utter the Word of God in 
their own native tongue.'51 

In those places where the friars were assigned, their first task was thus to learn 
the language or dialect of the people. For instance, when the first group arrived 
in Manila, one of their first chapter decisions was to write a grammar and 
dictionary in Tagalog and to translate the Christian doctrines into that language. 
In Bicol, the case was the same. As an anonymous friar wrote, 'Nothing can be 
done in the missions if the religious do not learn the language of the natives'.52 

The same friar maintained that the friars 'of this provmce have always occupied 
themselves in this way with great assiduity. And he continues: 

'The first missionaries left many writings in the Tagalog and Bicol languages, 
the best of which are those left by fathers Fray Juan de Oliver, Fray Juan de 
Plasencia, Fray Miguel de Talavera, Fray Diego de Asuncion, and Fray 
Geronimo Monte. Mention is here made of the above fathers because they 
were the first masters of the Tagalog language, and since their writings are so 
common and well-received by all the orders. They have not been printed, 
because they are voluminous, and there are no arrangements in this kingdom 
for printing so much.'53 

Among the friars mentioned above, Juan de Plasencia is perhaps the most noted 
in Phiüppine history. He wrote the following: Arte de la lengua tagala (1580), 
Diccionario tagalog (1580), Colección de frases tagala (1580), Catecismo de la 
doctrina cristiana (1581), La Santina (1585), Un tomo de sermones vanos en 
tagalog (1585), Relación de las cosas memorables de Filipinas and Las Costumbres 
de los Indios tagalos de Filipinas (1589) ,54 

William Henry Scott writes today: 
'Plasencia (...) translated the Doctrina Cristiana which after his death became 
the first book printed in the Philippines. His description of the parishioners' 
customs runs to concise but comprehensive statements indicating personal 
experience, careful observation, and thoughtful reflection. His treatise on 
Pampanga Law remained the best work on Philippine custom until Banton's 
Ifugao Law (1919).'и 
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OPTION FOR THE POOR 

As has been previously noted, the discalced friars of San Gregorio Province came 
from the reformed branch of Franciscans who desired to live the Gospel more 
fully by talcing the vow of poverty in a more radical way. The chroniclers of the 
province have been very conscientious in writing down this option of the friars to 
be poor; and, non-Franciscans as well expressed their testimonies affirming this 
particular Franciscan characteristic. Closely related with this option, or flowing 
from this spirituality, one notes the friars' interest in and dedication to the care 
of the poor, concretely the sick and the abused. The friars did not only take the 
option to be poor, but theirs was also an option for the poor. Earlier, it was 
already mentioned that Boxer wrote that the direction of the friars' propaganda 
in Japan was aimed at the lower strata of Japanese society. In the Philippines, 
this option for the poor was manifested in at least two forms.56 On the one 
hand, the friars on several occasions showed their concern for justice and respon
sibility in the way the Spanish authorities exercized their administrative functions, 
and denounced the abuses committed by them against the natives. On the other 
hand, this option for the poor was expressed in their preferential care for the 
sick. 
Although no Franciscan became as prominent as the Augustinian Martin de Rada 
and the Dominican Domingo de Salazar ('Bartolomé de las Casas of the Philip
pines') in defense of the natives, the Franciscans were not remiss in this responsi
bility. When the Dominican prelate denounced, among others, the oppressive 
collection of taxes imposed by the encomenderos on the Filipino natives, some of 
those rehgious superiors who rallied behind the first Archbishop of Manila, 
Salazar, were the Franciscan superiors.57 When Salazar called a council to 
address the issue of the emancipation of the Filipino slaves, again the Franciscan 
superiors were present to support the archbishop.58 In another case, Pedro de 
San Pablo wrote the Spanish king on August 7, 1620, recounting the oppression, 
cruelty and enslavement caused by the repartimiento (forced service and supplies 
levied upon the natives for shipbuilding and other public works by the colonial 
authorities) and asked for the abolition of this practice.59 When the governor of 
Manila asked for the opinion regarding the justice of waging war against the 
Zambals, Pedro Bautista's opinion reveals a sense of and a concern for justice 
when he wrote: 

'(...) if we have injured or provoked them, first by wrongs, or by exacting 
from them tribute which they did not owe, such action on our part would ill 
be justified. (...) Since the cause for just war is the injury received, war 

56 Sanchez, pp 286-302 He mentions three areas evangelization and human promotion, care for 
the sick, and defense of the rights of the weak 
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against them would be unjust, if they are innocent of the charges against 
them.'60 

In another case, Pedro Bautista publicly castigated the same governor in the 
cathedral of Manila, accusing the latter of using tyrannical methods and adding 
that, if as a consequence of the injustices committed a revolt has arisen, then they 
have to be rectified.61 

The friars' option for the poor was specially radical in favor of a particular 
category of poor — the sick. Shortly after their arrival in the Philippines, one of 
the friars, Juan Clemente, founded the Hospitalito de Santa Ana. 'From this 
hospital originated the Hospital de San Juan de Dios and the Hospital of San 
Lázaro, the oldest existing in the Far East and even in the United States.'62 The 
latter is also known as the first leprosarium to be established in the Far East. In 
a very short span of time (13 years), the friars founded six hospitals in the islands: 
San Juan de Dios (1578), San Lázaro (1580), Hospital Militar (1585), Naga 
(1586), Los Baños (1590), and Cavité (1591).63 Aside from hospitals, the friars 
also established a good number of infirmaries and made studies of medicinal 
properties of Philippine plants. For example, Blas de la Madre de Dios wrote 
among others Tratado de medicina domestica (с. 1620) and Jose de Valencia 
wrote Flora filipina (с. 1660), a book which 'describes roots and herbs minutely, 
shows drawings of the same, and gives habitat and medicinal properties'.64 

A renowned historian, Dr. Antonio de Morga, who wrote the Sucesos de las Islas 
Filipinas, gave us an inkling of the works of the friars in the ministry of the sick, 
when he wrote: 

'Next to the monastery of St. Francis is located the hospital for natives, which 
is under royal patronage. It was founded with alms, by a holy laybrother of St. 
Francis, one Fray Joan Clemente. A great many natives, suffering from all 
diseases, are treated there with great care and attention. It has a good edifice 
and workrooms built on stone. The discalced reügious of St. Francis manage 
it; and three priests and four laybrothers, of exemplary life, live there. These 
are the physicians, surgeons and apothecaries of the hospital, and are so 
skillful and useful, that they cause many marvelous cures, both in medicine 
and in surgery.'65 

The rationale that motivated countless friars to get immersed in this option to 
care for the sick is summed up in Ribadeneira's statement: 'According to the 
humane rules and regulations of St. Francis (...), the needs of the body are just 
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as urgent and important as the needs of the soul.' Elsewhere the same author 
explains further (writer's free translation and summary): 
The exercise and work of serving in the hospitals and curing the sick and the 
wounded is the most proper preoccupation of those who truly scorn the world, 
particularly of those friars minor, true imitators of the patriarch of the evangelically 
poor, St. Francis. As evident in his life, Francis received many blessings from the 
Lord Jesus when he himself took on the ministry of curing the sick and the lepers. 
And Francis himself commanded his disciples to occupy themselves in this ministry. 
Moreover, Jesus Christ, in his great mandate, commanded his disciples to preach 
the Gospel and cure the sick. Thus, bearing in mind all of these, the friars of the 
Province of San Gregorio have always been involved in this particular ministry. In 
performing this ministry to the poor of Christ, the hearts of the newly converted, 
the catechumens and the gentiles, softened to hear what the friars were preaching 
and they were moved and affected to beheve the supernatural things.66 

2.3 A brief analysis of the Spanish Franciscans' CVM 

There is no doubt of the fact that the Spanish Franciscans have done so much in 
responding to the challenge of evangelization according to their own time and 
their own manner of response. Their responses varied from first evangeüzation or 
preaching the Gospel to the non-Christians to the other interrelated dimensions 
of evangelization, such as building Christian communities, inculturating the 
Gospel and option for the poor. The integral nature and creativity of their 
responses were motivated by the friars' noble vision of realizing 'the universal 
pastorate of Christ', and heavily colored by the specific charism of poverty they 
as Franciscans adhered to. 
The vision of actualizing the 'unum ovile et unus pastor' was predicated on the 
Spanish friars' implicit perception of the major challenges that they were con
fronted with at that time. In the late ISth but mostly the 16th centuries, they 
faced the challenges generated by their experience with the Moslems, the opening 
of a new world, and the rise of Protestantism. The degree of the friars' responses 
to the challenges depended on the degree of existence and intensity of each 
challenge. For example, in the Philippines the last challenge seemed almost 
irrelevant because there was no long and significant contact with the Protestants, 
except for a very brief period in the 17th century when the Dutch and the English 
carried intermittent attacks on the islands.67 Even then, I suspect that the atti
tude and conduct of the Spaniards against the enemies and heretics may have laid 
the foundation for the ignorance, prejudices and other unecumenical attitudes of 
the present-day Filipino Catholics towards the non-CathoUcs. 
That Christianity became 'a worldwide and no longer a primarily Mediterranean 
religion' is partly due to the zeal and efforts of the Spanish missionaries who 
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seized the opportunities opened by the discoveries of new lands, one principal 
condition of which was the evangeüzation of the inhabitants. In the Philippines, 
the decade 1576-1586 was the decisive decade for the evangelization of the 
people. And, it was also the period when the first groups of Franciscan evangel-
izers arrived, contributed their major share in the evangelization tasks and 
marked the flowering of the custody into a province. In four centuries, the friars 
of the Province of San Gregorio have distinguished themselves in the conversion 
of many Filipinos, in the process of building communities to provide proper 
atmosphere for Christian living, and inculturating the Gospel to make it more 
understandable, acceptable and effective. Intensely motivated by their Franciscan 
charism of poverty, the friars also performed admirable works in the service and 
defense of the poor and the aggrieved, especially the sick. 
Today as the Filipino friars look back at the evangelization efforts and activities 
of the Spanish friars in their country, they cannot deny the admirable endeavours 
of their forebrothers. However, at the same time, they must also in the spirit of 
learning from the experiences in history point out some areas where they think 
the former brothers had failed or not done enough. This re-reading of history will 
eventually turn out advantageous and beneficial to the Filipinos themselves 
because they learn from the experiences of the early brothers. The heritage of the 
Spanish friars will remind them of what a province has struggled with in the past. 
Knowing how the early brothers grappled with the vital questions and issues 
confronting them may help understand the present questions and difficulties. 
Living today at a time when anti-colonial and liberational tendencies are pre
dominant and in a country struggling with the problems of the vestiges of 
colonialism and neo-colonialism (e.g., US bases in the country, strangling of local 
economy by international capitalist economic order, etc.), one cannot but write 
along this perspective. After all, the task of full liberation towards a more human 
and Christian world begins with the analysis of the present which is a product of 
the past. From this perspective, one judges the coming of Christianity, and of the 
Franciscan Order, in the Philippines as part and parcel of the Spanish colonial 
enterprise. This assertion does not deny the pure missionary and religious motives 
of many friars. It simply asserts that there were interests other than the religious 
one. In fact, when the Spaniards stumbled in the Philippines, they were on their 
way in search for gold and spices. The early Spanish expeditions were financed by 
mercantilist motives. In fact, the colonization of the islands was legally justified 
only afterwards, when there were already native converts who must be pro
tected.68 Christianity was used for colonization. Today, many radical Filipino 
Christians express this judgement: 

'Christianity came to the Philippines as part of the Spanish colonial machin
ery. It was part of the forces of captivity. It was itself held captive in the 
politics of colonialism. 
The church people, mainly Spanish friars, were both church officials and state 

68 Constantino, pp. 23-25. 
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officials. The political expression of their Christianity was colonialism. What
ever criticism they raised against the state was within the framework of 
continuing Spanish colonial rule. Internally, they had no place for natives as 
institutional church personnel. 
Spanish assault against the natives (indios, not yet Filipinos) was justified on 
Christian grounds as liberation from enemy religions, whether Animist or 
Islam.'* 

Whatever has been asserted against the Spanish form of Christianity is in many 
ways applicable to the Spanish Franciscans. To point out one single, but very 
important, example, the Spanish friars have failed miserably in the Philippines 
because there was no chance for the natives to become religious leaders. It was 
only in this twentieth century, after the Spanish rule of the country, that the 
formation of the local candidates began. A noted Filipino church historian, 
Horacio de la Costa, summarizes the two main causes for this failure: 

'The first was the ecclesiastical legislation of New Spain, where the failure of 
a premature attempt to develop a native clergy resulted in a reaction unfa
vorable to the very idea of a native clergy. The letter of this legislation was, 
indeed, subsequently interpreted in a very lenient sense by canonists, and thus 
rendered to a great extent inoperative. But its spirit endured in a widespread 
if largely subconscious prejudice against a native clergy, which came to be 
looked upon not as a necessary means to the accomplishment of the mission
ary objective, but as a rare privilege to be conceded to native peoples only if 
they proved themselves worthy, according to more or less arbitrary standards 
of worth. 
The second was the system called the patronato, whereby the Spanish sover
eign, in his capacity as royal patron of the church in the Indies, defrayed the 
expenses of the colonial churches, and in exchange acquired the exclusive right 
of presentation to all important ecclesiastical posts in the colonies, together 
with very wide powers regarding the disposition of personnel and the division 
of ecclesiastical territory. 
In such an arrangement, it was almost inevitable that considerations of 
political expediency should stir up controversies and influence decisions 
injurious to the church's work, and in particular to the normal development of 
the native clergy.'70 

A strong and indigenous religious leadership, well-trained and dedicated, could 
have done much toward the task of christianizing the Filipinos. Thus, the general 
impressions that Filipinos have a split-level form of Christianity, that their 
practice of their Catholic faith is very superficial, or that their folk-Catholic 
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religiosity has developed away from the officially prescribed norms of Christian 
living, and the like can be partly attributed to the failure on the part of the 
Spanish missionaries to develop an indigenous religious leadership. 
Today we are tempted to ask the folowing questions: How could the Gospel be 
continually and effectively imbibed by the receivers if there were no local preach
ers or evangelizers trained to this task? How could a Christian community be 
self-sufficient, self-nourishing and self-propagating if there were no local leaders 
trained to eventually administer it? How could the Gospel be truly inculturated 
if there were no local leaders prepared to ably present the Gospel in a way suited 
to the local culture? How could the real spirit of poverty and the work for justice 
and peace be expressed if there were no genuine appreciation and valuation of 
the local people as equal in human dignity and co-partners in the task of evangel
ization? These are present-day questions raised for the present Filipino evangel
izers to learn from what has happened. The lesson is that there are some uncon
scious ideological mechanisms that can hinder the evangelization process. 
The unconscious colonial superiority and the closely-knit relationship between the 
Church and State as worked out in the patronato system spawned negative 
consequences. This could be seen also in another example, the building of 
Christian communities. While the intentions of the friars in building reducciones 
were noble, and also very expedient for them, this re-settling policy was very 
impractical and disadvantageous for the natives who were mostly subsistence 
farmers, and contrary to their life pattern. Today one wonders if the 'search 
among the wilderness for natives to domesticate them, bring them to civilization 
and christianization' was more a process of hispanization than building Christian 
communities. The process of bringing the natives into the '"pueblo" (civilized) 
way of life, e.g. governed by duly appointed rulers and made obedient to civil, 
military and religious laws' has intentionally or unintentionally brought about an 
obedient, passive and docile people. 
Another interrelated case in point is the response to the challenge of the Mos
lems. The year 711, when the Moslems landed on Spanish soil, marked the 
beginning of Spain's long contact with them. It took almost eight centuries, till 
1492, for Spain to drive away the invaders. That period, known as the reconquista, 
has provided Spain her formative experience which helped in clarifying doctrinal 
positions and in nurturing certain attitudes vis-a-vis Islam and in shaping the 
issues concerning the rights of the Indios and the justification for claiming their 
land.71 Similarly, Neil states: 

'Most of the Crusaders seem to have held the view that nothing could be done 
with the infidels except to exterminate them, or to reduce them to permanent 
slavery. As unbelievers they were destined for hell anyway; and, if they were 
allowed to live, this could only be because of the services that they might be 
able to render to faithful Christians.'72 
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When the Spaniards met their mortal enemies in the Philippines, this encounter 
evoked the latent feelings nurtured in the past centuries. Their natural reaction 
was the same as in the past: drive away or conquer the Moslems. The disastrous 
consequences of this policy is well-described by Constantino: 

'Throughout the Spanish occupation, the Muslims were not considered part of 
the developing society and the Muslim region was treated as foreign territory. 
Needless to say, the Muslims shared the same attitude. Religious differences 
became a basic alienative factor between Christianized "indios" and "Moros". 
Whatever ties of race and culture had previously existed were replaced by 
suspicion and antipathy since Christianized natives were regularly conscripted 
for the wars against the Muslims and, in retaliation, the latter also raided the 
Christianized communities. Thus Spanish colonialism left a legacy of alienation 
between Christian and Muslim.'73 

The same thing can be said about the present-day relationship between the so-
called cultural minorities (other than the Moslems) and the majority of the 
Filipinos. Colonialism and a certain form of Christianity created minorities where 
none had existed. Those who were christianized and uprooted from their tradi
tional lifeways became the 'cultural majority*, and those who resisted colonization 
and christianization became the 'cultural minorities'. Deep-rooted prejudices of 
many Filipinos of today against these indigenous peoples were implanted as far 
as four centuries ago. 
As far as the Franciscans were concerned, today we wonder why they have failed 
to see the example of Francis who is considered as the first Christian to attempt 
to relate with the Moslems in a non-crusading manner. While the Spanish 
Franciscans were passionate in professing to follow their evangelical father of the 
poor, they were however hindered or made selective by their bitter experience 
with the Moslems in the past. Thus, while they were anxious to venture and 
preach the Gospel in the greater kingdoms of China and Japan, they were blind 
to the challenge of the Moslems in the backyard. While they raised objections 
against the abuses committed by the Spanish officials against the christianized 
natives, there was no voice to protest the Spanish assault against the Moslems. 
The above-mentioned questions have been raised not to find fault with the works 
of the early evangelizers but primarily to learn lessons from the past experiences 
and to challenge us, evangelizers of today. Today, because we have accumulated 
more insights into the different issues and problematics of evangelization, 
including the unintended consequences of past missionary activities, questions 
should rather be addressed to us about the way we are responding to challenges 
which are rooted in the past, but need different answers or formulations. For 
example, how do we help bridge the gap between the official Church and the vast 
majority of Catholics who practice folk religiosity? Does our present clerically 
oriented and structured Franciscan life and ministry not reinforce the already 

73 Constantino, p. 28. 
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wide gap? How can our Franciscan charism be concretized in this situation? How 
far have we, Filipinos taken the responsibility of inculturating or contextualizing 
the Christian message in its essential aspects such as theology, spirituality, 
formation and ministry? In an age when we are more aware of the integral nature 
of justice and peace/option for the poor in the work of evangelization and in an 
environment where there is so much poverty, injustice and oppression, how do we 
take up this challenge? How do we build up Christian communities that are really 
responsive to the needs of the people? In a situation where we are neighbours to 
men and women of different religions, cultures and ideologies, how do we take 
advantage of this opportunity? And so forth. 

2.4 The transition period 

When the 1898 Philippine Revolution happened, most of the Spanish Franciscans 
were not prepared, except to return to their motherland. By 1900 there were only 
seventy friars left, out of the 481 friars present four years earlier, ministering in 
207 towns and/or parishes. In 1905, the seat of the Province of San Gregorio 
Magno in the Philippines was transferred to Spain and those who were left 
behind formed the Provincial Commissariate, and later on the Provincial Delega
tion of San Gregorio Magno. The situation was thus inverted in reference to the 
location of the Province and of the Commissariate! Though there was an attempt 
for re-invigoration, shown by the fact that the minor seminary in San Francisco 
del Monte, Quezon City, was opened on July 16,1931, and the novitiate later on, 
it seemed the zeal of the Spanish friars was on the ebb. The World War II added 
more difficulties for the friars. By 1948 there were only 23 of them throughout 
the country. A year later, the administration in Spain signaled the impossibility of 
maintaining its work in the country and thought of turning the mission to the 
Order, though the General Curia did not respond to the idea. In 1955 a majority 
of the Spanish friars wrote the General Curia asking for a more reaUstic care of 
the Commissariate by the administration in Spain, for greater independence and 
for re-affiliation, if necessary, with another Province of the Order.74 

Fresh blood was transfused with the arrival of some non-Spanish friars in the 
1950s. First to arrive in 1951 were the Italians from the Province of St. Anthony 
(Venice, Italy). As the General Delegate for the Far East wrote: 

'This Mission began because (the) bishop of Tuguegarao (Philippines) and 
(the) Archbishop of Hankow (China) wanted it. The former oftentimes has 
asked for some Franciscans to do pastoral work in his diocese; while the latter 
wished that his missionaries, exiled from China, work in the Philippines, in 
order that, should the situation in China change for the better (as he thought 
would happen soon) it would be easier for them to return.'75 

74 Aloysius-Ma. Contreras, The Report of the Delegate General 1968 — Informative Notes on 
Franciscan Unity in the Philippines', Franciscan Information (Oct. 1968) and Ante and Mottle, 
op.cu., p. 5. 

75 Ante and Hottle, p. 6. 
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Within the next few years, three other Foundations were estabhshed. In 1952 the 
Foundation of Calbayog, Samar, was made by the Assumption Province (Pulaski, 
Wisconsin, USA) upon invitation by the bishop of Calbayog. In 1956 the Founda
tion of Guihulngan, Negros Oriental, was entrusted to St. Barbara Province 
(Oakland, California, USA). In the same year, the Foundation of Leyte was 
established by St. John the Baptist Province (Cincinnati, Ohio, USA). The 
primary reason for the presence and establishment of some of these entities is 
summed up in this statement: 'We have come, by contract, to assist the Bishop 
and his people in this Diocese.'76 As they continued to get involved in the pasto
ral activities, mostly in the parishes and schools, there arose the need to accept 
and train candidates to the Order. And they started with the formation of the 
candidates. In 1958 the Delegate General to the Far East met the heads or 
delegates of the five entities to discuss the possibility of some 'system of common 
(Franciscan) education'.77 

A year after that meeting, the Minister General and his Defmitorium issued a 
decree erecting the General Delegation of the Philippines. Fr. Aloysius Contreras, 
the Delegate General, pursued the task of negotiating for that common education 
system for the Filipino candidates. The response of the concerned parties was 
very positive and much cooperative efforts followed. The American Provincials 
were very supportive and expressed their 'fundamental position to found indige
nous Franciscanism in the PhiUppines'. Soon an interprovincial clericale was 
opened at Forbes Park, Makati, for student-friars of both the St. Gregory 
Commissariate and the other Foundations. On October 20, 1961, the Our Lady 
of the Angels, the major seminary, was formally opened. The following year, the 
novices of the Spanish Commissariate and the other Foundations joined their 
formation in Forbes Park. 
Meanwhile the Delegate General had asked the Minister General for a Visitator 
to consult with all the friars 'by way of preparation for the organization of the 
Order' in the country. The Visitator came in November 1967 and completed his 
task of asking the opinion of all the friars on the motion for the estabhshment of 
a Missionary or Federated Province. On March 25, 1970 the Vicariate of St. 
Gregory the Great in the PhUippines was formally established. 

76 Ibid N В Some fnars, e g. from the Assumption Province, have reacted against this statement, 
alleging 'that their primary intent in coming to the Philippines was to set up the Order' In 
personal correspondence between the writer and Bienvenido Baisas (Sept 12, 1989) 

77 Ibid., ρ 8 
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3 The Province of San Pedro Bautista 

This chapter describes in a very sweeping fashion the history of the OFM-
Franciscan Province of San Pedro Bautista in the Philippines. The history of the 
Province is very young, about twenty years old. The entity was created as a 
Vicariate1 in 1970. At that time the Vicariate of San Gregorio Magno in the 
Philippines, as it was then called, was composed of 73 non-FUipino friars and only 
18 Filipinos. By 1989 there were 72 Filipino friars and only 31 non-Filipino 
members in the entity which has in 1983 become a full-fledged and independent 
Province.2 

How has the Province developed throughout the period? What were the issues 
and problems faced by the members as the years went by? And, what are the 
prospects of the Province for the future? These questions will guide the develop
ment of this chapter. Particular issues related to the evangelization activities of 
the friars will be discussed in depth in Parts Π and III of this study. 
The description of the provincial history is done with an analysis of the important 
issues and decisions made by the three most important bodies of the Province: 
the chapter, the plenary council and the general assembly. The chapter is the 
highest decision-making body of the Province.3 It meets every three years to 
decide on undertakings of major importance in the life and activity of the friars.4 

The plenary council is the principal consultative and reviewing body between 
regular chapters to treat matters of importance for the life of the Province. The 
members are elected according to regions and sectors.5 And, the general assent-

1 In The Rule and the General Constauaons of the Order ofFnars Minor — Our Plan for Franciscan 
Living [published by The Franciscan OFM Conference of North America, July 1988 (from here on 
PFL)], the term Vicariate' is no longer used In its place one finds Vice-province' described as 'not 
yet been established as a province because of special cucumstances' and 'considered equal to a 
province and everything said in the constitutions about provinces and their governance pertains 
to vice-provinces and their governance' (Art. 171:2) 

'A Province is made up of brothers who are incorporated into it and who live in fnanes A 
province is the basic unit for the life and work of the Order and is governed by a provincial 
minister with his council according to universal and proper law* (Art 169 1) 

2 For a detailed presentation of the number of membeis in the Province through the years, see 
section 3 31 of this chapter 

3 For the definition of a Province, see above, footnote 1. 
4 PFL Art 215 1 Another function of the chapter is 'to conduct elections' In the Philippines, the 

election of the Provincial Minister is now conducted at the General Assembly See Province of San 
Pedro Bautista, Provincial Statutes [Quezon City, Feb 1989 (from here on PS-Phil)], Art 35 2 

5 PFL Art 218 and PS-Phil Art 34 
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Ыу, convoked at least four months before the chapter, is a gathering of all the 
friars 'to intensify and celebrate fraternit/, to prepare issues for the chapter, to 
conduct elections of the provincial minister and the delegates to the chapter.6 

Between 1970 and 1989, there have been 6 chapters (4 vicarial and 2 provincial), 
18 plenary councils (15 vicarial and 3 provincial), and 3 general assemblies (cfr. 
Table 1). 

3.1 The Vicariate of San Gregorio Magno 

3.L1 First triennium: 1970-1973 
The OFM-Franciscan Vicariate of San Gregorio Magno in the Philippines7 was 
officially erected as an independent entity by the decree of the Sacred Congrega
tion for Religious and Secular Institutes, issued in Rome on March 23, 1970. On 
the part of the Franciscan Order, the official decree was issued by the General 
Curia on March 25 of the same year. A few months later, on June 18, the 
Minister General and his Definitory appointed the Filipino friars, Silvestre 
Murillo and Bernard Fernando, as Vicar and Pro-Vicar respectively. Chosen as 
members of the Vicarial Council were representatives of the five Franciscan 
entities belonging to other Provinces: Cayetano Sanchez of San Gregorio Magno 
(Madrid, Spain), Fortunato de Pellegrin of S. Antonio di Padova (Venice, Italy), 
Adalbert Kalenty of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary (Pulaski, WI, 
USA), Bede Clancy of St. John the Baptist (Cincinnati, OH, USA), and Bruno 
Hicks of St. Barbara (Oakland, CA, USA).8 

While the Spanish friars were at that time working mostly in the Manila and 
Bicol regions, the others were busy in the other regions of the country (cfr. Table 
2): the Italians had the Cagayan foundation, while the Americans had Samar 
(Assumption), Negros (St. Barbara) and Leyte (St. John the Baptist) foundations. 
As of July 1970, there were 79 non-Filipino friars, of whom 49 opted to become 
members of the Vicariate. Among the Filipinos, there were 22 friars.' In the 
same year, there were 53 students in three minor seminaries and 39 college 
students at the Our Lady of the Angels Seminary (OLAS).10 

Understandably the main concerns of the friars centered on the Vicariate's own 
immediate and practical needs. First and foremost of all, much attention was 
focused on legal, procedural and administrative questions: what is the relationship 

6 PS-Phil. Art. 35 and Proceedings of the 2nd General Assembly (Lucena City, Oct. 21-30, 1985), 
Appendix I 

7 The Vicanate of San Gregono Magno in the Philippines is distinct from the Province of San 
Gregono Magno in the Philippines (Madrid, Spain). Cfr. chapter 2. 

8 Oscar Ante and Maximilian Hottle, A Report to the Fnars (January 1981), pp 15-17. 
9 'Franciscan Information of the Delegado Generalis OFM in the Philippines' (July 1970) in Ante 

and Hottle, ibid. 
10 'Report of Fr Vicar on the State of the Vicanate, 1970-1973', Proceedings of the 1st Vicanal 

Chapter (Novaliches, Quezon City, Apr. 3-10, 1973), p. 55. 
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Table 1 Plenary Councils, General Assemblies and Chapters 1970-1989 

First tnenmum: 1970-1973 
1st VPC (Jan. 13, 1971), Sampaloc. Manila 
2nd VPC (Mar. 10-11, 1971), OLAS 
3rd VPC (Jun. 16, 1971), OLAS 
4th VPC (Aug. 2-4, 1971), OLAS 
5th VPC (Sept. 26-27, 1972, OLAS 
6th VPC (Jan. 9-10, 1973), OLAS 
1st Vicarial Chapter (Apr. 3-10,1973), OLAS 

Second tnenmum: 1973-1976 
7th VPC (Oct. 2-4, 1973), OLAS 
8th VPC (Mar. 20-21, 1974), OLAS 
9th VPC (Oct. 14-17,1974), OLAS 

10th VPC (Oct. 9-10,1975), OLAS 
2nd Vicariai Chapter (Mar. 30-Apr. 7,1976), OLAS 

Third tnenmum: 1976-1979 
11th VPC (Jan 4-5, 1977), OLAS 
12th VPC (Oct 18-20, 1977), OLAS 
13th VPC (Oct. 25-27,1978), OLAS 
3rd Vicanal Chapter (Mar. 21-27,1979), Bulacan 

Fourth tnenmum: 1979-1982 
14th VPC (Jan 9-10, 1980), Vicanal House 
15th VPC (Jan. 6-8, 1981), Vicanal House 
1st General Assembly (Jan. 26-Feb. 5,1982), Lucena 
4th Vicanal Chapter (Feb 8-13, 1982), Lucena 

Transitional penod: 1982-1983 

Fifth tnenmum: 1983-1986 
1st PPC (Jul. 5-8, 1983), Provincial House 
2nd PPC (Jul. 2-5, 1984), Provincial House 
2nd General Assembly (Oct. 21-30,1985), Lucena 
1st Provincial Chapter (Feb. 27-Mar. 5, 1986), Lucena 

Sixth tnenmum: 1986-1989 
3rd PPC (Sept. 14-17, 1987), Provincial House 
3rd General Assembly (Oct. 19-29,1988), Lucena 
2nd Provincial Chapter (Jan. 31-Feb. 4, 1989), OLAS 

VPC Vicanal Plenary Council. 
PPC Provincial Plenary Council. 
OLAS Our Lady of the Angels Seminary, Novahches, Quezon City. 
The Vicanal/Provincial House is in San Francisco del Monte, Quezon City The 3rd Vicanal Chapter 
was held at the Blessed Sacrament Novitiate, San Jose del Monte, Bulacan. 



Table 2 
Distribution and number 
of Franciscan fnars and 
pastoral woik (1968) 
Source: Franciscan Information, 
Oct 1968 

CAGAYAN 
- Friars: 9 Ital. & 3 Fil, 
- Pastoral work: 

3 parishes, 
2 high schools 

MANILA-BICOL 
- Friars: 16 Span. 

& 22 Fil. 
- Pastoral work: 

4 parishes 
1 novitiate 
1 seraphic coll. 

0 

MALAYSIA 

SAMAR 
- Friars: 18 Amer. 

& 19 Fil. 
- Pastoral work: 

4 parishes, 1 coll., 
1 high school, 
& 1 seraphic coll. 

LEYTE 
- Friars: 

20 Amer. 
&3FÍ1. 

- Pastoral 
work: 
5 parishes 
6 1 coll. 

NEGROS: 
- Friars: 

15 Amer. & 10 Fil 
- Pastoral work: 

4 parishes, 
1 coll., 
4 high schools, 
1 minor seminary, 
1 radio station. 

C Ä « 

J* 
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between the Vicariate and the Foundations? Who are the legal members of the 
Vicariate? Who are the members of the Vicarial Council and of the Plenary 
Council? Can the simply professed friars and/or novices participate in the 
Plenary Council? These and other legal problems were raised and discussed. 
Subsequently the Vicarial Statutes and the Guidelines for the Plenary Council 
were approved to answer such questions.11 

There were also non-legal irritants, undercurrents and tensions affecting the 
friars. Cultural differences were a natural phenomenon in a situation where 
Filipinos and non-Filipinos lived and worked together. These were also true 
among the non-Filipino friars coming from different countries and Provinces. 
Even regional differences and relationships between outsiders and friars, between 
those forming and those in formation, between brother-ministers and the minis
tered brothers, between task-oriented and person-oriented individuals and so 
forth were also rich sources of discussion. Hence the need for some resolutions, 
like annual Franciscan conferences, common monthly regional renewal activities, 
organization of regional friaries and regular communications or publications.12 

A third preoccupation concerned a more pressing practical problem. The Francis
can theology students, who were then studying at the Divine Word Seminary, 
Tagaytay City, were given a year to look for another residence. After discussing 
several alternatives, it was deemed necessary and advantageous to re-establish its 
own theology program at the Our Lady of the Angels Seminary in Novahches, 
Quezon City.13 

It is a truism that when one's attention and energies are focused only on one's 
self, it loses sight on the external world and wider panorama. This seemed to be 
true in the case of the Vicariate. Vis-a-vis the needs of the Philippine society and 
the local Church, one may characterize the response of the Vicariate 'reactive' 
and 'idealistic'. On September 21, 1972, President Ferdinand Marcos declared 
martial law in the country and put so many restrictions on the activities of the 
people, including church persons, that it was difficult to put a demarcation line 
between subversive and non-subversive activities. Two American friars, who were 
actively working with farmers in Negros, were deported.14 A resolution in the 
Chapter was made that the Vicariate issue a common Gospel statement on a new 
Filipino society, without even a reference to the deportation of the said friars. In 
another case, there were beautiful topics on 'The Role of the Priests in the 
Philippines', 'The Franciscan Goes to Work', 'Surveys of Franciscan Apostolates', 
and 'Statements of Competence'. The insights from the discussions were com
mendable, but there were not many solid decisions flowing from the beautiful 
ideas. There was an advice 'that a friar committed to a particular apostolate be 
open to other apostolates, provided that they are not detrimental to his main 
work'. Another was concerned with promotion of Franciscan vocations. 

11 Ante and Hottle, op.cit., pp. 18-22. 
12 Proceedings of the 1st Vicariai Chapter, p. 60. 
13 Ibid., p. 59. 
14 The said friars were John Peteison and Bruno Hicks from St. Barbara Province. 
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3.12 Second trìennium: 1973-1976 
At the first Vicarial Chapter held at OLAS (Quezon City), the members elected 
Alberto Baldo, Erwin Schoenstein, Hugh Zurat and Bernardine Leones as 
members of the Vicarial Council. The earlier election of Silvestre Murillo as 
Vicar and Bienvenido Baisas as Pro-Vicar was announced to have been confirmed 
by the Minister General in his April 2, 1973 letter from Rome.15 

While there was still a preoccupation with some legal and administrative questions 
(e.g. revision of statutes and transfer and/or interchange of friars in the regional 
level), the friars were now turning to other issues. Three of them were the 
concerns of formation, the need for planning, and the call for filipinization. 
In the area of formation, earlier plans and decisions to re-establish its own 
Franciscan theology school of formation was reconfirmed, despite the threat of 
financial burden and insecurity at the time of martial law. In relation to the re-
establishment of the theology at OLAS, it was agreed to phase out the college 
department in the same premises. To accommodate the college students and other 
incoming candidates, decisions were also made to open new formation centers in 
Sampaloc, Daraga and Cebu.16 Meanwhile, the minor seminaries in Calbayog, 
San Francisco del Monte and Guihubgan were to be temporarily closed, 'and a 
system be instituted to contact prospective vocations in the high school level'.17 

Another innovation was the introduction of the pre-novitiate and post-novitiate 
programs. The latter stresses the Franciscan religious training against the exclusive 
concentration on the theological/clerical training, while the former focuses on the 
proper decision-making of the candidates in choosing the religious Franciscan life. 
Lastly, the desire that more Filipino friars be assigned to the formation program 
was passed among the Second Vicarial Chapter decisions.18 

A discussion on the need to create 'a planning committee to effect more realistic 
Franciscan action in today's Philippines' arose in the March 1974 Plenary Coun
cil.19 In the following Plenary Council there was an extensive discussion on the 
need to determine priorities.20 Based on a survey, the friar-delegates accepted 
the problem of overcommitment of the friars and the overextendedness of the 
vicarial organization. The delegates realized that some ministries had to be 
retained, while others had to be given up. Two plans for 'dropping commitments' 
were proposed. Finally, there was the resolution approving the vicarial priorities 
to be (1) organization of the vicariate, (2) formation, (3) rural parishes, (4) urban 
parishes, and (5) apostolates. 

It was in the October 1975 Plenary Council that the expressed need for filipiniza
tion surfaced: 'perhaps an all-Filipino planning committee should be formed, 

15 Proceedings of the 1st Vicariai Chapter, pp. 7 and 11 
16 Minutes of the Vicariai Plenary Council (Novaliches, Q.C, Oct 2-4, 1973), p. 22. 
17 Minutes of the Vicariai Plenary Council (Nov, Q.C, Oct. 9-10, 1975), p. 66. 
18 Proceedings of the 2nd Vicariai Chapter (Nov., Q.C, Mar. 30-Apr. 7,1976), pp. 12-13 and Ante and 

Houle, op.cit., p. 27. 
19 Ante and Mottle, p. 23. 
20 Minutes of the Vicariai Plenary Council (Nov., Q.C, Oct. 14-17,1974), pp. 38-50. 
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since after all it is the Filipinos who will stay on here.'21 Eventually, in the 
elections of the Vicarial Council officers, all the elected officers were Filipinos. 
Even the resolutions confirmed the desire and need for the filipinization of the 
Vicariate: 'the theme of this Vicarial Chapter and the thrust of the Vicariate in 
the next three years is contextualization'22. Among the resolutions were the 
following: 'all the friars, especially Filipinos, were encouraged "to search for ways 
to exercise fraternity and minority in a truly Filipino way'"; all were asked 'to 
think of and act effectively on means of financial support other than investments 
and foreign aid'; and finally, the Vicarial Council was mandated to 'allow and 
encourage the friars to experience more effectively and experiment with possible 
lifestyle, in order to bridge the gap that exists between their lifestyle and the 
lifestyle of the vast majority of our people, even if this means a departure from 
our present structures.' 

3.13 Third triennium: 1976-1979 
In the third triennium, there were neither brilliant ideas nor big words such as 
'contextualization' or 'filipinization'. Instead the period witnessed major decisions 
responding to the perceived practical problems of the friars' overcommitment, the 
overextendedness of the vicarial organization, and the lack of personnel, problems 
which were first expressed in the last two Plenary Councils. The decisions of the 
Third Vicarial Chapter involved giving up some commitments, staffing adequately 
the others, and not assuming new ones.23 Hence, the decision to transfer the 
ownership and administration of St. Joseph's Academy to the bishop or any other 
suitable party; and to begin immediate negotiations about returning the parishes 
of Allen, San Antonio and San Isidro to their respective bishops. To help staff 
undermanned parishes, provisions were made to add adequate number of friars 
in the parish and school in Sta. Teresita, Cagayan and the Bicol fraternity. More 
importantly, there was an endorsement for the implementation of the 'Plan for 
Triennium' as presented and explained by the newly-elected Vicar. The assump
tion underlying the Plan was the need to have a direction for the Vicariate.24 

The second area, high in the agenda and influential in the decisions in turning 
over some commitments, consisted in the concern for the friars' 'communion of 
life'. By giving up some commitments and not assuming new ones, a number of 
friars would be free for assignment to understaffed communities. The rationale 
for adequately staffing fraternities was the need to form communities of three or 
more friars who could not only work together in the ministries, but also could 
pray and live together as a fraternity. Aside from the stress on an ideal fraternity 
of three or more friars, a second characteristic perceived to be Franciscan was 
minority.25 Friars were urged 'to continue reflecting prayerfully' on this charac-

21 Minutes of the Vicarial Plenary Council (Oct. 1975), p. 65. 
22 Proceedings of the 2nd Vicarial Chapter, pp. 11-12 and Ante and Hottle, p. 26. 
23 Proceedings of the 3rd Vicarial Chapter (San Jose del Monte, Bulacan, Mar. 21-27, 1979). 
24 Ibid., pp. 31-32. 
25 Ibid., p. 42. 
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teristic. 'Especially recommended for reflection and practice are true accountabil
ity to the fraternity, and real experience in the lifestyle of the vast majority of our 
people.' Finally, the friars were also urged 'to continue in their efforts at fostering 
fraternal communication on the local, the regional and the vicarial levels'.26 

As far as ministry was concerned, two things should be pointed out. First, there 
was an explicit recognition of the 'importance of the school apostolate for 
evangelization'.27 Apparently there was an apprehension among some friars, 
especially those involved in the school apostolate, that the few schools the friars 
were administering would also be turned over to interested parties.28 Secondly, 
'fraternal concern for friars and their apostolic work, especially those engaged in 
new forms of apostolates' was expressed.29 New forms were meant to be those 
other than the parish and school apostolates. At that time, they meant ministry to 
the Secular Franciscans and Franciscan sisters and nuns, overseas mission, giving 
retreats or recollections, or celebrating Mass on television. 
In the area of formation, the four-stage program (pre-postulancy, postulancy, 
novitiate and post-novitiate) was adopted.30 In the proposed program, there 
would be only four formation houses, as against the seven in the existing pro
gram. Thus, personnel-wise, it was deemed to be less resource demanding. In the 
program, the postulancy and the novitiate levels provided common formation to 
both clerical and non-clerical candidates, while the other two had separate 
programs: the non-clerical candidates stayed at Cebu, while the clerical ones 
studied at OLAS. 

3.1.4 Fourth triennium: 1979-1982 
In the past two triennia, there had been explicit calls to respond to the need for 
planning vis-a-vis the problem of the friars' overcommitment, lack of personnel 
and vicarial overextendedness. The following triennium may be described as the 
period when the friars at large, not only the administrators and the delegates, had 
to contend seriously with this need. Decisive in analyzing the situation of the 
Vicariate and coming out with a thrust or direction for the Vicariate was the First 
General Assembly, held on January 26 to February 5, 1982 at Lucena City.31 

At the Assembly, the friars identified the serious problem of the entity as 'lacking 
in clear shared vision of what Franciscan life in the Philippines should be'.32 At 
the end of the gathering, the friars came out with the Charism-Vision-Mission 
(CVM) Statement which has since then served as an important guiding principle 
in planning, living out and evaluating the life and ministry of the friars. At the 
1982 Vicarial Chapter, it was pomted out that 'it is not in our capacity as Vicarial 

26 Ibid., ρ 41. 
27 Ibid., p. 43. 
28 Ibid 
29 Ibid, p. 41. 
30 Ibid., p. 43. 
31 Proceedings of the 1st Generai Assembly (Lucena City, Jan. 26-Feb. 5, 1982). 
32 Ibid., Appendix D. 
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Chapter to officially approve' the OFM Charism-Vision-Mission. The official 
delegates thus focused on and approved only the OFM Vision-Mission 'as 
formulated by the 1982 General Assembly for the Philippine Vicariate'.33 

An off-shoot of the CVM Statement was the formulation by the same Assembly 
of the goals and objectives to be pursued in the areas of communion of life, 
ministries and formation. Along those areas, the Chapter made the following 
important decisions: 

Communion of life 
• Improvement of interpersonal relations as goal for the triennium 1982-1985; 

training seminars and workshops for vicarial and local ministers, especially in 
community building and planning; and, the recommendations on the relation
ship between the simply and solemnly professed be considered in the vision of 
the Statutes. 

• The General Assembly be made a regular structure of the Vicariate; the 
delegates to the Vicarial Chapter be elected after the General Assembly; 
formation of a committee to study the issue of adequate representation at the 
Plenary Council and the Chapter; and, the recommendations regarding the 
participation of the simply professed in the Plenary Council, General Assem
bly and Chapter be considered in the revision of the Statutes. 

• The creation of an Office for Planning which among others shall study the 
needs of various regions and the Vicariate's resources. 

• The encouragement of the friars to use existing centers for prayer. 

Ministries 
• Creation of the Office for Evangelization which would include the offices for 

justice and peace, parishes, schools, overseas mission, and other special 
ministries; creation of the Office for Spiritual Assistance to Franciscan nuns, 
sisters and members of secular institutes; and, the appointment of regional 
spiritual assistants for the Secular Franciscan Order. 

• Withdrawal from the administration of the parishes in Daraga and Camalig 
and of the school in Camalig, and non-acceptance of the parish of San 
Vicente, Cebu as a vicarial commitment. 

• Provision of opportunities for foreign mission work, especially in the sur
rounding Asian countries. 

Formation 
• Workshops for formators and formants be regularly conducted to enhance 

interpersonal relations. 
• Revision of the Norms for Formation in line with the Franciscan-Philippines 

Vision-Mission. 
• Further study of the common formation program. 

33 4th Vicarial Chapter — Proceedings and Minutes (Lucena City, Feb. 8-13, 1982), pp. 31 ff. 
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• Continuance of the OLAS theology program, and further study of the case of 
the pre-postulancy at San Francisco del Monte and Cebu.34 

3.2 The Province of San Pedro Bautista 

3.2.1 Transitional period: 1982-1983 
The period 1982-1983 was a transitional stage in the history of the Franciscan 
entity, marking fresh beginnings for the friars. It was so not only because they 
had come out with a common direction expressed in the CVM Statement, but 
also because it was the period when the conversion of the Vicariate into a full-
fledged Province took place. At the 4th Vicarial Chapter, held at Lucena City on 
February 8-13,1982, the delegates elected Bienvenido Baisas and Jaime Yakit as 
Vicar and Pro-Vicar respectively and Francisco Reyes, Nemesio Angus, David 
Turnbull and Rogellio Coverò as councilors.35 At the same gathering, the 
delegates formally expressed the interest in petitioning that the Vicariate become 
a Province and mandated the new officers to make the petition. The response, 
both positive and quick, aborted the triennium 1982-1985. 
The Province of San Pedro Bautista in the Philippines was inaugurated on 
January 25, 1983.36 The title was named after a Spanish Franciscan missionary 
who worked in the first evangelization of the Filipinos and was martyred in 
Japan.37 Appointed to lead the new Province were Bienvenido Baisas as Provin
cial, Jaime Yakit as Vicar, and David Turnbull, Antonio-Ma. Rosales (Jesus 
Galindo), Generoso Fastidio and Nemesio Angus as definitors.38 

34 Ibid, pp. 87-90. 
35 Ibid., pp 22-31 
36 Inter Nos (fonner name of the Provincial Communicator, the official communicator of the 

Province of San Pedro Bautista), Feb. 1983, p. 7. 
37 'St. Pedro Bautista Blazquez y Blazquez Villacastin, bom June 29, 1542, of a noble Spanish 

family. He made his religious profession in the Franciscan Order, in 1567. After some time spent 
in Mexico, he came to the Philippines, where his first task was the instruction of Tagals in music. 
In 1586 he was chosen as custodian (custos') of the Franciscan communities there, which office 
he held until 1591; he was then appointed guardian of the Manila convent. He was very active in 
mission work in the islands, and founded several convents and villages. In 1593 he was sent by 
Governor Dasmanñas as ambassador to Japan; and founded a hospital for lepers and a convent 
in the city of Miaco. On February 5, 1597, Father Bautista with five of his brethren, and a 
number of Japanese converts, were martyred at Nagasaki. He was beatified in 1627, and 
canonized by Pius IX m 1862.' in Emma Blair and James Robertson, eds., The Philippine Islands, 
1493-1898 vol. 8 Repnnt (Mandaluyong- Cachos Hermanas, 1973), p. 233, footnote 33. Cfr also 
Erwin Schoenstein, 'San Pedro Bautista in the Philippines', in Jesus Galindo, ed., 400 Years 
(1578-1978) Franciscans in the Phäippmes (Manila: Regal, 1979), pp. 123-130. 

38 Bienvenido Baisas, former Vicar/Provincial, wrote: 'Jesus Galindo was elected by the new 
Provincial Definitory and duly approved by the General Definitory, due to Antonio-Ma. Rosales' 
resignation as Defimtor for personal reasons after just a few months.' (personal correspondence 
with the writer, Sept 12, 1989) 
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Ъ22 Fifth triennium: 1983-1986 
Formulating and approving the CVM Statement was one thing, implementing the 
demands of the espoused statement was another. If the former demanded much 
preparation, discussion and consensus-making, the enfleshment of the CVM 
ideals into concrete plans and actual implementation was more difficult, as was 
very evident in this first triennium of the new Province. 
The provincial administration produced the so-called Five-Year Provincial Plan. 
The 'bomb', the term referred to that Plan because of the surprise and shock it 
aroused among the friars at large, elicited many reactions and apprehensions. At 
the 1984 Plenary Council, the Provincial had to explain: 

'In reality the Plan responds to the desires of the General Assembly and the 
Vicarial Chapter of 1982. Friars are being consulted on the Plan so that 
decisions may be fully reached in the Chapter of 1986. Thus, it is the Plan of 
the Province and not ̂ ust by the administration. 
For years the Vicariate/Province has been guided by the pingpong principle, 
i.e., the Chapter decides, the Defmitory consults, a committee is formed, the 
friars are consulted, recommendations are made to the Definitory, the Defini-
tory consults further before deciding. The vicious circle repeats itself. 
What the administration has done is to exert some institutional initiative in 
order to break the tension between our charism and tradition.'39 

Still the delegates considered the Plan unacceptable because of the felt lack of 
consultation with and active participation of all friars. Subsequently, another 
round of consultation and conscientization was made, the results of which were 
monitored back and forth to the friars.40 At the Second General Assembly, the 
final draft of the Provincial Plan was ironed out and approved. And finally, at the 
highest level, the Provincial Chapter made the final decisions on changes to be 
implemented.41 

If a lesson were to be learned from the experience, one could now say that the 
acceptability of the Plan was very much correlated with these factors: consultation 
with and participation of the members, and the demands of the Plan. In other 
words, both the very process of decision-making and the issues that were to be 
decided upon mattered a lot to the friars. Thus, the need to take seriously into 
consideration 'the mind and heart of most friars, especially those who are affected 
the most' was unanimously demanded by the friars. This phrase is included in the 
introduction of the 'Final Draft of the Provincial Plan as Approved by the Second 

39 Plenary Council 1984 (San Francisco del Monte, Quezon City, July 2-5, 1984), p. 42 in The 
Provincial Definitory's Proposed 5-Year Plan, Revised (Aug. 24, 1984), p. 22. 

40 The writer was appointed monitor of this process. The final results were reported at the 2nd 
General Assembly. Cfr. Proceedings of the 2nd General Assembly (Lucena City, Oct. 21-30,1985), 
Appendices VII and VIII. 

41 Proceedings — 1st Provincial Chapter of the OFM Philippine Province of San Pedro Bautista 
(Lucena City, Feb. 27-Mar. 5, 1986). 
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General Assembly, and likewise adopted by the First Provincial Chapter in its 
statement.42 

In the light of the above-mentioned considerations, the Province made final 
decisions.43 In the area of ministry, there was a consensus in the retaining of 
some commitments, the dropping of others, and the assuming of new ones. Thus, 
the decision to administer the parishes of Santa Teresita and Gonzaga for the 
next three years; to withdraw from the administration of the parishes of Bagbag 
and San Isidro; and, to assume the administration of San Vicente Parish as a 
provincial commitment. Again, there was a strong encouragement 'to open new 
forms of Franciscan presence and/or ministries, e.g., Tacloban Center, Bastian 
Mission, Mobile Mission Team and Praying Community, insofar as personnel are 
available'. There was once again the move 'to encourage volunteers to overseas 
mission, especially to the Pan-Africa and Thailand Projects and to see to their 
adequate preparation'. Finally, the Definitory was directed 'to establish, under the 
direct supervision of the Office for Evangelization, the following: National Parish 
Coordmator, Justice and Peace Coordinator, and Franciscan Missionary Union 
and Mission Director'. 
In the area of formation, the implementation of the Formation for Franciscan 
Living in all levels of formation was to be made 'as soon as possible'. This meant 
that Franciscan formation was a priority in the training of the candidates. 'The 
concentration on training for the priesthood or professional/technical skills shall 
be after perpetual profession.' Moreover, it was also decided to phase out the 
School of Theology in OLAS. 
The preceding section has focused exclusively on the internal concerns of the 
Province, without mentioning the friars' involvement with the ongoing events in 
Philippine society, which was then undergoing a transition. In fact, at the 2nd 
General Assembly, there was an intense discussion on justice and peace and other 
related issues, e.g. the issue of violence.44 The 1st Provincial Chapter was moved 
a few days later because of the Popular Uprising, which drove out Marcos and 
installed Aquino as the new President of the country. The Provincial himself, on 
behalf of the Chapter, issued two letters: one confidential letter addressed to the 
Pope regarding the Papal Nuntio's intervention, and another, an open letter, 
addressed to President Aquino.45 

3 2 3 Sixth triennium: 1986-1989 
In the 1985 General Chapter of the Order held at Assisi, the ministers issued the 
document, Our Call to Evangelization — Proposals for Action, asking all the friars 
to focus on the following issues: the contemplative dimension, option for the poor 

42 Proceedings of the 2nd General Assembly, Appendix XII and 'Statement of the 1st Provincial 
Chapter', Proceedings — 1st Provincial Chapter, p. 42. 

43 'Statement of the 1st Provincial Chapter*, pp. 42-45. 
44 Proceedings of the 2nd General Assembly, pp. 59-62 and 42-45. 
45 Proceedings — 1st Provincial Chapter, p. 37 and Appendix. 
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— justice and peace, and formation towards a missionary spirit.46 The release of 
the document was very timely for the Philippine friars who were then in the 
process of making the Provincial Plan. Some of the friars welcomed the message 
of the document as the spirit to the Plan. Others felt the document as a con-
firmation of what the Philippine Province was grappling with as envisioned in the 
CVM ideals. 
In the sixth triennium47, the challenge posed by the Chapter document was a 
major preoccupation in the provincial activities. Much was said and decided along 
the three-fold challenge. Among the three, the issue of justice and peace-option 
for the poor has been very prominent. For one, the political situation of the 
country was very volatile. In this context, many friars have become involved in the 
challenge of the times. The Justice and Peace Commission in the Province was 
already set up and was very active in the promotion of the JP dimension in the 
formation of the friars and the candidates and in their ministries, i.e. in parishes 
and schools. 
The Third General Assembly, held towards the end of the triennium, manifested 
the degree of the friars' preoccupation with this challenge. At least sixteen 
recommendations related to the JP question were approved, while only ten were 
made regarding administration, formation and brotherhood.48 The Assembly 
recommended actions on such issues as insurgency-counteringsurgency, land 
reform, US bases and nuclear prohibition for the Province to consider in its JP 
program. In the community and individual levels, the friars were asked to 
intensify their 'life with God, the source of genuine and lasting peace', to 
strengthen 'brotherhood where justice and peace are found', and to undergo 
'updating, exposures, immersions, social analysis, theological reflection/discern
ment on JP issues'. 
In the areas of contemplative dimension and formation towards a missionary 
spirit, things were also happening, though not as pronounced as in the JP area. 
In fact, a few friars were worried that the provincial thrust was too much con
centrated on the JP challenge, to the neglect of the other two.49 The 1987 
Plenary Council asked for a full-time monitor for the provincial renewal program, 
with the intention that the contemplative dimension be fostered.30 It reminded 
the respective regional fraternities, in collaboration with the ongoing formation 
director, to take 'the initiative of planning and implementation of annual retreats'. 
The 1989 Provincial Chapter asked the Definitory 'to appoint a team to go 

46 General Chapter (Assisi, 1985), Our Call to Evangelization — Proposals for Action. 
47 Elected definitors for the triennium 1986-1989 were Rodrigo San Jose, Arturo Daquilanea, 

Romeo Abesamis and Pedro Montallana. The Provincial and the Vicar have 6-year terms. 
48 'Statement and Recommendations of the 3rd General Assembly" (Lucena City, Oct. 19-29,1988), 

Inter Nos vol. 2, no. 2 (Nov.-Dec. 1988), pp. 11-15. 
49 Cfr. for example 'Letter to the Preparatory Committee for the General Assembly*, For Friars' 

Eyes Only no. 15 (Sept. 1988), pp. 1-2. 
50 Minutes of the 1987 Provincial Plenary Council Meeting (San Francisco del Monte, Quezon City, 

Sept. 14-17, 1987), p. 22. 
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around the Province' to facilitate the implementation of the contemplative 
challenge.51 It also recommended that the Province have a retreat house. 
As far as the last challenge was concerned, the Plenary Council had already 
recommended previously that 'the missionary spirit be strengthened in the initial 
formation of candidates as well as in the ongoing formation of friars.52 In the 
Chapter, three pertinent resolutions were made: 
1 that the mobile mission team approved by the 1986 Provincial Chapter be 

created insofar as personnel are available, 
2 that the Franciscan Missionary Union organize, develop and promote the 

Franciscan Lay Missionary Program, and 
3 that the Provincial Administration see to it that in every region the com

munities gather together at least quarterly to reflect on and pray over JP and 
other issues of local, regional and national concerns in order to make appro
priate response.53 

Beyond the three-fold framework, there were also other important issues that the 
Province had to address. The first concerns the number of friars, especially the 
solemnly professed, who have left the Order for various reasons. The second, 
closely related to the first, was about the anti-foreign sentiments in the Province. 
In his letter to the Province, the Vicar General of the Order provided a very 
good clarification of the phenomenon: 

'So many solemnly professed friars have left the Province within the last few 
years. The political situation is a conditioning factor, of course, with the many 
tensions it gives rise to, even within the fraternity. There is the difficulty of a 
new local entity developing within the framework constructed by foreign 
missionaries, good men, but perhaps with different ways of doing things. 
There seems to be an atmosphere of criticism among you, which creates 
tensions and divisions and impedes the growth of fraternity.'54 

Another preoccupation of the Province lies in the area of formation. As men
tioned already, there is the growing concern on the ongoing formation of the 
friars. For example, the 1987 Plenary Council recommended 'that a program for 
friars after their perpetual profession be drawn up', aside from the appointment 
of a full-time monitor for the renewal program.55 Finally, the Chapter made 
resolutions transferring the novitiate to Marikina and making the Inter-Congrega
tional Theological Consortium a part of the post-novitiate program.56 

51 'Provincial Chapter Resolutions', (Novaliches, Quezon City, Jan. 31-Feb. 4, 1989), Provincial 
Communicator (April 1989), p. 15. 

52 Minutes of the 1987 Provincial Plenary Council Meeting, p. 22. 
53 'Provincial Chapter Resolutions', p. 15. 
54 'Letter of Fr. Romain Mailleaux to the Provincial', Provincial Communicator (June 1989), pp. 

13-14. 
55 Minutes of the 1987 Provincial Plenary Council Meeting, p. 22. 
56 'Provincial Chapter Resolutions', p. 15. 
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3.3 Prospects 

The history of the Province of San Pedro Bautista of the Philippines is still very 
young — barely twenty years. It was first erected as a Vicariate in 1970, out of 
the five foreign Franciscan entities in the country. In the early years it has 
struggled with its own internal organization, concentrating on many legal, proce
dural and administrative matters. Confronted with the problems of limited 
resources in keeping the commitments inherited from the foreign missionaries, it 
made many attempts at planning, whether to keep some commitments, drop 
others, or assume new ones. Implicit in these concerns were the concommitant 
concerns of the friars about living out the Franciscan values, e.g. formation of 
Franciscan candidates, communications among brothers, ideal number of friars in 
a community, minoritic lifestyle, communion of life, and the like. Amidst this 
process of looking within itself, the need to look forward together, to a common 
thrust, arose. 
The next decade was the period when the direction of the entity was formulated 
in the CVM. Meanwhile, as a sign of development, it has become a full-fledged, 
independent Province in 1983. These past few years, it has turned its attention 
beyond its own internal confines and has addressed itself to issues that affect the 
Filipino local Church, specifically the justice and peace issues. It has also turned 
its gaze outside the country and has lately taken actions to send a few friars for 
mission overseas.57 

As the Province moves forward, the CVM has become its guiding principle. 
Making and implementing the CVM guidelines have never been easy. Questions 
have been raised, tensions experienced and resolutions made. These have been 
part of the history and development of the Province. How the friars have con
fronted those issues shall be the subject matter of Parts II and III of this study. 
Meanwhile, if one looks at the changes that have been taking place as the 
Province moves on, one sees the bright prospects for the future of the entity. 
These changes have been visible in at least three concrete areas: the composition 
of members, the distribution of institutional ministries and the thrust in the 
formation of the friars. 

33.1 Composition of members 
Table 4 shows the number of solemnly professed friars from 1970 to 1989. The 
figures present a classification of the Mars according to nationality. A cursory 
reading of the figures shows the following observations: 
a The total number of Mars has increased by 12 percent from the establishment 

of the Vicariate in 1970 till 1989. 

57 'Provincial Personnel and Assignments', Provincial Communicator (April 1989), p. 13. There is 
a list of Filipino missionaries abroad: 2 each for Japan and Thailand, and 1 each for Papua New 
Guinea and Israel. 
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When the Vicariate was erected in 1970, majority of the members were 
foreigners (80%), while the Filipinos formed the minority (20%). In 1989 the 
composition and ratio have changed inversely. Majority of the members are 
Filipinos (70%), while the foreigners (30%) form the minority. More specifi
cally, the number of Filipino friars has quadrupled since 1970 till 1989, while 
that of the foreigners has declined by 235 percent. Within the intervals, the 
average increase in the number of Filipino friars is 22 percent, while that of 
the foreigners is negative 15 percent. 

Table 4 Number of Solemnly Professed Friars by Nationality 1970-1989 

Filipinos 

( * ) 

Foreigners 
(%) 

total 

1970 

18 
(20) 

73 
(80) 

91 

1974 

25 
(29) 

61 
(71) 

86 

1981 

39 
(48) 

43 
(52) 

82 

1984 

44 
(49) 

45 
(51) 

89 

1986 

57 
(61) 

36 
(39) 

93 

1989 

72 
(70) 

31 
(30) 

103 

Sources: 1970-1984 (Provincial Definitory's Proposed Five-Year Plan, Revised); 1986 (Provincial's Report 
to the Provincial Chapter, 1986); and, 1989 (Provincial's Letter to the Friars, Nov. 1, 1989). 

The increase in the total number of solemnly professed friars from 1970 to 1989 
looks very small and seems not to augur positive prospects. But that is mis
leading. The slow increase is due to the large percentage of non-Filipino friars 
who have left the country or have passed away. If one looks at the growth of the 
number of Filipino friars through the years, the prospects are then very bright. If 
the rate of increase would remain constant in the next twenty years, there would 
be some 288 Filipino friars in the year 2009. Considering the fact that there 
would still be non-Filipino friars and keeping the same rate of decrease and the 
same factors in sight, the total number of friars would be higher. 

33.2 Distribution of institutional ministries 
Table 5 shows the distribution of the institutional ministries and the total 
number of friars of the Province in three time intervals. One notices at once the 
43-percent decrease in the total number of ministries from 44 in 1974 to 25 in 
1989. In particular, the number of parishes decreased by 48 percent, that of 
schools by 56 percent, and that of formation by 44 percent. On the other hand, 
there is a 17-percent increase of the total number of friars, from 86 in 1974 to 
103 in 1989. 
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Table 5 Distribution of institutional ministries and total number of friars 
(1974-1989) 

Parishes 
Schools 
Fonnation 
Otherc 

Total 

Total number of friars 

Average number of 
friare/ministry 

21 
9 
6 
8 

44 

86 

1.9 

1974 

(47.7%) 
(20.4%) 
(13.6%) 
(18.2%) 

(99.9%) 

20 
7 
4 
6 

37 

82 

2.2 

1981 

(54.0%) 
(18.9%) 
(10.8%) 
(16.2%) 

(99.9%) 

11 
4 
4 
6 

25 

103 

4.1 

1989 

(44.0%) 
(16.0%) 
(16.0%) 
(24.0%) 

(100.0%) 

Sources: 1974 and 1981 (A Repon to the Friars, January 1982) and 1989 (Provincial Communicator, 
April 1989). 

What are the implications of these figures? They show for one the decrease in 
the number of ministries and the increase in that of personnel. That means 
there are more friars in each ministry. In 1974 and 1981, there was an average 
number of two friars per ministry, but in 1989 there are about four friars for 
every ministry. The value of this change lies in the fact that the higher ratio of 
friars per ministry solves the problem of overcommitment and lack of personnel. 
More importantly, for the friars this change shows the gradual realization of 
their aspiration to concentrate more on the living of fraternity, which demands 
among others a sufficient number of members per community, than on the 
ministry. 
In general, there is not much difference in the picture of institutional ministries 
in the Province. While the number of parishes (21 to 11) and schools (9 to 4) has 
been trimmed down, the proportional decrease has in fact been very slight (3.7% 
for parishes and 4.4% for schools). On the other hand, there has been a slight 
proportional increase in the attention devoted to formation (2.4%) and to other 
ministries (5.8%). The small changes reflect the delicate balance being main
tained between the actual desire and felt competence of many friars to work in 
the parish in particular and the growing desire among some friars to opt for other 
forms of ministry, such as urban poor lifestyle, overseas mission and dialogue 
with the Moslems.58 

58 Oscar Ante, Maximilian Mottle, Pedro Montallana, and Pedro Ruano, 'Preferred Future Life
style/Ministry', A Report to the Provincial Definitory (May 1984), pp. 34-43. 
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333 Thrust in formation 
Table 6 shows the number of candidates in the formation program throughout 
the years 1975 to 1989. On an average year, there is a total of 128 candidates: 78 
in pre-postulancy (one- to four-year period), 17 in postulancy (one-year), almost 
11 in novitiate (one-year), and 22 in post-novitiate (three- to four-year). 

Table 6 Number of candidates in the formation program 1975-1989 

Year 

1975 

1976 

1977 

1978 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

average 

PP 

50 
43 
66 
79 
97 
84 
74 
82 
78 
94 
92 
84 
85 
84 
86 
785 

Ρ 

_ 

— 
17 
27 
16 
18 
20 
20 
16 
10 
10 
26 
15 
10 
20 
173 

N 

10 
8 
— 
13 
19 
14 
10 
8 
11 
8 
8 
11 
7 
15 
10 
108 

PN 

22 
26 
26 
17 
15 
19 
16 
28 
36 
29 
22 
19 
18 
15 
23 
221 

tota! 

82 
77 
109 
136 
147 
135 
120 
138 
141 
141 
132 
140 
125 
124 
139 
125 7 

Sources Provincial Communicator (July 1989), A Report of the Formation Council to the 1st Provincial 
Chapter (1986), A Report of the Prefect of Formation to the 1987 Plenary Council, A Report to the 
Friars (January 1982), and Proceedings of the 1973 Vicariai Chapter. 

PP. pre-postulancy; Ρ postulancy, N: novitiate, PN: post-novitiate. 
1 The postulancy program was established only in 1977. Hence, there were no novices in the same 

year. 
2 The figures from 1975 to 1982 in the PP and PN stages do not include the non-clencal candidates 

They are figures from OLAS college and theology. In the old program, which separated the 
elencai students from the non-clencal in the PP and PN stages, the number of non-clencal 
candidates was very minimal. 

3 It is difficult to include the figures before 1975 because there was no clear distinction then 
between the different levels of formation For example, the Vicar reported at the 1st Vicanal 
Chapter the following in June 1970, we had 5 solemnly professed fnars in formation, 7 solemnly 
professed brothers, and 15 candidates — 13 of whom were aspirants to the pnesthood In March 
1973, we had 2 solemnly professed fnars in formation, 4 solemnly professed brothers, 34 candi
dates — 32 of whom were aspirants to the pnesthood. 13 in simple vows, 8 novices ans 13 
postulants. In 1970 there were 49 minor semmanans; in 1973 the total enrolment in our three 
minor seminaries was 32 

The history of the formation program antedates that of the Vicariate/Province. 
Before the Vicariate was formally erected, the separate foundations had their 
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independent programs. Gradually a common formation for all candidates became 
imperative and was the first step towards the creation of one Franciscan entity in 
the country. In the course of years, the program has undergone a lot of changes. 
M. Hottle, studying the development of the program in 1975, noted that 'in the 
last 20 years of formation effort, no less than 18 institutional approaches have 
been attempted — two decades of adaptation and innovation'.® Among the 
innovations and experiments, we can mention the following: the erection of a 
common novitiate; the establishment of OLAS (for the layseminarians and for the 
theology students); the establishment and phasing out of minor seminaries; and, 
the experiments with formation centers other than OLAS college and/or theology 
formation. 
In the next period, a lot of efforts had been concentrated on developing a more 
integrative and relevant formation. Thus, formation boards were created and their 
functions clarified, and norms and policies were set up. There was also the 
adoption of the four-stage program: pre-postulancy, postulancy, novitiate and 
post-novitiate. Within the program itself, the issue of relevant formation was a 
major focus of attention. Thus the pastoral education program was introduced to 
OLAS theology and later on to all levels; alternative settings other than the 
traditional seminary set-up were provided for; alternative courses other than 
philosophy were introduced in the pre-postulancy level, and so forth. The most 
significant and latest development is the implementation of the common forma
tion, the Formation for Franciscan Living, which gives central priority to Francis
can formation. This was a big change compared with the past when much time, 
energy and resources were poured on the clerical formation. 

59 'Franciscan Formation in the Philippines — A Statistical Description' (1975) in Ante and Hottle, 
p. 98. 
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PART II 

THE FRANCISCAN CHARISM AND VISION 

'As followers of St. Francis, 
our charism is to lead 

a Gospel life 
of joyful poverty and humility 
in prayerful brotherhood.' 

'Journeying with all men and women 
as brothers and sisters in the Lord and 
in harmony with all creation 
towards a new heaven and a new earth, 
we envision 

a family living in love, justice and peace 
under God as Father and with Jesus as Brother.' 

Provincial Statutes (Feb. 1989) 
Province of San Pedro Bautista 
Philippines 
Chap. 1, Art. 1, Nos. 2 and 3. 





4 The RP-OFM charism formulation 

'The whole Church is missionary, and the work of evangelization is a basic duty 
of the People of God.'1 While evangelization is the responsibility of the entire 
Church, the different segments of the ecclesiastical hierarchy have their own 
proper vocation and mission to discern and accomplish in this ecclesial task: 'we 
have different evangelizing tasks to accomplish (...) (which characteristic) makes 
up the richness and beauty of evangelization.'2 

The religious on their part have been called and challenged to discern their 
specific charism. The discernment process involves 'both a constant return to the 
sources of the whole of the Christian life and to the primitive inspirations of the 
institutes and their adaptation to the changed conditions of our time'.3 Exercising 
their specific charisms, the religious contribute to the good of the Church, the 
building-up of the Body of Christ, and they enable the Church to manifest the 
multiform wisdom of God.4 

In response to the call for the discernment of their proper vocation and mission 
in the Church, the RP-OFM friars have defined their own charism as 'a Gospel 
life of joyful poverty and humility in prayerful brotherhood'.5 The statement is a 
product of their experiences, blended with their aspirations, as Franciscans in the 
Philippine context. The formulation asserts the essential vocation and mission 
which is that of evangelization (a Gospel life) and particularizes the expression of 
the essential mission as that of living the values of joyful poverty and minority in 
prayerful brotherhood. How the friars translate the beautiful charism formulation 
into practice remains an ongoing challenge. 

4.1 The meaning of charism 

The term 'charism' was explained and defined at the first General Assembly of 
the friars in 1982 in the following words: 'It is a special gift given to someone for 

1 Paul VI, Evangeli! Nuntiandt (Dec 8, 1975), published by the National Biblical-Catechetical-
Liturgical Center (Bangalore, 1976), no. 59 

2 Ibid , no 66 
3 Vatican II, Perfectae Cantatu (Oct 28,1965) in Austin Flanneiy, ed., Vanean Council II — The 

Conciliar and Post-Conciliar Documents, New Revised Edition, The Vatican Collection, vol 1 
(Collegeville, MN: Liturgical Press, 1984), no. 2 

4 Cfr. section 4 1.1 of this chapter. 
5 Proceedings of the 1st General Assembly (1982), Appendix B. 
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a purpose which is always "other-directed". It is usually a peculiar gift in a sense 
that it is proper to a person and to be used for others. It characterizes the 
person's life and work.'6 In this section, I shall try to look at three sources where 
the term has been widely used: the recent documents of the Church, some 
biblical sources and sociological tradition. The purpose of this introduction is 
modest. I am aware of the fact that the term has rich meanings, connotations and 
imphcations. I am not going to do a very exhaustive study of the term and its 
implications, but only to give a general explanation. 

4.1.1 Its usage in recent church documents 
The Vatican Council II has provided the members of the Roman Catholic Church 
fresh opportunities for renewal and update. In particular, the members of the 
religious institutes were challenged and mandated to discern their proper vocation 
and mission as religious, different from those of the laity and the ordained 
ministers of the hierarchy. The 'Decree on the Up-to-Date Renewal of the 
Religious Life' (Perfectae Caritatis 2) pointed out two areas where the religious 
should look at: 'both a constant return to the sources of the whole of the Chris
tian life and to the primitive inspirations of the institutes, and their adaptation to 
the changed conditions of our time.'7 It states in particular: 'It is for the good of 
the Church that institutes have their own proper characters and functions. 
Therefore, the spirit and aims of each founder should be faithfully accepted and 
retained.' This call for a constant return to the sources has elicited among the 
religious much desire and interest in discerning the particular spirit or charism of 
each one's founder, and consequently the ideal charism which the followers of 
each religious institute must aspire to. 
The term 'charism' was explicitly used in Pope Paul VTs 'Apostolic Exhortation 
on the Renewal of the Religious Life' (Evangelica Testificatio ll).8 On the 
section, 'The Charism of Founders', the Holy Father exhorts the religious: 

'11. Only in this way you will be able to re-awaken hearts to truth and to 
divine love in accordance with the charisms of your founders who were 
raised up by God within his Church. Thus the Council rightly insists on the 
obligation of religious to be faithful to the spirit of their founders, to their 
evangelical intentions and to the example of their sanctity. In this it finds one 
of the principles for the present renewal and one of the most secure criteria 
for judging what each institute should undertake. In reality, the charism of 
the religious life, far from being an impulse born of the flesh and blood or 
one derived from a mentality which conforms itself to the modern world, is 
the fruit of the Holy Spirit, who is always at work within the Church.' 

6 Ibid., p. 2. 
7 Perfectae Caritatis no. 2. 
8 Paul VI, Evangelica Testificatio (Jun. 29,1971) in Flanneiy, pp. 680-706. 
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The call for discerning the charism of the founders has triggerred off bold 
initiatives and experimentations among the religious which in turn created 
tensions between them and the officials of the Church hierarchy. Such is the case, 
for example, of the Franciscans whose insistence on their institute's non-clerical 
nature or charism is at disparity with the mind of the Sacred Congregation for 
Religious and Secular Institutes.9 This example manifests for one the many 
questions, difficulties and tensions involved in the discernment of one institute's 
charism. It is in this light that I suppose the SCRSI issued the 'Directives for 
Mutual Relations between Bishops and Religious in the Church' (Mutuae Rela-
tiones).10 Reading through the document, one notices a certain tendency among 
the Church's officials applying some kind of brakes on the religious in the latter's 
pursuit of discerning their proper charism. For example, the document speaks of 
'some signs of a genuine charism', 'awareness of obedience to the hierarchyVpru-
dent weighing of circumstances', 'mixture of new creativity and interior suffering', 
'connection between charism and cross', and 'needs of the Church, as determined 
by legitimate authority*. 
The theological meaning of charism is already explicitly mentioned in the above-
mentioned documents. The charisms of the different founders contribute to the 
good of the Church, the building-up of the Body of Christ, and they enable the 
Church to manifest the multiform wisdom of God, according to Perfectae 
Caritatis (1). Evangelica Testificatio (11) describes the charism of the religious 
life as 'the fruit of the Holy Spirit who is always at work within the Church'. 
Likewise, Mutuae Relationes (12) states: 'Every authentic charism brings an 
element of real originahty in the spiritual life of the Church along with fresh 
initiatives for action.' 

4.1.2 Its meaning in some biblical sources 
The word 'charism' etymologically comes from the Greek word charis (attractive
ness, charm, or the quality which wins favor), charisma (favor granted), and their 
cognates, such as charitun (to bestow charis) and charizesthai (to grant freely as 
a favor).11 The word implies an agent who bestows favor, an object which is 
given, and a recipient of the favor. The word charis and its cognates appear 
rather frequently in the New Testament, in contrast to its simple and undeveloped 
use in the Old Testament. McKenzie distinguishes the word charisma as 'the 
favor granted' from charis, 'the good will by which the favor is granted'.12 Charis 
is closely and fundamentally identified with the entire Gospel and is a characteris
tic description of the New Testament message. Though the word is used in the 
general sense to refer to the good will of God, charis refers in particular and 

9 For the discussion, cfr. section 4.3 of this chapter. 
10 Sacred Congregation for Religious and Secular Institutes, Mutuae Relationes (Apr. 23, 1978) in 

Flannery, ed , Vanean Council II — More Post-Concihar Documents, Vatican Collection vol. 2 
(Collegevillc, MN. Liturgical Press, 1982), pp 209-243. 

11 John McKenzie, Dictionary of the Bible (New York Macmillan, 1965), pp. 324-326. 
12 Ibid 
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most frequently to the saving will of God executed in Jesus Christ and communi
cated to men and women through him. 
The word charisma is used to designate a particular type of spiritual gift which 
enables its receiver to perform some office or function in the Church. There are 
Usts of these functions or offices found in Romans 12:6, Ephesians 4:11 and 1 
Corinthians 12:8-11. The particular meaning of charisma is best described in 
Paul's first letter to the Corinthians (12:4-7, 11-13): 

'Now there are varieties of gifts, but the same Spirit; and there are varieties 
of service, but the same Lord; and there are varieties of service, but the same 
Lord; and there are varieties of working, but it is the same God who inspires 
them all in every one. To each is given the manifestation of the Spirit for the 
common good (...). All these are inspired by one and the same Spirit, who 
apportions to each one individually as he wills. 
For just as the body is one and has many members, and all the members of 
the body, though many, are one body, so it is with Christ. For by one Spirit 
we were all baptized into one body — Jews or Greeks, slaves or free — and 
all were made to drink of one Spirit.' 

By way of commentary, three points can be noted about the Pauline description 
of charism. Charism is first of all not the possession of the receiver. It is a gift 
that comes from the Lord, that is given by God, or manifested by the Spirit. 
Secondly, there are varieties of charism. Everybody is given not the same task to 
accomplish. There is a multiplicity of services, or a variety of workings by which 
members can share in the building-up of the Body of Christ. Finally, charism is 
used synonymously with the terms 'service' and 'working'. Hence, it is other-
directed. Charism is never possessed by and for the receiver. Rather, the end 
purpose of charism is the common good, the building-up of the community. 
In the history of the Church, there has arisen a good number of charismatic 
persons who have exercised their gifts for the renewal and enrichment of the 
Church. Usually it is in times of external difficulties and internal crises, whether 
threats or dangers of complacency and mediocrity, when certain charismatic 
persons emerge to defend or protect, to rebuke or provoke the members and 
leaders of the Church. In the process, the Church is reminded of her raison d'être 
and her mission. 
Even in the Old Testament, though the word charism is rarely used, we read 
about charismatic persons who emerged in situations of complacencies and times 
of crises on the part of the people of God. The prophets were certainly charis
matic leaders who lived and spoke out the Word of God, the ideals which the 
people of God might have forgotten. They exercised various charisms: to remind, 
to rebuke, to console, to threaten, or to comfort the people of God so that they 
would return to the ideals of the Covenant, would be refreshed in their journey 
ahead towards the Promised Land, and re-focus their vision on the Kingdom of 
God. 
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4.13 Its sociological usage 
The sociologist Max Weber is renowned for his method of constructing ideal 
types in the study of social phenomena, e.g. power, organization and religion.13 

In his particular study of power and legitimacy, he used the term and constructed 
the ideal type of charismatic authority to distinguish from the traditional and legal 
types. Weber defined charisma as 'a certain quality of an individual personality by 
virtue of which he is considered extraordinary and treated as endowed with 
supernatural, superhuman, or at least specifically exceptional powers or qualities'. 
Charismatic authority is different from the traditional one which is based on the 
belief in the 'sanctity of age-old rules and powers'. In traditional organizations, 
the tasks of the members are not clearly defined, and responsibilities and privi
leges are dependent on the ruler. Moreover, members are recruited on the basis 
of personal affiliation and there is no rational process of law-making. In the legal 
authority type, the superordinate holds authority by virtue of norms which are not 
the residue of tradition, but which have been rationally designed in view of some 
values or ends. The subjects obey, not because of any personal loyalty to the 
persons in authority, but because of their acceptance of the norms which define 
that authority. Likewise, the superordinate acts according to those norms. 
In the charismatic movement, membership is neither based on a person's being 
personally connected with the leader, nor on his or her technical qualifications. 
The charismatic leader simply has an indeterminate number of intimates who 
share in his charisma or who possess charisma of their own. There are no 
juridical principles and no fixed hierarchy of subordination. The emergence of 
charismatic domination represents a rupture from the established order. Because 
it rejects the past, it is revolutionary. Charisma is thus particularly important as 
a revolutionary force within traditional systems of domination, where authority is 
tied up to precedents which have been handed down in a relatively unchanging 
form from the past. 

Because of its antipathy to the routine and the everyday, charisma necessarily 
undergoes profound modification if it survives into anything like permanent 
existence. The 'routmization' of charisma hence involves the devolution of 
charismatic authority in the direction of either traditional or legal organizations. 
When charismatic domination is transmuted into a routine, traditional form, it 
becomes the sacred source of legitimation for the position of those holding 
power; in this way charisma forms a persisting element in social life. While this 
is 'alien to its essence', there is still justification for speaking of the persistence of 
charisma, since as a sacred force it maintains its extraordinary character. How
ever, once charisma has in this way become an impersonal force, it no longer is 

13 Jonathan Turner, The Structure of Sociological Theory 3rd Edition (Homewood, Illinois: Dorsey, 
1982), pp. 33-35; Ruth Wallace and Alison Wolf, Contemporary Sociological Theory (Englewood 
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1980), pp. 78-81; and, Anthony Giddens, Capitalism and Modem Social 
Theory — An Analysis of the Writings of Marx, Durkheim and Max Weber (London: Cambridge, 
1971), pp. 154-163. 
The discussion of Weber's ideas on charism in this section is heavily borrowed from Giddens. 
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necessarily regarded as a quality which cannot be taught, and the acquisition of 
charisma may come to depend partly upon a process of education. 

4.2 The RP-OFM charism statement 

Defining the Franciscan charism is posing the question, Who is Francis? De
scribing the Franciscan charism is like describing the qualities of the founder of 
the Franciscan Order. Who is Francis? What qualities made him outstanding in 
the history of the Church? What particular contribution or gift has he given to 
the Church, or to humanity? These are questions that have motivated and 
fascinated countless biographers, poets, artists and activists to come out with 
Uterary, artistic and operative models of the man from Assisi. 
For those who have embraced the Franciscan lifestyle, there is a more conscious 
striving to live according to the spirit and charism of their founder. Theirs is an 
ongoing search for the Franciscan spirituality and identity. As has been men
tioned already, the recent Church documents provided the necessary challenge 
when they asked the religious to undertake 'a constant return to the sources' and 
the 'discernment of these gifts and their correct use', and reminded them of the 
Obligation of the religious to be faithful to the spirit of their founders'. 
The Province of San Pedro Bautista, established in the post-Vatican period, has 
preoccupied itself with the search for the Franciscan identity. In formation talks 
given to the candidates and in ongoing renewal programs for the friars, the task 
of rediscovering and revitalizing the Franciscan spirit has always been pervasive. 
The concrete questions underlying this search have been 'Who is Francis in the 
Philippine context? If he were living today in this country, what would he do? 
What is the Filipino image or face of Francis?' The Province had the good 
opportunity to come together and share reflections on what the Franciscan 
charism is. The Franciscan charism has been defined by the friars in the following 
statement: 'a Gospel life of joyful poverty and humility in prayerful brotherhood.' 
In arriving at this statement, we have expressed out our perception and reading 
on who Francis is and what his major contribution to the Church has been. This 
formulation is both a product of our experiences in the Philippine setting and a 
challenge to live out in the same context. 
In the following pages, I would like to describe the formulated charism. The 
description will not be very exhaustive. My intention is very modest. Using a very 
limited number of Franciscan sources, I would like to express the ideas and 
insights of the friars on how they understand the Franciscan charism. 

4.2.1 'A gospel life' 
Francesco Bernardone, born in Assisi in 1181/1182, was a man who has inspired 
countless followers from all over the world throughout the past eight centuries. 
Many followers have been attracted to the man from Assisi for different noble 
reasons. Some are inspired by the simple and poor lifestyle Francis lived, while 
others by his great humility and perfect joy. Some see him as a rebel against the 
institutional Church, while many others as a faithful son of the Church. Some 
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proclaim him as the patron of animals, environment and nature in general, while 
others as a model for human liberation. 
Before all other qualities, Francis was a man who tried to live the Gospel. He 
was a rebel against a particular image of the Church, and at the same time a vir 
catholicus. He had a great respect for all creatures, i.e. animals, human beings 
and the whole inhabitants of the universe, because he had first of all a deep love 
and profound respect for the Creator. All qualities that can be attributed to 
Francis are manifestations of his love for God, his Deus meus et omnia, who 
revealed himself in Jesus Christ, the Good News. Francis called himself the 
herald of the Good News. First and foremost of all, he had a great passion and 
zeal to love and imitate Jesus, and to live and follow the Gospel. He was a vir 
evangelicus. That the life and teaching of Jesus should be the forma vitae of those 
who professed His name is the greatest contribution that Francis has given to the 
Church. That the Gospel should be taken as the rule and life of the followers of 
Christ is the best charism he has offered to the Church. 
In the rules he wrote for the friars minor, Francis accentuates the centrahty of 
the Gospel in his intentions. In the Earlier Rule, he writes: 'The rule and life of 
these brothers is this: to live in obedience, in chastity, and without anything of 
their own, and to follow the teaching and the footprints of our Lord Jesus Christ' 
(1,1).M Further, he says: 'And when they have persevered in the commands of 
the Lord, which they have promised through the holy Gospel and their life, they 
should know that they are standing firm in true obedience and that they are 
blessed by the Lord' (V,!?). Finally, 'Let us, therefore, hold onto the words, the 
life, and the teaching and the Holy Gospel' (XXII,41). The Later Rule, approved 
in 1223 and also known as the Regula bullata, begins and ends with the admoni
tion to Uve the Gospel: 'The rule and life of the Friars Minor is this: to observe 
the holy Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ' (1,1) and 'so that, always submissive 
and prostrate at the feet of the same holy Church, and steadfast in the Catholic 
faith, we may observe the poverty and the humility and the holy Gospel of our 
Lord Jesus Christ which we have firmly promised' (XII,4). 
In The Second Version of the Letter to the Faithful, Francis exhorts the faithful: 
'We must observe the commands and counsels of our Lord Jesus Christ' (39). In 
A Letter to the Entire Order, he gives this advise: 'Listen, sons of the Lord and my 
brothers, "pay attention to my words" (Acts 2:14). "Incline the ear" (Is 55:3) of 
your heart and obey the voice of the Son of God. Observe His commands with 
your whole heart and fulfill His counsels with a perfect mind' (5-7). And shortly 
before his death in 1226, Francis revealed in The Testament: 'And after the Lord 
gave me brothers, no one showed me what I should do, but the Most High 
Himself revealed to me that I should live according to the form of the holy 
Gospel' (14). 

14 Regis Armstrong and Ignatius Brady, Francis and Clare — The Complete Works (New York: 
Paulist, 1982). Unless otherwise stated, all references to the Franciscan sources in this chapter 
are to be found in this book. 
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That Francis was a man of the Gospel is also well attested to by some of his 
biographers. For example, Thomas of Celano, narrating the conversion of Francis, 
tells how Francis spoke of the treasure he found and of the spouse in allegory. 
He writes: 'Indeed, the immaculate spouse of God is the true religion which he 
embraced; and the hidden treasure is the kingdom of heaven, which he sought 
with such great desire; for it was extremely necessary that the Gospel calling be 
fulfilled in him who was to be the minister of the Gospel in faith and in truth.'15 

Moreover, Celano narrates how Francis, having heard the Gospel read on one 
Sunday, exclaimed: This is what I wish, this is what I seek, this is what I long to 
do with all my heart.'16 On his deathbed, according to the biographer, Francis 
called his brothers and told them how they should set 'the counsels of the Holy 
Gospel ahead of all other prescriptions'.17 

42.2 'Of joyful poverty and ЬшпШ!/ 
Francis is also the Poverello. He was the son of a wealthy merchant of Assisi 
whose dream for his son was to follow his business profession. Like all other 
young persons, Francis had his own dream. He dreamt of becoming a knight, as 
all other young Assisians would have done so. But something happened on the 
way. His journey to knighthood ended in a less chivalrous manner — first, in 
prison, in the company of the defeated soldiers, and later on, in the company of 
the lepers in Assisi. Among the lepers, he 'developed a spirit of poverty, with a 
deep sense of humility, and an attitude of profound compassion (...) he served 
them devotedly with all humility and kindness (...). He visited their houses 
frequently and distributed alms among them generously3.18 Not content with just 
doing something for them and just being with them, Francis renounced the 
inheritance of his family publicly, and from then on began to live a poor man's 
life. Francis went through a 'process from being FOR the poor to being WITH 
the poor and finally to being AS the poor'.19 

Francis' motivation for his practice of poverty and for his instructions to his 
followers to do the same is first of all evangelical, or rooted in the Gospel. His 
conversion began with the encounter with the Poor Christ, the Crucified Jesus of 
San Damiano. Little by little, he discovered the face of the Suffering Christ 
among the suffering classes of society. And his identification with the crucified 
members of society was his expression of experiencing the passion and death of 
Jesus. This life of poverty reached its ultimate end with Francis' experience of the 
stigmata shortly before his death, symbolizing his sharing in the passion and 
crucifixion of Jesus and the poor classes of society. 

15 1 Celano 7 in Marion Habig, ed., St. Francis of Assisi, Writings and Early Sources: English 
Omnibus of the Sources for the Life of St. Francis (Chicago: Franciscan Herald, 1983). 

16 No. 22, ibid. 
17 2 Celano 216, ibid. 
18 St. Bonavcnture, Major Life of St. Francis 1,6, ibid. 
19 'The Inter-Franciscan Message, Mattli, Switzerland 1982' in Leonardo Boff and Walter Bühl

mann, eds., Build My Church (Chicago: Interprovincial Secretariat for the Missions, 1984), p. 216. 
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In his instructions, Francis used to quote Jesus who says '"If you wish to be 
perfect, go" (Mt 19:21) and "sell" everything (cf. Lk 18:22) "you have and give 
it to the poor, and you will have treasure in heaven; and come, follow me" (Mt 
19:21). And "if anyone wishes to come after me, let him deny himself and take 
up his cross and follow me" (Mt 16:24). Again: "If anyone wishes to come to me 
and does not hate father and mother and wife and children and brothers and 
sisters, and even his own life, he cannot be my disciple" (Lk 14:26). And: "Every
one who has left" father or mother, brothers or sisters, wife or children, houses 
or lands because of me, "shall receive a hundredfold and shall possess eternal 
life" (cf. Mt 19:29; Mk 10:29; Lk 18:30).,2Û Francis also tells his followers 'to Uve 
in obedience, in chastity, and without anything of their own, and to follow the 
teaching and the footsteps of our Lord Jesus Christ.'21 He says to the friars not 
to be ashamed of being poor, 'but rather recall that our Lord Jesus "Christ, the 
Son of the living and all-powerful God" (cf. Jn 11:27) "set His face" like "flint" 
(Is 50:7) and was not ashamed'22 and 'the Lord made Himself poor for us in this 
world (cf. 2 Cor S^)'.23 This poverty, Francis says, 'has established you, my most 
beloved brothers, as heirs and kings of the kingdom of heaven; it has made you 
poor in the things [of this world] but exalted you in virtue (cf. Jas 2:5)'.2, 

Francis' expression of evangelical poverty was never only 'in spirit'. His practice 
of and his admonition to observe poverty were always concrete or down-to-earth. 
He worked with and helped the lepers. He renounced his inheritance. He lived 
in poor dwellings. He dressed in simple clothes. To his followers, he mandated 
the same concrete practice of the evangelical vow. When a candidate joins the 
Order, Francis wrote, he must sell his possessions and give the money to the 
poor; and his dress must be simple and not expensive.25 At the same time, the 
concrete expression of poverty was never obsessional. 'In times of manifest 
necessity, all the brothers should take care of their needs, as the Lord gives them 
the grace, since "necessity knows no law".'26 Thus for example, 'whenever 
necessity should come upon them, all the brothers, wherever they may be, may 
eat all foods which people can eat'.27 The clerical brothers may have the books 
necessary to fulfill their office.28 And, money may be received if 'it is for the 
evident need of the sick brothers'.29 

While Francis' observance of poverty was never 'in spirit' only, it is also true that 
his expression of poverty was never restricted to material poverty. He went 
beyond the superficial. For Francis, the real value of poverty is the spirit of 

20 Earlier Rule 1,2-5. 
21 Ibid., 1,1. 
22 Ibid., IX,4. 
23 Later Rule Ylß. 
24 Ibid., VI,4. 
25 Earlier Rule WM. 
26 Ibid., ІХДб. 
27 Ibid., IX,13. 
28 Ibid., 111,7. 
29 Ibid., VIII,3. 
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expropriation. For this reason, he advises, 'The brothers shall not acquire any
thing as their own, neither a house nor a place nor anything at all'.30 Moreover, 
friars are admonished to avoid positions of authority or dominance: 'None of the 
brothers should be administrators or managers in whatever places they are 
staying among others to serve or to work, nor should they be supervisors in the 
houses in which they serve.'31 And, while they try to live poor lives, Francis 
warns the brothers against the great danger of making judgement at others who 
do not Uve like them: '(Do not) look down or pass judgement on those people 
whom they see wearing soft and colorful clothing and enjoying the choicest food 
and drink; instead, each must criticize and despise himself.'32 Francis was very 
wary of the human attitude that puts oneself above others. 
Another characteristic of Francis' practice of poverty is that it is lived in a spirit 
of joy. To be joyful in the situation of poverty is a very difficult challenge. Poverty 
implies discomfort, misery, suffering and even death. Thus, it easily breeds anger, 
despair and sadness. That is why Francis always exhorts his brothers who have 
freely opted to live a life of poverty to be joyful in such trying circumstances, and 
to consider the religious end of this option: 'They must rejoice when they live 
among people [who are considered to be] of little worth and who are looked 
down upon, among the poor and the powerless, the sick and the lepers, and the 
beggars by the wayside.'33 'We must rejoice when we fall "into various trials" 
(Jas 1:2) and endure every sort of anguish of soul and body or ordeals in this 
world for the sake of eternal life.'34 'And they must beware not to appear 
outwardly sad and like gloomy hypocrites; but let them show that they are "joyful 
in the Lord" (cf. Phil 4:4) and cheerful and truly gracious.'35 

Finally, Francis knew very well that in a situation of poverty, one can nurture the 
attitude of covetousness and avarice, of eagerly desiring somebody else's posses
sion. Real poverty for Francis is measured by the proper attitude in the situation 
of deprivation. As an antidote against covetousness and avarice, Francis shares 
this wisdom: 'Where there is poverty with joy, there is neither covetousness nor 
avarice.'36 Lastly, to be well-composed in times of deprivation, suffering, tribula
tion and rejection even by one's brothers is for Francis to experience the spirit of 
perfect joy.37 

42.3 In prayerful brotherhood' 
In his writings, Francis never referred to or discussed the concept of 'fraternity* 
or 'brotherhood'. When one goes through his writings, one finds him speaking 

30 Later Rule VI,1. 
31 Earlier Rule VU,!. 

32 Later Rule 11,17. 
33 Earlier Rule IX,2. 
34 Ibid., Х ІІД 
35 Ibid., VI,16. 
36 The Admonitions ХХ ІІ.З. 
37 True and Perfect Joy, pp. 165-166. 
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instead of friars or brothers very frequently. Moreover, when using these terms, 
he always employed them in relation to some definite persons or to something 
else, whether some action, behavior or relationship. As examples, we find the 
following: some persons (the friars should welcome the candidates, serve God in 
a special way, obey the ministers, guardian or superior, look after the sick 
brothers, not speak alone with women, and so forth)38; some behavior (the 
brothers must wear poor clothes, must be humble, mortified and cheerful, must 
not appropriate anything, and the like)39; and, some relationship (the friars must 
wash one another's feet, not wield power over others, love one another in deed, 
tell one another of needs, welcome all who come to them, and so on)40. Thus, 
for Francis fraternity denotes concrete persons, ways of acting, actual manners of 
behavior, and particular forms of relationship among persons. 
In the Earlier Rule, Francis wrote, 'And no one should be called Prior, but all 
generally should be called Friars Minor' (VI,3). In this particular statement, one 
can draw some reflections on how Francis saw brotherhood. First of all, though 
not foremost, fraternity implies equality. Francis broke the traditional pattern of 
relationship in the Church and in society where he lived at that time. The form 
of ecclesiastical relationship was then very hierarchical. As evident in the monas
tic order, the prevailing image of the Church, there is a Prior, who is superior to 
everybody, and the rest are the obeying subjects. For Francis, nobody is prior to 
anybody. In the alternative order he envisioned, everybody is equal as brothers. 
The form of relationship Francis desired was the bond of brothers, and the 
expression of this relationship is minoritic, at the service of others, or servants of 
others. Outside the Church, the society was divided between the upper (the 
majores) and the lower (the minores) strata. Francis opted for the minores who 
had no power to wield over others. Herein lies the second characteristic of 
Francis' implicit understanding of fraternity. For him, fraternity implies attitude 
and actions which are directed to serving others, not being above others. Frater
nity never implies equality in itself, but demands the responsibility of service to 
the community, 'washing one another's feet'. As he clearly wrote, 'All the broth
ers in this regard should not hold power or dominion, least of all among them
selves. For, as the Lord says in the Gospel: "The rulers of the peoples have 
power over them, and their leaders rule over them" (Mt 20:25); "it should not 
be" like this "among" the brothers (cf. Mt 20:26a). And "whoever" among them 
"wishes to become the greater should be their minister" (cf. Mt 20:26b) and 
servant. And "whoever is the greater" among them "should become like the 
lesser" (cf. Lk Hua).*1 

If Francis insisted very much on the equality of the friars (and of all people) and 
on the need to relate with one another in a minoritic way, there was a deeper 
basis or purpose. The basis was his great love and admiration for God who has 

38 The examples are taken only from the Earlier Rule and Later Rule. 
39 Ibid. 
40 Ibid. 
41 Earlier Rule V,9-11. 



made himself a brother to all in poverty and humility: 'Oh, how holy and how 
loving, pleasing, humble, peaceful, sweet, lovable, and desirable above all things 
to have such a Brother and Son, Who laid down His life for His sheep (cf. Jn 
10:11) and [Who] prayed to the Father for us.*42 Fraternity then is a conse
quence of one's relationship with God who is the Father (or Mother): 'And 
wherever the brothers may be together or meet [other] brothers, let them give 
witness that they are members of one family. And let each one confidently make 
known his need to the other, for, if a mother has such care and love for her son 
born according to the flesh (cf. 1 Thes 2:7), should not someone love and care for 
his brother according to the Spirit even more diligently?M And finally, the goal 
of fraternity is always in view of responding to the demands of the Gospel: 'The 
rule and life of the Friars Minor is this: to observe the holy Gospel of our Lord 
Jesus Christ. (...).'44 The friars came to join Francis because they saw in him the 
only norm of life they needed. For in following the life and example of Francis, 
they were following Christ. And, Francis reminded the friars of this goal. In their 
manner of living and working, the friars should 'pursue what they must desire 
above all things: to have the Spirit of the Lord and His holy maimer of working, 
to pray always to Him with a pure heart (...)'.4Î And, 'Those brothers to whom 
the Lord has given the grace of working should do their work faithfully and 
devotedly so that, avoiding idleness, the enemy of the soul, they do not extinguish 
the Spirit of holy prayer and devotion to which all other things of our earthly 
existence must contribute'.''6 

4.3 Posing a question 

We have formulated a very beautiful statement of the Franciscan charism. The 
statement is a response to the call of the Church for the religious to return to the 
sources and the original spirit of their founders. The formulation is a result of a 
long process and a series of efforts to rediscover our own Franciscan identity and 
charism. We have devoted some time together, reflecting and praying over, and 
sharing and discussing about this Franciscan identity. The formulation no doubt 
captures many of the essential elements of what Francis treasured, lived out and 
tried to impart to his followers, and reflects the description of the Franciscan 
charism as expressed in the recent documents of the Order. The statement also 
expresses from our own experiences as friars in the Philippines the ideals and 
values that we are trying to Uve out in the concrete situation. 
It is true that most of us are trying to live out the Franciscan ideals. We try to 
follow Francis not anymore in a very traditional and devotional sense, but in a 
way that puts the Gospel or faith in Jesus Christ as the center of our Ufe, which 

42 Second Version of the Letter to the Faithful 56. 
43 Later Rule, Vl,7-8. 
44 Earlier Rule 1,1 and Later Rule 1,1. 
45 Later Rule X,8-9. 
46 Ibid., V,l-2. 
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Francis tried to live out. We try to confront the real meaning of poverty, neither 
in the strictly spiritual sense only nor in the material sense, but in an integrated 
manner. Many of us are in fact very conscious of the vow of poverty in the way 
we live, dress, travel and use things. A few of us would go even further, and try 
to be more radical, opting for new lifestyle, different from the inherited and 
traditional way. We stress the value of fraternity, that we are all brothers, whether 
Filipinos or foreigners, priests or not, young or old, solemnly or simply professed, 
and formators or candidates. We desire that our communities should have at least 
three members and feel concerned with individuals who live and work by their 
own. In the community, we aim towards common exercises, like prayers, meals, 
recreation, study and the like. Friars in the same pastoral ministry would like to 
work in teams, coordinating their activities along the same direction, helping one 
another, and learning from each other's experiences. 
There is however an important question that needs more reflection and action. 
This question has recently come to the fore in the juridical controversy about the 
clerical or non-clerical nature of the Franciscan Order. Juridically, the issue has 
been settled already when the SCRSI asked the insertion of the phrase, 'The 
Order of Friars Minor is Usted by the Church among clerical institutes', in the 
newly promulgated General Constitutions (Art. 3:2).47 In his explanatory note, 
the Minister General, while encouraging the friars to respect the decision of the 
Church authority, states that 'this question (...) remains an open one and is under 
study'. Furthermore, he asked all the friars to reflect and be more aware that as 
Franciscans 'whether clerics or laymen, they are called to Uve, without distinction 
and in the same measure, that "fraternity" willed by St. Francis: this remains the 
fundamental principle which inspires the new General Constitutions (cf. Art. 1)'. 
Art. 1 states: 'Founded by St. Francis of Assisi, the Order of Friars Minor is a 
brotherhood'. 
In response to the letter of the Minister General, the Province, through the 
Provincial and the Plenary Council President, made a statement on September 17, 
1987, expressing both respect to and deep regrets about the decision of the 
Church authority.48 Then, the letter goes on: 

'Though under the present circumstances, Church authorities classify us 
among the clerical institutes, we will not let ourselves be bogged down by the 
letter of the law. We will be creative in living our basic identity as brothers, 
whether we be lay or cleric, despite the present legal constraints. We do hope 
that the law will eventually give way to the Spirit, who generously distributes 
his gifts to whomever he deems fitting to build a Christian community.' 

The statement of the Province expresses the solidarity of the Philippine friars in 
the aspiration of the whole Order to return to the original charism of fraternity 

47 'Letter of the Minister General to the Ministers Provincial and Custodes', Inter Nos (the official 
communicator of San Pedro Bautista Province), pp. 3-5. Unfortunately, the particular issue 
referred to is undated. I would safely guess this would be the September 1987 issue. 

48 Inter Nos vol. 2, no. 3 (Oct. 1987), pp. 2-4. 
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willed by the founder. Within the Province itself, a concrete step towards the 
realization of this aspiration has been taken in the recent decision of the friars at 
the First Provincial Chapter: 
• 'that "Formation for Franciscan Living" shall be implemented in all levels of 

formation as soon as possible (...). The following guidelines shall be observed 
in the implementation: 
a priority shall be given to "Formation for Franciscan Living" in the post-

novitiate level, and 
b that concentration on training for the priesthood or professional/technical 

skills shall be after perpetual profession. 
• that our School of Theology at OLAS will be phased out.'49 

That decision did not only give a breathing spell to the Province which has been 
perennially burdened with the problems of finances and personnel in running the 
theological school, including the multiple innovations and experiments in search 
for a relevant formation program for clerical candidates. More importantly, it has 
clarified the priority of forming Franciscans, rather than ordaining clerical 
candidates. 
One hopes that this impetus will be sustained. The challenge is still very formida
ble because of the clerical structure of the whole Province. A casual look at 
recent statistics reveals that the friars are generally priest-friars and are based on 
the parishes.50 A quick survey of the problems identified and solutions proposed 
in many general gatherings to ameliorate the situation of the entity points out the 
fact that most of these problem identification, planning and steps for implementa
tion and evaluation revolve around the clerical nature of the entire Province. 
Since the beginning many friars have been complaining about the lack of person
nel and overcommitment. These issues are discussed in the provincial gatherings, 
and resolutions are made: there must be equal distribution of manpower; re
assign some free friars to undermanned parishes; wait for the candidates get 
ordained; and, as a last resort, close down some of our parishes and give them 
back to the concerned dioceses. The implementation of these decisions would 
take longer time, more rounds of consultation and dialogue, and more final 
decision-makings because most frequently the concerned and affected friars would 
argue for the retention of their own parish commitments. 
Looking more closely at the life and ministry of the individual friars, one also 
sees that many of the tensions of the typical friar center on the clerical pre
occupation. The typical friar is assigned in a parish, together with one or two 
confreres. He celebrates three or four masses on Sundays, aside from the 
baptisms, blessings and other sacraments and sacramentáis he has to attend to. 
Because much of his time is spent on the sacramental activities, he complains he 

49 Proceedings — 1st Provincial Chapter of the OFM Philippine Province of San Pedro Bautista 
(Lacena City, Feb 27-Mar 5, 1986), pp 42-43 

50 Leuer of the Minister Provincial to the Fnars (San Pedro Bautista Province, Nov. 1, 1989). 
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has not enough time to visit the people, to organize basic Christian communities 
and so forth. He also laments the fact that his parish work prevents him from 
attending to the community activities, such as recreation, prayers and meals. He 
would like to be a fraternity person, but because of the needs of the parishioners, 
he has not much time for his Franciscan brothers. 
The typical friar would like to be a very good Franciscan. He tries to observe the 
vows. For example, he is honestly trying to observe the vow of poverty. Person
ally, he is satisfied with his observance of that vow. But when asked how he feels 
about the community observance of that vow, he is not satisfied: we have big 
churches, convents and institutions; we have helpers and servants; we have cars 
used in pastoral ministry; we associate with the cream of society, the rich and the 
powerful in the community, a normal lot of the parish priests in the country; and 
so forth. 
To recapitulate, the friars of the Province have made a beautiful statement of the 
Franciscan charism. One of the thorny issues recognized by them is the question 
about the nature of the Order. While there has been an explicit reaction against 
the recent decision by the Church authority to categorize the Order as clerical 
(and this reaction was matched up with a local decision to focus special attention 
to the Franciscan as against a clerically oriented formation of the candidates), the 
actual structural nature of the Province militates against the avowed desire of the 
friars to live up to the Franciscan charism. 
Definitely something must be done to resolve the contradiction between the 
avowed ideal and the lived reality. Though there are no easy solutions, it is 
necessary to offer some proposals in the hope of eliciting further comments and 
reactions on the issue. In discussing these points, let it be emphasized that we are 
not against the priesthood or the ordained ministers. Faithful to our founder, we 
need to respect and value the ordained ministers of God. As Francis said, 'the 
Lord gave me and still gives me such faith in priests who live according to the 
manner of the holy Roman Church because of their order (...). And I desire to 
fear, love, and honor them and all others as my masters. And I do not wish to 
consider sin in them because I discern the Son of God in them and they are my 
masters. And I act in this way since I see nothing corporally of the Most High Son 
of God in this world except His most holy Body and Blood which they receive and 
which they alone administer to others'.51 However, while we need to have a great 
estimation for the priesthood, it is not the Franciscan charism to be priests. 
Practical experience, as described before, teaches us the lesson that on the whole 
the clerical nature of the Province countervails the avowed ideal of living the 
Franciscan charism. Thus something in the structural level should be done. The 
least we can do is to accept new parishes. One extra parish is another forward 
step towards the perpetuation of the clerical orientation of the Province. A more 
controversial proposal is to cut down the number of parishes. The arguments 
raised by some friars for the maintenance of the parishes are the following: 

51 The Testament 6-10. 
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• The local Church needs priests to administer parishes. There are just not 
enough priests to take care of the pastoral needs of the people. 

• Many of our friars are de facto priests and they are willing and feel them
selves talented/gifted in pastoral ministry. 

• The presence of Franciscan priests provides religious Franciscan witness to 
both the secular clergy and the people. 

• The parishes are the main sources of our funds needed to support the forma
tion of our candidates, the maintenance of the provincial projects, and the 
needs of the friars. 

It is true that the local Church in the Philippines needs more priests. While the 
ideal priest-to-population ratio is one priest per 5,000, the actual situation is 
about one priest per 10,000 or more, with the consequence that the parishioners 
are not given proper pastoral care. The available number of priest-friars, which 
is de facto proportionally many, can contribute much to this need. But, why can 
we not give up the already well-established parishes to the local clergy and 
concentrate on the frontiers and peripheries of the local Church? By doing so, we 
may be helping the local Church grow in her responsibility of tackling the issues 
and problems of the local situation. More importantly, this could be the greatest 
service that Franciscan priests can contribute to the local Church. It is one way 
of following the example of Francis who concentrated on rebuilding the forgotten 
and dilapidated churches in the peripheries of Assisi. 
Of course, the change will not be easy. The local Church will always express her 
need for more priests. Pastoral evangehzation will never be a finished responsi-
bility. The parishioners on their part will welcome us always and will have us 
remain and continue our job as long as possible. For many of us, who have been 
trained to become priests, we feel talented and gifted in doing pastoral ministries. 
Many of us no doubt are doing so with commendable zeal and creativity, al
though a number, let us face it, are not that commendable. 
The most practical argument for maintaining the parishes, especially the urban, 
is that they are the main sources of our funds, which are necessary to support our 
formation program and other important provincial projects. That is why it has 
been easier to give up rural parishes, but more difficult to part away with the 
urban parishes. But one can also argue with the following questions and chal
lenges. Can we not have projects and programs which do not necessarily entail 
huge financial burdens? Can we not have a formation program for friars minor 
which is less expensive? Can we not get funds from our own work other than the 
regular fees and donations coming from the parishes? In the long run, it would 
even be for the good of the formation to have simple and less expensive forma
tion houses and programs. In the long run, it would even be a good exercise in 
planning and administration to have projects and programs within our capacity. 
The answers for sure are not easy. But if we look for example at the religious 
sisters who do not depend on income coming from the clerical functions but can 
run bigger and better formation and other programs, we will realize that there 
are many possibilities. 
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5 The RP-OFM vision formulation 

Every human group or organization needs some kind of goal or vision to guide 
the direction where it is moving towards, to provide the members with a clear 
understanding of what it is trying to achieve, and to locate its position and define 
its role in the wider community. With a clearly defined and commonly formulated 
direction, the organization is able to have a framework for guiding and evaluating 
its activities, and for motivating the members in their endeavors. 
The Christian community in like manner needs to be conscious of its human and 
religious vocation and mission. It is called to the essential vocation of all persons 
to promote communion of life and love. And, as a specifically religious commu
nity, it has the responsibility of realizing the vision of God's kingdom of peace, 
justice and love. How to clarify and concretize this vision is an important and 
ongoing task, requiring the process of reading the signs of the times and of 
reflecting on the community's experiences in the light of its faith. 
As an organizational and religious entity, the Province of San Pedro Bautista has 
attempted to define its vocation and mission in the Philippine setting. In arriving 
at the formulated vision, it has tried to draw inspiration from the springs of the 
Christian and Franciscan tradition and from their experiences in the day-to-day 
life and ministry. While there has already been a formal definition of its vision, 
the necessity of an ongoing clarification and consequent implementation of its 
vision remains a permanent challenge. 

5.1 The meaning of vision 

'Vision' is a very general term which has both positive and pejorative connota
tions. In the pejorative sense, it means something which does not exist except in 
the imagination. Thus, a vision is something impractical or fanciful. The term 
however has very positive connotations. Vision is first of all the ability or power 
of seeing. There is a dynamics, involving a process by which the mind's eye or 
imagination grasps the truth that underhes the facts. It is a process of looking 
ahead by examining the past and the present. Secondly, vision is something 
perceived. It is an object. It can be an insight or a foresight, a diagnosis or a 
prognosis. 
The term 'vision' was defined for and understood by the friars in the Philippines 
at the 1982 General Assembly as 'a particular response by an individual or group 
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to a perceived need'.1 The definition came from a very particular perspective, that 
of the organizational development (OD), espoused by the South-east Asia Inter
disciplinary Development Institute (SAIDI) which facilitated the assembly of the 
friars.2 In this section, I shall attempt first to outline the dynamics of vision from 
the OD perspective by discussing what OD is, how it defines vision, and what 
steps are utilized to arrive at a formulation of a vision. I would then try to 
present the close connection of this concept with some important biblical and 
theological concepts. Secondly, I will try to describe and discuss the content of 
vision as formulated by the RP-OFM friars, i.e., the kingdom of God and/or the 
family of man. 

5.1.1 The dynamics of vision 

VISION IN ORGANIZATIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

In the 1960s, the term Organizational development' became increasingly popular 
to describe the facilitating of systems-oriented approach to change, which efforts 
are generally directed towards these two ends: improvement in an organization's 
effectiveness, and improvement in the satisfaction of its members. To ensure the 
effectiveness in an organization, techniques are introduced to resolve conflicts, to 
enhance communications, to provide structure flexibility, to help members know 
themselves and realize their impact on others, to understand the attitudes and 
values of others, and the like. And, to improve the level of satisfaction of the 
members in an organization, similar techniques, heavily biased towards humanis
tic-democratic values, are utilized to arrive at power equalization and minimize 
extremely hierarchical authority and control, to emphasize the work group rather 
than the individual, and to ensure collaborative process among the members 
rather than one-man team endeavors.3 

OD proponents argue for a 'soaring vision', 'an enabling and empowering vision', 
'a clearly and forcefully articulated vision' and so forth.4 Everyone must have a 
clear understanding about what the organization is trying to achieve, if one 
expects effectiveness in an organization and satisfaction among the members. 
Furthermore, the proponents believe that effective visions are inspiring, challeng
ing and exciting. To arrive at a well-formulated vision, certain techniques are 
introduced. Two such examples are structural interventions (e.g. job rotation, 
work modules, job enlargement, job enrichment, integrated and autonomous work 
teams and quality circles) and human process (e.g. sensitivity training, survey 

1 Proceedings of the 1st General Assembly (Lucena City, Jan. 26-Feb. 5,1982), p. 3 
2 The SAIDI has been helping different religious congregations and diocesan groups in the 

Philippines, using the OD approach For example, the RP-OFM fnais have availed of its services 
in their organizational planning and in the training of some of their formatore 

3 Stephen Robbins, Essenaals of Organaaaonal Behavior (Englewood Cliffs, NJ Prentice-Hall, 
1984), pp 182-191 

4 Cfr for example Tom Peters, Thriving on Chaos — Handbook for a Management Revolution 
(London Guild, 1987), pp 398-408 
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feedback, process consultation, team building and intergroup development).5 The 
following would be a typical advice coming from OD proponents: 'Via soul-
searching, listening, assessment of the external situation and solicitation of all 
points of view, develop a succinct vision that is clear and exciting, and at the same 
time leaves wide latitude for the pursuit of new opportunities.'6 

SAIDI, which the RP-OFM Province asked to help in its planning, uses the so-
called organization planning system (OPS). The OPS is a tool for planning and 
decision-making and is based on the general systems theory and the OD process 
learning. SAIDI defines and describes vision in the following: 

'The "vision" of an organization is a statement of the overall, continuing ends 
to be accomplished and for which all available resources will be used. The 
"vision" establishes the reason for the organisation and its parts to exist. 
This vision is both overall and continuing. It is overall because it states the 
results towards which every effort will be directed. It is continuing because 
there is no time limit: the efforts towards the results are continued — whether 
that may be in 50 years or more. 
This vision is not expressed in terms of the directed efforts but in terms of the 
results these efforts should eventually bring. The vision is expressed in the 
form of a noun phrase.'7 

During the Assembly, vision was defined and explained to the friars as 'a re
sponse to a need expressed in ideal terms'.8 As such the term impües a percep
tion of two things. One is the perception of the 'real', the concrete situation we 
are in, its historical and socio-political characteristics. The other is the perception 
of the 'ideal', what we as Christians and Franciscans think and believe should be. 
Between the real and the ideal is a gap and the response to the need for bridging 
the gap is vision. 

VISION IN SOME BIBLICAL SOURCES AND CHURCH DOCUMENTS 
Vision is dynamically related with charism. In certain ways, there can be no 
charismatic persons without a vision. The charismatic persons are in a way at the 
same time 'visionaries'. Persons who offer their charism in service to the commu
nity are gifted persons who perceive the situation, know what needs are to be 
done, and contribute themselves for the building up and enrichment of the 
community. They are able to do this because they are persons of faith, who in the 
first place have deep relationship with God, are deeply immersed in the word and 
will of God, and are passionately involved in the events of human history. 
Biblically, vision is defined in the most literal sense as an ecstatic experience and 
a medium of revelation.' In the vision stories of the patriarchs (Gen 12:7; 17:1; 

5 Robbins, op.cit., pp. 186 ff. 
6 Peters, op.cit., p. 398. 
7 Jacqueline Blondin, Organization Planning System (Antipolo, Rizal: SAIDI, 1988), p. 12. 
8 Proceedings of the 1st General Assembly, p. 4. 
9 John McKenzie, Dictionary of the Bible (New York: MacMillan, 1965), pp. 914-916. 
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26:2 and 24; 35:9; and, 1 Kgs 3:5 and 9:2), it is important to note that the speech 
or message is more important than the appearance itself. Likewise, the famous 
narrative of Moses' vision (Ex 3) is presented as a prelude to the dialogue with 
God. Among the latter prophets, such as Zecharias and Daniel, there are 
relatively more stories about visions, but the vision is more of a Uterary form 
employed to accentuate the word and will of God being transmitted through the 
prophets. The New Testament shows the same pattern of emphasis: the message 
is more important than the medium (Acts 9:10; 16:9; 18:9 and 27:23). 
The meaning of vision is described in a deeper way in the Johannine texts, both 
in the Gospel and the Letters. John writes for example: (Jesus says:) 'this is the 
will of my Father, that every one who sees the Son and believes in him should 
have eternal life' (Jn 6:40, italics suppUed). For the fourth evangelist, vision is a 
vision of faith. It is not a mere perception of Jesus that matters. Many of Jesus' 
contemporaries saw him, but only a few beleived. To many persons, the words of 
Jesus to Thomas is crucial: 'Have you believed because you have seen me? 
Blessed are those who have not seen and yet believed' (Jn 20:20). The other 
disciple, 'the one whom Jesus loved', on reaching the tomb, 'saw and believed' 
(20:8). Vision in the Johannine sense is salvific vision. Of more importance is the 
presentation that vision, as an act of faith, involves the dynamic relationship 
between love of God and love of neighbours. Vision demands the praxis of 
Christian faith, manifested in the concrete love of the neighbour. As John reflects, 
'No one has ever seen God; but if we love one another, God abides in us and his 
love is perfected in us' (1 Jn 4:12). Believing in God necessarily implies loving the 
neighbour: 'If anyone says, "I love God," and hates his brother, he is a liar; for 
he who does not love his brother whom he has seen, cannot love God whom he 
has not seen' (4:20). 

The document, 'The Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World', 
has described the dynamics of vision when it wrote: 'At all times the Church 
carries the responsibility of reading the signs of the times and of interpreting 
them in the light of the Gospel' (4).10 Reading the signs of the times and inter
preting them in the light of the Gospel are the two essential elements in forming 
a vision. 'To interpret the signs of the times' is the expression used by Jesus (Mt 
16:1-4) to help his contemporaries see the semeia of the presence and breaking 
in upon human history of God's kindom in his life and works. To interpret the 
signs of the times today is to discern in the light of the Gospel the events of and 
movements in history where God's kingdom is taking place. 
In the language of Uberation theology, forming a vision is the process of doing 
theology. This process demands the critical reading of two poles: the pole of our 
present-day experiences in our commitment to the struggle for Uberation, and the 

10 Vatican II, Gaudium et Spes (Dec. 7, 1965) in Austin Flanneiy, ed , Vatican Council II — The 
Conciliar and Post-Conciliar Documents New Revised Edition, The Vatican Collection vol 1 
(Collegeville, MN. Liturgical Press, 1984). 
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pole of the Gospel or the Word of God.11 Or, as Gustavo Gutierrez puts it, the 
function of theology is the critical reflection on Christian praxis in the light of the 
Word.12 Specifically, the methodology of the theology of liberation calls for the 
use of the hermeneutical circle, consisting of these three mediations: seeing 
(socio-political and cultural-historical analysis), judging (hermeneutical process), 
and acting (pastoral practice).13 

FORMULATING THE RP-OFM VISION 

From the perspective of organizational development, it could be said that the 
General Assembly was a form of structural intervention to initiate and reahze 
some form of planning in the vicarial organization. The need for a planned 
change in the Vicariate was already aired out in earüer gatherings of the friars.14 

The call of the Church and the Order for a more relevant response to the signs 
of the times, the socio-political and pastoral conditions of Philippine society and 
the Church, the lack of personnel and the multiplicity of vicarial commitments, 
and a certain dissatisfaction among the friars with the vicarial set-up and the 
corresponding desire for alternatives were the basic reasons why planning was 
called for. Prior to the Assembly, there was a preparatory committee that was 
tasked to make process consultation and survey feedback. At the Assembly itself, 
there was a lot of sharing and listening, assessment of both external and internal 
situation, and the solicitation of points of view to arrive at a common vision of 
the vicarial organization. 
The process undertaken to arrive at the formulation of the vision statement, on 
the other hand, was basically that of theological reflection. The friars listened to 
reports on the situation of the local society and the church. They either affirmed 
or questioned the veracity of the reports, based on their personal experiences 
from the local and regional levels. Besides considering the external context of 
the Vicariate, the friars also looked at their own Franciscan community, paying 
particular attention to the following: the history of the Franciscans in the 
country; the spirit of unity and patterns of adaptation to the cultural variables; 
the formation, studies, professionalization and ongoing formation of the mem
bers; the apostolates or ministries; the government or administration of the 
community and the community endeavor to respond to mission; and, their 
religious profession, Ufe in the community, witnessing to the religious vows, and 
spiritual or prayer Ufe.15 Again, they listened to reports, taken from an earher-
made study on those areas; they affirmed, disagreed with or questioned the 
presentations, according to their own personal experiences and perceptions of the 
Franciscan reUgious community. In the whole process, they read and listened to 

11 Jose de Mesa and Lode Wostyn, Doing Theology — Basic Realities and Processes (Quezon City 
CSP, 1985), pp 6-18 

12 Gustavo Gutierrez, Λ Theology of Uberation (New York Oibis, 1973), pp 3-19 
13 Lode Wostyn, Exodus towards the Kingdom (Quezon City: Claretian, 1986) 
14 Cfr chapter 3, sections 31 and 3 2 
15 Proceedings of the 1st General Assembly, Appendix A 



the Franciscan sources, prayed and reflected, shared and discussed the Franciscan 
calling. 
There were two formulations of the vision statement made at the General 
Assembly, one for the Order and another for the Vicariate. In the language of 
the OD, the former is the macrosystem, while the latter is the focal system. The 
vision of the Order is what the original founder of the Order thought was the 
response to the needs of the actual period he lived in; and, in the latest chapters 
of the Order, the delegates have considered this vision and have attempted to 
enunciate this in the context of the signs of the times, while remaining faithful to 
the spirit of the founder. The focal vision, or the vision of the Vicariate, flows 
necessarily from the macrovision and is contextualized in the particular situation 
where the vicarial members find themselves in. The vision statements made by 
the Assembly were formally presented for approval at the Vicarial Chapter of the 
same year. The Chapter officially approved only the RP-OFM statement because 
the delegates believed that the vision statement of the macro-system is in the 
domain of the General Chapter. The following is the vision statement formulated 
by the Assembly and approved by the Vicarial Chapter of 1982: 'family of man, 
living in peace, justice and love under God as Father and Christ as Brother, and 
with all men and women as brothers and sisters in the Lord and in harmony with 
all creation.'16 

5.L2 The content of vision 
The vision of the Franciscan Order was formulated by the RP-OFM friars as 'the 
reign of God among men and women living as one family in harmony with each 
other and with all creation, joyfully trusting in the Creator as Father of all and 
under the Lordship of Jesus Christ'. The key symbol for the friars is the kingdom 
of God, or more exactly 'the reign of God', clarified as 'a more fitting translation 
of the Greek (term) which stresses the relationship between God and his cove
nanted people who accept him'. 
The kingdom of God has been in the recent times rediscovered and emphasized 
as the most comprehensive biblical expression of the vision of Christians. In the 
past, we have been afflicted with a myopic vision, a tendency to identify the 
Church as the end goal. This visual distortion has led someone to make this wry 
comment: 'Jesus preached the kingdom of God and what came out was the 
Church.'17 Today we are applying some corrective measure, refocusing on the 
proper sight. We are more apt to say now that the Church is only a sign or a 
sacrament of that kingdom. Or, as Vatican II describes it, 'the Church receives 
the mission of proclaiming and establishing among all peoples the kingdom of 
Christ and of God, and she is, on earth, the seed and beginning of that King-

16 Ibid , Appendix В and 4th Vicariai Chapter — ProceecUngs and Minutes (Lucena City, Feb. 8-13, 
1982), pp 31 ff. 

17 The quotation was made by A. Loisy in John Fuellenbach, The Kingdom of God — The Heart of 
Jesus' Message for Us Today (Manila: Divine Word, 1987), ρ xvu. 
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dom'.18 And, 'the Church has but one sole purpose — that the kingdom of God 
may come and the salvation of the human race may be accomplished'.1' 
The vision of the Church is the final and definitive consummation of the kingdom 
of God. That kingdom, where all live as one family, is the plan, the will and the 
project of the Father for all of humankind and the entire creation. This kingdom 
is the core of the Good News proclaimed and inaugurated by Jesus Christ. In 
fact, it is the most historical datum about Jesus' life, it is the message that 
dominated his whole preaching, and it is the reality which gave meaning to all of 
his actions. It 'is a vision of God, of the world, of humankind, of creation as a 
whole, and of each individual human person. It is the most grandiose vision that 
the world has ever known. For this vision Jesus lived, labored, suffered and died. 
After his resurrection, he entrusted this vision to his disciples, "As the Father has 
sent me, I am sending you" (Jn. 20:21)'.^ 
Like all other Christians, Franciscans believe that the Franciscan vision is the 
realization of 'the reign of God among men and women, living as one family1. 
This is the raison d'être of the Order. The Order exists for the realization of this 
vision. Francis, the founder, carried out this vision. Once, when asked to identify 
who he was, Francis replied, 'I am the herald of the great King'.21 The formation 
of the fraternity, a dear Franciscan value, is based on the belief that we form one 
family under God the Father and with one another as brothers and sisters in the 
Lord. The vow of poverty is an option and consequent of the undesirable reality 
that the majority of the people is excluded from enjoying the blessings meant for 
all of God's creatures. Moreover, there is an emphasis on the cosmic view of 
fraternity of family: 'in harmony with each other and with all creation.' Francis, 
for example, could address the sun as brother or the moon as sister because they 
are created by God and reflect the goodness of God. Finally, joy in finding the 
kingdom of God, the hidden treasure and the valuable pearl in Mt 13:44-46 is a 
dear element in the Franciscan spirituality. Francis, after hearing the Gospel 
mandate of preaching the kingdom of God, cried out exultantly: 'This is what I 
wish, this is what I seek, this is what I long to do with all my heart.'22 In like 
manner, he used to admonish his brothers to always keep the spirit of joy, 
especially in times of trials and sufferings.2* 

52 The RP-OFM vision statement 

In this section, I would like to describe the content of the vision statement as 
formulated by the RP-OFM friars. Again, the description will not be very 

18 Vatican II, Lumen Gentium (Nov. 21,1964) no 5 in Austin Flannery, op CiL 
19 Gaudium et Spes no 45 
20 Fuellenbach, op.cu, ρ 6. 
21 1 Celano 16a in Manon Habig, ed., St. Francis of Assisi, Writings and Early Sources- English 

Omnibus of the Sources for the Life of St Francis (Chicago: Franciscan Herald, 1983). 
22 St Bonaventure, Major Life of St Francis 111,1 m Habig 
23 Cfr chapter 4, section 4 2 2 
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exhaustive. In the attempt to clarify and explain the vision formulation, I hope 
that the description will faithfully reflect the intentions and insights of the friars. 
The analysis of the local situation vis-a-vis the challenges of peace, justice and 
integrity of creation is updated and a bit more elaborate. 

52.1 The famity...* 
The family is the context where the members experience life, love and commun
ion with each other. It is the locus of the human vocation to give, nurture and 
promote üfe and love. For the Christians, the family is 'the intimate community 
of life and love'24, which expresses the core of revelation and faith experience: 
'See, what love the Father has given us that we should be called children of God; 
and so we are' (1 Jn 3:1) and 'we love, because he first loved us' (4:19). For the 
Franciscans, 'the source of our life and our happiness is God, who so loved us 
that he gave His Son, Jesus Christ: the gift of Life and Joy made real'.25 

The RP-OFM friars believe that the contextual expression of the Franciscan 
vision in the Philippines is 'the family of man'. In the Filipino culture, the family 
is seen as the locus of peace, harmony and love. It is the place where, no matter 
how far or how wrongly one has wandered, the member can always return 
accepted, forgiven and loved. It provides an outlet for the need of a person to get 
out of one's self and come into contact with another in a free and unguarded 
emotional exchange. The family is seen as a defense against a potentially hostile 
world, as an insurance against hunger and old age, and as a place where one can 
be one's self without any worry.56 

There are at least two common themes that re-echo the value of the family in the 
Filipino culture. First, the kaginhawahan (the good welfare) of the family stands 
central, and every member strives mthmalasakit (concern and sacrifice) to achieve 
this good.27 Thus, the parents strive, even at great cost to themselves, to give their 
children an education. Older children also make sacrifices for younger ones. Even 
marriage of the kuya or the ate (the older brother or sister) is postponed or put 
off to help the family. Secondly, it is in the family that lambingan and cariño 
(tender relationships) are experienced. Husband and wife are close to each other. 
The mother pleads for the son, or the father for the daughter. A jilted girl has 
recourse to the mother. A parting member leaves the family with pain. 
The Filipino value of the family is thus taken seriously. But it is also transcended 
and relativized by giving loyalty to the covenantal Father through Jesus the 
Brother of all. It is to be relativized vis-a-vis the kingdom-of-God values. It is to 

24 John Paul II, Familians Consortia (Nov 22,1981) no 17 in Austin Flannery, ed, Vatican Council 
II — More Post-Conciliar Documents Vatican Collection 2 (Collegeville, MN Liturgical Press, 
1984) 

25 General Chapter (Medellin, 1971), The Franciscan Missionary Vocation in the Present World no 4 
26 Jaime Bulatao, The Mamleflo's Mainsprings' in Frank Lynch and Alfonso de Guzman II, eds, 

Four Readings on Philippine Values (Quezon City IPC, 1973), pp 97-98 
27 Jose de Mesa,And God Said, ""BahalaNa!"— The Theme of Providence m the Lowland Filipino 

Context (Quezon City: Maryhill, 1979). 
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be transcended because not all of the subvalues in the family are that ideal. For 
example, there is too much segmentation in the system and the segments are not 
equally valued. The kinsfolk are distinguished from non-kinsfolk, the nuclear 
family from others, and blood relatives from affinal kinsfolk. In a society where 
many members still see the good as very limited and beheve that an individual or 
segment cannot advance except at the expense of others, more loyalty to one's 
family means less to others.28 One obvious negative consequence of this seg
mentation and loyalty differentiation is the fact that only less than a hundred 
families own and control the wealth of the entire nation.29 This gives rise to the 
problem of nepotism in the country's political system where only that small 
number runs the government in both national and local levels. 
To recapitulate, the vision of the RP-OFM friars is the realization of God's 
kingdom where all people relate with each other as brothers and sisters in the 
same Parent. This relationship is characterized with malasakit and lambingan. 
There is the Parent who is always concerned with the good of the whole family 
and has risked giving the first-born Son. The Kuya has sacrificed himself for the 
kaginhawahan of the brothers and sisters. As one big family, all the members 
relate with each other and strive with concern and sacrifice to contribute to the 
good welfare of everybody. 

52.2 living in peace, justice and love...' 
The issues of justice, peace and integrity of creation have become the issues faced 
by many people today. These challenges have become particularly urgent today in 
the face of the concrete experiences that the human family is torn by violence, the 
system is unjust, and the human habitat is consequently threatened to destruction. 
The work for building a peaceful, just and safe world is however more than just 
a moral and ethical task. For the Christians, the challenges are the embodiments 
of the proclamation of the Gospel of the Kingdom of God. We beheve in God 
who is the God of justice, the Prince of peace, and the Lord of creation. We 
beheve that God's vision is the realization of the kingdom oishalom, where there 
is completeness and perfection, where there is material prosperity and well-being, 
where there is justice and righteousness, and where there is harmony with 
everyone, respect for creation, and above all, union with God.30 We hope for the 
realization of Jesus' promise, 'Peace is what I leave with you, it is my peace that 
I give you' (Jn 14:27). 
The work for peace, justice and integrity of creation is central in the vocation and 
mission of Franciscans. Following Francis who himself served as peacemaker on 
many occasions, Franciscans aspire to 'live in this world as builders of justice, and 

28 Frank Lynch, 'Social Acceptance Reconsidered', in Prank Lynch and Alfonso de Guzman Π, eds., 
op.cit. p. 17. 

29 Daily Globe July 11, 1989. 

30 McKenzie, op.cit., pp. 651-652. 
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heralds and craftsmen of peace'.31 Following the founder 'who proclaimed the 
good news that the earth was our sister/mother, and all creation one family to be 
treated with respect', they try to show a sense of reverence for nature so that they 
may 'restore nature in its entirety to its status of brother and sister, useful to all 
people for the glory of God the Creator'.32 

The three-fold task of working for peace, justice and integrity of creation is 
nowhere as urgent as in the Philippines. The national family is afflicted with 
violence, the vast majority of the people are co-existing with a few affluent ones, 
and the destruction of the human habitat is very real and threatening. It is within 
this context that the friars find themselves in and seek to express their vision. 

THE QUEST FOR PEACE 

For many Filipinos, the situation of violence in the nation has become almost 
normal and part of their lives. For many, it appears that direct violence is no 
longer a big news or a shock. As the CathoUc Bishops' Conference of the 
Philippines wrote in 1988: 'Hardly a day passes without a murder or more being 
headlined in our newspapers. Our sensibilities are battered day in, day out, with 
reportage of killings and ambuscades, of slaughter and violence.,33The CBCP 
exhorted the people: 'Let us stop this war. No worse calamity can befall a nation 
than the killing of brother by brother.' 

A war is raging on between the government and rebel forces of all kinds. Govern
ment forces are fighting against the rightists, most of them belonging to their own 
ranks, who have in the past years (1986-1989) attempted six military coups.34 

When the last coup attempt was quelled, there were 77 dead and some 571 
wounded, while some 20,000 evacuees had to return home. These figures pale in 
comparison with the thousands of casualties in the ongoing conflict between the 
military and the Moslem rebels who are demanding true autonomy in their 
region. On top of it all, the government soldiers have been confronted by the 
leftist forces of the National Democratic Front which forms the most serious 
threat to the government. 
For more than two decades already, the leftist forces have been waging a 'peo
ple's war' against the government, convinced that the road to long-term peace 
and justice is through armed revolution. They seriously believe that the powers-
that-be will never hand in their power and wealth on a silver plate to the suffer
ing and oppressed masses. The best manner of redistribution and retribution for 
them is armed struggle. On the other hand,the government has not tried enough, 
or is too weak, to offer a solution to the root problems of the insurgency other 
than the military solution. The 'total-war' policy of the government is its answer 

31 ТЪе Rule and the General Constitutions of the Order of Fnars Minor — Our Plan for Franciscan 
Living Art. 68.1. Published by the Franciscan OFM Conference of North Amenca (July 1988) 

32 Art 71, ibid. 
33 Catholic Bishops' Conference of the Philippines, Solidarity for Peace (July 12, 1988). 
34 Daily Globe Dec. 3, 1989. 
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to 'the people's war' of the NDF.35 Thus, counter-insurgency measures, both 
overt and covert, have been intensified. Saturation drives, plane attacks, chemical 
bombings, food blockages and salvagings are regular components of the militari
zation campaign to defeat the enemy.36 In the US-directed total-war policy, even 
the civilians have been organized as vigilantes to fight the so-called communists. 
Some of them have become notorious for acts of barbarism, such as beheading 
their victims and drinking their blood.37 

Caught in the crossfire of the raging conflict are the ordinary citizens and non-
combatants. Many of them have become victims of human rights violations just 
because of being suspected by the military that they are working for or sympa
thizing with the other side. Among the most prominent targets of violence and 
repression are the most vocal and critical against the government, e.g. the cause-
oriented groups. For example, the Human Rights Watch (New York) reported in 
1988 that the Philippines led all other countries in violence against human rights 
advocates.3* Amnesty International (London) in the same year reported that the 
cases of tortures increased when the government stepped up its counterinsurgency 
campaign.39 Reporting for the year 1989, the Task Force Detainees of the 
Philippines pointed out the alarming trend of increasing political repression under 
the government.40 The monitoring group singled out the military as the biggest 
perpetrator of violations, with the students representing the largest percentage of 
victims. In its 1990 report to the United Nations Commission for Human Rights, 
the Philippine Alliance of Human Rights Advocates gave the following statistics: 

'There have been 990 military-related killings in the Philippines from Mar. 
1986 to Nov. 1989. From Jan. to Aug. 1989, some 156 people were summarily 
executed by the military or paramilitary forces. From Mar. 1986 to Nov. 1989, 
some 14,207 people were arrested by the military.*" 

A more depressing picture of the effects of violence is the phenomenon of 
internal refugees. In the countryside, thousands of men, women and children are 
forced to leave their homes, some with but the clothes on their back, others only 
a few treasured possessions, as a result of the insurgency-counterinsurgency 
reality. Already grieving over the loss of loved ones and deprived of their own 

35 Ed Garcia and Carolina Hernandez, eds. Waging Peace m Philippines (Quezon City Ateneo, 
1989). Cfr briefing paper on the position of the government. 

36 Inter-Agency Working Group on LIC, Total War (basic document used in the Conference on 
Low Intensity Conflict, Mar 15-16, 1987) and Ecumenical Movement for Justice and Peace, 
Pnmer on Miluanzatton (May 1988). 

37 Cfr. for example Amnesty Internationa], Philippines: Alleged Human Rights Violations — 'Vigilante 
Groups' (July 1987) and Senate Committee on Justice and Human Rights, The Reports on 
Vigilante Groups (Jan. 1988). 

38 Manila Chronicle Feb 9, 1989 
39 Philippine Daily Inquirer Dec 16, 1989 and Amnesty International, Philippines Incommunicado 

Detention, Ill-treatment and Torture during 1988 (Dec 1988) 
40 Philippine News Digest vol 1, no 6 (Jan 22, 1990) 
41 Ibid , Vol. 1, no 9 (Mar 5, 1990) 
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source of livelihood, these refugees flock to the towns and cities, only to face an 
uncertain future in makeshift evacuation centers. In the last two years only (1988-
1989), the human rights committee of Congress reported some 503,202 internal 
refugees.42 In the report to the UN-CHR, the PAHRA said that 72% of the 
mass displacement is a direct result of various forms of military operations and 
harassment, 16.7% of fears of encounters between the military and the rebels, 
and 6.7% of rebel operations.43 

The 20-year old war has seeped into the Filipino psyche, particularly the child 
evacuees, according to a researcher.44 From 1972 to 1988, the armed conflict has 
directly affected some 4.5 million children, or around 120,000 every year. The 
more obvious effects are physical disability suffered in the war, lack of social 
services as more funds are channeled for arms procurement, undernourishment 
or malnutrition, or exposure to various diseases and injury. The less obvious, but 
more disastrous, effect is that these children have developed a war culture, 'a 
culture that justifies the use of aggression and violence in resolving conflicts'. The 
evidence of this can be seen in the games child evacuees play— most of which 
center on ambushes, raids and even tortures. 

HEEDING THE CRY FOR JUSTICE 
One need not have a Christian or Franciscan basis to get involved in the work for 
peace and justice. From a purely human point of view, there are two arguments 
for getting involved in the quest for justice and peace. One, there is that dehu
manizing situation of mass poverty which breeds many social dysfunctions such as 
insurgency, internal and external migration, spilling of Uves, high rate of criminal
ity and the like. Secondly, looking at the more positive side, one gets motivated 
by the indomitable will and resihence of the people in coping up with the situa
tion, whether it is legal and moral, or otherwise. 
Poverty in the Philippines and elsewhere is neither decreed by fate nor caused by 
nature. Rather, it is a result of unjust international relations and internal exploita
tion. A recent World Bank report, 'The Philippine Poor: What Is to Be Done?', 
stated that there 'are more poor people in the Philipines today than at any time 
in recent history; in both relative and absolute sense, the situation has worsened 
during the past three decades'.45 The 1988 report said that about 30 milhon of 
the 57 million Filipinos live in 'absolute poverty*, in the sense of having an income 
that did not enable them to satisfy basic needs'. Just to corroborate the WB 
report with the subjective view of the Filipinos themselves, one can cite the 
findings of the Social Weather Station which reported that poverty in the country 
is resurging.46 In September 1988, 66% of those interviewed rated themselves as 
poor, compared with 43% in March 1987, 51% in October 1987 and 60% in 

42 Manila Chronicle and Philippine Daily Inquirer Jan. 18, 1990. 
43 Philippine News Digest, ibid 
44 Manila Chronicle Sept 18, 1989. 
45 Far Eastern Economic Review Aug. 18, 1988. 
46 Mahar Mangabas, 'Social annate', Manila Chronicle Dec. 12, 1988. 
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February 1988. While these figures are still comparatively lower than those during 
the Marcos years (55% in 1983 and 74% in 1985), the trend in the past two years, 
according to the report, has been upward and there are no signs that they would 
be slipping. 
The WB report traced the factors of poverty in the nation to 'unequal asset 
ownership, rapid population growth and lack of new jobs'. Of the three, one can 
single out the first as the determining factor in the poverty of the people. Un
equal asset ownership, according to the report, is especially pronounced in land 
ownership and is even skewer than in income distribution. Consider the following 
data on land ownership from another source: 

'A 1982 government census showed that 46% of the agricultural sector did not 
own the land they tilled. Studies of the Philippine Peasant Institute revealed 
a worse picture. In Mindanao, 80% of the total land was not owned by actual 
producers. In the Visayas, it was 70%. In Central Luzon, 70% of rice farmers 
and 50% of sugar farmers did not own the land they tilled. 
Moreover, a 1980 government census showed that 2.3 million individually oper
ated farms had a total area of 2.9 million hectares (an average size of 1.3 hec
tares), while 116,799 had 2.3 million hectares (an average of 20 hectares). Some 
722 corporate farms owned landholdings averaging 216.2 hectares each.'47 

Though the above figures are taken from the early 1980s, they are still valid, 
considering the fact that recent efforts towards land reform have been a dismal 
failure. 
A more recent study, prepared for the country's prospects in the 21st century, 
revealed that the country has one of the most inequitable distributions of wealth 
in Asia, worse than India, Pakistan, Nepal, Sri Lanka and Bangladesh.48 In 
particular, the study noted that the bottom 20% of the population has access to 
only 3% of the resources, and in terms of assets, to almost zero percent. A 
separate intra-national study of the income share among the different socio
economic classes reported the following: Since 1985 till 1988, there has been no 
change in the distribution of income sharing among the lowest 69% of the 
population which take only 27.3% of the total income share; on the other hand, 
the upper 20% receives 51.8% of the share.'" Finally, a ranking political leader 
in the country reiterated an already widely accepted reality: 60 to 70 percent of 
the people live below poverty, and only 81 families, apart from the big corpora
tions, control the wealth of the nation.50 The senator also confirmed the belief 
among the poor people that 'justice in this country is only for the rich and the 
mighty because it is both negotiable and purchasable'. 

47 National Census and Statistics Office, 1982 Philippine Statistical Yearbook and 1980 Census of 
Agriculture and Philippine Peasant Institute, The National Peasant Situation cited in 'Notes on the 
Philippine Situation' (Oct 18, 1989) 

48 Philippine Daily Inquirer Feb. 6, 1989. 
49 Daily Globe July 11, 1989 
50 Ibid , April 18, 1989. 
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The WB report failed— understandably— to mention another major source of 
poverty and a big form of injustice: the national debt burden. Everybody knows 
that the country cannot repay its debt to the international lending bodies, even as 
it is actually exporting more capital for the repayment than it is receiving in forms 
of loan in the past few years. The country is experiencing a financial hemorrhage 
as the resources that could have been used to provide for basic needs are instead 
being drained from the country. In 1988 alone, the government allocated Ρ 69.2 
billion, or a big 40% of the national budget, for debt servicing.51 Estimates show 
that the amount could have been used to create 18 million jobs. The daily cost of 
debt service is around $ 8.4 million. That amount could fund one-half the cost of 
the government's land reform program. 

THE CHALLENGE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUE 

A couple of decades ago, the Philippines was still described as a paradise, with its 
tropical climate, extensive river systems, and forest, mineral and marine re
sources. Today in the 1990, the country has turned into a paradise lost. Consider 
the following data: 
• The country is losing its forest at the rate of 25 hectares an hour. In the 

1950s, 75% of the country's land area was covered with tropical rain forest. 
Today, there is only 29% forest cover. Ideally, the country should have at least 
54% forest cover for the forest to be able to regenerate itself and to be 
considered ecologically sound. 

• The country's freshwater ecosystem— rivers and lakes— has been polluted by 
industrial and domestic wastes. Forty rivers are now considerd biologically 
dead as a result of pollution. Every year, an estimated 64 million tons of mine 
tailings are carried by rivers and streams to the seas, where they kill off 
precious fish and marine resources. 

• The mangrove forests which once lined the coasts and stabilized the shoreline 
and provided a breeding, feeding and nursery ground for marine life, now 
cover only 30,000 hectares. In the 1920s, they spread over 500,000 hectares. 
And, seventy percent of the country's coral reefs have been destroyed. It will 
take another 50 years for the coral reefs to recover even half their original 
size. 

• Today there are 20 million Filipinos living in cities, many of them in so-called 
squatter areas. No city in the country has a complete sewerage system. In 
Manila alone, 3,100 tons of garbage and other wastes pile up or are discharged 
into the sea every day. The seriousness of the air pollution from vehicles and 
industry can only be guessed, because it has not been monitored since 1983.52 

The effects of these ecological problems are frightening. Deforestation causes soil 
erosion and floods. Each year, at least one billion cubic meters of prime topsoil 

51 Manila Chronicle July 7 and 28, 1988. 
52 Philippine News Digest Vol. 1, no. 14 (May 14, 1990). 
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for farming are washed into the sea. The results are crop losses, silting of rivers 
and lakes, clogged irrigation channels, damaged infrastructures and pollution of 
water supplies. Where mountains and hills are cleared of trees, the rainwater 
rushes unimpeded down the slopes, washing away the soil and flooding agricul
tural land. The rain is then followed by seasonal drought which cost farmers 
billion-peso worth of crops. The destruction of corals disrupts the aquatic 
ecosystem upon whose resources two million subsistence fisherfolk depend for 
their livelihood. The dumping of industrial and domestic wastes caused enormous 
damages not only to the rivers but also the surrounding agricultural land. In the 
end, these environmental stresses cause míense suffering among the populace, 
because poverty is always there to aggravate the damages effected by an avenging 
ecology. 
Some environmental groups in the country have traced the environmental 
degradation largely to the country's unfair relations with the developed nations. 
Foreign companies have led in the reckless exploitation of the country's natural 
resources. They have been aided by the local elite, many of whom have made 
their money out of logging or mining. Raw materials are still being sold cheap on 
the export market. Multinationals control the mining industry, and foreign-owned 
factory ships dominate the fishing zones at the expense of the local fisherfolk. 
First-world domination of the local economic policies have dictated anti-environ
ment technology, such as the use of huge quantities of chemicals to grow Green 
Revolution rice varieties. 
The government is blamed by environmentalists for its lack of political will to 
push programs and policies on ecology. Past and present government policies and 
programs on environmental protection have remained weak and ineffective. Goals 
are conflicting, depending on whose among the politicians', bureaucrat-business
men's or landlords' interests are at stake. Many members of Congress and their 
patrons are the main culprits in the destruction of forests. 

53 Vision as an important and ongoing process 

We have formulated a very comprehensive statement of our Franciscan vision in 
the Philippine context. The formula is a product of the first General Assembly's 
reflections from our concrete experiences as friars in our contact with all kinds 
and classes of people in the parish, school, formation houses and elsewhere, in 
the cities and in the provinces. The statement is an affirmation of our belief in 
the human vocation to promote and nurture the communion of life and love, and 
of our faith in one another and in the Lord. It is a compendium of our reflections 
as we read and live the Word of God and as we try to follow our founder in the 
way he lived and interpreted the Gospel. 
The vision is at the same time our overall guide towards which every effort of 
every friar and every community is directed. It is our source of inspiration, 
motivating us in our journey with all people towards the realization of the 
kingdom or reign of God as we struggle in the quest for long-lasting peace and 
true justice and in respect of all creation. It is also a challenge and a call to 
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action. It is a formula that needs to be worked out and translated into the praxis 
of love. Finally, it is a process that is ongoing and continuing, without time limit. 
To realize this vision, we have identified and formulated some important commit
ments, or mission objectives, which need to be given proper attention. These 
mission objectives are the general direction which we thought we should take in 
order to realize the vision. Or, using the OD/SAIDI language, these are the 
'values' or 'purpose commitment' which all members should accept to live: 

'In order to accomplish its purpose, the members (...) accept to live according 
to certain values. These are expressed in a statement known as purpose 
commitment or as "i/ie mission " of all members. 
Any new member joining the organization should be made aware of its 
purpose commitment or mission and be willing to adhere to such. This 
mission is a binding force among the members of the organization and 
assurance for its life and success.'53 

We have identified five mission objectives: the rehgious call, the challenge of 
justice and peace/option for the poor, the invitation to evangelical lifestyle, the 
task of contextualization, and the call to missions. How the RP-OFM are trying 
to respond to these challenges will be discussed in the following chapters. Before 
proceeding further, I would like to add a few remarks on the subject of vision. 
While it is true that we already have a well-formulated vision, it is necessary to 
emphasize that this vision is ongoing or continuing. There is the need to focus 
constantly our vision on both the Gospel message in the light of our Franciscan 
charism and the concrete human experiences, and to see the dynamic relationship 
between the two. Sometimes there is a temptation to get tired of and do away 
with the responsibility of reading the signs of the times and to easily fall back to 
the 'spiritual' or 'contemplative' obligation. Whether it is because of simple-
mindedness, ignorance or arrogance, some of us at times would argue in one of 
these ways: we know the situation already; we know how to read the signs of the 
times; we are in a period when there is a freedom of press; or simply, it is a 
waste of time. At other times, some of us would lament the neglect of the 
'spiritual', because there is too much focus on the 'political' or justice and peace 
issues.54 

In the Philippine society where there is too much of polarization and propagan
dizing, the bipolar task of critically analysing the socio-political and historico-
cultural realities and of discerning the Christian-Franciscan role is indeed very 
comphcated. It is precisely in this situation where we, individually or communally, 
need to reflect on our own experiences or sometimes need to listen to other 
experts, to share and discuss our questions and insights, and to pray and reflect 
on our Christian-Franciscan responsibility. And most importantly, in a society 

53 Jacqueline Blondin, op. cit., pp. 12-13. 
54 There has been a series of exchanges concerning this problematic area in For Friars' Eyes Only 

(Aug. & Sept. 1988). 
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where the majority of the people are victims of poverty, injustice and violence, the 
vision of the reign of God or the family of man living in peace, justice and love 
will become clearer and more concrete as we try to live as minores, in sohdarity 
with the poor and those who are struggling for the realization of the values of the 
kingdom of God.55 In the process, I believe that differences in personalities will 
become secondary, the uneven levels of experience will be balanced, and conflicts 
in convictions or ideologies will be minimized. 

55 Cfr Plenary Council (Bahia, 1983), The Gospel Challenges Us nos. 29-31 and Congress of 
Franciscan Family (Mattli, 1982), Inter-Franciscan Message (section 'In Favour of the Poor— 
Against Poverty') 
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PART III 

SOME MISSIONARY CHALLENGES 

'Caught up by such charism and vision, 
we commit ourselves to the following: 

a to seek a deeper life with God, 
continually renewing ourselves 
with the Gospel message, 
in the spirit of Francis, and 
in the context of the signs of the times; 

b to promote justice, peace and reconciliation 
among ourselves and among all men and women 
through humble and joyful service; 

с to witness to God's loving providence 
through a simple lifestyle 
characterized by prayerful joy and trust, 
preferably among the neglected and poor of society; 

d to live and proclaim the Gospel 
in the cultural patterns of the people 
we live with and serve; and 

e to respond to the missionary dimension 
of our Franciscan calling 
whether locally or overseas.' 

Provincial Statutes (Feb. 1989) 
Province of San Pedro Bautista 
Philippines 
Chap. 1, Art. 1, No.4. 





6 The religious call 

'To seek a deeper life with God, constantly 
renewing ourselves to the Gospel in the spirit 
of Francis, and in the context of the signs of 
the times.' 

We are familiar with and subscribe to the truism that a life of activism is to be 
balanced with mysticism, apostolic life with spiritual or prayer life, and mission 
with contemplation. Indeed, responding to the call, 'Go, preach the Gospel', is 
closely connected with the response to the first invitation, 'Come, follow me'. As 
Jesus said, 'Follow me and I will make you fishers of men' (Mt 4:19). Stating it 
in another way, the fourth evangelist, in one of his letters, proclaimed: 'that which 
we have seen and heard, we proclaim also to you so that you may have fellowship 
with us' (1 Jn 1:3). 
The challenge to a Ufe with God lies at the core of evangelization. For this very 
reason, Evangelii Nuntiandi reminds the evangelizers that they begin the task of 
evangelization by being evangelized themselves: 'The Church is an evangelizer, 
but she begins by being evangelized herself.... she has a constant need of bemg 
evangeUzed, if she wishes to retain freshness, vigour and strength in order to 
proclaim the Gospel'.1 

As followers of the Gospel in the footsteps of the vir evangelicus, the Franciscans 
believe that the Gospel life is central to their religious living. The RP-OFM friars 
have explicitly defined it in their charism formulation: 'a Gospel life'. How they 
are trying to evangelize themselves, particularly their preoccupation in the areas 
of spiritual or prayer ufe and their commitment to the religious life, will be the 
subject matter of this chapter. 

6.1 Concerns for a deeper life with God 

In the five-fold mission statement of the RP-OFM friars, the mission 'to seek a 
deeper life with God' come first, indicating the highest priority it has in the value 
system of the friars. The theme itself is an all-encompassing concern, embracing 
all the other mission challenges. And, it is subject to various interpretations, 
depending on one's understanding of this religious commitment and one's point 
of reference and experience. Within the framework of the experiences of the 
friars in th Philippines, I would locate two broad areas which can be used as 
parameters in discussing it. One is about the concerns for spiritual or prayer life, 
while the other is the commitment to the rehgious life. 

1 Paul VI (Dec. 8,1975), no. 15, published by the National Biblical-Cathechetical-Liturgical Centre 
(Bangalore, 1976). 
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6.1.1 Spiritual life 
One can note the ongoing concern among the friars for the personal and com
munal observance of the life of prayer. This concern manifests first of all the 
conviction of the friars about the primary importance of prayer life in their own 
life as Franciscans. All friars would agree and believe in these statements: prayer 
Ufe is the basis of our Christian life, particularly our Franciscan religious life; 
prayer is necessary to guide our activities in our apostolic life; prayer is the center 
of our fraternal life; and, prayer is the motivation for the observance of poverty 
and minority. At the same time, the concern for prayer life is expressed out 
because of the observation that friars are not that regular in their observance or 
practice of prayer life. On many occasions, some friars make self-confession that 
their prayer life is not that satisfactory. At other times, the observation takes the 
form of judgement on the lack of interest in spiritual life among friars. More 
specifically, the problem is generally traced in the tension between spiritual life 
and ministry. Many friars voice out the observation that it is very easy to forego 
the personal and communal responsibilities in the observance of prayer life 
because of the apostolates and other activities. 

Thus, there have been many resolutions made to structure and facilitate the 
observance of prayer life. Most of these are mere repetitions of items already 
legislated in the statutes of the Order and/or the Province: 'a common monthly 
renewal be held for all the friars'2; 'an annual Franciscan conference be organ
ized'3; 'each fraternity shall spend at least an hour of mental prayer, at least five 
hours of monthly recollection and at least five days of annual retreat*4; and so 
forth. Others are general exhortations or fraternal encouragement: 'this chapter 
exhorts all the friars to intensify both their personal and their fraternal life of 
prayer'5; and 'all the friars, with the assistance of the ministers, are urged to seek 
realistic ways of structuring prayer life'.6 

The theme of prayer life was the subject of an in-depth sharing and reflection at 
the second General Assembly in 1985. The document, Our Call to Evangeliza
tion..., issued by the General Chapter in the same year, stimulated the discussion 
on contemplative dimension, identified as one of the three dimensions of evangel
ization.7 The input and reflections highlighted the following: contemplation is to 
be in context, not in vacuum; it is to be rooted in the daily experiences; and, the 
concrete historical reality is the locus and content of contemplation.8 Because 
this understanding was new to and not shared by some of the friars, there was a 

2 Resolution A-5 in Proceedings of the 1st Vicarial Chapter (Novaliches, Quezon City, Apr. 3-10, 
1973), p. 60. 

3 Resolution A-l, ibid. 
4 Proceedings of the 2nd Vicarial Chapter (Nov., Q.C., Mar. 30-Apr. 7, 1976), pp. 26-27 and Oscar 

Ante and Maximilian Hottle, A Report to the Fnars (Jan. 1982), p. 27. 
5 Resolution No. 12 in Proceedings of the 3rd Vicariai Chapter (San Jose del Monte, Bulacan, Mar. 

21-27, 1979), p. 42. 
6 Ibid. 
7 General Chapter (Assisi, 1985), Омг Call to Evangelization— Proposals for Action. 
8 Proceedings of the 2nd General Assembly (Lucena City, Oct. 21-30, 1985), pp. 25-30. 
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proposal 'that a study be made to arrive at a common understanding of the 
contemplative dimension of our life, taking into consideration both the traditional 
and the new elements of contemplative dimension'.' Furthermore, because this 
common understanding of contemplative life was perceived to be important, 
another proposal was made 'that a common understanding of this contemplative 
dimension be integrated in all aspects of our Franciscan life (lifestyle, ministries 
and formation)...'10 

The ad hoc committee on contemplative dimension prepared a study and re
ported it to the 1986 Provincial Chapter.11 The reporters explained that 'the new 
General Constitutions (chapter 2) expresses well the contemplative dimension of 
our Franciscan charism and tradition'. Among the salient points presented were 
the following: Prayerfulness is a constitutive element of our Franciscan vocation. 
As professed religious, we follow Jesus Christ as the model for prayer and 
apostolic life. Francis himself reminds the friars: 'The rule and life of these 
brothers is this: ...to follow the teaching and the footprints of our Lord Jesus 
Christ' (1 Rule 1:1). We live for the Father and for people (withdrawal and 
immersion). In this regard, we take Mary and Francis as the next models. Mary 
had the time to be alone with God (annunciation), with people (visitation and 
Cana incident) and with the praying Church (Ascension-Pentecost). She was at 
the same time the servant of the Lord and the servant of the Church and of the 
people. Francis is our guide who was 'one not only praying but become prayer' (2 
Cel 95). We feel we have much to learn from Mary and Francis by listening to 
the cries of our people. We want to pray with the people, immersing ourselves in 
the reality of their life, discovering the treasure of their simple faith and sharing 
in their hopes'. 
Together with the report of the ad hoc committee was a proposal for a ' Praying 
Community".12 The proposal envisioned the 'house of prayer' as 'primarily a 
praying community*. Moreover, the nature of this community was described in 
these terms: 'Its active involvement with the people is clearly the result of an 
intense prayer life within the community. It adapts, however, to the rhythm and 
pace of the people with whom the Mars are immersed'. After discussing the 
merits of the two reports, the delegates of the Chapter expressed the encourage
ment to the Definitory to open new forms of Franciscan presence and/of minis
tries, e.g. Praying Community, ' insofar as personnel are available'.13 

Most recently, the 1989 Provincial Chapter renewed the call for the integration of 
the contemplative dimension in the Franciscan life by passing this resolution: 'that 
the Provincial Definitory appoint a team to go around the Province: (a) to 
facilitate sessions on prayer using the General Constitutions and the Provincial 

9 Resolution A-l, ¡bid. 
10 Resolution A-2, ibid. 
11 Proceedings— 1st Provincial Chapter of the OFM Philippine Province of San Pedro Bautista 

(Lucena City, Feb. 27-Mar. 5, 1986), Appendix N. 
12 'Tentative Proposals for a "Praying Community"', ibid. 
13 'Statement of the 1st Provincial Chapter', Resolution no. 2.7, ibid., pp. 42-45. 
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Statutes as basis, in order to explore relevant spiritualities and various forms of 
prayer, and (b) to conduct a discussion on the community structure on prayer 
which suits best the individual friary*.14 

Very much related to the issue of spiritual life is the desire and interest in a 
house of prayer. Originally there was a resolution to establish one, 'recognizing 
the contemplative dimension of the Franciscan life and individual charisms of 
friars'.15 One friar started to establish a house of prayer. However, nobody else 
was interested, as was pointed out by the Vicar in his report to the 1979 Vicarial 
Chapter: 'After almost two years and a half not a single friar appüed to join him 
even on a semi-permanent basis'.16 The original resolution became more modest 
later on: 'the friars are encouraged to use existing centers for prayer'17; and 
'open new forms of Franciscan presence and/or ministries, e.g. Praying Com
munity... insofar as personnel are available'.18 Because there was no available 
personnel or interested friar, a resolution to build a retreat house and to assign 
a roving team to facilitate prayer life in the Province is what is left of the original 
exuberant desire to have a house of prayer.19 

6.12. Commitment to the religious life 
The second area that arouses the ongoing attention and concern of the Province 
is the area of commitment to the Franciscan religious Ufe. In itself, the area 
encompasses a broad field of issues, such as the nature of religious life, religious 
profession, the observance of the vows, the community, and the Franciscan 
dimension in those areas. In this section, I will limit the discussion to a very 
specific issue, and negative at that: the phenomenon of religious disaffiliation, or 
the departures of some members from the Order. The concern over this issue 
was first raised in the 1979 Vicarial Chapter when the Vicar singled out in his 
report the 'exodus of friars' as the only negative aspect in the important events 
during the past triennium.20 The delegates, seeing the gravity of the issue 
directed the Vicar and his Council 'to initiate a study which may help understand 
and to cope with this phenomenon'.21 At the next Chapter gathering, the Vicar 
reported that, although there was no official study initiated, some measures were 
taken to deal concretely with the cases concerned.22 He also noted that a few 

14 Resolution no 7 'Provincial Chapter Resolutions', Provincial Communicator (Apr 1989), pp 
15-17 

15 Resolution E-2-c in Ante and Mottle, op at, ρ 27 and Proceedings of the 2nd Vicariai Chapter, 
pp 17-18 

16 'Fathers Vicar's Report, 1979', Proceedings of the 3rd Vicariai Chapter, ρ 99. 
17 Resolution no. 8 in 4th Vicarial Chapter— Proceedings and Minutes (Lucena City, Feb 8-13, 

1982), p. 87. 
18 Resolution no. 2.7 in Proceeding?— 1st Provincial Chapter, p. 44. 
19 Resolutions nos. 7 and 8 in 'Provincial Chapter Resolutions', op. at, ρ 16. 
20 'Father Vicar's Report, 1979', op. at., p. 103. 
21 Resolution no. 13 in Proceedings of the 3rd Vicariai Chapter, p. 42. 
22 'Vicariai Council's Report to the 1982 Vicariai Chapter", 4th Vicarial Chapter— Proceedings and 

Minutes, Appendix O, p. 15. 
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more cases joined the ranks of the disaffiliates during the past triennium. In the 
1982 statistics he provided, the number of those who have left with or without 
legal arrangements, included the following: one friar due to apply for laicization, 
two whose laicization papers are pending, four laicized, one declared apostate, 
and another de facto apostate from religious life. Furthermore, the Vicar pro
vided a list of reasons for the exodus and the measures taken to cope with the 
phenomenon: 

'Reasons: lack of religious motivation; lack of religious and priestly vocation 
ab initio; lack of discernment during the formation (e.g. ordination is seen 
simply as a goal); lack or weakness of commitment; incapacity for religious 
lifestyle, especially consecrated virginity ("vows are too enslaving"); psycho
logical and moral pressures from parents, relatives, friends, benefactors and 
fellow friars, especially classmates to go on in formation; frustration; hang-ups 
from childhood; affective problems; psychological block to relate with fellow 
friars due to offensive gossipping by confreres; and, lack of support from 
superiors and fellow friars. 
Measures: his firm support of the present postulancy program despite adverse 
criticisms and reactions from friars; his search for fulltime spiritual directors 
in our houses of formations; his "thorough" discernment before making a 
decision before solemn profession and sacred ordinations: one professes or is 
ordained according to his individual readiness; his promotion of candidates to 
orders only after all curricular and co-curricular requirements are complied 
with; his attempts to bridge the gap between the lifestyles in formation houses 
and in the field; the implementation of the post-conciliar demand for a 
diaconal program or apprenticeship; and, his appeal to all friars for more 
dedicated Franciscan living.'23 

For one reason or another, the report did not generate further discussion at the 
1982 Chapter. Nor was it considered at the first Provincial Chapter of 1986. 
Meanwhile, some more cases of departures from the Order were happening, 
occasioning the next Chapter to consider and decide about it. In the 1989 
Chapter, the delegates, after due consideration of the matter, passed this pro
posal: 'that as our response to the problem of the exodus of friars and in our 
effort to deepen our commitment to the Franciscan vocation, (a) we strengthen 
our ongoing formation program, taking into consideration the recommendations 
of the ongoing formation committee, (b) all the friars from the first to the fifth 
year of perpetual profession undergo a yearly group renewal, and (c) that in the 
initial formation the challenge of the Franciscan life be taken up and clearly 
explained.'24 

23 Ibid , pp 16-17 
24 Resolution no. 5 in 'Provincial Chapter Resolutions', op. cit., p. 15. 
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62 Discussion 

62.1 Spiritual life 
Nobody among the friars questions the basic principle that prayer or contempla
tive life is a constitutive dimension of the Franciscan life. Precisely because it is 
assumed to be very important, the friars raise questions and offer recommenda
tions to ensure the observance of this responsibihty. Most frequently, the sugges
tions take the form of structuring the time and place for prayer: regular times of 
the day for personal mental prayer and for communal prayer; regular monthly 
recollection and annual retreats; and, specific prayer room, house of prayer, 
prayer center or retreat house. 
The provision of structures in terms of definite place and regular time for prayer 
is doubtless important. Structures provide opportunities to the individual friars 
and the community to facilitate their personal and communal life of prayer. 
Without exact time and definite location, it is hardly possible for the friars to 
come together, pray and celebrate their faith life and experiences. Regularity, it 
is true, provides challenges to the individuals to exercise discipline in forming 
themselves. A proper atmosphere is necessary to accentuate the different modes 
required by a religious celebration. 
Structures however do not always guarantee a meaningful life of prayer. One can 
be very regular and punctual in the prayer schedules, recollections, retreats and 
renewal programs; but in the end, there is no full-proof guarantee that one 
becomes prayerful. One can on the one hand become very prayerful, but on the 
other hand be at best very disciplined and at worst be an automaton or a ritualist. 
The real danger in an overemphasis on this structural approach to prayer is that 
it creates and re-inforces a more subtle and deeper problem, a form of spiritual
ity prevailing and dominant in our own local context. 
Since our early stage of formation, we have been formed to become spiritual or 
prayerful. We must attend Mass everyday. We must attend the morning and 
evening prayers. We must devote some time for meditation and mental prayer. 
We must have recollection once a month and devote some days for retreat once 
a year. To make sure that we become punctual and devoted to these religious 
activities, formation sessions dealing with positive motivations are regularly held, 
and at times negative sanctions are taken. Moreover, we have also been trained 
not only to be punctual and devoted to spiritual activities, but also to value the 
importance and necessity of a proper and conducive atmosphere for prayer. Thus, 
we should have a chapel or prayer room where there is silence, where one is free 
from distraction. We should go to retreat houses, if possible in far away places, 
secluded ones or in the mountains, or in such desert-like areas. If we do not have 
one, we should have one. In building prayer room or house, we should provide all 
the necessary materials such as curtains, rugs or mats, so that the atmosphere is 
conducive for prayer. 
Again, let it be emphasized that there is nothing wrong with stressing punctuahty, 
regularity and devotion in religious or spiritual exercises. The provision for proper 
and conducive atmosphere for prayer is necessary and laudable if it facilitates the 
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encounter with God who manifests himself in silence, in liturgical celebrations as 
well as in the events of one's life or in the wider human society. However, when 
we try to look at the context of our religious experiences, there are some ques
tions worth raising. Is this form of spirituality not elitist? For example, rehgious 
people, e.g. the friars, can easily go to expensive retreat houses, or build new 
ones. They are the only ones lucky enough to have time off for days of recolle-
cion and retreat. The implication is that the vast majority of poor people who 
have less resources and means to have recollections and retreats cannot be that 
religious. The only ones who can approximate the spiritual lifestyle of the 
religious in this respect are the few rich people who have similar means. 
Another question that has to be raised is the danger that is concealed in the old 
dominant form of spirituality. Religious exercises can at times camouflage certain 
meaningless religious experiences. One goes through them because they are 
provided for and are mandated in our constitutions and are drawn up in our 
provincial resolutions. Religious exercises at other times may cover up for certain 
psychological forms of escapism from and indifference or even blindness to the 
challenges in life. One can go through the rehgious exercies because it suits one's 
personal needs. And such practices cause and re-inforce a spirituality of individ
ualism, of personal piety and moral uprightness, one that has no concern with the 
other persons. 
Fortunately there has been a call for a more relevant form of spirituality. We are 
now gradually realizing that contemplation is to be in context, not in vacuum. It 
is rooted in history, in the daily experiences of life. The concrete reality is the 
locus and the content of contemplation. And so forth. We hope that this call for 
a new form of spirituality does not remain a call enshrined in the minutes of the 
provincial meetings. We hope that this is pursued and developed. 
The call for a new form of spirituality is in fact not a call for a new form. 
Actually, it is a call and a challenge to balance the spiritual (contemplation) and 
life (immersion). In a situation where there is too much emphasis on the spiritual 
to the neglect of the life aspect, there is a need to re-emphasize the life dimen
sion. After all, in order to have a good spiritual life, there must first of all be a 
proper respect and valuation of life in its fulness. In the Philippine situation, the 
call for the protection, promotion and enhancement of human life cannot be 
overemphasized. It is a loud cry coming from the concrete realities of violence, 
poverty, oppression, injustice and death. To be blind to these realities is to be 
blind to the Spirit of the Lord who invites us to preach the good news of God's 
Kingdom, especially the poor, the captives and the oppressed. 
The search for a new form of spiritual life thus demands a re-examination of the 
overconcentration on the spiritual-sacramental activities which are deaf to the 
challenges to build a more human life, a life that is saturated with the values of 
God's Kindom. It demands the questioning of our exclusively sacramental and 
spiritual preoccupation. In our case, because our rehgious Franciscan Ufe has 
been heavily structured by the clerical demands, most of the time we are very 
much preoccupied with the sacramental ministries and have less time and energy 
to concentrate on activities that have direct bearing with the promotion of the 
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human life of the people outside the institutional confines of the official Church. 
Is the Franciscan spirituality, specially characterized by poverty and minority, to 
be confined within the clerical orbit? 
Let it be made clear that in responding to the life dimension and challenges, we 
are not trying to de-emphasize or get rid of the spiritual dimension of life, as 
some people would fear or like to see it. On the contrary, one who is incarnated 
in the aspirations of the people discovers and feels the need for the spiritual 
dimension. One who is involved in the struggles in human life realizes that 
concrete historical life is ridden with ambiguities, with temptations and sins, and 
it is difficult to focus one's vision on the values of God's Kingdom. It is easy for 
someone to get discouraged in the face of the slow pace of social transformation. 
It is very tempting to use short-cut, but inhuman, means to achieve noble aims. 
And even within the Church and/or the Order, it is easy to get discouraged in the 
face of indifference and false accusations and judgements, as it is easy to maintain 
an air of ethical superiority over others who are not involved. Thus there is 
always a need for the spiritual values of poverty and minority, of courage or 
fortitude, and of mercy and pardon, for the spiritual practices of prayer, medita
tion and reflection, and for the sacramental celebrations of the ups and downs in 
Me. 

622 Commitment to the religious life 
It would be naive, in the attempt to understand the exodus phenomenon, to 
appeal to simplistic and monocausal explanations. And, besides being unchristian, 
it would also be fruitless to pass negative judgements on those who have departed 
from the priestly and/or religious life. Yet many times one hears them: one loses 
his religious commitment because he does not pray, one goes out because he has 
lived a very activist life; or, in front of a departing friar is a receiving woman. 
Understanding the phenomenon of the exodus of friars is a difficult and com
plicated process. Part of the difficulty in discussing this subject matter is the 
scarcity of data on the reasons why the friars opt to leave the Order. For us left 
behind, we only read cryptically worded news of the departure and hear a lot of 
rumours and speculations after the concerned friar has left. The authorities would 
never openly state the reasons for the disaffiliation because of 'confidential 
reasons'. Or, when the reason is given, the statement is so legalistically worded 
that one gets more confused and doubtful on the real reason for the disaffiliation. 
On the other hand, there is not much opportunity of asking the departee simply 
because, when he leaves, most frequently he does not come back or rarely visits 
the community of origin. 
What we can do is to raise questions and to try to offer educated guesses that 
need further verification. What we can attempt is to offer our own observations, 
because after all we have been parts of the community to which the friars have 
once belonged. We have been participants and partners in their life stories, 
religious struggles and vocational difficulties. Or maybe, some of us might have 
been accomplices in the decision of a particular friar to step out of the com
munity. 
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It should be noted first that the cases of disaffiliation are not unique to the 
Philippine Province. Among other Franciscan entities outside the country, and 
religious congregations and diocesan circles both inside and outside the country, 
there have been many cases of disaffiliation in the last few decades. Hence, we 
can rightly speak of a general phenomenon of exodus of religious and/or priestly 
personnel leaving the Church or the Order. On the one hand, the phenomenon 
has caused some alarm in some quarters, but on the other hand it has been 
viewed in a more positive light. Since Vatican II, the Church has become more 
lenient, tolerant and human in her attitude towards many aspects. While in other 
times it was unthinkable to step out of the Church and/or the Order even for 
valid reasons, since Vatican II it has become relatively easier.25 Priests and/or 
religious who have realized they have made a mistake and have no real vocation 
and are finding it very difficult to Uve that life faithfully, found it easier to ask for 
dispensation. All it takes is for the prospective departee to take the initiative and 
ask permission, and, if the application meets the basic canonical questions and 
procedures, the rest is relatively easy. 
Outside the Philippines, the exodus phenomenon is correlated with two other 
factors. One is the vocational drought, the fact that there are less and less young 
people entering the religious and/or priestly life. The other is the general 
observation that permanent commitment, while easily and solemnly made, is not 
always kept, as evidenced in the rise of divorce cases and open talks about 
marital infidelities.26 One cannot apply the first factor in explaining the cases in 
the Philippines. There is no vocational crisis in magnitude in the country, com
pared with other secularized societies, particularly in the western and/or devel
oped countries. Many young people in the country are still attracted to the 
religious and/or priestly life. Hence, some of the following questions need to be 
confronted. 
First, does the vocation campaign emphasize the Franciscan religious call over 
that of the clerical vocation? When the candidates apply for entrance, how is the 
screening done? Is it professional enough to detect backgrounds and tendencies 
which would make it extremely difficult to live the religious vocation? If detected, 
how are they confronted? Secondly, what happens when the candidates enter? 
Does the formal formation program provide adequate training so that the 
candidates get more motivated, strengthened and prepared to live the Franciscan 
religious life? Finally, after the profession, is everything over, or is the ongoing 
formation program able to sustain the guidance needed by every friar? Do the 
structures, both in the provincial level and in the local fraternity, provide ade
quate atmosphere wherein the friars can continue to enrich their reügious 
vocation? And so forth. The point is that the nurturing of the Franciscan vocation 
is an ongoing process. It begins at the very moment the candidates signal their 

25 The observation is that dispensations were rather easy especially in the early part of Paul VI's 
papacy, but rather difficult in this time of John Paul II. 

26 Sandra Schneiders, New Wineskins— Re-Imagining Religious Life Today (New York: Paulist, 
1986), pp. 193-206. 
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interest to join the Order and this does not stop when they made their profession. 
About the second factor, the easy violation of permanent commitment, while 
there are no legal divorces in the country, there is also the widespread practice 
of the querida system. Married persons, usually husbands, carry on extramarital 
relationships, even on permanent basis. Such cultural role model undermines the 
ideal and practice of permanent commitment. Behind this model is the machismo 
ideal in the Filipino culture: one is not really masculine if he has no interest in 
and relationship with the other gender; wives must understand and forgive their 
husbands when they carry extramarital relationship because the latter are men; 
the sons can go beyond certain limits, while the daughters must not; and so forth. 
The image of the religious and clerical personnel, as presented in many Philip
pine historical writings, literature and the mass media, is also neither appealing 
nor encouraging. As painted for example by many nationalist writers, the image 
is one that is the exact opposite of the ideal religious. Instead of keeping the vow 
of poverty, he is landed and has the best things and securities in life. Instead of 
being a man of obedience, he is a man who has power, whose word must be 
obeyed. As far as celibacy is concerned, the image is one of the two extremes: 
babaero (womanizer) or bakla (effeminate). Without being blind to the other 
motives of the critics of the priests and/or religious, one can also see that their 
portrayal of this image has some foundations. It is an acknowledged and tolerated 
fact that there are many priests who continue to exercise their commitment while 
having realtionship with women. And on the other hand, that many priest belong 
to the category of the effeminate contains some grains of truth. 
The above-mentioned description of modeb for permanent commitment should 
not blind one however to the fact that in general there have been and there are 
countless examples of Filipino couples and religious and/or priest who have been 
living in fidelity to their respective commitments. Human psychology, as operative 
in the mass media and elsewhere, however tends to accentuate the abnormal or 
deviant, and this produces effects which can be significant in the perception of 
role models. 

I would submit another variable or factor in the disaffiliation phenomenon, which 
is particularly observable in the Philippine situation. Historically, the state of the 
religious life has been closely identified, and has been supplanted by, the clerical 
status. For centuries, the model of the religious life has been presented by the 
Spanish regular clergy, who were running most of the parishes in the country.In 
the process, the image of the religious life has either been devalued or relegated 
to obscurity. 
Even the Franciscans in the local situation have inherited that legacy. Until very 
recently, most of us have been trained to become priests. As candidates, we have 
undergone most of our training period in programs the end of which was priest
hood. The formation towards the religious life on the other hand was highüghted 
only in the novitiate for one year or immediately before taking the solemn vows, 
in a one-month retreat. I personally believe that this set-up has been a big 
contributing factor in the disaffiliation. The formation period has not given 
enough time and proper concentration on the strictly religious life and its 
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elements, such as the basic religious commitment, community life and the vows, 
particularly the vow of chastity and/or celibacy. Or, if they have been, it has 
created unnecessary tensions between the clerical demands and those of the 
religious life. For example, the demands for the fostering of community life has 
always been in tension with those of the clerical ministries. The demand for the 
living of the vow of poverty has always been constricted by the needs of the 
pastoral ministries, such as church buildings, cars and other facilities. 
If we would like to strengthen the permanent commitment of the friars to the 
religious life, then it should be done in clear terms and in a very comprehensive 
or integrated manner. The recent decision to concentrate on the formation of the 
religious-Franciscan lifestyle has been in the right direction. The steps being done 
by the ongoing formation program to provide regular renewal activities for the 
professed friars are commendable. The options of some friars to take other forms 
of lifestyle different from the strictly priestly related lifestyle are already providing 
models for the candidates. However, the present set-up where most communities 
are still hyphenated with the parishes still needs a wide room for improvement. 
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7 The challenge of justice and peace 
'To promote justice, peace and reconciliation 
among ourselves, and among all men and 
women through humble and joyful service.' 

The issue of justice and peace is a burning issue today, inflaming the passion of 
countless persons all over the world to build a just and peaceful society. The 
commitment to work for justice and peace is a product of and a response to a 
growing awareness of a world that is torn by violence and of a system that is 
unjust. This commitment is born and nurtured in the human experiences that the 
glaring contrast between a rich minority and the poor majority is undesirable and 
that this order can be and should be changed. 
Working to build a just and peaceful society is predicated on the moral-ethical 
principle that violence and injustice are dehumanizing and that moral persons 
must aspire for the higher values in life. From a theological perspective, persons 
of whatever faith beheve in a God of justice and peace. For the Christians, the 
quest for a just and peaceful society is more than just a moral and theological 
imperative. God's vision and project, according to the Judaeo-Christian tradition, 
is the realization of a kingdom built on justice, peace and love. And because the 
poor are excluded from the benefits of this earth, God has a preferential option 
for them. 
A realization of the importance and urgency of the social challenge of evangel
ization is emerging within the Philippine Franciscan Province. The justice and 
peace dimension is being integrated in formation and in ministry, and is slowly 
becoming an integral part of the evangelization activities of the friars. However, 
tensions and questions have been part and parcel of responding to this social 
challenge. 

7.1 Developments in JP awareness 

There has been a growing and deepening intensity in the friars' commitment to 
work for justice and peace/option for the poor (JP-OP). The attempts to respond 
to the JP-OP challenge at times have been marked with clarity, boldness and 
unanimity, and at other times with anxieties, apprehensions and tensions among 
the friars. The responses have been partly aroused by the challenge of the 
Franciscan religious charism, i.e. the vow of poverty and minority. The latest 
documents of the Church and the Order, enunciating clearer stance and demand
ing concrete actions in response to the social question, have further provided 
moral and theological justifications among the friars for a more active participa
tion in the struggle for social transformation. On the other hand, the historical 
events and the acuteness of the social problems in the country in the last few 
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years especially and the participation of many friars in the people's struggle for 
social change have also contributed much to the intensification of the friars' 
commitment for the JP-OP task. 
Looking at the various resolutions and decisions made by the provincial fraternity 
in the course of years, the pattern of the friars' responses to the social question 
can be analysed in two levels: there is the attention on the one hand focused on 
the needs and challenges of the wider Philippine society; and, within the provin
cial fraternity, there is the regular examination of the theory and practice of the 
vow of poverty and other related values perceived to be characteristic of the 
Franciscan char ism. This chapter will limit itself to the first level, while the 
second will be discussed in the following chapter. 
The development of the friars' responses to the social question may be divided 
into two stages, with the approval and establishment of the Justice and Peace 
Commission in the Province roughly serving as the demarcation line.1 In the past, 
activities appeared to be more private ventures of some individuals than a 
common effort of the whole fraternity. When the Vicariate was discussing social 
issues, the friars were more reacting against the threat to certain vicarial interests 
than responding to crucial issues. After the 1982 decision to create the JP 
Commission, there was a more open and freer discussion of issues, there was 
better organization, more friars were involved in immersion or exposure pro
grams, more activities were undertaken in solidarity with the people's organiza
tions, and the direction and objectives of social participation were further sharp
ened and clarified. 

7.1.1 The first stage 
One could absolve the indifferent attitude of the friars towards the social chal
lenge in the early years by saying that the attention of the vicariate was more 
focused on the internal needs of the fraternity. For example, at the Plenary 
Council on Sept. 26-27, 1972, a few days after the declaration of martial law in 
the country, the friar-delegates discussed the reports on the revision of vicarial 
statutes, parishes, education, community life and finances, projects and con
structions.2 However, 'because of lack of time, it was decided to drop con
sideration of the statement of the Major ReUgious Superiors' regarding the 
response of the religious to the martial law situation.3 One wonders though 
whether it was the 'lack of time' that hindered the delegates in considering the 
challenge of the social situation at that time, seeing that they were able to discuss 
much more elaborately about issues such as 'vacations abroad for Filipinos', 
'binations', and 'use of habit in novitiate'. 
Perhaps one could say more exactly that the attitude of the friars towards the 
social question in the early years was more reactive than responsive. That is, the 

1 Resolution no. 10 in 4th Vicarial Chapter — Proceedings and Minutes (Luccna City, Feb. 8-13, 
1982), p. 88. 

2 Minutes of the Vicarial Plenary Council (Novaliches, Quezon City, Sept. 26-27,1972), pp. 1-8. 
3 Ibid., p. 8. 
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social issues were discussed when they affected the friars themselves and their 
interests. For example, at the first Vicarial Chapter in 1973, the delegates had to 
pass a 'common Gospel statement on a new Filipino society, expressing their 
'anxiety and condemnation of some methods used in the endeavour of attaining 
a new FUipino society divorced from Christian faith, and thus breaking basic and 
malienable human and Christian origins'.4 The resolution was passed in view of 
the case of two American friars who were 'voluntarily deported', after being 
accused of 'advocating rebellion'.5 Even then, another resolution, expressing the 
'fraternal concern, moral and, if necessary, legal support, for a friar whose person 
is under attack' displayed the ambivalent attitude of the delegates.' The resolu
tion was qualified with the phrase 'even if the method and principles of that friar 
are not shared by the entire community', manifesting the distancing of the 
delegates from the particular stance and action of the two deported friars for the 
farmers. 

In the next ten years, the reactive attitude of the friars towards the social chal
lenge was very manifest. While there were no direct discussions about social 
issues per se, apprehensions in some of the official meetings were voiced out in 
regard to possible actions of the martial law government on the schools and other 
properties owned by the Vicariate. As one friar noted: 'Apprehensions over 
possible government actions appear to be reflected in the triennium's dehbera-
tions. (...) (C)onsidering the possibiUty of expropriation of foreign property, a 
proposal for transferring such to the Vicariate was forwarded to the Vicar.'7 At 
this stage, the attention of the Vicariate was more focused on the internal needs 
of the fraternity: drawing up guidelines, statutes and other arrangements, and 
considering the practical problems and needs of the friars with regards to 
formation, ministry and administration. 

It was however within this period that the seeds of the JP-OP orientation were 
being cultivated. Several factors may be recalled as to have been helpful in the 
formation of this orientation. In the first place, the growing political repression 
and worsening economic crisis in the country were arousing the sensibilities of an 
increasing number of Filipinos to organize themselves for mass protest actions. 

4 Resolution C-l and Appendix in Proceedings of the 1st Vicanal Chapter (Nov., Q G, Apr 3-10, 
1973), pp 61-63 

5 Robert Youngblood wrote. '(...) in October 1972, two American pnests, Bruno Hicks and John 
Peterson, were voluntanly deported for activities involving a church radio station on the island of 
Negros Hicks and Peterson were accused of advocating rebellion over the radio, but they denied 
the charges once back in the U.S., saying the station was used as a forum for discussing and 
seeking solutions to peasant problems The government's action was prompted by Hick's 
fnendships with Maoists advocating land reform by force, his involvement with other activist 
groups, and his belief that the "real Christian message is to struggle against oppressive institu
tions* ( )' ['Church Opposition to Martial Law in the Philippines' in Daniel Schirmer and 
Stephen Rosskamm Shalom, eds, The Philippines Reader — A History of Colonialism, Neo
colonialism, Dictatorship and Resistance (Quezon City KEN, 1987, ρ 213)] 

6 Resolution A-3 in Proceedings of the 1st Vicariai Chapter, ρ 60. 
7 Oscar Ante and Maximilian Hottle, A Report to the Friars, Jan 1982, ρ 25 
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Secondly, the Church was becoming clearer in her stance vis-a-vis social issues. 
The Catholic Bishops' Conference was issuing pastoral letters, encouraging the 
Catholic population to consider the moral and theological implications of such 
issues as electoral frauds, civilian death squads and human rights violations.8 

Within the Franciscan entity itself, the changes in the administrative and for
mation leadership were also crucial in awakening the social conscience of the 
friars. For example, the new Vicar was challenging the friars to consider the 
political and economic context of their ministry and life, as is seen in his reports 
to the friars.9 He himself was actively involved in the JP Commission of the 
religious groups in the country. Thus, his moral and exemplary actions served to 
bolster the involvement of the friars in general in the JP-OP issues. In a related 
way, the election and appomtment of Filipino friars in important positions in the 
formation and local community structures ushered in some changes. Whereas the 
foreigner-formators and -superiors were more reluctant and sometimes negative 
in the friars' involvement in 'political' controversies, the Filipinos took it their 
responsibility in getting involved in such matters affecting their local Church. 
Meanwhile, in the initial formation, exposure programs and contacts with differ
ent groups involved in social issues were providing the younger friars the expe
riences of the realities outside the confines of the seminary and the Vicariate. For 
example, some of the theology students were spending their vacation in summer 
camps, working with the local people in the countryside or with the urban poor. 
Others have enlisted themselves in the task forces of the Association of Major 
Religious Superiors, e.g., political detainees, friends of the urban poor, etc; and 
many others were attending various seminars devoted to raising social conscious
ness. Lastly, the creation of the pastoral field education program for the theology 
students demanded the exposure of students to different sectors of society, such 
as the farmers, drug addicts, urban poor and so forth. 

7.1.2 The second stage 
The work for JP-OP as a community endeavour and as an inseparable dimension 
of mission was officially recognized and accepted at the 4th Vicarial Chapter in 
1982. Besides the approval of the vision-mission statement, which contains the JP-
OP commitment, a resolution was passed for the creation of the JP Commission 
under the Office for Evangelization.10 The ground for this official recognition was 
earlier laid at the 1st General Assembly which produced the CVM statement. One 
of the five mission tasks was defined as 'to promote justice, peace and reconcilia
tion among ourselves, and among all men and women through humble and joyful 
service'.11 However, it was only in 1985, at the next General Assembly and the 
1st Provincial Chapter, that a more thorough discussion of issues related to the 

8 'Pastoral Letters — Power Technique used by Church', Philippine Daily Inquirer Jan. 1, 1989. 
9 Cfr. Vicar's and/or Vicarial Council's (or Provincial's and/or Provincial ОеГіпіІогуЪ) Reports to 

the Plenary Councils, General Assemblies and Chapters from 1982 to 1988. 
10 Resolution nos. 1 and 10 in 4th Vicariai Chapter — Proceedings and Minutes, pp. 87-88. 
11 Proceedings of the 1st General Assembly (Lucena City, Jan. 26-Feb. 5, 1982), Appendix B. 
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JP-OP surfaced. The immediate motivating factor that facilitated the discussion 
was the Order's document, Our Call to Evangelization.., which asked the friars to 
reflect among others on the JP-OP dimension of the evangelization task.12 

At the 1985 General Assembly, the friars spent a considerable amount of time 
reflecting and sharing on the issue in a more open and freer fashion. In the first 
place, the discussion showed that almost all of the friars recognized the impor
tance and relevance of responding to the JP-OP challenge. Suggestions were aired 
out for the promotion and integration of that dimension in the life, formation and 
ministry of the friars: common analysis of the national situation and adequate 
methodology or approach; balance between academics and exposure in the 
formation program; discernment and review of the present ministries; and, its 
implementation in the lifestyle of the individual friar and the whole fraternity. 
These ideas were summed up in the unanimously approved proposal: 'that the 
Provincial Defmitory continue the implementation of our JP-OP, in particular 
that it designate the JP Commission to facilitate this implementation of our 
option according to the directives of the Order and our CVM.'13 

The raising of certain sensitive questions was the second important point brought 
out by the Assembly. The questions centered around the basic issue or contro
versy about the means to promote JP-OP in a polarized society. For a better 
understanding of this sensitive and controversial issue, it should be noted that the 
year 1985, when the Assembly took place, was a very critical period in the recent 
political history of the country. The situation was very tense and volatile. The 
country was suffering the consequences of the worst economic crisis that hit the 
population during the martial law. The grievances of the people were exacerbated 
by the assassination of a popular national oppositionist, Benigno Aquino Jr., the 
husband of Cory Aquino. The people were demanding for social and poütical 
change, in particular the change of the dictatorial president. The means advocated 
to usher in this change ranged from the legal to the extra-legal, the parliamentary 
of the streets to civil disobedience, and peaceful demonstration to armed struggle. 
Within these political developments, the Church people, including many friars, 
were very much involved. It is within this context that one should understand the 
discussion of the sensitive issues at the Assembly. The atmosphere itself was 
tense. What came out of the discussions were the following decisions: 

'that we, friars, proclaim the Gospel of Justice, Peace and Brotherhood among 
our people: 
(approve: 70, disapprove: 00, abstam: 03) 
1 that we, as individual friars and as a Province, respect the individual friar's 

responsible decision to participate in the people's struggle for social trans
formation; 
(approve: 38, disapprove: 01, abstam: 31) 

12 General Chapter (Assisi, 1985), Our Call to Evangelization — Proposals for Action. 
13 Recommendation B-l in Proceedings of the 2nd General Assembly (Lucena City, Oct. 21-30,1985), 

Appendix XII. 
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2 that the Province respect and support the friars who opt to stand with the 
people in any form of struggle for social transformation and that the friars 
who so opt take into consideration the option of others. 
(approve: 42, disapprove: 03, abstain: 28)'14 

An analysis of the above results shows that the friars were unanimous in ac
cepting their responsibiUty of proclaiming 'the Gospel of Justice, Peace and 
Brotherhood among our people'. However, there was a difficulty in the specifics 
of this proclamation. In a highly polarized society as the PhiUippines, there were 
some who were open to the use of violence as a last resort or as a form of self-
defense, while others were convinced that violence is always immoral and that it 
breeds further violence. After a long discussion at the Assembly, there was a 
consensus that the friars should not moralize on the people's responsible decision 
to take whatever action in their struggle for social transformation, and that the 
Assembly should instead focus on the friars' participation in the people's struggle. 
Thus, two specific proposals came out for approval. While a simple majority 
thought that the friars, as individuals or as a fraternity, should respect and/or 
support the friars who decide to participate in the people's struggle and who even 
opt to stand with the people in any form of struggle, including armed struggle, for 
social transformation, a relatively big number was not that certain. Quantitatively 
seen, two in every five friars expressed abstention in the two specific proposals. 
The atmosphere was different at the next gathering. The delegates were supposed 
to meet on Feb. 24 till Mar. 1, 1986 for the 1st Provincial Chapter. Because of 
the February 22-25 popular uprising, which eventually drove Marcos out of 
power, the Chapter was held on Feb. 27 till Mar. 5. In place of the tensions 
among themselves, the friars were more anxious about the recent developments, 
hoping for a better political climate under the new administration. The delegates 
deemed it necessary to issue an open letter to the new President of the country, 
expressing support and congratulations for some of the actions of the President 
(e.g. release of political detainees, appeal for national reconciliation, and the like) 
and appealing for more significant changes (land reform, justice to the victims of 
human rights violations, just and fair government, elimination of the vestiges of 
militarization and corruption, espousal of morality, and so forth).13 In addition 
to the open letter, two other related decisions were made by the chapter. One 
was the re-affirmation of the responsibility in actualizing and deepening the 
option for the poor and the JP work, while the other was the recommendation to 
assign a full-time JP coordinator.16 

A very extensive discussion and reflection on JP-OP issues was made at the 3rd 
General Assembly in 1988. In fact, about two-thirds of the content of the State-

14 Recommendation B-2, ibid 
15 Proceedings — 1st Provincial Chapter of the OFM Philippine Province of San Pedro Bautista 

(Lucena City, Feb 27-Mar 5, 1986), Appendix Y 
16 Cfr introductory part and recommendation 3 2 of the 'Final Draft of the Provincial Plan as 

Approved by the 2nd General Assembly', Proceedings of the 2nd General Assembly, Appendix XII. 
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ment and Recommendations dealt with the JP-OP issues. The assembly reiterated 
its desire to concretize the CVM-espoused quest for a just and lasting peace. The 
resolutions covered the following areas, with the corresponding proposals: 

Province 
• Intensification of the JP program within the Province through the creation of 

a Provincial Peace Agenda and the expansion of the JP desks in areas not yet 
established; 

• close collaboration and solidarity with national peace initiatives, with inter
national entities, with other Franciscan families both within the country and 
worldwide. Particular issues identified in the work were the following: genuine 
land reform, ecological concerns, campaign for a sovereign and nuclear-free 
Philippines, and so forth; 

Local level (individual and communal) 
• intensification of commitment to God and continuous conversion towards 

becoming men of peace by (1) undergoing continuous updating, con-
scientization processes to discover the causes of poverty, insurgency, violence, 
etc., and (2) undergoing exposures, immersions into concrete situations of the 
poor, etc.; 

• prayer life, brotherhood and concrete situation should move the friars as 
individuals and as a community to respond to the call of the situation. Thus, 
(1) activities for JP such as rallies, (2) support for or alignment with local 
peace groups/movements, (3) denunciation of violence and human rights 
violations; (4) mediation in conflicts, (5) open houses or friaries as sanctuaries 
to people in distress in relation to JP causes and to allow people to use 
facilities for JP causes/movements, and (6) concern, support and respect for 
members actively involved in JP ministry. 

Finally, the Assembly issued 'A Call for Peace', addressed to the people of the 
Philippines, appealing for 'a new moral order', 'support to the Bishops' call to stop 
all forms of violence', 'a national ceasefire', government action 'to address the 
roots of our social problems', implementation of 'the constitutional provision 
declaring our country as a nuclear-free zone', and 'care for and respect' for 
'Mother Earth'.17 

7.2 Discussion 

Looking at the development of the friars' awareness and response to the social 
challenge, one can notice the growing and deepening intensity in their commit
ment to work for JP-OP. The formation and intensification of this awareness and 

17 'Statement and Recommendations of the 3rd General Assembly* (Lucena City, Oct. 19-29,1988), 
Inter Nos (Nov.-Dec. 1988), pp. 11-15. 
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response have been occasioned by several factors and at the same time have been 
causing some tensions and apprehensions among the friars themselves. I would 
like to identify those factors in the form of hypotheses, after discussing one basic 
tension that has afflicted the fraternity. 

7.2.1 Tension in a polarized society 
In their response to the social challenge, the friars have always been confronted 
with many questions. For example, are we not getting very political in our 
involvement, to the detriment of our specifically religious and spiritual role? Are 
we not becoming victims of ideologies which might be contradictory to some of 
our Christian and Franciscan principles? What is our stand on the issue of 
violence or armed struggle? These and other similar questions arise as the friars 
try to concretize their work for justice and peace. And, they do give rise to 
tensions among the friars themselves. 
There is a basic question which is confronted not only by the friars but also by 
many Christians in the country.18 The issue has already been raised and dis
cussed by the friars in at least two formal occasions. But the recurrence of this 
question, manifested occasionally in informal channels, reveals that the issue has 
never been resolved adequately for a number of friars. The issue can be formu
lated this way: How do we express our justice and peace option in a polarized 
society, particularly in our country where there is 'an organized and armed 
revolutionary movement that is rooted among the people and that is devoted to 
the revolutionary struggle of a "people's war" as the vehicle for meaningful and 
just change?'19 How should we Franciscans respond to this issue? 
While the majority of the friars would wholeheartedly embrace the responsibility 
of promoting justice and peace, there has been a bit of polarization in the 
specifics of this proclamation. I see two clusters of friars, each emphasizing 
different points. On the one hand, we have those who are vocal for the recon
ciliation task, while on the other hand, we have those who advocate solidarity with 
the people. We shall try to examine the position of each group as expressed in 
two formal occasions. 
At one time, when we were formulating the mission objective of promoting 
justice and peace, a number of friars voiced out the need for the reconciliation 
dimension.20 Their arguments ran as follows. We, as Christians and Franciscans, 
are to be men of peace and reconcihation. Our Lord Jesus Christ came to 
reconcile all people with each other and with God. Our founder was a man of 

18 For example, the Ecumenical Association of Third World Theologians — Philippines has 
articulated the theological issues faced by Christians in the Philippines. Cfr. EATWOT-Phil., 
Theological Issues in the Philippine Context', Theology, Politics and Struggle (Quezon City: 
NCCP, 1986), pp. 77-79. 

19 Ibid. 
20 The Proceedings of the 1st General Assembly does not mention the discussion of this particular 

point (and many other points). In summarizing the issues discussed, the secretaries presented 
only the final results of the discussion. I was also an active participant in the said assembly. 
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peace who reconciled the warring lords during his time and who went to the 
Saracens to preach the Gospel of peace in a manner different from the warlike 
mentality of the crusading Christians. In our situation today, our role is to 
reconcile the oppressors with the oppressed; to teach the rich persons to share 
their wealth and the poor not to hate the sinners; and so forth. Thus, the mission 
objective was formulated into this phrase: 'to promote justice, peace and recon
ciliation among ourselves, and among all men and women through humble and 
joyful service.' This formulation expressed the bias of some friars for the recon
ciling task of Franciscans, the prioritization of the work that should start within 
ourselves and extend to other people, and the identification of the particular task 
which is that of humble and joyful service. 

On the second occasion, the specific question of the means to promote social 
transformation was explicitly discussed.21 According to another group of friars, 
we should stop with our moralizing attitude, and instead let the people be the 
active subjects of their liberation. By moralizing, we are hindering the people's 
progress in their march to change the oppresive structures of society within which 
they have suffered and from which they would like to free themselves. The 
question is not what we can do for the people, but what we can do together with 
them It is a matter of solidarity, not of dictation. We should not give a priori 
moral and theological judgements. Rather, we should look at and recognize the 
already violent, inhuman and unjust situation with which the people suffer, and 
affirm their freedom and responsibility which they could decide for themselves 
the modes of action that they take. As mentioned earlier, a simple majority voted 
for the recommendations that we respect and support the individual friars' 
decisions in their involvement in the people's struggle, and specifically in their 
option to stand with the people who take any form of struggle. However, it was 
also noted that a relatively big number of friars abstained in their votes, indi
cating a reservation among many friars about the nature and extent of participa
tion in the people's struggle. 

I believe that the issue about the gap between the friars' wholehearted acceptance 
of the JP-OP responsibility and the divergence in going into the specifics can only 
be adequately resolved in a spirit of contmuing dialogue. This dialogue first of all 
demands openness among the friars to discuss the issues, to share one's insights 
and to understand others' and so forth. Secondly, there is also a great need to 
work with and listen to others outside our fraternity. There are many other 
groups who are confronted with similar problems and they have insights which 
can be helpful in our discussion.22 Finally, dialogue demands openness to and 

21 The Proceedings of the 2nd General Assembly deliberately omitted the recording of the discussion 
of this issue because of the 'martial law climate'. 

22 For example, EATWOT-Philippmes articulates theological issues in the Philippines. A look into 
their statements reveals similar issues faced by the fnais. Cfr. footnote no 18 Another document, 
very relevant to the fnars, is The Kairos Document — Challenge ίο the Church (Grand Rapids, 
Michigan- Eerdmans, 2nd revised edition, 1987) The questions about reconciliation, justice, non
violence, etc., issues similarly faced by the fnars, are raised and discussed there 
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participation in the lives of those affected by poverty, violence and injustice. As 
will be pointed out later, one's perspective and presuppositions in the discussion 
are heavily colored for example by one's experiences, or lack of them, in the 
larger context of Philippine society. In this connection, I would like to go into the 
identification of some of the factors that are responsible for the formation and 
intensification of the awareness and response to the JP-OP question. 

7.22 Some factors and hypotheses 
a. A major factor to consider in the response to the JP-OP work is the objective 
conditions of the Philippine situation. The imposition of martial law and its 
negative consequences in the socio-economic and political life of the people have 
nurtured the aspirations of countless Filipinos to work for a just and peaceful 
social order. Among the friars, for example, the deportation of the two American 
friars for their 'subversive' activities prompted the 1st Vicarial Chapter to issue 
a Gospel statement. The intensification of human rights violations, which at the 
Marcos years reached its peak at the assassination of the husband of Corazón 
Aquino, aroused concerns among many friars and motivated them to join in the 
people's struggle. The worse economic crisis of the country in the years 1983-1985 
raised among the friars the issue of violence as a means of social transformation. 
The growing number of human rights violations, the worsening economic situa
tion and the neglect of the new political administration to address critical social 
issues are again shaking the JP-OP sensibilities of the friars who felt euphoric in 
the aftermath of the February 1986 popular uprising. 

b. The amount of experience one person has about the situations of injustice and 
poverty makes one more sensitive to and active in JP-OP activities. The experi
ence is either direct or indirect, either mediated or immediate. The following are 
some examples of direct experiences of the friars: exposure or immersion to the 
situation of the urban poor, the workers and the farmers; living with the urban 
poor and getting threatened of eviction; being violently dispersed in peaceful 
demonstrations; and so forth. Conversely, friars who are more tied up with the 
traditional ministries, especially catering to the upper section of the socio-eco
nomic ladder, are rarely involved in JP-OP activities. Their time and energy are 
consumed in response to the so-called pastoral and sacramental needs of their 
clientele. 
Another form of direct experience is the socio-economic background of the friars. 
Most of the friars come from poor or middle-class economic background. Hence, 
they tend to be very sensitive to and face the challenges of poverty and injustice 
in general. However, the entrance to the middle-class structure of the Order in 
the country, re-inforced by the association with the rich friends and benefactors 
in the traditional ministries, would tend to draw away some of the friars from the 
issues of poverty and injustice. At the other end, working with persons devoted to 
the JP-OP work and in people's organizations or cause-oriented groups re
inforces one's commitment for the JP-OP work. Finally, concerning national 
origin, one can observe that foreigners in the Province would tend to be silent or 
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non-involved in the so-called local 'political' issues. There was a fear among some 
foreigners, especially during the martial law, of getting deported. 
The examples of mediated experience can be the following: attendance at 
seminars, recollections and retreats wherein information sharing, discussion and 
reflection about the national situation are provided; reading reports about the 
national situation in mass media or provided by the ongoing formation team or 
the JP office; and the like. 

с The amount of knowledge one person has about the Christian-Franciscan bases 
for the JP-OP involvement makes one more sensitive to and active in JP-OP 
work. This proposition has a dynamic relationship with the second hypothesis: the 
more one gets to know the Christian-Franciscan theological bases for JP-OP 
involvement, the more one experiences the realities of poverty and injustice. And 
vice-versa, the more one experiences the realities of poverty and injustice, the 
more one finds the theological-religious bases for social involvement. This 
theological-religious knowledge is inculcated in formation, both initial and 
ongoing, within the Province. Academic courses, formation sessions, informal 
reflection sessions, recollections, retreats and renewal programs have been 
dealing with the social dimension of the religious commitment and thereby 
strengthening the friars' commitment to work for JP-OP. 

d. The role of the leader in any human group is very important. The leader 
motivates the members, facilitates and guides the direction of the group, and tries 
to see the implementation of the group's goals. The role of the leader is much 
more vital in groups or societies where the structural organization is very hierar
chical. Such is the case within the Church and the religious orders, and in 
Philippine society in general. The Church leaders are still very influential in 
Philippine society, which is predominantly Catholic. For that very reason, when 
bishops, whether individually or collegially, issue pastoral statements on human 
rights, justice and peace, their statements carry weight in the decision-making of 
the faithful. On the other hand, documents and statements which are ambiguous 
and contentious can become very divisive and reinforce the already polarized 
society. 
Within the Philippine Province, the recent documents from the Church and Order 
authorities have provided specific challenges to the friars to examine their 
religious commitment in context. The role of the Vicar/Provincial has also been 
crucial: one who gets involved and encourages other friars in JP-OP issues 
motivates and inspires the friars in their JP-OP commitment. Finally, the agreed 
direction and principles for JP-OP ministry made by the friars at their chapters 
and assemblies help the friars get motivated in this endeavour. 
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8 The invitation to evangelical lifestyle 

'To witness to God's loving providence 
through a simple lifestyle, characterized by 
prayerful joy and trust, preferably among the 
neglected and the poor.' 

The world is facing a 'modern dilemma' which Gaudium et Spes describes in the 
following words: 'there appears the dichotomy of a world that is at once powerful 
and weak, capable of doing what is noble and what is base, disposed to freedom 
and slavery, progress and decline, brotherhood and hatred.'1 Looking at the more 
positive and brighter side, many people today are responding to the challenge of 
building a more liveable world and a more human society. In particular, the poor, 
the deprived and the oppressed are now raising their voices, taking actions and 
organizing themselves in the task of constructing a community where one's 
happiness is measured in the way one is respected in one's dignity and where 
one's success is achieved together with the other members of the human com
munity. 
Christians are called to participate in the social transformation of the world. The 
proclamation of the Kingdom of God is and must be related to the building of 
the community of persons living in justice, peace and love. In a more special way, 
there is the imperative to opt for the neglected and the poor for they are the 
most receptive to God's special and preferential favor. The Gospel after all is first 
of all a Good News of liberation for and by the poor. 
Like all other Christians and religious, the Franciscans are summoned to respond 
to this call. Among the friars in the Philippines, there are efforts not only to re
examine the present pastoral commitments and to try new ministerial approaches, 
but there have been calls and actions to evaluate the Franciscan üfestyle, in 
particular how fraternity and minority are being promoted within and outside the 
group. It is true however that the efforts are never smooth. 

8.1 Concerns on two levels 

For the RP-OFM friars, the concern for building and promoting fraternity or 
community has frequently been the subject of discussion, review and planning. 
The theme itself is pervasive in all the deliberations of official gatherings. 
Because the Province is composed of religious members, who have professed to 
live in a religious community, the necessity and importance of living in and 

1 Vatican II (Dec 7, 1965), no. 9 in Austin Flannery, ed, Vatican Council II — The Conciliar and 
Post-Conciliar Documents New Revised Edition, The Vatican Collection, vol 1 (Collegeville, MN. 
Liturpcal Press, 1984). 
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promoting community life are properly considered and valued.2 And, because the 
idea of fraternity stands central in the rank of Franciscan values defined and 
treasured by the members, special attention is given to its practice, or lack of it. 
In discussing these concerns, it would be necessary to distinguish at least two 
levels of fraternity. One is the provincial fraternity and the other is the local 
fraternity. While the former facilitates the direction and interaction of the latter, 
it does not serve as the context of the day-to-day life of the friars, however 
intensely one may participate in all of its activities. It is in the local fraternity that 
the primary experience of community life takes place. 

8.1.1 Provincial fraternity 

TOWARDS A UNITED AND FUNCTIONAL FRATERNITY 
The effectivity of evangelization and of Franciscan witnessing in particular 
depends on the unity of the members in their way of looking at their mission and 
of doing the responsibility of evangelization. This effectivity for example must 
include a certain amount of smooth working relationship between the administra
tors and the members in general. That also demands efficient structures that 
would facilitate the wider and more intensive participation of the friars. 
Before the Vicariate was erected, there were five different Franciscan entities 
doing their own work, in separate areas of the country.3 It took some time before 
the friars in the different regions realize the need to have one entity that would 
unify their efforts. In 1970 the Vicariate was formed. Most of the Filipinos 
automatically became members of the entity, while the non-Filipinos were given 
the option to either become a member or retain their membership in the original 
provinces. Gradually, the legalities involved in transferring the properties of the 
different foundations and in stipulating the territories to become integral part of 
the Vicariate were worked out by the vicarial administrators and the representa
tives of the foundations. In due time, the Vicariate became more unified than 
ever before.4 

LegaHty is however often different from reality and far from the ideal. While 
there was more legal unity in the new entity, the actual conditions and structures 
were short of the expectations of the friars at large. Many friars thought that 
there was less support from the administration and not enough communication 
between the friars at large and the administration, among the different regions 
and even between the different regions. Thus, the following resolutions were 

2 Vatican II, Perfectae Cantaus (Oct 28, 1965) no 15, Paul VI, Ecclesia Sanctae II (Aug 6, 1966) 
nos 25-26, and SCRSI, Evangelica Testificauo (Jun 29, 1971) no 39 in Austin Flanneiy, and, 
SCRSI, La Plenana (Jan 1981) in Flannery, Vatican Council II — More Post-ConciUar Documents 
Vatican Collection 2 (1982) 

3 For further information, see chapter 2, section 2 4 and chapter 3, section 31 
4 Cfr report and discussion on 'Spirit of Unity in the Vicanate', Proceedings of the 1st General 

Assembly (Lucena City, Jan 26-Feb 5, 1982), pp 19-20 and also Oscar Ante and Maximilian 
Hottle, A Report to the Fnars (Jan 1982), pp 5-15 
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made throughout the years: better information and communication among the 
members through vicarial publications5; more communication and interaction 
between the administrators and the friars, between the vicarial council and the 
regional fraternities through vicarial meetings in the various regions, and the 
assignment of vicarial councilor in every region6; better relationship among the 
friars through the creation of regional fraternities7; better communication and 
coordination among the pastors8; more respect and concern to individual friars 
through moral and legal support to friars in need and through consultation with 
them regarding their job assignments9; sharing of personnel and resouces among 
the different fraternities10; and so forth. 
A closely related problem experienced by many friars was the so-called inorganic 
growth of the Vicariate.11 When the entity was formed, not all the foreign friars 
who had been living and working in the country joined the new unit. While some 
of them opted to remain working even as non-members, many of them also 
returned to their original provinces through the years. Because the Vicariate 
inherited the commitments of the five entities, it must assign friars to man those 
commitments. But the Vicariate was just growing. While there was a promising 
number of members and candidates, it was not yet ready to assign friars in all 
needy areas. Thus, the personnel was overstretched. While in some parishes, four 
or five friars were at that time ministering, now there were only one or two. 
Hence, there was the felt problem among some friars of being overburdened, at 
the expense of the community life.12 Even if the personnel were just enough to 
man all the commitments, the younger friars were resenting being treated as stop
gaps. Many were airing out their negative feelings about the burden of historical 
commitments.13 Many of the friars would like to have new alternatives, would 
like to take new forms of Franciscan lifestyle and ministry, and not be limited to 
parish and/or school ministries, which were the main apostolates of the friars at 
that time.14 

At the 1st General Assembly in 1982, the need for organic unity was expressed 
and more thoroughly evaluated. Guiding principles and structural provisions were 

5 Resolution A-2 in Proceedings of the 1st Vicarial Chapter (Novaliches, Quezon City, Apr. 3-10, 
1973) and Resolution no. 9 in Proceedings of the 3rd Vicarial Chapter (San Jose del Monte, 
Bulacan, Mar. 21-27, 1979). 

6 Resolution no. 27 in 4th Vicarial Chapter — Proceedings and Minutes (Lucena City, Feb. 8-13, 
1982). 

7 Resolution A-4 in Proceedings of the 1st Vicarial Chapter and Resolution B-6 of the 2nd Vicarial 
Chapter (Novaliches, Q.C., Mar. 3&-Apr. 7, 1976) in Ante and Hottle, op.cit., p. 26. 

8 Resolution E-2a of the 2nd Vicarial Chapter in Ante and Hottle, p. 27. 
9 Resolutions A-3 and A-7 in Proceedings of the 1st Vicarial Chapter. 

10 Resolution C-3 of the 2nd Vicarial Chapter in Ante and Hottle, ibid. 
11 Proceedings of the 1st General Assembly, pp. 47-48 and Appendix D. 
12 Ante and Hottle, op.cit., p. 97. 
13 Proceedings of the 1st General Assembly, Appendix D. 
14 Oscar Ante, Maximilian Hottle, Pedro Montallana and Pedro Ruano, A Report to the Provincial 

Definitory (May 1984), p. 34. 
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decided upon by the whole assembly of friars. The call for unity was given more 
enfleshment through the formulation of a common vision and the defuiition of 
the Franciscan charism. In particular, the friars formulated the following goals 
and objectives for a more organic and functional fraternity: 

Communion of Life: a prayerful, dynamic, harmonious and supportive brother
hood with the following objectives: 
• to vitalize personal and communal faith-life of friars, 
• to promote greater mutual respect and acceptance among the friars, and 
• to have a truly representative vicarial structure. 

Ministries: to situate our ministerial commitments within the organic growth of 
the Vicariate in order to ensure a well integrated apostolic and fraternal life in 
the context of the vision and mission: with this objective, to create an integrated 
ministry program which gives priority to the expression of the OFM charism in 
order to have greater coordination and harmony in our apostolic work. 

Formation: a well-rounded formation through efforts 
• to improve our formation program, 
• to develop solid Franciscan formation personnel, and 
• to enhance personal integration of candidates and hasten contextualization.15 

TOWARDS A WITNESSING FRATERNITY 

As has been pointed out in the last chapter, there has been a markedly growing 
and deepening intensity in the RP-OFM friars' commitment to work for JP-OP. 
The preceding chapter limited its discussion to the responses of the friars to the 
challenge posed by the external conditions and the historical events in Philippine 
society. However, a long time before the JP-OP became a major preoccupation 
and an official mission objective of the Province, the issue of poverty and minority 
in the context of Phiüppine society has already been raised.16 One can say that 
the involvement of the friars in the people's struggle for social transformation has 
been heavily motivated by the raising of the issue of poverty in context. And, in 
turn, the involvement of the friars in the JP-OP ministry in the wider national 
society has been challenging the friars to look into their religious witnessing, 
particularly the praxis of poverty and justice within the Province. 
Two implicit questions were guiding the friars in their attempt to be a witnessing 
religious community. The first is the situation of poverty and injustice all around: 
How do we respond to the vow of poverty and minority, which are perceived to 
be characteristically Franciscan values? Secondly, as we work for justice in the 
country, how do we promote justice within the Province in the face of the experi-

15 Proceedings of the 1st General Assembly, Appendix С 
16 Cfr. Resolutions E (four resolutions on minority) of the 2nd Vicarial Chapter in Ante and 

Hottle, op.cit., p. 27 and Proceedings of the 2nd Vicarial Chapter, esp. pp. 5, 11-12 and 23. 
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enees that contradict the ideal of equality in the distribution of personnel, 
resources and decision-making power? Looking at the historical developments of 
the friars' concerns over these two issues, one notices that the first question was 
raised earlier, sometime in the 1970s, while the second one came out only later, 
in the next decade. 
The issue of poverty and minority in context was seriously considered at the 1976 
Vicarial Chapter.17 The theme of the Chapter was contextualization, and there 
were serious questions raised particularly about the lifestyle of the friars and the 
way they secure, use and share resources. The delegates came out with the 
following resolutions: 
1 All the friars in the Philippines, especially the Filipino friars, must search for 

ways to exercise fraternity and minority in a truly Filipino way. 
2 The Vicarial Council shall allow and encourage the friars to experience more 

effectively, and experiment with possible lifestyle, in order to bridge the gap 
that exists between their lifestyle and the lifestyle of the vast majority of our 
people, even if this means a departure from our present structures. 

3 Superfluous goods in friaries should be shared with other fraternities through 
the Vicarial Procuration. 

4 The Vicarial Council and all the friars must begin to think of and act effec
tively on means of financial support other than investments and foreign aid. 

5 There shall be no more major construction projects of the Vicariate.18 

By way of commentary, one notices that item no. 1 is a general principle, while 
the rest are concrete recommendations how to translate the general principle into 
reality. Praxis-wise, items no. 2 and no. 3 are in various degrees being implemented, 
while the last two seem not to be properly and seriously heeded. The establishment 
of a pair of communities in the Moslem areas and of another pair in the urban 
poor setting are concrete examples of how some of the friars have taken the initia
tive of experimenting with alternative lifestyles.19 In general, one can also observe 
that the well-to-do communities are faithfully remitting large sums of money to 
the procuration to finance the formation and other ministries of the Province. In 
many cases, some well-to-do parishes share their resources when other poor 
parishes express their need. There have been a few cases where major construction 
projects were undertaken. It is still a big question how the entire fraternity can 
realistically support its whole apparatus other than investments. And, foreign aid 
has been usually availed of when local resources are not readily available. 
In response to the question of promotion of justice within the Province, the friars 
have been focusing their attention on at least two levels. One is the sharing of 

17 Ibid. 
18 Resolutions B-l, C-l to C-4, ibid. 
19 Examples are the following: Bagay Luma Friary (Lamitan, Basilan), St. Francis of Assisi Mission 

(Balo-i, Lanao del Norte), Kapanata Fraternity (Metro-Manila) and Kasama Fraternity (Metro-
Manila). Cfr. 'Provincial Personnel and Assignments, Tnenniuml9S9-92',Provincial Communicator 
(Apr. 1989), pp. 4-14. 
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resources and the staffing of undermanned fraternities. Aside from those already 
mentioned above, we can also cite the decision of the 3rd Vicarial Chapter to 
staff the fraternities in Sta. Teresita, Cagayan and in Bicol.20 The other concern 
is the response to the demand of the friars to participate more actively in the 
shaping of the life and affairs of the Province. The following are some examples 
which reflect the response to the justice demand: 'to study the issue of adequate 
representation at the Plenary Council and the Vicarial Chapter, to consult the 
friars and to submit the results'21, 'the recommendations regarding the participa
tion of the simply professed in the Plenary Council, General Assembly and 
Vicarial Chapter be considered;'22 and so forth. 

8.12 Towards a description of the local community 
This section will look more closely into the local fraternity which forms the basis 
of the provincial fraternity. It is in the local community where one can see the 
day-to-day concerns and aspirations of the friars for an ideal community. In the 
description of the local community, it is imperative to distinguish two levels. One 
is the level of the ideal: the concerns and aspirations of the friars for an ideal 
community. The other is the actual structural composition and orientation of the 
average local community. A knowledge of this distinction would on the one hand 
help us clarify the ideals towards which we should aspire, and on the other hand 
enable us to see the actual conditions which we can either retain or change in 
view of our ideals. 
As far as the structural composition and orientation of the average local com
munity are concerned, the following can be considered among the important 
ones: 
1 The average number of members per community has risen up in the last few 

years. In the decade 1970s there were on the average two friars per com
munity. By the end of the 1980s the average has reached four members per 
community.23 

2 In 1989 more than three-fourths of the communities are hyphenated with or 
based in the parish (44%), the formation (16%), and the school (16%). The 
number excludes a big community, which is also hyphenated with functions 
related to provincial matters. The remainder is composed of some communi
ties the thrust of which is dialogue with the Moslems or the urban poor.24 

3 When the Vicariate was erected in 1970, majority of the members were 
foreigners (80%). In 1989 the Filipinos compose the majority (70%).25 

4 Though there is no latest survey on the average age of the friars, one can 
safely guess that the members are on the average young, somewhere in the 

20 Resolutions 2b and 3c in Proceedings of the 3rd Vicanal Chapter 
21 Resolution 6 in 4th Vicanal Chapter — Proceedings and Minutes. 
22 Resolution 7, ibid. 
23 Cfr. chapter 3, section 3 3.2. 
24 Ibid 
25 Cfr chapter 3, section 3 3.1. 
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mid-thirties. Moreover, we can also safely assume that, if there is a bit of age 
difference, the gap is between the foreigners who are in general relatively old 
and the locals who are on the average young.26 

The consideration of the structural composition and orientation of the average 
community is important for their imphcations. For one, the addition of more 
members in a community means more hands to share the responsibihty of 
running the ministries more effectively. And more importantly, more members in 
a fraternity means more opportunities for interaction with each other and for the 
sharing of common activities which are essential to the fostering of community 
life. Secondly, that the communities are hyphenated with particular ministries 
must be accepted as a given datum. While the set-up can provide better opportu
nities for the members to exercise their gifts or talents in particular ministries and 
to work together more efficiently by means of teamwork, the arrangement 
frequently serves as a source of conflicts or irritants inside the community. The 
ongoing tension between community life and ministerial demands should be 
located within this set-up. Finally, the internal characteristics of the members of 
the community need to be considered also. While differences in culture and age 
can be a source of mutual enrichment of either party, they can also produce 
different and sometimes contrasting ways of viewing and responding to certain 
things. 
After noting some of the structural and internal characteristics and pointing out 
their imphcations, I would like to describe the ideal local fraternity, as described 
by the friars.27 Briefly, the local Franciscan fratemity in the Philippines is a 
group of members who Uve together and share community activities in view of 
the following ends: to share common ministry, to experience mutual support, to 
sustain their spiritual and religious values, and particularly to witness to the 
Franciscan charism. 

LIVE TOGETHER AND SHARE COMMUNITY ACIWITIES 

The friars are very much concerned about the numerical composition of the 
fraternity. They believe that without a sufficient number of members there can be 
no community life. For them it is also difficult to create a community if the 
members are impeded by physical distance. Hence, there had been resolutions 
and actions to establish regional fraternities. There have been efforts also to 
discourage the style of the isolated friars. The early aspiration to 'make serious 
efforts to re-structuring the Vicariate into fraternities of four or five friars' has 
lately become a reality. Even if there is already a sufficient number of members 
living together, there is an expressed demand that the members should give time 
and exert efforts to interact in the community's life and activities, e.g., morning 

26 Ante and Hottle, pp. 51-56. 
27 The description is culled partly from the raw data found in 'Life in Fraternity*, in Ante and 

Hottle, pp. 69-97, and from the writer's personal observations. 
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and evening prayers, recreation, meals and house chores. Finally, there is also the 
constant reminder for every member to balance the response to the demands of 
the community and those of the outside ministry. 

SHARE COMMON MINISTRY 

Most of the local fraternities are de facto organized according to apostolates. 
Friars are in most cases assigned to communities such as the parish, the school 
or the formation house, where they can exercise their personal talents. Within this 
context, the avowed objective of the friars is 'to create an integrated ministry 
program which gives priority to the OFM charism in order to have greater 
coordination and harmony in our apostolic work'. The friars who have been active 
in ministries appreciate the opportunities provided for sharing of resources, 
teamwork, consolidation of personnel resources, and the like. While some friars 
express the danger that the demands of ministry might be impeding the commu
nity life, others would perceive the tension as healthy and dynamic. For them, 
fraternity is a life of brotherhood in service. 

PROVIDE MUTUAL SUPPORT 

The friars aspire that the community be a context where every member belongs, 
where one can share his successes, tensions and difficulties, and where he can 
find his human fulfilment. They express their longings for close and warm 
relationships. They appreciate the fact that each one supports the other in times 
of joy or celebration (birthdays, professions, etc.) and in times of need, problem 
or crisis (vocational, ministerial, etc.). While recognizing the fact of differences in 
culture, age and profession, they aspire for equality in the relationships. They feel 
at ease when there are efforts to patch up personal and cultural differences and 
when there is consideration of the special needs of others. On the other hand, 
they dislike the atmosphere of distrust and negative criticism, and the like. 

SHARE COMMON SPIRITUAL AND RELIGIOUS VALUES 

The friars are aware of the need to promote their common vocation as religious, 
particularly as Franciscans. There is a pride in the fact that everybody is Francis
can. Within the fraternity itself, there is a recognition that 'the whole fraternity 
then becomes the privileged place for encountering God'.28 To further their 
common religious and spiritual values, they want structures for daily prayers, 
monthly evaluation, recollection and retreat. Beyond the structures, there is an 
aspiration to make their liturgical and religious celebrations meaningful, lively and 
creative. In their attempts to nurture the reUgious life and values, they express 
their worries when some of the friars are for example selective of their friends, 
deficient in obedience and too intimate with non-friars. 

28 General Chapter (Madnd, 1973), The Vocaaon of the Order Today no 12 and The Rule and the 
General Constitutions of the Order of Fnars Minor — Our Plan for Franciscan Living art. 40. 
Published by The Franciscan OFM Conference of North Amenca, July 1988. 
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WITNESS TO THE FRANCISCAN CHARISM 

As mentioned earlier, the friars take pride in the fact that they are Franciscans. 
Franciscan-ness is almost associated or synonymous with brotherhood and 
equality. In the last few years, another synonym for being Franciscan has come 
out. The Franciscan charism has come to be associated with being minor or poor. 
Gradually the desire to bridge the gap between the lifestyle of the friars and that 
of the vast majority of the poor Filipino people is being concretized as manifested 
for example in the option of a growing number of friars to depart from tradi
tional lifestyles and live with the poor, whether in the Muslim areas or in the 
urban setting. Within the traditional structures, many friars are also conscientious 
with the observance of poverty vis-a-vis the use of facilities and things, the 
manner of living, the policies regarding the personnel, workers or helpers in the 
community, and so forth. 

8.2 Articulating some points 

There is a strong aspiration among the friars to Uve a lifestyle which gives 
emphasis to the community or fraternity life and to the vow of poverty and 
minority. This aspiration is on the one hand born from the conviction that as 
Franciscans our specific charism is the fraternity lived in poverty. On the other 
hand, the growing social consciousness among many friars is urging them to 
examine and question the present lifestyle which is very much detached from the 
life of the majority of Filipinos. This aspiration has already been well inscribed in 
the charism formulation and in one of the mission objectives: 'a Gospel life of 
joyful poverty and humility in prayerful brotherhood' and 'to witness to God's 
loving providence through a simple lifestyle, characterized by prayerful joy and 
trust, preferably among the neglected and the poor'. 
The aspiration towards living a more fraternal life is, according to some friars, 
many times impeded by our ministries and other activities. The friars cannot 
participate in community activities very regularly because of the demands of their 
apostolic activities. Thus, time and again, resolutions have been made and 
admonitions have been given to emphasize the life of fraternity. I wonder whether 
or not the reason why the friars are impeded from community activities lies only 
in the demand of the ministries. I suspect that many friars who are impeded to 
join community activities are prevented not because of ministerial activities but 
because of reasons other than apostolic works. There are conditions within the 
community which drive away the concerned friars, as well as there are forces 
outside the community which attract them. The ideal fraternity everybody aspires 
to experience really depends on all the members. On the one hand, the members 
should strive to provide a proper and conducive atmosphere where each is 
accepted and feels at home. On the other hand, the individual needs to make 
priorities and to take options in favour of the fraternity to which he has com
mitted himself solemnly. 
Of course, there are cases when the observance of community life is made 
difficult because of the ministerial demands. It is a fact that in general the 
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structural nature and orientation of our fraternities are hyphenated. Most of our 
fraternities are established according to our type of work. In such a situation, 
there are always occasions when everybody is so busy that there is no time to 
interact and be with each other, whether at prayer, recreation or meal times. But 
this is not the general rule. Even in a very busy parish community, there are 
predictable times (weekends) and seasons (Christman, Holy Week, or fiestas) 
when everybody is running around to do some kind of pastoral work. Or, even in 
the so-called non-hyphenated communities, e.g. urban poor community, the 
members are also tied up with work outside and face the same tensions as in the 
traditional communities. I am not saying though that we should not move away 
from the traditional lifestyle. What I am trying to say is that the problems 
experienced in the traditional set-up are also experienced in the non-traditional 
communities. The point is that the kind of fraternity each member would like to 
build up depends on each individual friar and on the atmosphere provided by the 
entire community. Lastly, it would be wrong to set fraternity and ministry against 
each other. Fraternity, I believe, is not and should not exist for itself. It is rather 
a fraternity in service to others. 
The other aspiration of the friars is towards a life of poverty and minority. We 
are more conscious about the importance of this charism especially in the 
situation of mass poverty in the country. I see two patterns by which the friars are 
actually coping up with the demands to live a minoritic and poor life. One is a 
process of internal conversion, while the other is a process of structural change. 
A lot of friars are in general trying in their own ways to live up to the vow of 
poverty. They accept the fact that the present condition of religious life has built-
in securities. While not very satisfied with the actual condition of the community, 
they are trying to subscribe to the principle of stewardship. They would be saying: 
The buildings, the cars, the money are not ours, and we try to use them properly 
in our ministries. Within the present set-up, we try to be poor in the way we 
dress, eat and live. What is paramount is the personal life, for despite the 
buildings and the cars, we can give witness to the people in the way we respon
sibly use these facilities. 
Another way of coping up with the challenge of poverty is the departure from the 
present structures. A few friars have already done this, opting for an alternative 
lifestyle among the urban poor and the Muslims, different from the parish and 
school settings. For them, this is a very relevant way of responding to the chal
lenge of poverty. This is for them the concrete way of realizing the mission 
objective of witnessing a simple lifestyle, preferably among the neglected and the 
poor. They are finding out for example that their personal and communitarian 
problems in terms of relationship are relatively minor in comparison with the 
basic problems of the poor people (food, housing, education, etc.), that their 
observance of poverty is nothing in comparison with the way the poor cope up 
with their situation, and that the poor are even a lot more generous, warm and 
joyful despite their conditions. 
Of course, there are times when tensions arise and situations can become 
ridiculous and divisive. For example, some friars give negative remarks on those 
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who live a so-called double-lifestyle. According to them, some friars who live in 
non-traditional communities enjoy the best of two worlds. On the one hand, they 
get the recognition for having opted for a poor lifestyle. On the other hand, they 
still avail of the resources of the Province and/or of the facihties in the tradi
tional communities. These remarks can lead to a ridiculous and divisive situation. 
For example, a friar, living in an alternative community but working in the 
traditional setting, sometimes has to go outside during mealtime, or has to bring 
his own food and eat it by himself, apart from his own brothers. 
In this and other situations, I believe there is a need for greater understanding. 
Loose remarks and negative judgements should be avoided. Instead, the friars 
who live in traditional communities should see the friars who have made the 
option to live a poor life as persons struggling to live a poor life and at the same 
time trying not to isolate themselves from the brothers in different communities. 
At times the preferential option for the poor and to be poor can be seen by some 
friars as more optional rather than a call to live the Franciscan charism of 
poverty and minority, and fraternity. The option of those friars should be seen as 
the option that the whole Province is invited to take. 
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9 The task of contextualization 

'To live and proclaim the Gospel in the 
cultural patterns of the people we live with 
and serve.' 

The need to express the Gospel message in a more understandable, relevant and 
effective way in the different cultures and contexts has been the perennial 
preoccupation of the Church since the beginning of her history.1 This issue is 
particularly important and relevant in the Philippines where the search for a true 
Filipino culture is still very much on the people's agenda. Centuries of domination 
under the Spanish and American colonizers have on the one hand produced a 
very westernized culture among the people and on the other hand aroused 
sentiments to search for and create a truly Filipino national culture, one which 
contributes to the dignity and well-being of the Filipino people. Because Chris
tianity has been an instrument of the domination and alienation of the people, the 
Filipino Christians, perhaps more than others, are obliged to contribute to the 
shaping up of a Filipino culture which is both affirming to the Filipino identity 
and dignity, and at the same time faithful to the Gospel ideals. 
The Franciscan Province in the Philippines is a window picture of, on the one 
hand, the interest and attempts to respond to the challenge of contextualization, 
and on the other hand the accompanying tensions, problems and difficulties. This 
is so because in the first place the Province was established and composed of 
both Filipino and non-Filipino friars. The concerns have been and are still 
intramural: filipinization of personnel in formation and administration, contextual
ization of formation and ministry, and the sensitive issue of foreigner-native 
relationship. How the friars confront and resolve the issues in the internal level 
is however important for meeting similar and other issues in the wider Philippine 
society, and also in areas outside the country where some of the friars are already 
venturing. 

9.1 RP-OFM concerns 

The word 'contextualization' was first used by the friars at the 1976 Vicarial 
Chapter.2 However, the actual and practical ways of responding to the challenge 
of the Gospel and the Franciscan charism in the Filipino context and culture have 
always preoccupied the attention of the friars since the establishment of the 

1 Cfr. for example Aylward Shorter, Toward a Theology of Inculmralion (London: Geoffrey 
Chapman, 1988). 

2 Proceedings of the 2nd Vicariai Chapter (Novaliches, Quezon City, Mar. 30-Apr. 7, 1976), p. 11. 
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Vicariate. One can even say that the very act of creating an independent Francis
can entity and unity in the Philippines was partly motivated by the desire of the 
Order and the friars working then in the local country to contextualize Francis-
canism in particular in the Philippines. Extracting from the notes of the Delegate 
General, who negotiated the creation of the Vicariate, one finds the practical 
need for and the importance of contextualization, though the word was not used 
then, as the reasons why there was a move to effect a union of the different 
Franciscan entities in the country: 

'(...) to give testimony to this Catholic country of what is the real Franciscan 
fraternity in the Church'; 
to provide 'our young candidates to the Order... in their country a Province to 
which they can affiliate themselves, and in this manner attract more vocations 
to the Order'; and 
'to provide for adequate solutions towards an uncertain future'— 'that reason 
is the real and present danger of social upheaval in the country, which would 
entail the expulsion of foreigners, and leave the Order without any organiza
tion at all.'3 

9.1.1 Some proposals for contextualization 
The need for contextualization was explicitly raised at the 1976 Vicarial Chapter. 
At that gathering the reports by the all-Filipino Committee and by the Visitator 
triggered off the discussion among the delegates about the concrete ways of 
contextualization. The delegates voted to make contextualization the theme of 
the Chapter and the thrust of the Vicariate for the next triennium.4 A call was 
addressed to all the friars to 'search for ways to exercise fraternity and minority 
in a truly Filipino way*5 and the body expressed its desire to contextualize the 
formation and apostolate. Some of the resolutions were mere general calls or 
expressions of desire, while others were more concrete means to realize the 
thrust of contextualization in the areas of life, formation and ministry: 

LIFE 

Fraternity: living and working together in a fraternal way is of paramount impor
tance. Thus (a) the Vicarial Council must take serious efforts to start the re
structuring of the Vicariate into fraternities of four or five friars; (b) in making 
appointments, the Vicarial Council must give greater importance to living and 
workmg in a fraternal way than to continuing established commitments, and, if 
need be, give up even well-established and long-standing apostolates; and, (c) the 
Chapter mandates the Vicarial Council to immediately establish regional convents 
in Samar and Negros. 

3 Aloysius-Ma. Contreras, The Report of the Delegate General 1968— Informative Notes on 
Franciscan Unity in the Philippines', Franciscan Information (Oct. 1968), pp 6-7. 

4 Proceedings of the 2nd Vicarial Chapter, ibid, and Resolution A in Oscar Ante and Maximilian 
Hottle, A Report to the Friars (Jan 1982), pp. 26-27. 

5 Resolutions В to E, ibid. 
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Minority: (a) the Vicarial Council shall allow and encourage the friars to expe
rience more effectively, and experiment with possible lifestyle in order to bridge 
the gap that exists between their lifestyle and the lifestyle of the vast majority of 
our people, even if this means a departure from our present structure; (b) the 
Vicarial Council and all the friars must begin to think of and act effectively on 
means of financial support other than investments and foreign aid; (c) superfluous 
goods in friaries should be shared with other fraternities through the vicarial 
procuration; and (d) there shall be no more major construction projects of the 
Vicariate. 

FORMATION 
The Vicarial Chapter desires that more Filipino friars be assigned to the forma
tion program. 

APOSTOLATE 
(a) The friars in pastoral work shall be organized among themselves for better 
coordination and communication; and (b) the Vicarial Chapter urges the reassess
ment and re-evaluation of the educational apostolate of the Vicariate, taking into 
account the development of education along the lines of informal education for 
human development and Christian formation of the Filipino masses.6 

The 1976 Vicarial Chapter raised the need for contextualization, pointed out the 
areas where it should be done and offered some concrete means for imple
menting it. However, an examination of the entire set of resolutions and their 
prior discussion reveals the limitations of those resolutions. The most important 
one is that there were no serious efforts to lay down explicitly the basic principles 
for contextualization. While pointing out the need for contextualization, e.g., to 
bridge the gap in the lifestyle between the friars and the majority of people, there 
was no common definition or understanding of what contextualization was. 
In the next few years, the theme and catchword 'contextualization' disappeared 
from the official discussions. A major reason could be that the expectations and 
desires for the reorganization of the Vicarial structures and the filipinization of 
the formation program, administration and ministry in terms of personnel were 
being fulfilled. 
It was at the 1st General Assembly in 1982 that the idea of contextualization was 
again explicitly expressed out. The insights were incorporated in the mission 
formulation: 'to seek a deeper life with God, continually renewing ourselves to 
the Gospel message, in the spirit of Francis and in the context of the signs of the 
times', and 'to live and proclaim the Gospel in the cultural patterns of the people 
we live with and serve'.7 Finally, at the 1st Provincial Chapter in 1986, the friar-

6 Ibid. 
7 Appendix B, The Franciscan Chansm, Vision, Mission', Proceedings of the 1st General Assembly 

(Lucena City, Jan 26-Feb. 5, 1982). 
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delegates adopted the following as one of the most important guiding principles 
in their overall work of evangelization: 'to work for the contextualization of our 
formation, lifestyle and ministry".e 

The basic principles for contextualization were laid down at the 1985 General 
Assembly and the 1986 Provincial Chapter. To note, when deciding about these 
principles, the friars were not explicitly or particularly thinking about contextual
ization, but about their evangelization efforts as a community in the concrete 
situation of the country. In the introductory parts of the statements of both 
gatherings, the factors and principles for contextualization are implicitly con
tained.9 These are the following: 
• The challenge of the Gospel: 'directives of the Order, especially by the 1985 

General Chapter document, Our Call to Evangelization— Proposals for Action, 
and our own ideals, as expressed in our espoused Charism-Vision-Mission 
Statement and the consequent Guidelines and Resolutions.' 

• The analysis of the situation: 'the present needs of Phillippine society in 
general and the local Church in particular.' 

• The serious consideration of the status and needs of the community: 'our own 
limited personnel and financial resources, and the mind and heart of most 
friars, especially those who are affected the most.' 

9.1.2 'Anti-foreign sentiments' 
The process of contextualization depends a lot on the subjects or persons who 
carry out the task of contextualizing the Christian or Franciscan message in a 
given situation. More often this process entails difficulties and even tensions 
because of the differences in the cultural background between the incoming 
outsiders and the residents of a given community. To a certain extent this is most 
evident in the case of the RP-OFM fraternity. 
The young Province had had to contend with the reality of the presence of and 
interaction not only between Filipinos and non-Filipinos but also between 
Americans and Europeans, between Americans from one Province and those 
from others, between Spanish Europeans and Italian or other Europeans, and 
between Filipinos from one region and those from others. This datum produces 
not only differences, and at times conflicts, in personality traits, but also diver
gences in looking at and interpreting the ways of preaching the Gospel the 
Franciscan way in the Filipino context. This reality was already recognized at the 
1st Vicarial Chapter when one reporter said: 

'Both Filipino and foreign brothers must see the reality that though this is a 
Filipino Vicariate (ÍJ'C: Vicariate in the Philippines), yet for the present and at 

8 'Statement of the 1st Provincial Chapter*, Proceedings— 1st Provincial Chapter of the OFM 
Philippine Province of San Pedro Bautista (Lucena City, Feb. 27-Mar. 5, 1986), p. 42. 

9 Ibid, and 'The Final Draft of the Provincial Plan as Approved by the 1985 2nd General Assembly', 
Proceedings of the 2nd General Assembly (Lucena City, Oct. 21-30, 1985). 
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least in the immediate future, it is and will be composed of Filipino and 
foreign brothers.'10 

The reflections and subsequent discussions on this point provided background to 
these two seemingly very general resolutions approved by that Chapter: 'Whereas 
the Chapter is concerned about the Franciscan and theological renewal and 
updating of the Vicariate, be it resolved that an annual Franciscan conference be 
organized' and 'Whereas the Chapter is concerned about the continuous internal 
renewal of the friars, be it resolved that a common monthly renewal be held for 
all the friars in a region, which all the friars should attend.'11 The logic is 
obvious: through those renewal programs, the friars coming from different 
backgrounds have the opportunity to interact with each other and share their 
views in the hope of getting to know each other better and have a shared goal or 
vision as Franciscans in their life and work in the same situation they are in. 
The relationship between Filipino and non-Filipino friars is an issue that has been 
raised on and off in official gatherings, but received much attention only in the 
most recent Provincial Chapter (1989). At the 1st General Assembly in 1982, 
when the issue of adaptation to the cultural patterns was discussed, there was an 
open sharing among Filipino and non-Filipino friars. Most of the few who spoke 
out mentioned no difficulties in the relationship and shared their own ways of 
trying to cope up with the challenge.12 In the 2nd General Assembly in 1985, 
suggestions were brought out to give time to take up and discuss the issue of 
natives and non-natives, specifically for both parties to express their expectations 
from one another as regards to their presence and role in the life of the Province, 
and to let all 'express their affection for one another before we leave this General 
Assembly.'13 For one reason or another, the suggestions did not get proper 
attention. 
It was at the 1989 Provincial Chapter that the issue, now called 'anti-foreign 
sentiments', was more intensively attended to. The Visitator General reported 
among others that he was told of the anti-foreign attitude of some native friars.14 

This problem must have been very serious because the Minister General himself, 
in his talk to the Chapter delegates, also emphasized the same point. The Chapter 
Proceedings read: 

'He stressed the importance of maintaining the international-family concept of 
the brotherhood. We must be a FRANCISCAN PROVINCE IN THE PHILIPPINES 
rather than a Franciscan province of Filipinos, i.e., we must be FRANCISCAN 
Filipinos in the FRANCISCAN ORDER, in this province. The Order is interna

io 'Building up Fraternity and Community among the Friars', Proceedings of the 1st Vicarial Chapter 
(Novaliches, Quezon City, Apr. 3-10, 1973), p. 19. 

11 Resolutions A-l and A-5, ibid. 
12 Proceedings of the 1st General Assembly, pp. 16-19. 
13 Proceedings of the 2nd General Assembly, pp. 64, 76 and 96. 
14 Minutes— Provincial Chapter (Nov., Q.C Jan. 31-Feb.4, 1989), p. 5. 
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tional and we must preserve this international character.'15 (emphases are 
original) 

The Proceedings further went on to say: 'Each friar was asked to speak his mind 
on the matter. The sharing was quite open and frank'. After the sharing and 
some discussions, the delegates formulated and approved this long resolution: 

'that, recognizing the existence of anti-foreign sentiments in the Province, both 
among Filipinos and foreigners, but, at the same time, being aware that, 
regardless of race, we are a community of brothers, living in the Philippines, 
we enjoin the following: 
a that all the brothers exert efforts to search for the Filipino identity and to 

help realize the aspirations of the Province; 
b that Filipino friars welcome and appreciate the supportive role of the 

foreign friars in this search for identity; 
с that the personal conflicts between foreigners and Filipinos be settled at 

once by those concerned, preferably within the confines of the community; 
and 

d that the incoming foreign missionaries take studies on the Filipino cul
ture."6 

9.2 Discussion 

9.2.1 The issue of contextualization 
In the early years, there was a euphoric desire among the friars for contextualiza
tion in the Vicariate. Realizing the gap in the lifestyle between the friars and the 
majority of people, the 1976 Vicarial Chapter made contextualization the thrust 
of the entity for the triennum 1976-1979, and called on the friars 'to search for 
ways to exercise fraternity and minority in a truly Filipino way* and to contextual-
ize the formation and apostolate. The good intentions and loudness of the call 
notwithstanding, there were no efforts to identify and lay down explicitly the 
principles of contextualization and how the process was to be implemented and 
reviewed. If there was any principle at all, it was the 'domino principle': if the 
Filipinos were put in charge of the administration of the formation and the 
ministries, then the programs themselves will be contextualized. 
The call for contextualization of the formation, lifestyle and ministry was later on 
raised again and was enshrined in the mission objectives. And again, how this call 
should be implemented and evaluated remained an invitation left to the initiative 
of the friars. It was only some years later that the elements or principles for 
contextualization arose. And these principles, I believe, came out as a natural 
product of the growing involvement of the friars in organized actions related with 
the people's struggle. That is, contextualization happened only in the last few 

15 Ibid., p. 4. 
16 Ibid., pp. 7-8. 
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years when more and more friars were getting involved in justice and peace 
issues, when the young friars were immersing themselves in the situation of the 
urban poor, the workers and the like, when the pastors were going beyond the 
traditional structures of sacramental ministries, and when some friars were opting 
for an alternative lifestyle other than the parish- and/or school-based communi
ties. These experiences generated further reflections on the Christian and 
Franciscan ways of responding to the challenges of the local situation and some 
concrete actions out of these reflections. 
To summarize, we have already identified the areas which should be the target of 
contextualization: formation, ministry and lifestyle. We have also implicitly 
defined what contextualization is and have laid down the principles by which we 
can go about it. To put the elements in a capsule, I would define contextualiza
tion as a process of responding to the Gospel message, as understood in the 
Franciscan way, within the framework of the concrete socio-political and histo-
rico-cultural situation, considering the resources and needs of the community. If 
we would like to take the challenge of contextualization more seriously, then the 
above-mentioned considerations should be taken as our point of departure. 

9.2.2 'Anti-foreign sentiments'? 
There is a need to address the issue of 'anti-foreign sentiments' and to reflect on 
and analyze it in a more open way. This should be done not only to prevent a 
misunderstanding and to respond to an accusation but also to learn and grow 
from the experience. I see behind this issue a more important question, that of 
contextualization, to which we, whether Filipinos or not, are called to respond. 
The feeling by the foreigners that the Filipinos are anti-foreigner should not be 
denied. After all, feeling are feelings. It might be true that the reason why many 
foreigners in the last few years have left the Province, as alleged in the Vicar 
General's letter, lay in their feelings that the local friars are anti-foreigner.17 But 
note that it is not necessarily true that the Filipinos are anti-foreigner because the 
non-Filipinos felt that way. On the other hand, it could also be true that some of 
us Filipinos do have anti-foreign sentiments. Again, feelings are feelings, and we 
Filipinos are also entitled to express those sentiments as much as the non-
Filipinos are entitled to do so. However, we can look into the sources of these 
feelings and analyse them in a more positive and fruitful way. 
One apparent source of this controversy could be the passing remark or question 
by some Filipinos why the foreigners stay in the Philippines. The question could 
be understood in many ways. For one, it could be interpreted as an irrational and 
ultranationalistic denunciation of the presence of non-Filipinos in the country. 
The question could have come from some Filipino friars, who are growing more 
politically conscious and involved in the movements for change in the local 
Philippine society. One who makes a serious study and analysis of Philippine 

17 'Letter of Fr. Romain Mailleaux to the Provincial', Provincial Communicator (June 1989), pp. 
13-14. 
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society, its history and culture cannot help but feel a negative sentiment against 
the foreigners who have come to dominate, colonize and oppress the Filipino 
people. Until now, the structures of foreign domination (neo-colonialism), 
especially by the American economic and political system, are pervasive in 
Philippine society. These structures are directly responsible for much of the 
political and economic problems of the country. So much of the unnecessary 
sufferings and deaths of Filipinos are caused by these structures. Psychologically 
speaking, it would be very easy to see in every foreigner or specifically American 
the personification of the imperialist forces or evil forces responsible for the 
oppression, poverty and misery of the Filipino masses. Seen in this way, there is 
a need to guide well-intentioned but ultranationalistic friars away from the evil of 
ultranationalism to the value of international cooperation and solidarity. One can 
still be a true nationalist without a sweeping condemnation of non-Filipinos. A 
true nationalist knows also how to distinguish between the 'imperialist foreigners' 
who take advantage of the Filipinos and the other foreigners who are also victims 
of the system and those who are in soUdarity with the struggling Filipinos against 
the imperialist forces. Much more, a true Christian knows how to distinguish 
between the oppressive structures and the oppressors. 
There is then a need to inculcate and form in the minds of these Fihpinos the 
essential human. Christian and Franciscan values, e.g. universal brotherhood, 
humanity, soUdarity and cooperation, international character of the Church and 
the Order, and the like. To leave the local Church and society in the hands of 
these local friars would be giving up by default or escapism the human and 
Christian principles they have committed themselves to. To do so would be the 
easier choice than responding to the more difficult and sensitive task of discern
ing the proper and supportive role of a foreign missionary in a given local 
context. 
The question about the presence of foreigners could also be interpreted as an 
expression of the local friars' perception that the non-Filipinos are hindering the 
growth of the local Church or are not sufficiently doing much to help the people 
to whom they have come to share the Gospel. Some Filipinos may say that 
foreigners 'are here only as long as they are in position of power and authority, 
or that they remain here because of such trivial reason as 'it's nice to rest here'. 
The question is honest and critical. It is asked by an exceptionally few bold 
Filipinos from their foreign brothers and partners in their life and work. It is 
posed in the hope of evaluating the presence and role of the foreign brothers. It 
is a way of learning from mistakes if there are, and is a process of improving the 
way non-Filipinos adapt themselves in the Philippine setting. If it is asked by the 
Fihpinos, the foreigners should be glad that the local friars are able to express 
that question. It should neither be interpreted as asking them to leave the 
country, nor should it be immediately perceived that they are no longer needed 
or wanted in the country. 
Many of us Filipinos are grateful to the foreigners who have come to this country 
to share Christianity and Franciscanism. We admire the example of countless 
friars, and venerate a few of them, who have sacrificed their lives for the growth 
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of the Church and the Order. We are grateful to the friars whose example in 
their lives and ministries attracted us to join the Order and to those who have 
served as our tutors and formators. We are indebted to the generous foreign 
benefactors who bring in financial resources for the formation, ministry and 
administration of the Province, and even for some of our financially less fortunate 
famihes. Utang na hob (debt of gratitude) is one of the values that we treasure, 
even to a fault. Because of this, most of us would feel hiya (loss of face or 
shame) to say something unpleasant to our donors and benefactors. Most of us 
would rather remain silent and suffer the consequences of it than be offensive 
and unpleasant to the benefactor. Understanding this value system in the Filipino 
culture, one would then appreciate the action of a few bold Filipinos to ask why 
the foreigners stay in the country. For the Filipinos, to have asked that question 
is a very positive step towards the coming of age of the Filipinos whose society, 
including the Church and the Order, have been on the hands of the foreigners for 
some centuries. 
For us Filipinos, the major challenge is still the search for an authentic expression 
of Christianity and Franciscanism in the local situation. For centuries, we have 
been warned by the foreigners against the evil of paganism, nationalism, liberal
ism, communism and the like. They have always appealed to the values of 
civilization, Catholicism, internationalism, and so forth. But we know now that 
behind those warnings and appeals were other motives such as economic and 
cultural domination. The raising of the issue of anti-foreign attitudes and senti
ments, if put in proper perspective, should be received as a welcome challenge. 
The issue challenges us Filipino friars and the other non-Filipino friars working 
in the Philippines. The first task is to question and be critical of premises which 
hide other interests. We are not against civilization, Catholicism, internationalism, 
and other positive Christian and Fmaciscan values. But we should be on guard 
against a presentation of these values in a twisted and diluted manner. By being 
critical of these things, we are then able to provide an authentic Filipino alter
native of Christianity and Franciscanism, which contributes to the true welfare of 
the people we are living with and serving in the local situation. 
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10 The missionary call 

'To respond to the missionary dimension of 
our Franciscan calling, whether locally or 
overseas. ' 

In the light of certain historical developments and the corresponding shifts in 
theological perspectives in the last few years, some have questioned the necessity 
and relevance of mission, of going out to preach the Gospel and to implant the 
Church among people who do not yet believe in Christ. Inspite of these develop
ments, the Church has not only reiterated the validity of missions but has also 
defined in clear and definite terms her vocation as essentially missionary: 'today 
as always, missionary activity retains its full force and necessity*1, and 'the 
Church... is by its very nature missionary'.2 

Following the lead of Vatican II, the Franciscan Order has also defined its 
missionary vocation in the following declaration: 'Our entire Fraternity is mis
sionary, with everyone in the Fraternity sharing the missionary vocation'.3 The 
recent years have even witnessed the resurgence in the missionary consciousness 
and vitaUty of the friars and their serious attempts to wrestle with the challenges 
of mission, as is evident in the recent reflections and activities.4 

The Province of San Pedro Bautista has enshrined the missionary dimension in 
its CVM statement. This is the product of and motivation for the growing interest 
and zeal among the friars to respond to the Great Commission. A few have 
already volunteered for overseas missionary work, while the most are trying to 
find relevant and effective ways to respond to the missionary call in the local 
situation In the process of eagerly responding to the challenge, we are also 
quickly finding out that the road ahead is not a smooth and easy highway. 

1 Vatican II, Ad Gentes Dtvimtus (Dec 7, 1965) no 7 in Austin Flanneiy, ed, Vatican II— The 
Conciliar and Post-Conciliar Documents New Revised Edition, The Vatican Collection Vol 1 
(Collegeville, MN Liturgical Press, 1984) 

2 Ibid , no 2 
3 General Chapter (Medellin, 1971), The Franciscan Missionary Vocation m the World Today no 1. 
4 Plenary Council (Bahia, 1983), The Gospel Challenges Us, General Chapter (Assisi, 1985), Our Call 

to Evangelization— Proposals for Action, and Plenary Council (Bangalore, 1988), A Message from 
Bangalore 'Ministers of the Word, Servants of All, and Letter of Minister General and Defini-
tonum, The Call of Africa, 1982 
A list of some of the recent missionary projects and activities of the OFM Franciscans is given in 
A Message from Bangalore , footnote no 5 
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10.1 From overseas to local missions 

It is understandable that when an organization or community is newly established, 
its focus of attention is directed to its own immediate and internal needs. After 
some time, it begins to look beyond and outside its confines. This is very much 
true in the case of the Province of the RP-OFM friars. The first years were spent 
in trying to attend to its own needs and problems. After a period of internal 
development, it has begun to look outside itself and to reach out to others.3 

The formal discussions about mission came out a decade after the establishment 
of the Vicariate. At the first General Assembly in 1982, mention was made of an 
'appeal of the Minister General for the possibility of Filipinos going abroad' for 
missions.6 The Vicar himself expressed also in the same assembly his personal 
belief that 'it is now time to grow in our responsibility to work outside the 
countr/.7 Although there was no extensive discussion on that matter, the assem
bly of friars approved and included the following statement as part of their five
fold mission objectives: 'to respond to the missionary dimension of our Franciscan 
calling, whether locally or overseas'.8 The assembly moreover approved the 
recommendation for a Mission Secretariate 'which will serve as a channel of 
information and as a coordinating body for the promotion of "Justice, Peace and 
Human Development" and overseas mission'.9 

The delegates to the 1982 Vicarial Chapter took among others the suggestions 
made by the Assembly about mission. The Vicar posed these questions: 'Is it 
opportune to set up in our Vicariate a mission secretariate? Is it already time for 
us to begin consistently sending friars for overseas mission? Where?'10 These 
questions were raised at a time when there were calls from the Order for the 
Pan-Africa Project and from other parties for missionary volunteers. The ques
tions generated among the friar-delegates further questions and opinions about 
the readiness of the Vicariate, its priorities, and the friars' different understanding 
about mission: 

'Are we ready at this time when we are still trying to make personnel ad
justment and prioritization in the vicarial planning? (...) Sending missionaries 
abroad should be done now and we should not wait for the organic growth of 
the Vicariate to say we are ready. (...) Mission overseas should be left as a free 
and open endeavour and we just have to be ready to send if somebody quali
fied and willing expresses the desire to go (...). Which is our priority, mission 
overseas or local mission? (...) Are we only answering temporary mission 
needs or establishing mission commitments? (...) Mission is not so much or no 

5 Cfr. chapter 3, sections 3.1 and 3.2. 
6 Proceedings of the 1st General Assembly (Lucena City, Jan. 26-Feb. 5,1982), p. 36. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Appendix B, The Franciscan Charism, Vision, Mission', ibid. 
9 Appendix C, 'Recommendations to the 4th Vicarial Chapter from the 1st General Assembly', 

ibid. 
10 4th Vicarial Chapter— Proceedings and Minutes (Lucena City, Feb. 8-13, 1982), p. 48. 
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longer just the enterprise of a single Province, but the thrust towards inter-
Provincial or inter-Conference enterprise, i.e., friars from different Provinces/ 
Conferences come together into one mission area and form a community there 
(...). There is a distinction between working in missions for the Philippine 
Vicariate and working for Filipinos in foreign countries.'11 

From the discussions, some points were becoming clearer to the friars: missionary 
activity is integral to the nature of the Church; while the Vicariate is focusing its 
attention to personnel adjustment and prioritization, opportunities must be 
provided for willing and ready volunteers; and, while there are many needs 
outside the Philippines, the friars should give priority to the surrounding Asian 
countries. These considerations were behind this resolution which the delegates 
approved: 'that considering the needs and express desire of the Church, the 
Vicariate provide opportunities for foreign mission work, especially in the 
surrounding Asian countries'.12 

A very concrete and important step towards the actualization of the growing 
missionary awareness of the friars was the decision to create the Office for 
Evangelization (OE), which includes the vicarial offices for justice and peace, 
parishes, schools, overseas mission and other special ministries.13 In his report 
three years later, the OE coordinator Usted the activities of the office to animate 
the missionary dimension of the friars' life and ministry. Reflecting and evaluating 
the activities of the Vicariate vis-a-vis mission, the coordinator reported: 

'Not much has been done in this area although we have opened the mission 
among the Muslims. There is a real need to update our understanding of 
mission, especially that of Franciscan mission. If we understand mission in the 
traditional sense, that is, simply overseas mission, then not much has been 
done along this line. However, with the new understanding of mission, there 
has been a lot of missionary activity even in our traditional ministries.'14 

The 1983 opening of a Franciscan community in Balo-i, Lanao del Norte, where 
the inhabitants are predominantly Muslims, was an important step in the direc
tion of the missionary endeavour of the Vicariate.15 As noted by the Vicar, 'the 
opening of a fraternity in Marawi Prelature beyond the margins of Filipino 
Christianity or Catholicism is a tangible sign that the missionary spirit is en
kindled more in our midst'.16 In the words of the volunteer-friars, 'the Ufe and 

11 Ibid., pp. 48-19. 
12 Resolution 13, ibid. 
13 Resolution 9, ibid 
14 Appendix F, 'Report of the Office for Evangelization to the Provincial Chapter', Proceedings— 

Ist Provincial Chapter of the OFM Philippine Province of San Pedro Bautista (Lucena City, Feb. 
27-Mar. 5, 1986). 

15 'Report from the Office for Planning to the Plenary Council' and 'Report on the Marawi 
Prelature Missioners to the 1983 Plenary Council', (San Francisco del Monte, Quezon City, Jul. 
5-8, 1983). 

16 'Minister Provincial's Report to the Frian and the 1983 Plenary Council', section X,10.1.2. 
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ministry of friars are done within the over-all thrust of the Prelature of Marawi 
City, mainly involved in a dialogue of life and faith with the Muslims as well as 
the Christians in the area'.17 Specifying their intention in the mission endeavour, 
the first two friars stated: 'We propose to live and give witness to a fully Chris
tian-Franciscan Ufe among the Muslims having in mind "The Franciscan Mis
sion— Philippine Friars" approved in the Vicarial Chapter of February 1982, 
conducting ourselves according to Chapter 16 of the Rule of 1221 of St. Francis 
of Assisi.'18 

The project for establishing the second community in the Muslim area, the 
Basilan Project, was presented to and approved at the 1986 Provincial Chapter " 
The general objectives of the project were the following: '(1) to give witness of 
our Franciscan lifestyle, especially in the need to be evangelized by the poor, (2) 
to have dialogue of life and faith with our brothers living their Islamic tradition, 
(3) to respond to the needs of the poor, oppressed and deprived, and (4) to assist 
to the spiritual needs of the Poor Clares.'20 

Regarding overseas mission, opportunities have been and are being provided to 
some friars willing to volunteer. As of end 1989, there were two friars in Japan 
helping Filipino migrants; there is one (and another is already scheduled to 
follow) in the Thailand Project, the aim of which is 'to give a Franciscan and 
Gospel witness in the Thai/Buddhist world through entering into dialogue with 
it';21 there is a friar in the Custody of the Holy Land, while another has just 
returned after about twelve years of service; and most recently, one friar has 
volunteered for Papua New Guinea.22 

Besides encouragement for overseas mission, the friars have also expressed out 
the need for adequate preparation of the volunteers. This need was felt very 
important because of the difficult experiences of two young friars who volun
teered for the Africa Project, but had to return soon.a Thus, the 1986 Provincial 

17 Proceedings of the 2nd General Assembly (Lucena City, Oct 21-30, 1985), ρ 5 
18 'Report from the Office for Evangelization' (at the 1st Provincial Plenary Council, 1983) 
19 'Statement of the 1st Provincial Chapter', no 27 in Proceedings— 1st Provincial Chapter of the 

OFM Philippine Province of San Pedro Bautista (1986) 
20 Appendix Q, 'Report from the Committee on the Basilan Project', ibid 
21 ThePilgnm (contact paper of the Franciscan Conferences of Asia and Oceania), Oct 1988, ρ 20 

The whole issue reports on the Thailand Project 
22 Antonio Luto returned to the Philippines in 1988 after serving the Custody of the Holy Land for 

almost 12 years In the recent years, the following fnars were sent for overseas mission (date of 
mission-sending) Godofredo Principe to Japan (Feb 5, 1988), Bienvenido Baisas to Thailand 
(Apr 24,1989), Antonio Lázaro to the Holy Land (Apr 24,1989), Elias Adel to Japan (Aug 15, 
1989) and Eduardo Amienta to Papua New Guinea (Oct 8, 1989) Pedro Montallana's applica
tion to the Thailand Project was approved on May 27, 1988, but he is 'on loan' to the Secretar
iate of the Franciscan Conferences of Asia and Oceania for two years during which he would be 
residing in the Philippines 

23 'We have attempted to respond to the call of our international brotherhood to be of help 
especially to Africa Due to unforeseen factors, our first two Filipino volunteers had to return 
home only after a few months' in 'Provincial ОеГтіИиуЪ Report to the 1st Provincial Chapter' 
no 8 1 2 m Proceeding?— 1st Provincial Chapter , Appendix D 
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Chapter made the resolution, directing the Provincial Definitory 'to encourage 
volunteers to overseas mission, especially to the Pan-Africa and Thailand 
Projects, and to see to their adequate preparation'.24 

The concept of mission was more thoroughly reflected upon at the 2nd General 
Assembly in 1985. The General Chapter's document, Our Call to Evangelization-
Proposals for Action, which identified formation towards missionary spirit as one 
of the three themes of evangelization, served as the background material for the 
ensuing sharing and discussion.25 Two dominant issues emerged out of the 
reflections. First was the further clarification and broadening of the concept of 
mission. Mission was understood to encompass the activities of the friars in their 
ministries and lifestyle, whether overseas or in the local situation. While the 
broad concept of mission was enshrined in the CVM statement, which was 
formulated at the 1st General Assembly, it was only at the 2nd General Assembly 
that the friars had more time to reflect on the broader concept of mission.26 

Secondly, there was a lot of interest and questions raised to identify the elements 
in the Franciscan concept of mission, which were specifically relevant to the 
PhiUppine situation. The friars lined up the following elements: simple lifestyle; 
more trust in God and less consumerism; choice of poor and marginalized; united 
efforts to change our present society, friars be signs of hope; and, friars choose 
apostolate among the needy people inside or outside the country where the Spirit 
leads or directs.27 

The ideas were just too many and very extensive that there was no time to 
integrate them and to make concrete resolutions, except for this: 'that the issues 
on Missionary Dimension considered in this Assembly be studied in coordination 
with the Monitor and the Preparatory Committee and in consultation with the 
friars, and be seriously considered by the Provincial Chapter'.28 The resolution 
was voted viva voce which, in the psychology of voting in official RP-OFM 
meetings, meant that there was a rush in the procedure. 

The committee tasked to make the report presented a paper at the 1986 Provin
cial Chapter.29 The paper contained the principles on mission as expressed in the 
Order's documents on mission (e.g., Medellin and Bahia) and the RP-OFM CVM 
statement. Considered in the discussion were the following insights: the need to 
further integrate this missionary dimension in the life, formation and ministry of 
the friars; the practical importance of formulating policies for the choice of 
mission areas and the adequate preparation of volunteers; and, focus of attention 
to mission among non-churchgoers, cultural minorities and other mission possibil
ities. As a result, the Chapter delegates decided to pass these concrete resolutions: 

24 'Statement of the 1st Provincial ΟιβρΙεΓ*, no. 2.8, ibid. 
25 General Chapter (Assisi, 1985), op. cit. 
26 Proceedings of the 2nd Generai Assembly, pp. 42-52. 
27 Ibid., p. 75. 
28 Appendix XII, 'Final Draft of the Provincial Plan as Approved by the 2nd General Assembly', 

Resolution C, ibid, 
29 Appendix O, 'Report of the Commission on Mission', Proceedings— 1st Provincial Chapter.... 
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• 'that the Provincial Chapter strongly encourage the Provincial Definitory to 
open new forms of Franciscan presence and/or ministry, e.g., Tacloban 
Center, Basilan Mission, Mobile Mission Team and Praying Community, 
insofar as personnel are available; 

• that the Provincial Chapter direct the Provincial Definitory to encourage 
volunteers to overseas mission, especially to the Pan-Africa and Thailand 
Projects, and to see to their adequate preparation; 

• that the Provincial Chapter direct the Provincial Definitory to estabUsh, under 
the direct supervision of the Office for Evangelization, the following: (a) 
National Parish Coordinator (a pastor), (b) Justice and Peace Commission 
Coordinator (full-time as far as possible), and (c) Franciscan Missionary 
Union and Mission Director (full-time as far as possible).'30 

The resolutions under the heading 'mission' in the most recent Provincial Chapter 
(1989) shows how far the concept of mission has developed in the understanding 
of the friars. Whereas in the early years mission has been associated mostly with 
overseas mission, in the last few years the concept has become more extensive. 
The Chapter listed under the heading 'mission' the following resolutions: 
• 'that the mobile mission team approved by the 1986 Provincial Chapter be 

created insofar as personnel are available; 
• that the Franciscan Missionary Union organize, develop and promote the 

Franciscan Lay Missionary Program; and 
• that the Provincial Administration see to it that in every region the communi

ties gather together at least quarterly to reflect on and pray over Justice and 
Peace and other issues of local, regional and national concerns in order to 
make appropriate response.'31 

Of particular importance, one can single out the activities of the Franciscan 
Missionary Union (FMU). The FMU was launched on Feb. 5, 1985, with the 
following objectives: '(1) to make the people aware of the Franciscan missionary 
charism and missionary work of the Province in the Philippines, and (2) to 
intensify their participation in our Missionary evangelization through spiritual and 
financial support'.32 Since then it has been actively conducting mission orienta
tion to the people in the parishes and schools where the friars are working. It has 
also come out with a newsletter which contains various articles not only moti
vating the friends and partners to support the financial needs but also to be 
acquainted with the actual missionary efforts of the friars and their partners.33 

30 'Statement of the 1st Provincial Chapter' nos. 2.6 to 2.8, ibid. 
31 'Provincial Chapter Resolutions' nos. 19-21 (2nd Provincial Chapter, Novaliches, Quezon City, 

Jan 31-Feb. 4, 1989) in Provincial Communicator (Apr. 1989), p. 17. 
32 Appendix F, section b, 'Report from the Franciscan Missionary Union', Proceedings— 1st 

Provincial Chapter 
33 The official publication of the FMU is Pasasalamat which appears every month 
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Lately, it has organized the Franciscan Lay Missionary program wherein the lay 
partners do actually get involved in the missionary tasks of the friars.34 

To summarize, the overall pattern of the missionary thoughts and activities of the 
Province may be described as a development from a strong clamour for overseas 
missions to a serious focus on the local missions. When the idea of mission was 
initially aired out, the questions and preoccupations of the friars were centered on 
going to places outside the Philippines. In the recent year, the friars' concept of 
mission has undergone a process of involution. They are now turning their 
attention to the challenges of the local mission, e.g., the justice and peace 
challenge, dialogue with the Moslems in the southern region or with the urban 
poor and the like. 

10.2 From local to overseas missions 

The friars of San Pedro Bautista are very much aware of the principle that the 
Church, including the Order, is missionary by nature. In fact, the Province has 
enshrined the missionary dimension of the Franciscan life in its CVM statement, 
This is a product of and a motivation for the growing interest among them to 
respond to the Great Commission. In the friars' life and ministry, they are 
continually trying to find relevant and effective ways to concretize their missionary 
aspirations. Within the formation program, much is said about the need to 
inculcate the missionary charism. As an extension of this growing missionary 
awareness, a number of the friars has gone for overseas missions. A few have 
responded to the call of the Order in the African Project, the Holy Land and the 
Thailand Project. A pair has also gone to Japan, and one friar is now in Papua 
New Guinea. 
While it may be a bit premature to evaluate the merits of those ventures, it is 
necessary to raise questions or confront those already floating in the minds of 
many friars. This should be done not to stifle the missionary enthusiasm of some 
of the friars, but to help ourselves face the missionary challenge in a more 
responsible way. The most obvious question, one that has been raised in many 
formal and informal circles, is this: How does the Province select and prepare the 
volunteers for overseas mission? The Province has seen the need to prepare 
adequately the volunteers based on a few experiences, which have been called 
euphemistically as 'postponed success'. And twice it has made recommendations 
for the adequate preparation of the volunteers. 
Practical experience tells us that overseas missions, where the situation in terms 
of culture, religion and milieu is very different, would not be easy for most friars. 
Especially for the Filipino friars who have grown up in a close-knit CathoUc 
environment, the foreign and non-Catholic situation would surely be difficult to 

34 The first lay missionary of this program was sent overseas to Thailand upon the appeal of the 
Delegate General for the Thailand Project. Celso Lanacas has been there since Dec. 31, 1989. 
Pasasalamat (January 1990). 
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cope with. For ordinary friars, a tremendous amount of missionary idealism and 
confidence would be a poor substitute or cure-all answer for adequate prepara
tion of the volunteers in terms of the individual friars' psycho-spiritual maturity 
and basic socio-cultural knowledge of the place where they are to go. Would it be 
responsible on the part of the administration for example to give go-signal to a 
friar who volunteers because he finds it difficult to work with the people in the 
local situation? Would it not also be suicidal on the part of the volunteer to do 
so? And finally, would it not be unjust and insulting to the receiving mission 
community? 
The adequacy of the volunteer's preparation depends on both the individual and 
the larger fraternity. On the part of the individual, one's willingness to volunteer 
should not be the only criterion. There is a need to prepare the individual so that 
he can know, study and appreciate the culture and history of the people in the 
place where he is going. While it is almost impossible to gauge the psycho-
spiritual maturity of the individual, the satisfactory commitment in one's assign
ment is a good indicator. Thus, someone who has been finding it very difficult to 
cope with his assignments should not be easily given the go-signal in the hope of 
providing him a fresh beginning in the new place. 
The adequacy of the preparation greatly depends on the larger community, 
especially on the administrators and those in the Office for Evangelization and 
Mission Secretariat. Theirs is the responsibility first of all to animate the friars at 
large on the theology of mission, the shifts in missiological assumptions, and the 
like. It is their responsibility also to clarify the rationale, objectives and activities 
of the mission program of the Province. There is a need to identify and prioritize 
the areas of mission, e.g. dialogue with other religions, cultures and ideologies, 
work with the Filipino migrants and so forth. Along this line, the volunteers can 
already be prepared in our own areas, e.g., MusUm communities (dialogue with 
religion), justice and peace work and urban parishes (work with the Filipino 
migrants), rural parishes (missionary evangelization), and the like. Lastly, there 
is also a need to coordinate with other Provinces and other missionary groups to 
learn from their mission programs. By collaborating with them we get more 
informations and experiences regarding mission work. 
We can also draw lessons from our own experiences and resources. We have 
foreign missionaries who have been working with us. They can share their insights 
on their experiences as missionaries in the Philippines. We also have the Filipino 
friars who have returned from overseas missions. They can share their positive 
and negative experiences. From these two groups, we can work out policies for 
adequate preparation of the future volunteers. 
Finally, I personally believe that the best way of preparing volunteers for the 
overseas missions is in the way we as a community respond to the local mission
ary needs. If we try to concretize in our own local situation the Franciscan 
elements of mission we have already identified, then I think we would become 
more experienced in the rigours equally demanded in a different society or 
environment. This area has been pointed out already by the former FMU 
coordinator. He identified four areas (or difficulties) where we can start: 
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'One of these is the need for prioritizing. The traditional structures in our 
parishes can be so demanding that instead of pioneering into, say the "un
churched", (we end up devoting much of our time and effort to) liturgical 
services. When this happens, we end up merely maintaining a parish which is 
basically the task of the diocesan clergy. To become true to our missionary 
identity we need to focus our attention to building a strong and vibrant local 
church. Once this is over, we move on to another place. 
A second difficulty that saps our missionary enthusiasm is the relative comfort 
that we experience in our friaries. The life style of ease can prevent us from 
feeling the intensity of our challenges around us. Insulated from the sight and 
smell of the "lepers" of today, we might not be challenged enough to kiss the 
lepers and joyfully embrace the lepers' lot to transform our society. 
A third difficulty is the lack of will power among some of our friars. Sub
sequently, a lack of discipline and self-sacrifice. It is very hard to ask a friar 
to do what he does not agree with but which is asked of our life. We seem to 
have pampered very much our ego and glorified individualism despite the fact 
that the foundation of our life is the life of penance. Fraternity has been 
rationalized as to allowing the brother to do what he likes to do and obedi
ence is simply confirming what a brother chooses. 
A fourth difficulty is the perceived opposition of fraternity and mission: Do we 
first look at each other or look at our ministries? Put in the context of a 
divided world where people need and are discovering a solidarity and brother
hood, our fraternity and mission go hand in hand: together we look at our 
mission.'35 

I believe that responding to those questions and challenges would be a big 
contribution towards the adequate preparation for missionary challenges in the 
foreign situation. The spirit of self-giving and sacrifice demanded of these local 
challenges forms the same spirituality that is needed in mission overseas. 

35 Pedro Montallana, 'Formation for Mission', For Friars' Eyes Only (Oct. 1989), pp. 6-10. 
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Conclusion 

This paper is an exploratory study on contextual evangelization. The study 
focused its attention on a specific religious community and described its attempts 
to respond to the challenge of evangehzation in a particular context. To provide 
a background for a better understanding of the efforts of the community under 
study, a description of the Philippines was made at the very start, outlining the 
geographic and demographic, the socio-political and historico-cultural features of 
the country and its people, and briefly summarizing the challenges faced by the 
local Church. 
The study proceeded to describe the subjects, the members of the Franciscan 
Province of San Pedro Bautista of the Philippines. It traced the development of 
the entity since its establishment, identified the general issues and problems faced 
by the members through the years, and offered some bright prospects for the 
entity. An outstanding feature of the community's history is the fact that the 
members have come out together with the charism-vision-mission (CVM) 
formulation which has since then served as a guiding principle in planning, 
implementing and evaluating their life, formation and ministry. 
In describing and analysing one group's evangehzation activities, one could have 
used the very comprehensive framework provided by the apostolic exhortation of 
Pope Paul VI, 'Evangehzation in the Modern World' (Evangelii Nuntiandi, 1975). 
The modern summa of the evangelization concerns sets down in succinct strokes 
the theological foundations and defmition of evangelization, its content and 
methods, the beneficiaries of and the workers for evangelization, and the proper 
spirit and attitudes that should animate those working for evangelization. 
The study instead utilized the CVM as the framework to guide the description 
and analysis of the evangelization activities of the RP-OFM friars. Though using 
a different framework, this study touches many of the fundamental themes 
enunciated by Evangelii Nuntiandi, e.g. the proclamation of the Kingdom of God, 
the evangelization of cultures, the primary importance of witness of life, the 
Gospel as a message touching life as a whole, the tensions and questions accom
panying the work for justice and peace, and so forth. Moreover, the use of the 
CVM framework accentuates some important aspects peculiar to a group of 
evangelizers. For analysing the role of the religious in evangehzation, the use of 
the CVM framework is more suitable. It enables the religious to examine their 
specific contribution to evangelization, by urging them to look back to the original 
sources, to the Gospel and the spirit of their founders as well as to discern the 
signs of the times. 
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Using the CVM framework, a kind of test case was made in looking back to the 
Spanish Franciscan heritage in the country. The writer believes that the use of 
that framework was rewarding. It generated a comprehensive perspective in 
understanding the various aspects of the evangelization endeavour of the fore-
brothers. To wit, the first group of Franciscans came with a vision of realizing the 
universal pastorate of Christ. Those missionaries were the followers of Francis 
who wanted to conform themselves to Christ through the observance of strict 
evangelical poverty. Among the missionary activities undertaken were preaching 
the Gospel to a non-Christian population, building faith-based communities for 
the converts, laboring hard to make the Gospel understandable to the natives, 
and aspiring to be poor and servants of the poor. 
Incidentally, the period 1576-1586 was a decisive decade in the history of the 
Church in the Philippines. Within this period, the majority of the inhabitans were 
evangelized through the zealous, dynamic and creative efforts of the Spanish 
missionaries, including the Franciscans. This decade also marked the period when 
the Custody of St. Gregory the Great of the Philippines was formally estabhshed 
in Spain (1576), its members arrived in the islands (1578) and contributed a 
major share in the first evangelization of the natives, and the entity flowered into 
a Province (1586). 
In almost the same decade four centuries later, another set of events happened. 
The Vicariate of St. Gregory the Great in the Philippines was erected (1970), this 
time out of the Filipino and non-Filipino friars working in the country. It became 
a full-fledged and independent Province (1983), taking the titular name of San 
Pedro Bautista, one of the pioneering Spanish missionaries in the Philippines. 
Like the early Spanish missionaries, the friars of today face the same basic 
Christian-Franciscan call. They are called to preach the Gospel, following the 
charism of St. Francis of Assisi. But unlike the friars of the previous generation, 
the present evangelizers confront different challenges due to the changes that 
have taken place since then. 
The friars and other Church people in the Philippines today are facing many press
ing challenges. Foremost of them is the call to exercise the prophetic role in de
nouncing the situation of poverty, injustice and violence, and to be in solidarity with 
the vast majority of people longing and struggling for peace, justice and freedom. 
How the Church can extricate itself from the negative western and elitist image 
and contribute her share in the search for an authentic Filipino culture is another 
major challenge. Finally, there is the opportunity for Filipino Christians to reach 
out to their neighbours who have different cultures, religions and ideologies. 
If contextual evangelization is defined as the communal process of responding to 
the Gospel challenge within the framework of the concrete socio-political and 
historico-cultural situation, I believe that the process by which the friars have 
communally formulated and are trying to enflesh their CVM ideals is contextual 
evangelization. To sum up, they have defined and specified their contribution in 
the evangelization task as the living of 'a Gospel Ufe of joyful poverty and 
humility in prayerful brotherhood'. They have the vision of reahzing the 'reign of 
God' or 'the family of man living in peace, justice and love under God as Father 
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and Christ as Brother, and with all men and women as brothers and sisters in the 
Lord and in harmony with all creation'. To realize this vision, they have identified 
five basic mission challenges: the religious call, the challenge of justice and 
peace/option for the poor, the invitation to evangelical lifestyle, the task of 
contextualization, and the missionary call. 
How the RP-OFM friars have formulated the CVM guideline and are taking 
concrete steps to realize their ideals has been explored in this study. The study 
examined the discussions and resolutions made in all the important consultative 
and decision-making bodies of the Province and looked at the actions taken in 
view of those decisions. Along the CVM framework, issues were identified, 
questions raised and some recommendations made. 
At this point, I would now like to summarize the whole study by discussing one 
main insight found in the course of the exploratory study. The study shows that 
the Province, though still very young, has been very serious in communally 
discerning its Christian-Franciscan role in the evangeUzation endeavour in the 
country. The members have been faithfully examining their lifestyle, ministries 
and formation, and consequently changes have been taking place. Some ministe
rial commitments have been abandoned, and new ones taken. The formation 
program has also seen more innovations than the number of years of its exis
tence. A number of friars has opted for alternative lifestyle and/or ministries. 
Amidst these changes, one thing is certain. These changes have been made in 
view of responding to the challenge of the Gospel, interpreted in the Franciscan 
way, to the call of the signs of the times, and in accordance with the needs and 
resources of the community. 
In the analysis of the various issues related to the CVM ideals, one overriding 
theme has surfaced throughout the discussion: the question of the Franciscan 
charism or identity, or more specifically the clerical versus the non-clerical nature 
of the Order/Province. While the Province has clearly defined its specific Francis
can contribution to the evangelization task, there is still a wide gap between the 
avowed ideals and the inherited structural reality of the Province. And more 
specifically, the study reveals this conclusion: The clerical orientation and struc
ture of the Province serve as a deadweight that holds back the community from 
effectively realizing its mission commitments. And positively stated, the efforts of 
a number of friars to depart from the traditional clerical structure and orientation 
of the Province promote the ideals of the entity. 
We have inherited, and are still perpetrating, a clerical tradition. At the establish
ment of the Vicariate, most of the inherited commitments were parishes. And 
until now, most of the fraternities are parish-based. For many of us, the parish is 
our world. It is where we spend most of our time and energy. No doubt, our 
efforts are very commendable. Many of us are working zealously to respond to 
the needs of the parishioners. Given other options, most of us would still prefer 
to work in the parish. It is where we find the fulfilment of our talents and where 
we experience the satisfaction of serving the people of God. It is where we belong 
because it is where we were supposed to be after undergoing the old formation 
that provided the clerical expertise and nurtured the clerical spirit. 
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Commitment to one particular group of persons necessarily implies exclusion of 
others. Commitment to one option means excluding others. In like manner, 
because of this clerical commitment, many of us have closed the door to other 
options. We simply do not have the time and energy for the ninety percent of the 
Catholic population who do not come to Church. Because of the relatively more 
secure and comfortable clerical lifestyle, we have drifted away from the concerns 
of the ordinary people, and from some of the essential Franciscan values. The 
clerical lifestyle has formed a spirituality that is clerical, i.e. elitist and detached 
from the ordinary context where most people experience their life. In reflecting 
on the observance of poverty for example, many of us try to rationalize our 
failure to do so by emphasizing the importance of the internal or spiritual aspect 
of it. 
I also offered the hypothesis, explaining that this clerical tradition might have 
been one of the contributing factors in at least two problematic areas, i.e., the 
exodus of friars and the 'postponed succes' of our missionary endeavour. The 
concentration in the past on the clerical formation over and above the religious-
Franciscan formation has made some of us inadequately prepared to make the 
religious commitment. Moreover, the relative comfort and security provided by 
the clerical world makes it more difficult for the mission volunteers to face the 
uncertainty and unfamiliarity in foreign, non-Catholic environment. 
The mission objectives of the Province on the other hand are to a certain extent 
promoted by the friars who have departed from the traditional clerical structures. 
For example, the friars who have departed from the Catholic environment have 
the opportunity now to be in dialogue with the Moslems, a very dear Franciscan 
heritage. The friars who have opted to Uve in dialogue with the poor are able to 
empathize with the problems and aspirations of the vast majority of people. It is 
easier for them to join the causes of the poor and to work in solidarity with those 
who actively struggle for the eradication of poverty, injustice and violence. It is 
also observed that they are less judgemental and moralizing about the actions of 
the people in their struggle for social transformation. 
The friars who have departed from a more secure and comfortable lifestyle are 
slowly discovering a new form of spirituality, one that is both faithful to the Gos
pel/Franciscan values and open to the stirrings of the Spirit who is active in human 
history. Moreover, by opting to live with the poor, a process of contextualization 
is taking place. The experiences in their involvement with the concerns and aspira
tions of the people generate new insights into the Christian-Franciscan message 
and in turn these reflections effect new ways of living their commitment. 
To conclude, this study has shown that the process of re-capturing the original 
charism of the founder is a demanding, difficult and risky venture. There is the 
demand to examine, question and, if necessary, to change the well-established tra
dition. Even if there is already a well-formulated direction, it is still easier to cling 
to the past with which we have become very familiar, and very difficult to depart 
from the way we have been formed. Going into the unfamiliar and the unknown 
necessarily involves risks. In this venture, while at times there are questions, 
uncertainties and failures, there are always breakthroughs and fresh advances. 
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Samenvatting 

Contextuele evangelisatie in de Filippijnen: 
een Filippijns-Franciscaanse ervaring 

Dit is een verkennende studie van contextuele evangelisatie. Deze studie concen
treert zich op een bepaalde religieuze gemeenschap en beschrijft haar pogingen 
om in te gaan op de uitdaging van de evangelisatie in een bepaalde context. Om 
de achtergrond voor een beter begrip van de pogingen van de gemeenschap 
waarover de studie gaat te verschaffen, wordt om te beginnen een beschrijving 
van de Filippijnen gegeven waarin de geografische en demografische, de sociaal-
politieke en historisch-culturele kenmerken van land en volk worden geschetst, en 
wordt een korte samenvatting gegeven van de uitdaging waarvoor de kerk ter 
plaatse zich gesteld ziet. 
De studie gaat er dan toe over de onderwerpen te beschrijven: de leden van de 
franciscaanse provincie van San Pedro Bautista in de Filippijnen. Zij gaat de 
ontwikkeling van deze groep na vanaf haar oprichting, identificeert de algemene 
kwesties en problemen waarmee de leden door de jaren heen geconfronteerd zijn, 
en biedt enkele vooruitzichten voor de groep. Een opvallend kenmerk van de 
geschiedenis van deze groep is het feit dat de leden samen tot de formulering 
charisma-visie-missie (CVM) gekomen zijn, die hun sindsdien als leidend beginsel 
heeft gediend bij het ontwerpen, vormgeven en evalueren van hun leven, oplei
ding en zielzorg. 
Deze studie benut het CVM als het schema dat als leidraad dient bij de beschrij
ving en analyse van de evangelisatie-activiteiten van de Filippijnse Franciscanen. 
Met dit schema raakt deze studie veel van de fundamentele thema's aan uiteen
gezet door Evangelü Nuntiandi, de moderne magna charta van de evangelisatie, 
bijvoorbeeld de verkondiging van het Rijk Gods, het evangeliseren der culturen, 
het essentiële belang van het getuigenis met de daad, het evangelie als een 
boodschap die het hele leven raakt, de spanningen en problemen die samengaan 
met het werken voor gerechtigheid en vrede enzovoort. Bovendien accentueert 
het gebruik van het CVM-schema enkele belangrijke aspecten die eigen zijn aan 
een groep die zich aan evangelisatie wijdt. Voor het analyseren van de rol van de 
religieuzen in de evangelisatie is het gebruik van het CVM-schema geschikter. 
Het stelt de religieuzen in staat hun specifieke bijdrage aan de evangelisatie te 
onderzoeken, door hen te dwingen om zowel terug te zien naar de oorspronke
lijke bronnen, naar het evangelie en de geest van hun stichters alsook om de 
tekenen des tijds te verstaan. 
Bij de terugblik op de erfenis van de Spaanse Franciscanen in het land wordt het 
CVM-schema gebruikt. De schrijver gelooft dat het gebruik van dat schema 
lonend is. Het levert een omvattend perspectief op bij het begrijpen van de 
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verschillende aspecten van de evangelisatie-pogingen van de eerste broeders. De 
eerste groep Franciscanen met name kwam met een visie die de verwezenlijking 
van Christus' universeel herderschap (unum ovile et mus pastor) inhield. Die 
missionarissen waren de volgelingen van Franciscus die op Christus wilden 
gelijken door de beoefening van de strengere evangelische armoede. Onder de 
missionaire activiteiten die zij ondernamen waren de prediking van het evangelie 
aan een niet-christelijke bevolking, de opbouw van op het geloof gebaseerde 
gemeenschappen voor bekeerlingen (reducciones), hard werken om het evangelie 
voor de inlandse mensen begrijpelijk te maken en ernaar streven om arm te zijn 
en dienaars van de armen. 
Tussen twee haakjes, de periode 1576-1586 was een beslissend tiental jaren in de 
geschiedenis van de kerk in de Filippijnen. In deze periode werd de meerderheid 
van de inwoners gekerstend door de ijverige, dynamische en creatieve inspannin
gen van de Spaanse missionarissen, met inbegrip van de Franciscanen. Deze tien 
jaren markeren ook de periode waarin de Custodie van de H. Gregonus de 
Grote in de Filippijnen formeel in Spanje werd opgericht (1576), de leden ervan 
op de eilanden aankwamen (1578) en een belangrijke bijdrage leverden aan de 
eerste evangelisatie van de inlandse bevolking, en de groep uitgroeide tot een 
provincie (1586). 
In bijna dezelfde periode van tien jaar vond vier eeuwen later een andere reeks 
gebeurtenissen plaats. Het vicariaat van de H. Gregorius de Grote op de Filippij
nen werd opgericht (1970), dit keer uit Filippijnse en niet-Filippijnse broeders die 
in het land werken. Dit werd een ten volle ontwikkelde en onafhankelijke 
provincie (1983), die als patroonheilige San Pedro Bautista koos, een van de 
eerste Spaanse missionarissen op de Filippijnen. Zoals de Spaanse missionarissen 
van het eerste uur trachten de broeders van nu dezelfde fundamentele christelijk-
franciscaanse roeping te verstaan. Zij weten zich geroepen om het evangelie te 
prediken, daarbij het charisma van de H. Franciscus van Assisi volgend. Maar 
anders dan de broeders van de voorafgaande generatie zien de tegenwoordige 
franciscanen zich voor verschillende uitdagingen geplaatst die voortkomen uit de 
veranderingen die zich sindsdien hebben voorgedaan. 
De broeders en andere mensen in de kerk op de Filippijnen van vandaag zien 
zich voor veel uitdagingen geplaatst die geen uitstel dulden. Allereerst is er de 
oproep om de profetische rol te spelen bij het aan de kaak stellen van de 
toestand van armoede, onrecht en geweld, en om solidair te zijn met de overgrote 
meerderheid van de armen die verlangen naar en strijden voor vrede, gerechtig
heid en vrijheid. Hoe de kerk zich kan ontdoen van het negatieve westerse en 
elitaire imago en haar aandeel kan leveren bij het zoeken naar een authentieke 
Filippijnse cultuur, is een andere grote opgave. Tenslotte is er de gelegenheid 
voor Filippijnse christenen om andere volkeren tegemoet te treden die andere 
culturen, godsdiensten en ideologieën kennen. 
Als contextuele evangelisatie zich laat definiëren ab het gemeenschappelijk 
proces van het ingaan op de uitdaging van het evangelie binnen het raam van de 
concrete sociaal-politieke en historisch-culturele situatie, dan geloof ik dat het 
proces waardoor de broeders gemeenschappelijk him CVM-idealen hebben ge-
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formuleerd en proberen daaraan handen en voeten te geven, contextuele evange
lisatie is. Om het kort samen te vatten, zij hebben hun bijdrage aan de opdracht 
tot evangelisatie gedefinieerd en gespecificeerd als het leiden van 'een evange-
üsch leven van blijde armoede en nederigheid in biddende broederschap'. Hun 
visie is de verwerkelijking van het 'Rijk Gods' of 'de mensenfamilie levend in 
vrede, gerechtigheid en liefde onder God als broeders en zusters in de Heer en 
in harmonie met de hele schepping'. Om deze visie te verwezenlijken hebben zij 
vijf fundamentele missionaire uitdagingen geïdentificeerd: de religieuze roeping, 
de uitdaging van gerechtigheid en vrede/de keuze voor de armen, de uitnodiging 
tot een evangelische levensstijl, de opdracht tot contextuahsatie, en de missie
roeping. 
Hoe de Franciscanen de CVM-leidraad hebben geformuleerd en concrete stappen 
doen om hun idealen te verwerkelijken, is het voorwerp van onderzoek geweest 
in deze studie. Deze studie heeft de discussies die gehouden zijn en de besluiten 
die genomen zijn in alle belangrijke overleg- en besluitorganen van de provincie 
onderzocht en de acties bekeken die met het oog op die besluiten zijn onderno
men. Aan de hand van het CVM-schema zijn kwesties geïdentificeerd, vragen 
gesteld en enkele aanbevelingen gedaan. 
In de loop van deze verkennende studie is één belangrijk inzicht bereikt. De 
studie laat zien dat de provincie, hoewel nog zeer jong, het gemeenschappelijk 
onderkennen van haar christelijk-franciscaanse rol in de evangelisatiepoging in het 
land heel ernstig heeft genomen. De leden hebben hun levensstijl, pastorale 
bedieningen en opleiding nauwgezet onderzocht en dientengevolge hebben er 
veranderingen plaatsgehad. Enige pastorale taken zijn opgegeven en nieuwe 
aangenomen. Het opleidingsprogramma heeft ook meer vernieuwingen beleefd 
dan het aantal jaren dat het bestaat. Een aantal broeders heeft voor een alterna
tieve levensstijl en/of pastorale taken gekozen. Bij deze veranderingen is één ding 
zeker. Deze veranderingen zijn aangebracht met de bedoeling om in te gaan op 
de uitdaging van het evangelie op de franciscaanse manier geïnterpreteerd, op het 
appel van de tekenen des tijds en in overeenstemming met de behoeften en 
hulpbronnen van de gemeenschap. 
Bij de analyse van de verschillende punten die met de CVM-idealen verband 
houden, is door de discussies heen één overheersend thema boven komen drijven: 
de kwestie van de franciscaanse identiteit, of meer in het bijzonder het clericale 
tegenover het niet-clericale karakter van de Orde/Provincie. Terwijl de provincie 
duidelijk haar specifiek franciscaanse bijdrage aan de evangelisatie-opdracht heeft 
omschreven, bestaat er nog steeds een wijde kloof tussen de beleden idealen en 
de geërfde structurele reaUteit van de provincie. En meer in het bijzonder brengt 
deze studie deze conclusie aan het Ucht: de clericale oriëntatie en structuur van 
de provincie zijn een blok aan het been, dat de gemeenschap ervan weerhoudt 
om haar missieopdrachten effectief uit te voeren. En positief gesteld, de pogingen 
van een aantal broeders om van de traditionele clericale structuur en oriëntatie 
van de provincie af te wijken, bevorderen de idealen van de groep. 
Tot besluit, deze studie heeft getoond dat het proces van het herwinnen van het 
oorspronkelijke charisma van de stichter een veeleisende, moeilijke en riskante 
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onderneming is. Het is een vereiste de gevestigde traditie te onderzoeken, in 
twijfel te trekken, en zo nodig te veranderen. Zelfs als er al een welomschreven 
richting is, is het nog steeds gemakkelijker zich aan het verleden vast te klampen 
waarmee wij heel vertrouwd zijn geraakt, en heel moeilijk om af te wijken van de 
manier waarop wij gevormd zijn. Zich inlaten met het vreemde en onbekende 
brengt noodzakelijkerwijze risico's met zich mee. Bij deze onderneming zijn er, 
terwijl er soms vragen, onzekerheden, en mislukkingen zijn, altijd weer doorbra
ken en worden er nieuwe stappen vooruit gezet. 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1: Chapter resolutions — 1973-1989 

1st Vicariai Chapter, Novahches, Quezon City, Apr. 3-10,1973 
(Proceedings of the 1st Vicanal Chapter, pp 60-61) 

A Fraternity 
1 Whereas the chapter is concerned about the Franciscan and theological renewal and updating 

of the vicariate, be it resolved that an annual Franciscan conference be organized by the 
formation council This resolution passed with a unanimous vote of 16 

2 Whereas the chapter is concerned about better communication among the fnars in the 
Philippines, be it resolved that the vicariate establish two publications, one of which pertains 
to vicanal members and matters, and the other of general interest lo all the fnais The 
details and the personnel of both are to be determined by the vicariai council This resolution 
passed with a unanimous vote of 16 

3 Whereas the chapter is concerned about mutual fraternal concern, be it resolved that all the 
fnars show fraternal concern, moral and, if necessary, legal support for a fnar whose person 
is under attack, even if the method and principles of that fnar are not shared by the entire 
community If the case demands it, the vicar shall make public this common concern This 
resolution passed with a unanimous vote of 16 

4 Whereas the chapter is concerned about the promotion of regional fraternity, be it resolved 
that regional fnanes be established This resolution passed with 14 affirmative, 1 negative 
votes, and 2 abstentions 

5 Whereas the chapter is concerned about the continuous internal renewal of the fnars, be it 
resolved that a common monthly renewal be held for all the fnars in a region, which all the 
fnars should attend This resolution passed with a unanimous vote of IS 

6 Whereas the chapter is concerned about the furnishing of information to future fnars on our 
way of Franciscan living, be it resolved that every fraternity have a chronicler to keep the 
fnary chronicle available to the scrutiny of the other fnars This resolution passed with a 
unanimous vote of IS 

7 Whereas the chapter is concerned that the vicanal council make the best appointments 
possible, be it resolved that the fnar be consulted for his preferences before his appointment 
is made, his aptitudes and interests should be taken into account This resolution passed with 
14 affirmative votes and one abstention 

8 Whereas the chapter feels grateful to specific fnars for their service, be it resolved that 
a the chapter formally thank and congratulate Fr Sam Hermes as a secretary of the 

chapter, it also extends gratitude and appreciation to the novices for their help and 
participation in the chapter This resolution passed with a unanimous vote of 16 

b the chapter extend its gratitude to the supenor, the fnars and all the personnel of OLAS 
for their hospitality and the facilities extended to the chapter, which made its tasks more 
enjoyable This resolution passed with a unanimous vote of 16 

с the chapter take the opportunity to express its gratitude to Fr Norberto Pieraccini for his 
fraternal concern and untmng service through the visitation of the vicanate and the conduc
tion of the first vicanal chapter This resolution passed with a unanimous vote of 16 
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В Formation 
1 Whereas the chapter sees the need for a new form of formation on the undergraduate and 

graduate levels, be it resolved that the chapter endorse a formation center in 1973-1974. This 
resolution passed with 20 affirmative and 1 negative votes. 

2 Whereas the chapter sees the need of fomenting vocations in regional fraternities, be it 
resolved that the chapter endorse a plurality of Franciscan formation centre on pre-college 
level. This resolution passed with an unanimous vote of 19. 

С Apostatate 
1 Whereas the chapter is anxious about the latest historical situation in the country, be it 

resolved that the vicariate give a common Gospel statement on a new Filipino society. This 
resolution passed with IS affirmative, no negative votes, and 2 abstentions. 

2 Whereas the chapter is concerned about the promotion of Franciscan vocations, be it 
resolved that the national director carry on his work also through the friary chapter as far as 
possible and that all friars make it their concern for the recruiting of new vocations to the 
Order through the means available in their respective apostolates. This resolution passed with 
a unanimous vote of 16. 

3 Whereas the chapter is concerned about the openness to other apostolates, be it resolved that 
a friar commited to a particular apostolate be open to other apostolates provided that they 
are not detrimental to his main work. This resolution passed with a unanimous vote of 16. 

4 Whereas the chapter is concerned about the lack of personnel, be it resolved that the priority 
survey be approved and be used by the vicarial council as guideline for evaluation of 
apostolates and in making assignments. This resolution passed with a unanimous vote of 15. 

2nd Vicarial Chapter, Nov. Q.C, Mar 30-Apr 7,1976 
(Oscar Ante and Maximillian Hottle, A Report to the Friars Jan 1982, pp. 26-27) 

Among the Resolutions passed, were these: 

A The theme of this Vicarial chapter and the thrust of the Vicariate in the next three years is 
contextualization. 

В Fraternity 
1 '(...) all the friars in the Philippines, especially the Filipino friars, must search for ways to 

exercise fraternity and minority in a truly Filipino way.' 
2 '(...) the Vicarial Council must make serious efforts to start re-structuring the Vicariate into 

fraternities of four or five friáis.' 
3 'In making appointments the Vicarial Council must give greater importance to living and 

working in a fraternal way than to continuing established commitments, and, if need be, give 
up even well-established and long-standing apostolates.' 

6 'The Chapter mandates the Vicarial Council to immediately establish regional convents in 
Samar and Negros.' 

7 'The Vicarial Chapter mandates the setting up of the Plenary Council for another period of 
three years.' 

С Minority 
1 'The Vicarial Council shall allow and encourage the friars to experience more effectively, and 

experiment with possible lifestyle, in order to bridge the gap that exists between their lifestyle 
and the lifestyle of the vast majority of our people, even if this means a departure from our 
present structures.' 

2 'The Vicarial Council and all the friars must begin to think of and act effectively on means 
of financial support other than investments and foreign aid.' 
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3 'Superfluous goods in fnanes should be shared with other fraternities through the Vicariai 
Procuration ' 

4 There shall be no more major construction projects of the Vicariate ' 

D Formation 
Desiring to contextualize the Formation Program 
1 The Vicariai Chapter authorizes the Vicariai Council to restructure the formation program 

accordingly ' 

a 'The Chapter decides to phase out OLAS College Department, the details of which are 
to be worked out by the Vicariai Council in consultation with the Formation Council ' 

b 'The Chapter decides to let the Vicariai Council implement the introduction of a pre-
novitiate and post-novitiate program as proposed by the Formation Council ' 

2 The Vicaria! Chapter desires that more Filipino fnars be assigned to the formation program ' 

E Apostolate 
2 Particular Apostolat« 

a 'The fnars in pastoral work shall be organized among themselves for better coordination 
and communication ' 

b 'The Vicariai Chapter urges the re-assessment and re-evaluation of the Educational 

Apostolate in the Vicariate, taking into account the development of education along the 

lines of informal education for human development and christian formation of the 
Filipino masses ' 

с 'The Vicariai Chapter, recognizing the contemplative aspect of the Franciscan life and 

individual chansms of fnars, endorses the establishment of a House of Prayer, pledging 

financial support and personnel, and encourages the fnars to avail themselves of this 
aspect of our life ' 

d The Vicanal Council shall adopt a well organized vocation program with a full time 
vocation Director, an annual budget, and the training of vocation men Each fnar should 
promote vocations ' 

G Prayer 
'Each fraternity shall spend at least an hour of mental prayer daily, at least five hours of monthly 
recollection and at least five days of annual retreat ' 

3rd Vicanal Chapter, San Jose del Monte, Bulacan, Mar. 21-27,1979 
(Proceedings of the 3rd Vicariai Chapter, pp 39-44) 

1 Canlaon 

This Chapter decides that the Vicar and his Council shall transfer now (in time for SY 1979-80), 

according to law, the ownership and the administration of Saint Joseph's Academy at Canlaon 

City to the bishop of the Diocese of Dumaguete Yes 21, Abstention 2, Absent 1 = 24 

If vote positive Should this bishop be unwilling or unable to accept the disposition, this chapter 

directs the Vicar and his Council to negotiate, in consultation with the fnars of Negros, the 

transfer of this school to another suitable party Yes 22, Abstention 1, Absent 1 = 24 

2 Bicol 

a This Chapter directs the Vicar and his Council to staff adequately within this year of 1979 the 

Bicol fraternity Yes 17, No 2, Abstention 4, Absent 1 
b This Chapter decides to cede the pansh of Our Lady of the Gate, Daraga, Albay to the 

bishop of the Diocese of Legaspi, and directs the Vicar and his Council to work out this 
transfer Yes 7, No 14, Absent 1 
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3 Santa Teresila 
a This Chapter directs the Vicar and his Council to assume now full responsibility for and 

administration of the parish and school of Sta. Teresita, Cagayan. Yes: 4, No: 16, Absten
tions. 3, Absent: 1. 

b This Chapter, although willing, deems the Vicanate unable at present to assume additional 
commitments in Cagayan. (Ed. This was set aside for votation following the results of the 
following resolution. A favorable votation on the next resolution led to the dropping of this 
proposed resolution.) 

с This Chapter directs the Vicar and his Council to help staff Santa Teresita parish and school 
insofar as possible. Yes: 22, Abstention: 1, Absent: 1. 

4 Саштгап 
This Chapter directs the Vicar and his Council to begin immediate negotiations with the bishop 
of the diocese of Catarman about returning the parishes of Allen, San Antonio, and San Isidro 
to the diocese Yes. 21, No. 1, Abstention. 1, Absent 1 

5 VOT 
This Chapter directs the Vicar and his Council to investigate immediately and to settle the legal 
ownership of the temporalities at the V 0 Τ compound, Sampaloc, Manila, and to work out an 
agreement with the Order of Franciscans Secular within this year of 1979 Yes: 23, Absent 1. 
a Whatever the findings of the investigation, this Chapter does not desire vicariai ownership of 

these temporalities. Yes- 13, No: 6, Abstentions: 4, Absent: 1. 
b This Chapter is open to negotiating with the Order of Franciscans Secular the use and/or 

ownership of whatever temporalities shall be found to belong legally to the Order of Fnars 

Minor. Yes. 20, Abstentions: 3, Absent. 1. 

6 Plenary Council 
This Chapter mandates the setting up of a Plenary Council for another period of three years 
(GGCC Art. 243). Yes· 22, Abstention: 1, Absent: 1. 

7 Works 
This Chapter expresses fraternal concern for fnars and their apostolic work, especially those 
fnars engaged in new forms of apostolate, and exhorts all the fnars to be guided by the articles 
concerning 'Franciscan Apostolic Life' in The Plan for Franciscan Living (GGCC Arts 93-103) 
Yes· 19, Abstentions· 4, Absent' 1. 

8 Vicariai Headquarters 
This Chapter decides that the Vicanal Headquarters shall be removed from the VOT. 
compound at Sampaloc, Manila. Yes: 16, No· 5, Abstentions: 2, Absent· 1 
If positive: This Chapter directs the Vicar and his Council to effect the transfer of the vicanal 
headquarters to San Francisco del Monte, Quezon City. Yes: 19, No. 2, Abstentions· 2, 
Absent· 1. 

9 Communications 
This Chapter urges all the fnars to continue in their efforts at fostenng fraternal communication 
on the local, the regional, and the vicanal levels. 
In addition to those means mentioned in the resolutions of the Vicanal Chapter of 1976 (B5, 
a-i), this Chapter suggests the following means for intensifying fraternal life 
a Special attention paid to specific foundations/regions by vicanal Councillors, and 
b Vicariai meetings to be held in the vanous regions. 

Yes 23, Absent 1 
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10 Radio 
This Chapter agrees to the removal of the equipment of Radio Station DYWC to the municipal
ity of Sibulan, Negros Oriental in the care of the bishop of the Diocese of Dumaguete Yes: 16, 
No. 7, Absent: 1. 

11 Minority 
This Chapter urges all the fnars to continue reflecting prayerfully on their life of mmonty. 
Especially recommended for reflection and practice are true accountbility to the fraternity, and 
real experience in the lifestyle of the vast majority of our people Yes: 20, Abstentions 3, 
Absent: 1. 

12 Prayer 
In view of the deeply felt need of fnars for a truly fraternal life, this Chapter exhorts all the 
fnars to intensify both their personal and their fraternal life of prayer. 
All the fnars, with the assistance of the ministers, are urged to seek realistic ways of structuring 
prayer-life. Yes: 21, Abstention: 2, Absent: 1. 

13 Exodus 
This Chapter, concerned about the 'exodus of fnars' from the vicarial fraternity, directs the Vicar 
and his Council to initiate a study which may help understand and to cope with this phenom
enon Yes: 17, No: 1, Abstentions: 5, Absent: 1. 

14 On-gomg formation 
The Chapter decides that the Vicariatc's program of ongoing formation shall be directed by the 
Formation Council. Yes: 23, Absent 1. 

15 OLAS-supenntendent 
This Chapter decides the OLAS College Department, like the other schools of the Vicanate, 
shall avail itself of the technical expertise of the Office of the Supenntendent in matters 
involving the Ministry of Education and Culture. Yes: 21, Abstentions: 2, Absent' 1 

16 Formation program 
This Chapter adopts the four-stage program of formation as presented in the Formation Report, 
with the understanding that revisions may be made. Yes. 19, No. 2, Abstentions. 2, Absent. 1 

17 Statutes 
This Chapter approves the amendments to the Statutes of the Vicanate made here in session 
Yes 19, Abstentions- 3, Absent- 1. 

18 Schools 
This Chapter recognizes the importance of the school apostolate for evangelization in the 
vicanate Like other apostolates it is governed by the provisions of the General Constitutions on 
Franciscan Apostolic Life. This Chapter calls special attention to' 
a Relationship of apostolates with the community (Art. 98, paragraph 1); 
b Supervisions of apostolates by superiors (Art. 109, paragraph 1); and 
с Accountability to the House Chapter (Art. 109, paragraph 2). 
Yes. 23, Absent: 1. 

19 Plan for tnenmum 
This Chapter endorses for implementation The Plan for Tnenmum presented and explained by 
the Vicar. Yes. 23, Absent: 1. 
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20 Thanks to visitator 
This Chapter expresses its gratitude to Father Leonard Fernandez for his fraternal concern and 
service in the visitation of the Vicariate and in his presidency of the Third Vicariai Chapter Yes 
23, Absent 1 

21 Thanks to the Blessed Sacrament Fathers 
The members of this Third Vicariai Chapter extend their thanks and appreciation to Reverend 
Daniel Roach and to the Brothers of the Blessed Sacrament Novitiate for their hospitality, their 
care and their concern Yes 23, Absent 1 

Since there was some time left, the Vicar requested for the reading of the minutes Corrections were 
made 
a The ranking of the four Councillors is not according to the first, second, third and fourth 

ballotings, but according to seniority 
b The goal of the Tnenmum is not only Evangelizing Community but Towards an Evangelizing 

Community 
с The Visitator General confirms not declares the elected fnars 

The resolution on the Bicol issue was voted on again The result Yes 7, No 14, Abstentions 2, 
Absent 1 The pansh of Daraga shall not then be ceded to the diocese 

4th Vicarial Chapter, Lucena City, Feb. ft-13,1982 
(4th Vicariai Chapter Proceedings and Minutes, pp 87-91) 

This 4th Vicarial Chapter hereby resolves 

Vision-Mission 
1 That the Franciscan Vision-Mission, as formulated by the 1982 General Assembly for the 

Philippine Vicariate, be approved Yes 25, No 0, Abstain 1 

Communion of life 
2 That the improvement of interpersonal relations be made a goal for the tnenmum 1982-1985 

Approved by consensus 
3 That training seminars and workshops for vicariai and local ministers be held, especially in 

community building and planning Approved by consensus 
4 That the General Assembly be made a regular structure of the Vicariate Yes 17, No 1, 

Abstain 8 
5 That the delegates to the Vicariai Chapter be elected after General Assembly Yes 24, No 0, 

Abstain 2 
6 That a committee be formed to study the issue of adequate representation at the Plenary 

Council and the Vicariai Chapter, to consult the fnars and to submit the results to the Vicanal 
Council for approval Yes 12, Other alternatives 9, Abstain 2 

7 That the recommendations of the Ad Hoc Committee on the Relationship between the Simply 
and Solemnly Professed Fnars regarding the participation of the simply professed in the Plenary 
Council, General Assembly and Vicanal Chapter be considered in the revision of the Statutes 
Yes 17, No 5, Abstain 2 

8 That the fnars be encouraged to use existing centers for prayer, such as La Vema at OLAS, the 
Novitiate at Victory Heights, San Pedro Bautista Cave at San Francisco del Monte Yes 19, No 
1, Abstain 4 

Ministries 
9 That a new office, to be named the Office for Evangelization, be created 

Creation of office Yes 25, No O, Abstain 1 
Name of office Yes 14, Other alternatives 12 
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10 That the Office for Evangelization include the vicarial offices for Justice and Peace, parishes, 
schools, overseas mission, and other special ministries. Yes: 23, No: 1, Abstain: 2. 

11 That the Vicarial Council create the Office of Spiritual Assistant to Franciscan nuns, sisters and 
members of secular institutes. Yes: 26, No: 0, Abstain: 0. 

12 That the Vicarial Council appoint regional spiritual assistants for the Secular Franciscan Order. 
Yes: 25, No: 0, Abstain: 1. 

13 That, considering the needs and express desire of the Church, the Vicariate provide opportuni
ties for foreign mission work, especially in the surrounding Asian countries. Yes: 24, No: 0, 
Abstain: 0. 

14 That the Vicariate withdraw from the administration of the parishes of Daraga and Camalig in 
Albay. Yes: 23, No: 1, Abstain: 2. 

15 That this withdrawal take place within one year for Daraga and two years for Camalig. Yes: 19, 
Other alternatives: 6. 

16 That during the transition period the administration of St. John's Academy at Camalig be 
entrusted to lay people under the supervision of a competent friar. Yes: 25, No: 0, Abstain: 6. 

17 That, while supporting the personal commitment of the friar concerned, the parish of San 
Vicente Ferrer in Cebu City be not accepted as a Vicarial commitment. Yes: 23, No: 0, Ab
stain: 3. 

Formation 
18 That common workshops for formators and formants be conducted at the beginning of each 

school year in order to enhance interpersonal relations at the postulancy, novitiate and post-
novitiate levels of formation. Approved by consensus. 

19 That the present Norms for Formation be endorsed until further revision is made in line with 
the Franciscan Vision-Mission of the Vicariate. Yes: 25, No: 0, Abstain: 1. 

20 That the Formation Council revise the Norms for Formation in the light of the Franciscan 
Vision-Mission of the Vicariate, and submit the results first to the Plenary Council for review 
and then to the Vicarial Council for approval. Yes: 23, No: 0, Abstain: 3. 

21 That the theology program at OLAS be continued. Yes: 20, No: 0, Abstain: 6. 
22 That the Core Formation Team of OLAS together with the Vicar work out the details of the 

theology program, especially in regard to personnel. Approved with consensus. 
23 That the common formation program proposed by the Formation Council be studied by an Ad 

Hoc Committee and the results submitted to the same Formation Council. Yes: 24, No: 0, 
Abstain: 2. 

24 That the Formation Council's resolutions concerning pre-postulancy at San Francisco del Monte 
and Cebu be referred back to the Formation Council. Yes: 19, No: 2, Abstain: 5. 

Administration 
25 That the results of the study 'A Report to the Friars, January 1982' be taken as indicative of the 

friáis' interest in petitioning that the Vicariate become a Province. Yes: 15, No: 8, Abstain: 2. 
26 That the Vicarial Council petition the General Definitorium that the Vicariate be made a 

Province. Yes: 21, No: 2, Abstain: 3. 
27 That the Vicarial Councilors act as liaison for the different regions of the Vicariate. Approved 

by consensus. 
28 That the Plenary Council be set up for the triennium 1982-1985. Yes: 23, No: 1, Abstain: 2. 
29 That no long-term contracts be made between the Vicariate and the Bishops. Yes: 26, No: 0, 

Abstain: 0. 
30 That any future agreements between the Vicariate and the Bishops be worked out first by the 

friars of the region and then referred to the Vicarial Council for approval. Yes: 25, No: 0, 
Abstain: 0. 

31 That the Vicarial Council continue seeking a solution to the problem of the V.O.T. temporali
ties, in accordance with Resolution Number 5 of the Vicarial Chapter of 1979. Approved by 
consensus. 
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32 That, before the expiration of the present contract in October 1982, the Vicarial Council through 
the friars of Negros negotiate with the Bishop concerning radio station DYWC. Approved by 
consensus. 

33 That the Vicarial Statutes be revised. Approved by consensus. 
34 That the Vicarial Financial Board draft financial policies, submit them to the friars at large and 

to the Plenary Council for consultation, and to the Vicarial Council for approval. Yes: 21, Other 
option: 3, Abstain: 2. 

Planning 
35 That the Vicarial Council create an Office for Planning. Yes: 26, No: 0, Abstain: 0. 
36 That no decision concerning the Franciscan presence in Bicol and Samar be made until the 

Office for Planning shall have studied the needs of various regions and the Vicariate's resources. 
For Bicol: Yes: 20, No: 1, Abstain: 5. 
For Samar Yes: 21, No: 0, Abstain: 5. 

37 That the request of the Board of Trustees of Christ the King College in Calbayog City be 
referred to the Office for Planning for further study in the context of the Franciscan Vision-
Mission of the Vicariate. Yes: 19, No: 0, Abstain: 7. 

38 That action on the recommendations of the Superintendent of Schools be deferred until all 
pertinent data shall have been gathered. Yes: 21, No: 0, Abstain: 5. 

39 That the Ccbu Formation Staff and the Vicarial Procurator find and rent new lodging for the 
brothers in formation, and that the Office for Planning make definite project proposals 
concerning Cebu as the center for the friars in the South. Yes: 25, No: 0, Abstain: 1. 

Resolutions not passed 
1 That a house be built in Samar to serve as headquarters for the friars in that region. 

1st vote: Yes: 7, No: 9, Abstain: 10. 
2nd vote: Yes: 7, No: 14, Abstain: 5. 

2 That the request of the Board of Trustees of Christ the King college in Calbayog City to 
construct an additional college building be approved. 
1st vote: Yes: 9, No: 10, Abstain: 7. 
2nd vote: Yes: 9, No: 11, Abstain: 6. 

3 That the Vicariate keep radio station DYWC in Negros. Yes: 0, No: 4, Abstain: 18. 

1st Provincial Chapter, Lucena City, Feb. 27-Mar. S, 1986 
{Proceedings 1st Provincial Chapter of the OFM Philippine Province of San Pedro Bautista, pp. 42-45) 

STATEMENT OF THE FIRST PROVINCIAL CHATTER 

We, Friars Minor of the Province of San Pedro Bautista, Philippines, gathered for our First 
Provincial Chapter at Lucena City from 27 February to 05 March 1986, 

guided by: 
- the directives of the Order, especially by the 1985 General Chapter Document, 'Our Call to 

Evangelization: Proposals for Action', and 
- our own ideals, as expressed in our espoused Charism-Vision-Mission Statement and the 

consequent Guidelines and Resolutions, 

and seriously taking into consideration: 
- the present needs of Philippine society in general and the local Church in particular, 
- our own limited personnel and financial resources, and 
- the mind and heart of most friars, especially those who are affected the most, 
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and resolving once again: 
- to intensify our life with God, with one another and with the people we serve in the spirit of St. 

Francis and in the context of the signs of the times, 
- to work for the contextualization of our formation, lifestyle and ministry, 
- to actualize and deepen our option for the poor and our work for justice and peace, and 
- to respond to the missionary dimension of our Franciscan charism, 

(Approve = 26, Disapprove = 0, Absent = 1) 

HEREBY RESOLVE: 

1.0 Formation 
1.1 That 'Formation for Franciscan Living* shall be implemented in all levels of formation as 

soon as possible. The details of the implementation, based on the Formation Council's 
report to the Provincial Chapter, shall be worked out between the Formation Council and 
the Provincial Definitory. 

The following guidelines shall be observed in the implementation: 
a Priority shall be given to 'Formation for Franciscan Living' in the post-novitiate level. 
b The concentration on training for the priesthood or professional/technical skills shall be 

after perpetual profession. 
(Approve = 21, Disapprove = 0, Abstain = 3, Absent = 1) 

1.2 That the Formation Council and the Provincial Definitory shall consider more thoroughly 
the following: 
a the timeframe for the postulancy and the novitiate, 
b the venue for all levels, and 
с the feedback from the friars and this Provincial Chapter. 
(Approve = 18, Disapprove = 2, Abstain = 5) 

1.3 That the OLAS College will continue to function as a Franciscan College which prepares 
students for entrance into the Order of Friars Minor. 
(Approve = 23, Disapprove = 0, Abstain = 2) 

1.4 That the present novitiate site be retained. 
(Approve = 14, Disapprove = 4, Abstain = 7) 
(consensus votation) 

1.5 That our School of Theology at OLAS will be phased out. 
(Approve = 18, Disapprove = 2, Abstain = 5) 

2.0 Ministries 
2.1 That the Province commits itself to administer the Parishes of Santa Teresita and Gonzaga 

for the next three years. Details of an agreement with the Archbishop of Tuguegarao will be 
worked out by the Provincial Definitoiy. 
(Approve = 24, Disapprove = 0, Abstain = 1) 

2.2 That the Province withdraws from the administration of the Parish of Santa Ana, Cagayan. 
(Approve = 19, Disapprove = 2, Abstain = 4) 
(consensus votation) 

2.3 That the Province withdraws from the administration of the Parish of Bagbag, Novaliches, 
Quezon City. 
(Approve = 16, Disapprove = 6, Abstain = 3) 

2.4 That the Province withdraws from the administration of the Parish of San Isidro, Northern 
Samar. 
(Approve = 12, Disapprove = 13, Abstain = 0) 

2.5 That the Province assumes the administration of the Parish of San Vicente Ferrer, Cebu 
City, as a Provincial commitment. 
(Approve = 15, Disapprove = 10, Abstain = 0) 
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2.6 Thal the Provincial Chapter resolves to maintain, indeed to intensify our spiritual assistance 
to the Poor Clares, while giving the Minister Provincial the option to either retain or give up 
jurisdiction over them from now onwards. 
(Approve = 14, Disapprove = 6, Abstain = 1) 

2.7 That the Provincial Chapter strongly encourages the Provincial Definitory to open new 
forms of Franciscan presence and/or ministries, e.g., Tacloban Center, Basilan Mission, 
Mobile Mission Team, and Praying Community, insofar as personnel are available. 
(Approve = 25, Disapprove = 0, Abstain = 0) 

2.8 That the Provincial Chapter directs the Provincial Definitory to encourage volunteers to 
overseas mission, especially to the Pan-Africa and Thailand Projects, and to see to their 
adequate preparation. 
(Approve = 25, Disapprove = 0, Abstain = 0) 

3.0 Administration 
3.1 That the Provincial Chapter directs the Provincial Definitory to establish the Office of 

Personnel Director to help deal with the many personnel matters that arise frequently and 
are important to our fraternity and its morale (possibly a member of the Definitory; possibly 
the On-Going Formation Director). 

(Approve = 21, Disapprove = 0, Abstain = 4) 
3.2 That the Provincial Chapter directs the Provincial Definitory to establish, under the direct 

supervision of the Office for Evangelization, the following: 
a National Parish Coordinator (a pastor), 
b Justice & Peace Commission Coordinator (full time as far as possible), and 
с Franciscan Missionary Union & Mission Director (full time as far as possible). 
(Approve = 24, Disapprove = 0, Abstain = 1) 

3.3 That the Provincial Chapter directs the Provincial Definitory to appoint now a Vice 
Provincial Procurator for training during this Triennium. 
(Approve = 25, Disapprove = 0, Abstain = 0) 

3.4 That the Provincial Chapter makes it a policy of this Province that the tenure of office for 
Parish Priests and Parochial Vicars shall be as follows: 
a Parish Priest normally a minimum of six and a maximum of nine years, and 
b Parochial Vicar normally a minimum of three and a maximum of six years. 
(Approve = 24, Disapprove = 0, Abstain = 1) 

3.5 That the Provincial Liturgical Committee recommended by the H Parish Friars' Convention 
of 1985 be created. 
(Approve = 21, Disapprove = 0, Abstain = 4) 
(consensus votation) 

3.6 That the Plenary Council be set up for the Triennium 1986-89. 
(Approve = 23, Disapprove = 0, Abstain = 2) 

3.7 That the Provincial Chapter accepts the resignation from his office by the incumbent 
Minister Provincial. 
(Approve = 6, Disapprove = 15, Abstain = 3) 

3.8 That all the other recommendations made in this Provincial Chapter be endorsed to the 
Provincial Definitory for due consideration and possible implementation. 
(Voted affirmatively viva voce) 
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2nd Рго шсіаІ Chapter, Nov., Q.C, Jan. 31-Feb 4,1989 

(Provincial Communicator Apr 1989, pp 15-17) 

We resolve 

A FORMATION 

Posmlancy 

1 that the postulancy remain at the present site 

Novitiate 
2 that the novitiate site be transferred from its present place, and, 
3 that the novitiate site be transferred to Mankina 

Inter-Congregaaonal Theological Consortium (ICTC) 
4 a that the ICTC Program be made a part of the Post-Novitiate Program, 

b that the Formation Council coordinate with the ICTC for the necessary adjustments 

Exodus ofFnars 
5 that, as our response to the problem of the exodus of our fnars and in our effort to deepen our 

commitment to the Franciscan vocation, 

a we strengthen our On-going Formation Program, taking into consideration the recommenda
tions of the On-going Formation Committee, 

b all the fnars from the first to the fifth year of Perpetual Profession undergo a yearly group 
renewal, and, 

с that m the initial formation the challenge of the Franciscan life be taken up and clearly 
explained 

В FRATERNAL U F E 

Ann Foreign Sentiments 
6 that, recognizing the existence of anti-foreign sentiments in the Province, both among Filipinos 

and foreigners, but, at the same time, being aware that, regardless of race, we are a community 
of brothers living in the Philippines, we enjoin the following· 

a that all the brothers exert efforts to search for the Filipino identity and to help realize the 
aspirations of the Province, 

b that Filipino friars welcome and appreciate the supportive role of the foreign fnars in this 
search for identity; 

с that personal conflicts between foreigners and Filipinos be settled at once by those con
cerned, preferably within the confines of the community; 

d that the incoming foreign missionaries take studies on the Filipino culture 

Contemplation 
7 that the Provincial Definitoiy appoint a team to go around the Province 

a to facilitate sessions on prayer using the GGCC and Provincial Statutes as a basis, in order 
to explore relevant spiritualities and various forms of prayer; 

b to conduct a discussion on the community structure on prayer which suits best the individual 
fnaiy; 

8 that the Province have a retreat house which can also be used for seminars 
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С ADMINISTRATION 

Profiling 
9 that the interest individuals and communities avail of profiling services to build up fratmal life 

Plenary Council 
10 that the Province shall not have a Plenary Council dunng the coming tnennum in view of Art 

149 of the GGSS which enjoins the Provincial Minister to convoke a meeting of the fnare in case 
of necessity 

Appointment of Guardians 
11 that, once the new communities are formed at the capitular meeting, the Provincial Council, after 

a secret consultation with the members of the community, elect as guardian the fnar whom it 
considers most suited for the office 

VOT Temporalmes 
12 that in response to the request of the SFO National Council concerning V O T temporalities 

and in our desire to promote the growth of the SFO as an independent Order, we 
a allow the use of the V O T building until the end of the tnenmum, with the following 

provisions 
ι that it be used strictly for SFO-related activities, 
n that space be set aside for the offices of the YOUFRA. 

b help the SFO to look for and/or set up its own center outside the Franciscan place in 
Sampaloc; 

с assist the SFO financially to realize that project by setting aside for that purpose the monthly 
contribution from the collection funds in the next three years. 

DYWC Radio Station 
13 that, while retaining the ownership of the DYWC radio station, the Province grant the Bishop 

of Dumaguete the right of power of attorney for whatever transactions needed for the operation 
of the said station. 

Amount allowed to Provincial Minister 
14 that the Provincial Minister be allowed to spend and/or to alienate the amount of f 50,000 00 

without having to seek the consent of the Provincial Council 

О MINISTRIES 

Ministries 
15 that, at the start of the tnenmum, there be a regional orientation and planning for the fnars in 

parochial ministry and their lay partners to draw up plans for the implementation of the 
Provincial Renewal Program (PRP), 

16 that formative communities in the rural and urban areas be designated, 
17 that the schools be associated for better implementation of the PRP and for shanng of 

resources 

Special Ministries 
18 thai the fnars assigned to special ministnes submit to the Definitonum their expectations, goals, 

objectives, and job description at the start of the tnenmum 

Mission 

19 that the mobile mission team approved by the 1986 Provincial Chapter be created insofar as 
personnel are available 
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20 that the Franciscan Missionary Union organize, develop and promote the Franciscan Lay 
Missionary Program (FLMP) 

21 that the Provincial Administration see to it that in every region the communities gather together 
at least quarterly to reflect on and pray over Justice and Peace and other issues of local, regional 
and national concerns in order to make appropriate response 

E PROVINCIAL STATUTES 

22 The Provincial Chapter approved unanimously the entire Provincial Statutes as amended 
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Appendix 2A: Some demographic data in selected Asian-Oceanic countnes 

Aus. India Indo. Japan S.Kor. Pak. PNG Phil. Tai. Thai 

Area ('000 km2) 7682 3288 1919 378 99 804 462 300 36 514 

Pop. size 1987 
(million) 16.2 800.3 174.9 122.2 42.1 104.6 3.6 61.5 19.6 53.6 

Density (/km2) 2.1 243.4 91.1 323.3 425.2 130.1 7.8 205.0 544.4 104.3 

% avg. annual 
growth (79-86) 0.8 2.1 2.1 0.6 1.4 2.9 2.4 2.8 1.2 2.1 

Urban pop. as 
% total 86 25 22 76 65 28 13 40 67 17 

Infant mortality 

per 1,000 9.9 101 88 55 30 125 100 50 8.9 57 

% under 15 years 24 38 40 22 31 45 42 41 30 36 

Life expectancy 76 55 58 77 67 50 54 65 73 63 

Source: Asia 1988 Yearbook 

Appendix ZB: Some socio-economic indicatola in selected Asian-Oceanic countries 

Aus. India Indo. Japan S.Kor. Pak. PNG Phil. Tai. Thai 

Per capita income 
(US$) 10948 260 530 8837 2296 371 751 515 3468 612 

Persons per 
hospital 208 1254 - 81 385 1724 666 690 238 763 

Persons per 
doctor 535 3690 - 667 998 2273 1000 6667 1111 5988 

Outstanding foreign 
debt (US $ million) 54586 36383 35 nil 36 11700 985 28256 3236 14071 

Debt-service 
ratio (%) 16 19 40 nil 14 29 32 37 5 20 

Defense as % GNP 2.8 33 — 1.0 5.2 6.9 1.5 1.7 8.4 45 

Defense as % 
public expenditure 9.7 20.9 — 65 31.4 28.0 3.3 8.6 35.3 32.4 

Education as % 
public expenditure 6.8 2.1 11.8 9.0 20.0 10.0 10.6 123 20.5 25.3 

Source: Asia 1988 Yearbook 
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The Church in the Philippines is called to exercise her prophetic role in denouncing 
the problems of poverty, injustice and violence, to be in solidarity with the growing 
number of Filipinos struggling for social transformation, and to participate in the 
search for an authentic Filipino culture. 
The only 'Catholic' country in the Far East has the unique opportunity and the cor
responding responsibility for reaching out to the neighbouring countries with diffe
rent religions, cultures and ideologies. It is within this context that the Franciscan 
Province in the Philippines finds itself. 

How the friars minor are responding to the challenges of evangelization is the sub
ject matter of this exploratory study. Using the charism-vision-mission framework, 
this book contributes a comprehensive schema in the analysis of the evangelization 
activities in general. For the religious called to examine their specific role in the 
evangelization endeavour, the use of the charism concept in this study touches the 
right chord. In particular, the book discusses a very familiar Franciscan dilemma -
the question of the clerical or non-clerical nature of the Order/Province. 

The author, Oscar A. Ante o.f.m., born in the Philippines, is master of sociology 
(Ateneo de Manila University, 1981). He was connected to the Franciscan Major 
Seminary of Our Lady of the Angels in Quezon City as a formator/educator and as 
coordinator of the field education program. 
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